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Abstract 

Bayesian networks have shown themselves to be useful tools 

for the analysis and modelling of large data sets. However, 

their complete generality leads to computational and 

modelling complexities that have limited their applicability. 

We propose an approach to simplify and constrain Bayesian 

networks that strikes a more useful compromise between 

generality and tractability. These constrained graphical will 

allow us to build computationally tractable models for large 

high-dimensional data sets. 

We also describe examples of data sets drawn from image 

and speech processing on which we can (1) further explore 

this constrained set of graphical models, and (2) analyse their 

performance as a general-purpose statistical data analysis tool.  

1. Introduction 

Understanding the properties of large data sets has become a 

crucial activity in the Information Age: numerous tasks, 

ranging from the measurements of hundreds of distributed 

sensors, to the speech of thousands of speakers, each with 

distinct accents, voices and habits of speech, are undertaken 

continually in knowledge-intensive societies. Such data 

analysis plays a vital role in tasks as diverse as financial 

management, environmental monitoring and information 

technology (IT) service provision.  

It is shown in [1] that the optimal choice of classifier for a 

classification task depends on the properties of the data set 

and the properties of the classifiers being considered. 

Significant expertise in the problem domain and data analysis 

is thus required to understand the properties of the 

classification data and significant insight into the properties of 

classifiers are also required to select the classifier that fits the 

properties of the classification task best. Mathematical 

modelling tools that are available for data analysis also remain 

highly specialized, requiring significant domain expertise to 

be useful in most applications. Furthermore, the 

dimensionalities of data sets have also increased significantly 

with the increased amount of available digital information, 

which increases the complexity of data analysis and limits the 

intuitive insight into the properties of the data. Understanding 

and modelling the properties of high-dimensional data has 

thus also become a crucial activity in the Information age. 

It is clear that pattern recognition requires a unified 

framework for the analysis and modelling of arbitrary 

datasets. It is expected that the creation of a fully general 

framework will require one or more major breakthroughs [2]; 

however, even in the absence of such breakthroughs, much 

will be gained by developing representations and algorithms 

that treat diverse data sets in a more unified manner. The 

development of graphical models (also known as Bayesian 

networks) goes some way towards delivering such a 

description [3,4]; however, the excessive generality of these 

models has limited our intuitive insight into their properties 

(and has stymied attempts to create efficient learning 

algorithms for deriving their structure) [5]. 

We propose a constrained set of graphical models that 

strikes a more useful compromise between generality and 

tractability: more focused learning algorithms (e.g. the 

Expectation Maximization algorithm for mixture models or 

constrained optimisation algorithms for kernel models) tend 

to be ineffective at structural learning, whereas more general 

algorithms (e.g. Monte-Carlo based algorithms for graphical 

models) tend to be extremely expensive computationally. Our 

approach allows us to limit both of these risks, thus delivering 

algorithms that can efficiently describe the properties of 

complex real-world data sets with a limited amount of domain 

expertise and training data. 

In Section 2 we give an overview of existing methods that 

are used for the analysis and modelling of data. We point out 

the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches, 

specifically in the context of high-dimensional data. 

In Section 3 we formalize a new framework for the 

analysis of arbitrary data sets; we present a set of constrained 

graphical models that strikes a more useful compromise 

between generality and tractability than Bayesian networks. 

We also show, in Section 4, how these graphical models can 

represent the class-conditional probability density functions 

(pdf) learned by the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 

classifier and how this framework can represent artificial data 

sets with known properties. 

In Section 5 we discuss applications in image and speech 

processing with large datasets, on which our framework can 

be applied and evaluated, and we summarize our conclusions 

in Section 6. 

2. Background 

There are several existing approaches to analyse and model 

data; these techniques include (1) density estimation, (2) 

dimensionality reduction, (3) clustering, (4) bi-clustering, (5) 

topological models and (6) Bayesian networks.  
There are two main approaches to density estimation, 

namely parametric and non-parametric density estimation [6]. 

Parametric approaches are fast and tractable but the 
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assumptions regarding the parametric shape of density 

functions are often too constraining, whereas non-parametric 

approaches make no assumptions about the form of the 

density functions; density functions are often estimated as e.g. 

a sum of kernels of sum of Gaussians. Non-parametric 

approaches are, however, computationally expensive 

(especially for high-dimensional data) and the final models 

give no transparent insight into the properties of the data. 

Dimensionality reduction techniques attempt to project 

data to a lower-dimensional feature space, while still retaining 

as much of the information in the data as possible. A 

significant loss of information occurs, however, when the 

intrinsic dimensionality of the data (k) is higher than the 

dimensionality to which the data is projected. In order to 

visualize data, data is typically projected to 3-dimensions or 

lower. If k<=3, dimensionality reductions techniques can give 

insight into the properties of data by visualizing the projected 

data, if k>>3 (which is often the case for real-world data), 

dimensionality reduction is less useful.  

Clustering techniques are very useful if the measure of 

similarity between objects in the feature space remains 

constant. A distance measure between objects is defined a 

priori for a clustering algorithm and remains the same 

throughout the clustering process. The properties of real-

world data, however, tend to change throughout the feature 

space  and clustering algorithms do not take this change in the 

relationship between variables into account.  

Bi-clustering techniques try to account for this changing 

relationship between features throughout the feature space by 

clustering observations and features simultaneously. Bi-

clustering techniques effectively divide the feature space into 

sub-feature spaces, where data points in sub-feature spaces 

have similar properties. Bi-clustering techniques are, 

however, computationally very expensive - it is known to be 

an NP-hard problem, for which efficient approximations have 

not been found. 

Topological models attempt to describe the properties of 

data by describing how similar groups of data points are 

connected throughout the feature space [7]. They do not 

provide any information of the underlying structures of these 

groups of data points and do not provide probabilistic models 

that can be used to model the data. They are, however, useful 

to learn more from the data, when sufficient expertise is 

available for the analysis and interpretation of the data. 

Bayesian networks are graphical models that can be used 

to learn and represent the joint pdf of data in a graphical 

framework. The fundamental insight motivating Bayesian 

networks is that multivariate probability distributions can be 

simplified if appropriate conditional independence 

relationships are recognized. If such relationships exist, an n-

variable probability distributions can be represented in terms 

of conditional distributions for n1, n2,..., nk variables, where 

n1+ n2 + ...+ nk = n. Since the complexity of estimating a 

multivariate probability distribution is exponential in the 

number of variables in the worst case [8], the savings implicit 

in this decomposition can be substantial. The graphical model 

is used to keep track of the independence relationships 

between groups of variables. 

The application of such models requires the solution of 

two key problems: 

• The learning problem: how does one estimate the 

structure and parameters of a graphical model (in 

practice, usually based on a number of training 

samples) 

• The inference problem: given the values of some 

variables, how does one infer the most likely values 

of other, unknown variables, in order to compute a 

complete probability estimate. 

Most current inference algorithms build on the message 

passing approach pioneered by Pearl [3]. Although such 

algorithms can have exponential worst-case behaviour, they 

are fairly efficient for appropriately-structured networks, and 

modern approaches have extended their applicability quite 

widely [8]. 

The learning problem usually factors into two parts, 

namely estimation of the appropriate structure, followed by 

parameter estimation for conditional distributions for all 

nodes within the structure [5]. For the latter problem, 

standard techniques from statistics are generally employed 

(see, for example, [6] for an overview). However, the success 

of these techniques depends on appropriate structure 

estimates, and these have not yielded well to the 

maximization approaches typically used in machine learning 

[9]. Hence, successful structure learning approaches currently 

require substantial domain-specific information [14]. 

In summary, graphical models offer an extremely 

attractive approach to the modelling of high-dimensional data 

sets. However, in full generality they require either significant 

domain expertise or large computational budgets, for both the 

inference and learning tasks. Their applicability would be 

greatly enhanced if an approach could be developed that 

removes some of these obstacles, even if their full generality 

is compromised in doing so. 

3. Formal definition of graphical framework 

3.1. Motivation for graphical models 

It is shown in [10] that as the dimensionality of a feature 

space increases, the volume of a hyper-cube moves to the 

edges, whereas the volume of an ellipsoid moves to the outer 

shell. The volume of high-dimensional spaces thus tends to 

move to small regions of the feature space, which suggests 

that data tends to lie in manifolds (which make up small parts 

of the feature space) with high densities while the remaining 

part of the feature space is relatively empty. This phenomenon 

thus suggests that data, specifically in higher dimensional 

feature spaces, are generated from underlying manifolds. 

If we consider an example of a body suit with N sensors 

capturing motion in 3 dimensions, we have a feature space of 

dimensionality 3N [11]. The exact position of a body can 

actually be specified by k angles between the joints of the 

body. The intrinsic dimensionality of the problem (k) is 

significantly smaller than the dimensionality of the feature 

space (3N). Mumford illustrated this same principle [12], by 

showing that high-dimensional natural images can be reduced 

to points on a 7-sphere. These examples suggest that high-

dimensional data can be described by underlying manifolds 

with intrinsic dimensionalities (k) much lower than the 

dimensionality of the feature space (d). 

In order to characterize a dataset, we thus need to identify 

the underlying manifolds from which the data points we 

observe have been generated, and we need to describe the 
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geometrical structure and intrinsic dimensionalities of these 

manifolds. 

We propose a framework that consists of three 

components that are sufficient to describe the geometrical 

structure and intrinsic dimensionality of the underlying 

manifolds of data. This framework consists of (1) functional 

transformations, which are used to describe the geometrical 

structure of a manifold, (2) continuous pdfs which are used to 

(i) randomly select a point from a manifold and (ii) to model 

the intrinsic dimensionality of a manifold (i.e. the variation of 

a selected point from the manifold) and (3) discrete 

probability mass functions (pmf) which are used to switch 

between manifolds within a feature space. 

Even in the case where the geometrical structure of a 

manifold cannot be described by a single parametric equation, 

we can approximate the geometrical structure with a 

combination of simplexes (simplicial complexes). Simplicial 

complexes can be used to approximate any arbitrary 

geometrical structure and have a point based representation 

which makes them easy to describe. In the next section we 

will illustrate how simplicial complexes can be used to 

generate artificial data and how they are represented in our 

graphical framework. 

The proposed framework thus constrains our graphical 

networks to only three components to make practical learning 

algorithms more tractable, while still maintaining sufficient 

generality to describe datasets with underlying manifolds of 

any geometrical structure and intrinsic dimensionality. 

In the following sub-section we propose the nomenclature 

of our proposed set of graphical models. 

3.2. Nomenclature of graphical models 

We denote random variables with bolded upper class Roman 

capital letters e.g.X , a value drawn from a univariate random 
variable is denoted by a lower class Roman letter x  and a 
vector drawn from a d-dimensional multivariate RV e.g. 

],...,[ 1 dXXX =  is denoted by a lower case bolded Roman 

letter x . The ith row vector of a matrix X  is indicated by 

ix . 

Vectors are indicated by lower case bolded Roman letters 

are column vectors, and a superscript capital T is used to 

indicate the transpose of a vector e.g. 
Tx , which in this case 

will represent a row vector. Matrices are also indicated by 

bolded Roman capital lettersM , if random variables are used 

in the same context as matrices, the random variable will 

contain subscripts e.g. 
1X . )(xFX  is used to indicate the 

cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a univariate random 

variable X , and )(xf X  is used to indicate the probability 

density function of a univariate random variable X .  

)(xXρ  is used to indicate the probability mass function 

(pmf) of a discrete univariate random variable. )(yp refers to 

the probability that the vector y  belongs to a specific class. 

3.3. Components of graphical models 

As discussed earlier, our graphical models will consist of 

three types of nodes: (1) continuous pdfs will be represented 

by circular nodes, (2) discrete pmfs will be represented by 

triangular nodes and (3) functional transformations will be 

represented by rectangular nodes. 

The nodes in a graphical network will be connected by 

one-directional arrows, the directions of the arrows indicate 

the direction in which the function of each node is performed, 

and thus the sequence in which data is processed. 

In the next section we give examples of how these 

graphical models can be applied. 

4. Examples of graphical models 

In this section we will illustrate how our graphical models can 

be used to (1) represent the class-conditional pdfs learned by 

a GMM classifier and (2) represent the underlying structure of 

artificially generated data. 

4.1. Examples of class-conditional probability density 

funtions 

A GMM classifier assumes that the class-condition pdf of 

each class consists of a mixture of Gaussian distributions; the 

class-conditional pdf is this the weighted sum of the pdfs of 

the mixtures. We can represent the class-conditional pdf 

learned by a GMM classifier in our graphical framework as 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: Graphical representation of GMM classifier 

class-conditional pdf 

The output vector y  can be expressed as 

mxy = ,   (1) 

where mx  is the sample drawn from mixture m .  

As shown in Figure 1, the value of m  is drawn from the 

discrete pmf )(mpM . This pdf is characterised by the weight 

assigned to each mixture; the number of times the value m  is 

drawn is proportional to the weight of mixture m , given by 

iΠ . The pdf of y can be expressed as 
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where M is the total number of mixtures per class and 
iΠ  

is the weight assigned to mixture i  by the GMM classifier, 

iµ  is the mean of mixture i  and 
iΣ  is the covariance matrix 

of mixture i . 

4.2. Examples of generating artificial datasets from 

geometrical structures 

Artificial datasets can be generated from underlying 

manifolds with known geometrical structures. In this sub-

section we will illustrate how these artificial datasets can be 

represented in the proposed graphical framework. 

We firstly generate an artificial dataset by sampling data 

points from a 3rd order polynomial function 

7.03.02.08.0)( 23

1 +−−= xxxxf . Data points are 

uniformly sampled from the polynomial manifold by 

generating values for x from a uniform distribution, U(-1,1), 

and calculating the values of p(x). The data points sampled 

from this polynomial function can be regarded as data points 

lying on the same underlying manifold. We sample data from 

a second underlying manifold with the equation 

5.0)(2 =xf (a straight line parallel to the x-axis). Note 

that the manifold described by )(1 xf  has a dimensionality 

of 2 (data points vary in both dimensions) while the manifold 

described by )(2 xf  has a dimensionality of 1 (data points 

vary only in the x-direction). Figure 2 illustrates the dataset 

sampled from these two manifolds. 

 
Figure 2: Dataset 1 (sampled from two polynomial functions  

 

This dataset can be represented in our graphical framework as 

shown in Figure 3. 

  

 

Figure 3: Graphical representation of dataset 1. 

We can generate an equivalent dataset to dataset 1 by 

approximating the underlying structures of the two manifolds 

in our first example with simplexes. We can specify the 

anchor points of the simplexes as shown by the markers on 

the edges of each simplex. 

We then make use of the Barycentric method to sample 

data points uniformly from the simplexes. The dataset 

sampled from the simplexes described by P, and their 

representations in our graphical framework are illustrated in 

Figures 4 and 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Dataset 2 (approximated structure of dataset 1). 
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of dataset 2. 

5. Application of framework to real-world 

projects 

As part of a collaborative research project between the 

Meraka HLT Research Group, Material Science and 

Manufacturing and Modelling and Digital Science units at the 

CSIR, these graphical models are being applied and evaluated 

on three real-world projects, namely (1) age classification of 

speech data, (2) robotic perception and (3) computer vision 

for unmanned aerial vehicles. Each of these problems will be 

discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections. 

5.1. Speaker age and gender classification 

Estimating a speaker's age and gender from recordings of his 

or her voice is a task that has seen significant activity in the 

past five years [13]. On the one hand, this task is of psycho-

acoustic interest: researchers wish to determine what the most 

important correlates of age and gender in a speaker's voice 

are. On the other hand, it also has significant practical 

importance - particularly for the design of spoken-dialogue 

systems that adapt to the characteristics of their users. Finally, 

insights gained from the study of this classification task will 

also be useful for the extraction of other meta-information 

(such as the speaker's cognitive load or physical exhaustion) 

from the speech signal; such meta-information is likely to 

become increasingly important as speech-based systems are 

deployed in, for example, automotive applications.  

Researchers at Deutsche Telekom have developed a 

standard database for the age-and-gender classification 

problem, containing more than 50 000 recordings of speakers 

ranging from 7 to 72 years old. Each of these recordings is 

labelled as belonging to one of seven classes (children and 3 

age ranges of males and of females). Mueller and Burkhardt 

[13] have defined a set of 22 features that can be used for this 

classification task, and in this sub-project we intend to 

optimize our graphical models using this feature set. Besides 

its relevance to a significant real-world task, this problem will 

allow us to refine our methods in a feature space of fairly low 

dimensionality (compared to the problems described below). 

State-of-the-art classification accuracy in this environment is 

around 50%, so there is substantial room for improvement. 

5.2. Computer vision (Robotic perception) 

In robotic systems, perception ability is often required to 

interpret external signals and build a conceptual model of the 

environment in order to interact with that environment.  

Examples of active research fields in robotic perception 

include speech recognition and computer vision. 

Typical computer vision tasks, such as 3D reconstruction 

and object recognition, rely on the idea that certain features 

could be extracted from digital images and matched against 

other features.  For example, in stereo vision, features are 

matched over the spatial domain (different images of the same 

scene captured at the same time instant) and geometrical 

calculations are performed, in structure from motion, features 

are matched over the temporal domain (images of a scene are 

captured at different time instants) and in object recognition, 

features are matched against previously extracted features, 

where features or sets of features are associated with a 

particular class label. 
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Clearly, the use of a feature-based approach is crucial to 

many computer vision tasks.  However, the specific feature 

being used varies greatly from application to application.  A 

variety of feature descriptors have been studied for different 

problems, for example SIFT, SURF, shape context, Harris 

corner and edge detectors, Haar filters, image histograms, 

steerable filters, differential invariants, etc. (for a review and 

comparison of different feature descriptors, see [14]).  These 

techniques differ from one another at a fundamental level and 

although working well for different problems, there is no 

underlying unifying framework. 

The approach of learning structured representation from 

data will be applied specifically to problems in object 

recognition.  In our research, the objective is to determine the 

most appropriate features to use for a given classification 

problem, rather than trying to apply a range of existing feature 

descriptors (which may work well in other contexts but may 

not be suited to the problem).  Given a set of labelled training 

images of natural scenes, we are extracting labelled image 

patches at different scales.   Using this raw information, we 

aim to study the underlying manifolds and model the 

probability density functions associated with different classes. 

Such models should make it possible to approach 

classification problems in computer vision in a generic way. 

5.3. Computer vision (Unmanned aerial vehicles) 

This application focuses on the development of a vision-based 

positioning system that forms part of a rotary-winged aerial 

inspection platform. This sub-system is required by the 

inspection platform to ensure that the correct inspection data 

(images) are collected for offline processing.  

The inspection system’s onboard GPS information would 

be able to position it near the object that is to be inspected but 

it would most likely not be accurate enough for the purpose of 

inspection. It is therefore proposed to do the accurate 

positioning visually. This approach makes use of the rich 

information provided by the visual sensor to solve the 

positioning problem while benefiting from its relatively light 

weight to minimise the overall payload.  

The first step in the proposed solution involves detecting 

and identifying the object of interest. The objects 

classification is then used to perform a model based 3D 

registration with the current view. This will allow the 

extraction of the 3D spatial transform required to move the 

platform into position (via the flight control system). 

It is envisioned that the graphical modelling and analysis 

techniques being developed will be used to design effective 

feature extraction algorithms. This will be achieved by 

analysing the relationships between the features and their 

contribution at various stages of orientation and scale. 

The feature vectors will be complex structures consisting 

of variable and invariant information whose influence will 

vary depending on the current task. The features for training 

and testing will be extracted from images of both simulated 

objects and scale-sized real world models. 

6. Conclusions 

In summary, graphical models offer an extremely 

attractive approach to the modelling of high-dimensional data 

sets. However, in full generality they require either significant 

domain expertise or large computational budgets, for both the 

inference and learning tasks.  

We have formalised and presented a constrained set of 

graphical networks that will make practical learning 

algorithms more tractable than learning algorithms for 

Bayesian networks, while still maintaining sufficient 

generality to describe datasets with underlying manifolds of 

any geometrical structure and intrinsic dimensionality. 

We are currently developing learning algorithms for these 

constrained networks; we will apply these learning algorithms 

to the real-world applications discussed in Section 5. 
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Abstract
We have previously argued that the infamous “No Free Lunch”
theorem for supervised learning is a paradoxical result of amis-
leading choice of prior probabilities. Here, we provide more
analysis of the dangers of uniform densities as ignorance mod-
els, and point out the need for a framework that allows for prior
probabilities to be constructed in a more principled fashion.
Such a framework is proposed for the task of supervised learn-
ing, based on the trend of the Bayes error as a function of the
number of features employed. Experimental measurements on
a number of standard classification tasks confirm the represen-
tational utility of the proposed approach.

1. The No Free Lunch theorem in Pattern
Recognition

The “No Free Lunch” (NFL) theorem for supervised learning
[1, 2] is one of the most controversial results in all of pattern
recognition. Taken at face value, the NFL theorem implies that
learning can only succeed if the learning algorithm happensto
make the correct assumption about the problem being solved.
That is, “unless one can establisha priori, before seeing any of
the datad, that the [function]f that generatedd is one of the ones
for which one’s favourite algorithm performs better than other
algorithms, one has no assurances that that algorithm performs
any better than the algorithm of purely random guessing.” [3]
Or, to quote a popular text on pattern recognition [4]: ”there
are no context- or problem-independent reasons to favor one
learning or classification method over another.”

Now, to the regular user of pattern-recognition algorithms,
these statements are quite unexpected: we certainly tend topre-
fer, say, support vector machines over naı̈ve Bayesian classi-
fiers, and both of those algorithms over random guessing! This
conflict between theory and practice has prompted a number
of responses [5, 6, 7, 8], including a recent analysis [9] which
characterises the NFL theorem as a logical paradox - that is,
as a counter-intuitive result that is correctly proved fromap-
parently incontestable assumptions. In particular, that paper
demonstrates that the uniform prior used in the proof of the
theorem has a number of unpalatable consequences besides the
NFL theorem. However, [9] does not propose alternative prior
distributions that can be used in place of the uniform prior;such
distributions would be very useful for a number of theoretical
and practical reasons (e.g. the abstract comparison of different
learning algorithms or the generation of ”representative”data
sets). In the current paper, we investigate some of the properties
of such a ”generic” prior for pattern recognition, and demon-
strate a descriptive framework that may be useful in that regard.

A number of researchers have attempted to provide de-
scriptions of the systematic regularities that appear in pattern-
recognition problems. De Villiers and Barnard [10] as well

as Van Der Walt and Barnard [11] required a systematic way
to generate ”typical” pattern-recognition problems, and pro-
posed meta-density functions from which parameters of Gaus-
sian mixtures could be drawn for this purpose. Brazdil, Guma
and Henery [12] and Ho and Basu [13] introduced several mea-
sures that can be used to characterise classification problems,
primarily to understand performance of different classification
algorithms. Below, we add to this collection of characterisations
by focusing on characteristics that are shown to be important
from an analysis of the NFL theorem.

Our main aim is to propose an expression of the generic
prior in terms of theclassification powerinherent in succes-
sively more encompassing subspaces of feature space. In or-
der to motivate this proposal, we briefly introduce the Extended
Bayesian Framework (EBF), which makes it possible to speak
about these concepts with precision (Section 2), and reviewthe
factors that indicate the unacceptability of the uniform prior
used to prove the NFL theorem. In Section 3, these insights
are used as basis for the development of a theoretical tool that
can be used to describe pattern-recognition problems at an ap-
propriate level of abstraction. Section 4 then applies thistool
to a number of standard pattern-recognition benchmarks, and in
Section 5 we relate these conceptual and practical results to the
overall goal of establishing a suitable functional prior.

2. NFL: statement and perspectives
The EBF as defined in [2] extends conventional probability the-
ory by treating thehypothesisthat is output by a learning al-
gorithm as a random variableh. In addition to the probabilistic
relationships between thetraining datad and the functionf that
represents theinput-output relationships, one is led to also con-
sider such relationships betweenh andd, and the generalisation
error is expressed precisely by conditioning the off-training set
error on all three these variables (h, f andd). To make practi-
cal progress, one generally assumes that the distributionsof the
hypothesised and underlying functions (h andf , respectively)
are independent given the datad; this allows the expected er-
ror rate given a training set to be expressed as a non-Euclidean
inner product between the distributions of these functions, con-
ditioned on the data. NFL then follows straightforwardly by
choosing a particular (uniform) prior for the functionsf . (The
original papers on NFL also contain an alternative perspective
to NFL which does not rely on the adoption of this prior - see
[2]. We return to this issue in Section 5 below.)

The manner in which the EBF leads to NFL can be grasped
straightforwardly by considering a deterministic two-class clas-
sification task defined overn binary variablesxi. There are2n

combinations of these variables, and therefore22n

determinis-
tic functions that can be defined by making all possible assign-
ments of classes to these combinations. Wolpert suggests that
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each of these functions should be given the same prior proba-
bility in the absence of further information.

In this context, an inductive learning algorithm is a func-
tion that takes a subset ofk training samples (that is, combina-
tions of variables along with their classification) and produces
hypotheses for the classification of the remaining2n

− k vari-
able combinations. Now consider the behaviour of two different
learning algorithmsc1 andc2, and the prediction that they make
for an unseen (test) samplex. For each possible target func-
tion in whichc1 outperformsc2, there is a corresponding target
function for which the converse is true. Hence, since all target
functions have the same prior probability, the expected values
for the accuracies of the two classification algorithms are ex-
actly equal. Since this is true for anyx, one is led to conclude
that any two such learning algorithms are equivalent if one does
not make additional assumptions about the distribution of the
target functions, which is the NFL theorem.

In [9] it is shown that the “uninformative” prior at the basis
of this proof is not as innocuous as it seems. In fact, the uniform
prior is shown to represent an extreme lack of determination:
any amount of training data is expected to produce a negligi-
ble amount of information about the input-output function to be
learnt. That is, under this assumption, any accurate prediction
of off-training set data is extremely unlikely (with probability
decreasing exponentially in the size of the test set). It is also
shown that this behaviour results from the extreme symmetry
that the uniform prior imposes on all variables, and on all val-
ues of those variables. Any group of variables can be permuted
with any other group of variables on an arbitrary training ortest
sample without affecting any likelihoods, and the value of any
binary variable can similarly be inverted arbitrarily - thus en-
tirely destroying the concept of identity for any variable.

In real pattern-recognition tasks, on the other hand, vari-
ables have distinct characteristics which are responsiblefor the
properties of feature spaces that we take for granted. For ex-
ample, different classes have distinct class-conditionaldensities
as a function over the different variables; these variablescorre-
late with one another to a greater or lesser extent, and are also
in various degrees able to separate the various classes fromone
another. Each of these characteristics implies systematicreg-
ularities in any real pattern-recognition problem, whereas the
uniform functional density assigns equal weight to regularand
to highly irregular functions.

We are therefore lead to believe that the uniform prior does
not serve well as an expression of ignorance, and it is interesting
to note that this same observation has been made in a number
of different contexts.

• In one version of De Mere’s paradox, the famous gam-
bler is said to argue that three dice should with equal
likelihoods sum to either 11 or 12, since both sums re-
sult from 6 different combinations of single-die values
[14]. However, empirical observation had shown him
that a sum of 11 was in fact notably more frequent. Pas-
cal pointed out that this assumption of uniformity over
combinations is fallacious it is, in fact, permutations that
need to be assigned equal likelihoods, thus explaining
the empirical observations. (Note, also, that De Mere
was not tempted to simply assign equal likelihoods to
all sum values though that could also be motivated as a
”uniform assumption”!)

• Betrand’s paradox asks us to compare the length of a ran-
domly chosen chord of a circle with the length of a side
of an equilateral triangle inscribed in the circle [15]. One

way to answer this question is to assume that a random
chord is obtained by choosing two points on the circum-
ference of the circle with uniform probabilities, whereas
another is to assume that the chord is chosen to intersect
its orthogonal radius with uniform probability along its
length. These options are easily shown to answer our
question with values1/3 and1/2, respectively yet both
model ignorance with uniform distributions. In fact, Be-
trand shows yet another reasonable construction which
leads to an answer of1/4.

These examples demonstrate that the assignment of equal prob-
abilities to all outcomes is not in general a valid way to model
ignorance in a probabilistic fashion. In fact, it is not evena
well-defined prescription, since a uniform distribution gener-
ally becomes non-uniform under a non-linear transformation of
variables. In each case, the derivation of a suitable prior re-
quires that the actual processes from which the measurements
are derived be understood in sufficient detail for plausibleas-
sumptions to be made. We now turn to a proposal for such an
analysis in pattern recognition.

3. Determination curves

From the discussion above, it is clear that a realistic functional
prior should reflect the fact that feature variables are not arbi-
trary collections of numbers. One way to do so would be to
express the prior in terms of geometric smoothness measures
in feature space: functions with unrealistically low smooth-
ness could then be given appropriately small prior probabili-
ties. However, any specific set of smoothness measures chosen
amounts to a parametric assumption about the data distribution,
which we wish to avoid in this general setting. Therefore, we
choose to focus on the input-output relationship between fea-
tures and classes, rather than the geometry of feature spaceit-
self.

In particular, we ask how effective various subsets are in
distinguishing the different classes from one another realis-
tic pattern-recognition feature sets invariably have the property
that small subsets of features have limited discriminatorypower,
with increasingly large sets leading to improved classification
up to some limit (corresponding to the Bayes error of that over-
all feature set). The determination curve of a classification prob-
lem in a givenD-dimensional feature space, then, is a sequence
of error rates as a function ofd ≤ D: for eachd, it equals the
lowest Bayes error rate for anyd-dimensional subspace of the
full feature space.

The determination curve has a number of properties that re-
veal important characteristics of the classification task under in-
vestigation: its initial value (ford = 1) reflects the discrimina-
tive power of the single most informative feature, and its slope is
a measure of the incremental benefit of features added to the set
of active features. In principle, this descriptor also has anum-
ber of problem-independent characteristics: it is not affected by
a reparametrisation of the feature space, and is monotonically
non-increasing. (Since each subspace ford1 < d2 is included in
the subspace ford2, the Bayes error rate cannot increase whend
increases.) For a practical estimator of the Bayes error, neither
of these statements may be strictly true, but they will remain as
tendencies for reasonable estimators, as we see below.

For our current purposes, we do not consider how the curve
changes with the size of the training set, though that is obviously
also a rich source of information.
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4. Experimental determination curves
In order to investigate the behaviour of determination curves
on practical problems, we have computed approximate curves
for a number of standard problems from the UCI database [16].
These problems are summarised in Table 1. Two approxima-
tions were required to ensure computational feasibility:

• As an approximation of the Bayes error rate, we con-
sistently use the 1-nearest neighbour error estimate ob-
tained with leave-one-out cross validation.

• To avoid the combinatorial explosion that would result
if all d-dimensional subspaces ofD dimensional space
were evaluated, we perform sequential forward selec-
tion: we first select the single feature with the lowest
Bayes error rate, and then successively add the feature
that results in the lowest (estimated) error rate to the set
of selected features.

Although both approximations are known to over-estimate the
Bayes error rate systematically, they are sufficiently accurate to
allow us to deduce general trends.

Table 1:Summary of classification problems used in experimen-
tal investigation

Problem Number of Number of Number of
samples dimensions classes

Iris 150 4 3
Vowel-context 990 13 15

Yeast 800 8 10
Wdbc 569 30 2

The determination curve for the widely-usediris data set is
shown at the top of Fig. 1. This is a typical trend for an “easy”
problem: the asymptotic error rate is close to zero, and onlya
small number of features (two, in this case) are required to attain
that level of performance. For thevowel-contextset in Fig. 1,
the asymptotic error rate is even lower; however, the numberof
features required to reach that level of performance is somewhat
larger. The other two problems are substantially harder, with
asymptotic error rates of approximately 20% and 45% for the
yeastandwdbcdata sets, respectively. However, they differ in
the sense that each additional feature (except the last) adds to the
accuracy ofyeast, whereaswdbc reaches asymptotic accuracy
with fewer than half of all the features.

These trends are indicative of what we expect for classifi-
cation problems: a smooth curve that descends from the best
single-feature Bayes error to the asymptotic Bayes rate, and
then either stays at that value, or gradually increases if the clas-
sifier is not able to treat additional features appropriately. Such
regularities capture what we mean by a ”feature” or ”variable”
in pattern recognition namely, that it (to a greater or lesser de-
gree) provides information relevant to the classification task.
Therefore, the determination curves provide a way to charac-
terise the expected behaviour of a classification task in realis-
tic terms, in contrast to the uniform functional prior described
above. We therefore propose that this is a sensible basis forthe
construction of functional priors, with the prior probability of
a given hypothesis function being determined by the likelihood
of the corresponding determination curve.
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Figure 1: Determination curves for four classification tasks
from the UCI database.
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5. Summary and outlook
We have motivated an analytic tool that can serve as an alter-
native basis for the construction of prior probabilities inthe
Extended Bayes Framework (or similar environments, where
one wishes to assign likelihoods to entire classification prob-
lems). Although this tool is not intuitively straightforward, is
does manage to describe some important regularities of classi-
fication problems without the need for an explicit geometrical
parametrisation.

As mentioned in Section 2, the original derivation of NFL
treated the uniform priorP (f) as a tool for calculating expec-
tation values that reflect the intuition of ignorance [1]. That
research also suggests that this intuition could be captured in
other ways for example, by uniformly averaging over choices
for P (f). Although we suspect that arguments similar to those
offered here will apply to that perspective as well, it is impor-
tant to note that our discussion has been focused on the specific
assumption forP (f).

For practical applications, one would need to parametrise
the determination curve, and assign a probability density func-
tion over the space of allowed parameters. This process is sim-
plified by the smoothness and monotonicity of this curve; one
may even be tempted to assign a uniform density over an ac-
ceptable range of its curvature, initial values and asymptotic
values. However, as pointed out in Section 2, care should be
exercised when ignorance is modelled with uniform distribu-
tions! A more detailed generic model of data generation pro-
cesses would probably be required to make these choices in a
principled way.

By expressing our problem characteristics in terms of
Bayes error rates, we were able to avoid choosing a particular
parametrisation of feature space. This is useful for theoretical
analysis, but prevents us from using this tool directly to compare
classifiers with one another. It would therefore be practically
important to investigate the relationship between this descrip-
tion and descriptors that are more directly tied to the geometry
of feature space.
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Abstract
Multi-modal human computer interfaces are becoming increas-
ingly widespread, building on more capable and affordable de-
vices along with advances in helper applications utilising ad-
vanced pattern recognition. These interfaces promise to im-
prove human-computer interaction, not only for fully-abled
people, but also for persons with disabilities. It is currently un-
clear how to map available multi-modal components to a spe-
cific user profile in a systematic fashion, especially when the
abilities, perceptual preferences and literacy level of the user
should be taken into account. This paper presents one approach
to develop a cost-based model which can be used to derive ap-
propriate mappings for specific user profiles. The model is ex-
plained through a number of small examples, where after the
usage and benefits of the model are illustrated using a variety
of different profiles. It is shown that the model is effective in
identifying important multi-modal components for various user
profiles.

1. Introduction
Advanced pattern recognition utilising a variety of different
modalities such as speech recognition, gesture recognition and
touch screens are changing the landscape of human-computer
interaction (HCI). This change in landscape is to the benefit
of all users, especially persons with disabilities, as the avail-
ability and incorporation of other modalities in a computer en-
vironment assist in breaking through accessibility constraints.
Coetzee and Barnard [1] showed how advanced pattern recog-
nition can break the access barrier and improve the quality of
lives of persons with disabilities. Assistive technologies (such
as a screen reader which voices out appropriate text from the
computer) are often highly dependent on sophisticated pattern
recognition as applied to a multi-modal environment.

The availability of various modalities to enhance interac-
tion is not equally beneficial for all users, as a user’s ability to
actually utilise and interact through a modality (with output rep-
resented through a variety of content output formats and associ-
ated components and input as represented through various input
mechanisms and devices) depends on the user’s abilities (e.g.
a user can see and hear) as well as a number of other factors
including his perceptual preferences and literacy level. In addi-
tion, the lack of a specific ability often impacts on other aspects
of a person’s ability to optimally interface with a computer.

This raises the question of how a suitable HCI configura-
tion for a user with various abilities and a specific perceptual
preference, who utilises one or more assistive technologies, can
be determined.

This paper presents one approach to determine which com-
ponents in a multi-modal environment are important to a user,

thus leading to an enhanced interaction experience.
The next section (Section 2) provides some background in-

formation regarding ability based modelling in a multi-modal
computer based context. Section 3 introduces a variety of fac-
tors that need to be considered when attempting to define a con-
figuration for a specific user profile. This is followed by a sec-
tion containing information of the various technological repre-
sentations of input and output modalities (Section 4). Section 5
presents a cost based estimation model that provides insight into
the identification of the most important components for each
user profile, while Section 6 illustrates the application of the
cost model to real world examples. A conclusion is presented
in Section 7.

2. Background
Substantial research has been conducted in the field of multi-
modal interaction as associated with HCI.

Oviatt [2] investigates the use and benefits of multi-modal
interfaces. Her aim is to provide users with a choice of switch-
ing to a better suited modality, depending on the specifics of
their abilities, the task and the usage conditions. Oviatt presents
the results of different studies which analysed the benefit of us-
ing multiple modalities for inputs (e.g. accented voice input
combined with an alternate input – such as pen input). The
results indicate that the use of multiple modalities lead to im-
proved performance. Oviatt points out that further research is
required in multi-modal interfaces that are capable to strategi-
cally adapt based on the user profile.

Kawai et.al. [3] present an architecture of a user interface
toolkit that supports the flexibility required by persons with dis-
abilities as well as fully-abled people. The toolkit is based on
the premise of the user being able to select his/her preferred
modalities.

Blattner and Glinert [4] highlight the fact that even though
the strengths and weaknesses of each single modality for inter-
action are well understood, the general problem of integrated
multi-modal systems are yet to be understood to the same level.

User modelling plays an important role within user-
adaptive systems. Kobsa [5] presents a review on the devel-
opment of numerous generic user modelling systems. One of
the services of such systems can include the representation of
assumptions about one or more types of user characteristics of
individual users. Personalisation of systems benefits both users
and providers of services and therefore user modelling tools will
continue to play an important role in computer systems.

Even though the utilisation of multiple modalities to break
down the access barrier has been addressed by several re-
searchers, specific models that allow for the choice of a suitable
configuration of modalities per user profile has not been pub-
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lished. It is unclear which combinations of modalities are best
suited for a specific user profile and how important the availabil-
ity of a given modality is for such a user. The research presented
in this paper seeks to address these important issues.

The following section presents factors required in building
a user model which can be used to define a cost based model.

3. User Profile
Most computer applications are built around the concept of the
“average user”, in order to meet the needs of the largest part
of the population, without requiring adaptation of the inter-
face. This however, does not allow for differences between
users which lead to exclusion and barriers in interfacing with
the computer.

Individuals differ in many dimensions. For instance, per-
sons with disabilities may have requirements quite different
from those of the average user and use non-standard assistive
technologies (e.g. a screen reader that voices out appropriate
text from a computer user interface) to overcome the interac-
tion barrier. This section presents a number of factors that need
to be considered for each individual user when understanding
that the average approach is not always sufficient to ensure ac-
ceptable interaction with a computer system.

3.1. Abilities and modalities

Each individual has different abilities which impact on how that
individual interfaces with a computer through the modalities
provided. A modality can be described as the sense through
which a human can receive output from a computer (defined as
an output modality), and the way that a computer can receive
input from a human – defined as an input modality. Note that
both input and output modalities may require specialised sen-
sors or devices, and possibly also helper applications such as
an automatic speech recogniser (e.g. for the entering of com-
mand and control commands on the computer). This software
and hardware combination is commonly referred to as assistive
technologies.

It is useful to think of an individual in terms of his abilities
(i.e. what he can do) rather than his disabilities (that which he
cannot do). For example: in the case of a person with a physi-
cal disability, the availability and use of an assistive technology
(such as an eye tracker) will allow the user to interact with the
computer system. With an “average” interface, this disability
would have prevented him from navigating with a traditional
mouse pointer. However, through the assistive technology, the
user still has the ability to move the pointer. In essence, differ-
ent modalities are used, but interaction still occurs.

Table 1 presents a list of abilities associated with generating
output to a user. It should be noted from Table 1 that specific as-
sumptions can be made with regard to a user’s ability. One such
assumption is that for a user to have the ability to understand
Braille, he must be able to feel.

Table 2 presents a list of abilities linked with entering input
into the computer.

From Tables 1 and 2 it is clear that individuals can have
vastly different profiles based on their respective abilities alone.
However, these abilities are only one part of the bigger picture
associated with an individual. Section 3.2 presents user prefer-
ences, which also need to be taken into account when attempt-
ing to model a user.

Ability associated with out-
put

Assumptions

Can See None
Can Hear None
Can Read User can see
Can Read (simplified text) User can see
Can Understand South
African Sign Language

User can see

Can Feel None
Can Understand Braille User can feel
Can Lip Read User can see

Table 1: List of abilities linked with output.

Abilities associated
with input

Method

Can Talk Regular voice combined with au-
tomatic speech recognition

Can Click Input switch or dwell mode on
pointer

Can Move pointer Possible through standard mouse
or assistive technology such as
eye tracker

Can Utilise Keyboard Possible through standard key-
board or assistive application such
as on-screen keyboard

Can Make Physical
Movement

Possible through sensors (e.g.
gloves, switches and video cam-
eras)

Table 2: List of abilities linked with input.

3.2. Perceptual preferences

In addition to the tangible abilities mentioned above, each indi-
vidual’s unique makeup is further defined by a number of other
factors. These factors impact on what the user’s preferences are
in terms of internalising presented content. One such factor is
the individual’s perceptual preference which reflects his natural
style. Perceptual preference indicates the preferred means by
which individuals extract and internalise information through
the use of their five senses. The five senses namely sight, hear-
ing, touch, smell and taste can be translated into different per-
ceptual pathways (or modalities).

The perceptual learning styles model developed by Russell
French, Daryl Gilley, and Ed Cherry [6, 7, 8] in the late 1970s
and early 1980s defines seven perceptual pathways namely
print, aural, interactive, visual, haptic, kinesthetic and olfactory.

Print refers to seeing printed or written words; aural refers
to listening, while visual refers to seeing visual depictions. In-
teractive refers to verbal interaction, while haptic refers to the
sense of touch or grasp. Kinaesthetic refers to the whole body
movement, and olfactory refers to the sense of smell and taste.
This research suggests that information should be presented in
different ways to engage individuals with different preferences.

The research presented in this paper focused on four per-
ceptual preferences (visual, aural, read/write and kinaesthetic)
as presented in the VARK model as developed by Fleming [9].
These preferences (and their associated impacts) are typically
associated with learning. However, the authors argue that these
preferences also indicate general perceptual preferences in in-
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terfacing with a computer.
Table 3 presents perceptual preferences according to the

VARK model.

Perceptual Pref-
erence

Description

Visual (V) Individual prefers pictures, graphs and
diagrams.

Aural (A) Individual prefers spoken words
Read/Write (R) Individual prefers reading and writing

texts
Kinaesthetic (K) Individual prefers to move his/her body

and manipulate things with his/her own
hands

Table 3: Perceptual preferences.

It is clear from the above that individuals differ in their pre-
ferred preferences which impacts on the way they would prefer
to interact with a computer.

3.3. Literacy level

In addition to the above-mentioned dimensions, individuals’ lit-
eracy levels vary greatly. Also, not all computer users interface
with a computer in their language of choice (such as their first
language). An individual might be literate in a specific lan-
guage but not in another. Literacy levels are also influenced by
domain knowledge. For practical purposes, various categories
of literacy could therefore be defined. For a given language,
these categories include:

• Illiterate: A person is completely illiterate and cannot
read or write.

• Cultural: A person does not understand the idioms,
icons, expressions and role models associated with a lan-
guage.

• Grammatical: A person tends to use grammar incor-
rectly.

• Second language: Literate in mother tongue, but gener-
ally less fluent in the language of the interface.

• Deaf: Literate in Sign Language, but not necessarily lit-
erate in a spoken language.

Literacy levels can also be influenced by disability, for ex-
ample a Deaf person has difficulty to naturally acquire the read-
ing and writing skills associated with an oral language to the
same high level attained by persons with normal hearing. This
can have the consequence that this individual is more comfort-
able interacting with a computer using a simplified version of
text [10].

The combination of a user’s preference, a specific set of
abilities with the addition of literacy creates a complicated pic-
ture of a user. This picture is further complicated when the var-
ious technological components are introduced.

The next section describes a set of components associated
with input and output on a computer based system.

4. Technologies
Various technology components or devices (associated with var-
ious modalities) have been developed to assist with human com-
puter interfacing. These technology elements enable users with

specific abilities (or lack of abilities) and specific perceptual
preferences to interact in an appropriate way.

To make use of the available output modalities, content el-
ements should be in relevant formats. For example, for an indi-
vidual with an audio preference, content elements such as mu-
sic, sounds and Text-To-Speech as audible output can be impor-
tant, while these might not be important to an individual with
a visual preference. Helper applications can be used to trans-
form content from one format to another e.g. Text-To-Speech
synthesis which transforms text into an audible format. Table 4
presents a list of applicable content formats used for output.

Content for-
mats used
by output
modalities

Description

Image An image or representation of an object
or event

Video A recorded video file, the visual compo-
nent

Animation Simulation of motion by presenting a se-
ries of pictures, the visual component

Sign Language Text or audio presented by Sign Lan-
guage Interpreter

Symbols Small picture that represents something
else by association

Icons A small image or abstract representation
of an object or event

Text-To-Speech
synthesis

Text synthesised as audible output

Audio Audible sound component from video
files

Music Audible music sounds
Sound Audible sounds
Earcons Audible abstract sounds
Text Printed words
Simple Text Printed text converted to a simplified ver-

sion
Captions Printed text captions
Braille Text output onto a Braille display
Texture Display pixels converted to texture maps
Tactile Events represented through force feed-

back
Vibrations Vibration alerts
Sound Vibra-
tions

Sound frequencies converted to vibra-
tions

Heat Heat or the absence of heat (cold) signals
or alerts

Table 4: List of output content formats.

Similarly, Table 5 presents a list of identified input devices
and possible helper applications.

When considering the conjunction of the various dimen-
sions as described in Section 3 and the variables introduced in
Tables 4 and 5 it is clear that it would be difficult to map a user
profile to a sensible configuration of output formats and input
mechanisms. What is needed is a model to aid in the configu-
ration determination. The next section introduces such a model
with the aim to simplify the configuration process.
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Input Device Description
Microphone Requires automatic speech recogniser to

create character string
Joystick Sends pointer events
Eye Tracker Requires helper application to send

pointer events
Camera Requires helper application to create

pointer events
Mouse Sends pointer events
Head Pointer Requires helper application to send

pointer events
Touch Screen Sends pointer events
Keyboard Sends character string
Stylus Sends pointer events
Switches Sends pointer events

Table 5: List of input devices.

5. Mapping model
In the preceding sections we have introduced the various com-
ponents (consisting of the user’s abilities, the user’s style and
literacy as well as possible input and output components) which
influence the possible configurations for a user. It is clear from
the large number of variables that it is not straightforward to de-
termine which configuration of possible input and output com-
ponents are most suited for a specific user profile, especially
when availability constraints are taken into consideration. What
is needed is an approach to model the variables which would
result in adaptable configurations for each user. This sections
contains such a mathematical analysis and model which allows
for the prediction of configurations.

5.1. Cost Model

Let ~pi be a vector of real values scaled between 0 and 1 of length
n, where each element in the vector represents the user’s abili-
ties according to Tables 1 and 2.

Similarly, let the diagonal matrix Sj of size n × n contain
real values scaled between 0 and 1 to represent the perceptual
preferences according to Table 3. The four basic representa-
tions of Sj correspond to each of the perceptual preferences,
and these can be weighted and combined for individuals with
mixed preferences.

Combining ~pi and Sj as presented in Equation 1 provides a
vector ~wk which represents an adjusted user profile as based on
his perceptual preferences.

~wk = Sj × ~pT
i (1)

Let the matrix D of size n × m (where n is the number of
modelled user abilities and m the number of modelled available
input and output components) represent a matrix of “dominant”
user abilities as required for a specific modality. (The concept
of “domination” is explained below.)

Using D and ~wk as is presented in Equation 2 provides us
with a cost estimation of suggested components to be used per
adjusted user profile.

~cl = D × ~wT
k (2)

Larger values in ~cl thus indicates which are the more im-
portant components for a specific user profile.

5.2. Application of Cost Model

Equation 2 provides a cost vector indicating important compo-
nents for a specific user profile. The following simplified exam-
ple illustrates the concept.

Let ~pi represent the abilities Can See, Can Hear and Can
Read. A fully-abled user can thus be represented as in Equa-
tion 3 while a user that can only hear is represented as in Equa-
tion 4.

~pFully−able = [0.3, 0.3, 0.3] (3)

~pCan only hear = [0.0, 1.0, 0.0] (4)

The perceptual preferences for a visually biased user can be
represented as in Equation 5, while an aural bias can be repre-
sented as in Equation 6.

SVisual =

2

6

4

Can See Can Hear Can Read
Can See 0.6 0.0 0.0
Can Hear 0.0 0.2 0.0
Can Read 0.0 0.0 0.2

3

7

5

(5)

SAural =

2

4

0.2 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.6 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.2

3

5 (6)

The adjusted user profile for a fully-able user as calculated
through Equation 1 for a visual sense preference will be:

~wFully−able with visual preference =

2

4

0.6 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.2

3

5

× [0.3, 0.3, 0.3]T

=[0.18, 0.06, 0.06]

(7)

while a fully-abled profile with an aural bias will be:

~wFully−able with aural preference = [0.06, 0.18, 0.06]. (8)

A hearing-only profile adjusted according to the visual and aural
bias results in:

~wHearing only with visual preference = [0.0, 0.2, 0.0] (9)

and

~wHearing only with aural preference = [0.0, 0.6, 0.0] (10)

A possible dominant matrix D representing abilities against
components (for components Text – output, Audio – output and
Image – output and abilities Can See, Can Hear and Can Read
) is:

D =

2

6

4

Can See Can Hear Can Read
Text 0 0 100
Audio 0 100 0
Image 100 0 0

3

7

5

(11)
From Equation 11 we see that a weight of 100 has been as-

signed to the Can Read ability for the Text output component,
while the other abilities have been assigned a weighting of zero.
Similarly, a weighting of 100 is assigned for the Can Hear abil-
ity for the Audio component and a weighting of 100 is assigned
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for the Can See ability for the Image output component. The
dominance aspect of the matrix D is illustrated in the first row.
Even though a user would require the ability to see to utilise
text, only the ability Can Read is activated (as it is implicit that
a user must be able to see, to be able to read).

Utilising Equation 2 by applying (7), (8), (9) and (10) re-
sults in cost vector ~cl for the different profile examples. The
first cell in ~cl represents the importance of the Text to the user,
the second cell the importance of Audio and the last the impor-
tance of Image.

~cFully−able visual preference cost = [6.0, 6.0, 18.0] (12)

~cFully−able aural preference cost = [6.0, 18.0, 6.0] (13)

~cHearing only with visual preference cost = [0.0, 20.0, 0.0] (14)

~cHearing only with aural preference cost = [0.0, 60.0, 0.0] (15)

The cost vectors as presented in this section allow for the
identification of the appropriate HCI components for a specific
user profile. It must be noted that the purpose of the cost vec-
tors for the individual profiles is not to compare them across
users, but to indicate the appropriate component selection for a
specific profile. Section 6 presents some results of a more com-
plete modelling of users in an environment with more available
components.

6. Mapping Results
The application of the cost model as presented in Section 5.1
to a variety of different profiles (including all four perceptual
preferences) provides an interesting perspective on appropriate
components. Section 6.1 presents mapping results associated
with various output profiles, while Section 6.2 presents results
for input profiles.

6.1. Output

Figure 1: Fully-abled abilities.

Figure 1 presents a baseline profile for a person with all
the abilities associated with output as presented in Section 3.1.
Figure 2 presents the results of the application of the cost model.

In Figure 2 the importance of a specific output format per
perceptual preference is clearly visible. A user with a visual
preference would prefer content presented in a visual format
(e.g. icons, symbols, video) even though the user has the ability

Figure 2: Fully-abled cost model representation.

to consume information as presented in any modality. Similarly,
a user with an aural preference would prefer content presented
as audio, music, sounds and earcons. Similar observations can
be made for Read/Write and Kinaesthetic preferences.

Figure 3: Can See and Can Read Simplified Text abilities.

Figure 4: Can See and Can Read Simplified Text cost model
representation.

The power and the benefit of the cost model is illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 presents a user profile where the user
has the ability to see and only read simplified text. The model
results are shown in Figure 4. Simplified text as output is impor-
tant to an aural preference profile, while the visual components
increase in relative importance for a visual preference.

6.2. Input

Figure 5 presents an input profile for a user who has no clear
preference for any of the available inputs. Figure 6 presents the
calculated cost model for this profile. Figure 6 shows the impor-
tance of having an automatic speech recognition engine for an
aural perceptual. Similarly, Figure 6 shows that a Kinaesthetic
profile would prefer to use motion and sensors as input.

Figure 7 shows a profile weighing the Can Talk ability more
compared to the other presented abilities. For this profile voice
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Figure 5: Balanced input ability preference.

Figure 6: Balanced input cost model representation.

input is most important for an Aural preference, while a key-
board is the most important for a Read/Write preference.

Figure 7: Voice input ability preference.

Figure 8: Voice input cost model representation.

This section has provided some examples of utilising the
cost model to determine which elements are more important
based on the preferences and abilities of selected users. The
examples clearly show how a multi-modal environment should
be configured per user profile. The power of the model is that

it allows such configuration to happen in an automated fashion
- based on knowledge of user preferences and abilities as well
as the available modalities for a particular task. An application
can use this model to select a preferred presentation style auto-
matically.

7. Conclusions
Multi-modal human computer interaction which utilises pattern
recognition approaches are gaining in popularity and impor-
tance. Such interfaces entail a number of advantages, especially
for persons with disabilities, as they promote inclusion and the
removal of barriers. The identification of appropriate modal-
ities based on a user profile is not a trivial matter, especially
when cognisance is taken of the many possible factors associ-
ated with a user (including the fact that a user might have one
or more perceptual preferences).

This paper has presented an approach to model the user,
taking into account his abilities, literacy level, and perceptual
preferences. The presented cost model leads to interesting in-
sights into what would be most appropriate for a specific user
and provides us with the ability to automatically configure and
utilise a multi-modal environment based on user characteristics.
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Abstract
We present a technique for incorporating probabilistic (or soft)
segmentations into the shape-from-silhouette (SFS) technique
for volumetric reconstruction from a set of images. In basic
SFS points in 3D space are back-projected to all the images and
if any of these falls outside the contours of the object, the point
is disregarded. We extend the concept to a more probabilistic
nature and show that high quality models can be obtained by
thresholding the final point probabilities. The method used for
determining the soft segmentations is based upon a Bayesian
framework, but the idea of combining probabilistic segmenta-
tions would remain the same for any soft segmentation method.

1. Introduction
We consider the problem of reconstructing a volumetric 3D
model from a set of images depicting some physical object from
different viewpoints. Shape-from-silhouette [1] is an obvious
first and widely used approach, even just as a simple initializa-
tion for a more advanced procedure [2]. The aim in shape-from-
silhouette is to determine the intersection of the conic solids de-
fined by the outlining contours of the object in all the images.
If an accurate segmentation of the object from the background
is available for every image in the set, along with the spatial re-
lationships between the different cameras in world coordinates,
the problem is straightforward and easily solved by, for exam-
ple, space carving or exact polyhedral intersection [3, 4].

Calibrating an array of cameras is a well-studied topic and
is usually performed off-line. Segmenting the object from every
image, on the other hand, can be far more intricate and deserves
some attention. The general problem of image segmentation
remains, to this day, an enormous challenge. In a recent sur-
vey and evaluation Seitz et al. [5] noted that most multi-view
volumetric reconstruction algorithms assume that accurate sil-
houettes are available, and do not consider the crucial problem
of obtaining them if they are not.

We attempt to address, at least partially, the segmentation
problem in the context of shape-from-silhouette by showing
how probabilistic segmentations, i.e. segmentations that carry

Figure 1: Images of an alien sculpture from various views, a probabilistic reconstruction and a 3D model obtained by thresholding.

some uncertainty, can be incorporated in the reconstruction.
The method presented can operate alongside any technique

that produces probabilistic segmentations. For the purposes of
this paper we decided upon a Bayesian framework and describe
in some detail this classic approach to probabilistic image seg-
mentation. It models prior probability distributions over known
object and non-object regions and then establishes maximum
likelihood estimates for pixels to be classified. A so-called
“soft” segmentation results which, unlike traditional “hard” seg-
mentations, do not yield a decisive yes-or-no answer to the
question of whether a certain pixel belongs to the object but
rather a probability.

A sensible combination of probabilistic segmentations over
all the images in the set yields a probabilistic reconstruction in
which 3D points are assigned probabilities of being part of the
object. A threshold can be applied to these point probabilities
in order to generate a deterministic and decisive 3D model (as
Fig. 1 below illustrates) if need be. Experimental evaluation of
the obtained 3D models suggests both high accuracy and com-
pleteness by the measures defined in [5].

2. Bayesian segmentation
The Bayesian approach to image segmentation has its roots in
digital matting [6, 7] where the aim is to estimate opacities
for object pixels so that objects can be composed with new
scenes without visible edge artefacts. Thin wisps of hair and
motion blur are notorious difficulties and many improvements
have since been explored; see for example [8].

A common assumption in digital matting is that the ob-
served intensity c of each pixel in the input image is some linear
composition of a foreground colour f and a background colour
b, in the following way:

c = αf + (1− α)b. (1)

Here α denotes the opacity of the pixel and ranges between 0
(pure background) and 1 (pure foreground). For the rest of this
section c, f and b are assumed to be 3 × 1 column vectors
containing for example RGB-components, and α is a scalar.
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Of course, the problem of finding f , b and α that satisfy (1)
for a given c is determinately underconstrained. The idea be-
hind Bayesian segmentation is to use prior probabilities on the
unknowns and pick optimal solutions by a maximum-likelihood
criterion.

In order to define sensible priors on f , b andα an initial seg-
mentation is needed that divides the image into three regions:
foreground, background and unknown. Such a segmentation is
normally called a trimap. The foreground and background re-
gions provide the information (colour and α-values) needed to
process pixels in the unknown region. Some ideas on the gen-
eration of trimaps are explored in section 4.1 of this paper.

For a specific pixel in the unknown region we proceed to
find values for f , b and α that maximize the joint posterior
probability of f , b and α, given c. From Bayes’ theorem,

P (f ,b, α|c) ∝ P (c|f ,b, α)P (f)P (b)P (α), (2)

which yields the following unconstrained optimization problem
to be solved:

arg max
f ,b,α

[
L(c|f ,b, α) + L(f) + L(b) + L(α)

]
, (3)

with L(·) = logP (·). It remains to define the log-likelihoods
L(c|f ,b, α), L(f), L(b) and L(α).

Following [6] we model P (c|f ,b, α) as a Gaussian PDF
with mean αf +(1−α)b and some specified standard deviation
σc. Then

L(c|f ,b, α) =
−||c− αf − (1− α)b||2

2σ2
c

+ terms. (4)

The extra “terms” correspond to normalization factors and can
be omitted in (3) as they remain constant with respect to the
optimization parameters f , b and α.

The prior probability P (f) is estimated from foreground
colours of pixels known and already processed in a neighbour-
hood around the current pixel. Let N denote this set of pix-
els. The contribution of every pixel in N can be weighed by
its α-value (placing higher confidence in more opaque pixels)
and, relying on the spatial coherency of the object, its proxim-
ity to the current pixel (stressing nearby pixels over those further
away). Supposing that fi and wi denote the foreground colour
and weight of pixel i respectively, such that

∑
i∈N wi = 1, a

weighted mean f and weighted covariance matrix Σf is deter-
mined as

f =
∑
i∈N

wifi, Σf =
1

1−W
∑
i∈N

wi(fi − f)(fi − f)T , (5)

with W =
∑
i∈N w

2
i . These two entities define a Gaussian

distribution such that

L(f) = − 1
2
(f − f)TΣ−1

f (f − f) + terms. (6)

Again, the extra normalization terms have no effect on the so-
lution to (3) and can be omitted. The log-likelihood of b is
modelled in a similar way:

L(b) = − 1
2
(b− b)TΣ−1

b (b− b) + terms. (7)

For now we adopt the assumption in [6] that the likelihood
of α is constant and thus omitted from (3). Naturally this is a
rather strong assumption that may be marginally applicable at
best, but it does simplify the optimization problem and yields
reasonable results.

Note that the partial derivatives of the function to be maxi-
mized in (3) are non-linear in f , b and α, so that the quest for
an analytical solution may be an arduous one. We may need to
depend upon some numerical optimizer for a solution. How-
ever, for the sake of efficiency, it turns out that the problem can
be broken up into two easier sub-problems: first fix α and solve
for f and b; then fix f and b and solve for α.

With α fixed at some value, setting the partial derivatives of
(3) with respect to f and b equal to zero leads to the following
set of equations:

α

σ2
c

[c− αf − (1− α)b]− Σ−1
f (f − f) = 0

1− α
σ2
c

[c− αf − (1− α)b]− Σ−1
b (b− b) = 0

 (8)

which is linear in the unknowns f and b. Values for f and b are
obtained, and now fixed to find a value for α that maximizes the
objective function in (3). Observe that this maximum is reached
when ||c− αf − (1− α)b||2 is minimum, and that

α =
(c− b) · (f − b)

||f − b||2 (9)

causes αf + (1−α)b to be the orthogonal projection of c onto
the line segment between f and b, thus yielding the desired
minimum.

We now alternate between (8) and (9) until convergence or
until some maximum number of iterations is reached. For the
first iteration α can be initialized to, for example, the mean of
the α-values in the neighbourhood N .

Concerning the order in which pixels are processed: since
prior probabilities are built from known or already processed
pixels, and since the unknown region inside the image is sur-
rounded by known foreground or background pixels, a sensible
choice would be to process pixels on the border of the unknown
region first. The unknown region is thereby effectively being
eroded, a process which can be repeated until no more unknown
pixels remain.

An apparent and important shortcoming of the procedure,
as it stands, is that it attempts to fit a unimodal Gaussian distri-
bution to neighbouring foreground colours as per (6), and one to
neighbouring background colours as per (7). If both the object
and the background exhibit a fair degree of homogeneity the
model may be adequate but, of course, this is rarely the case. A
quick fix would be to cluster the colours in the neighbourhood,
solve for each pair of foreground and background clusters and
then pick the solution corresponding to the maximum posterior
likelihood (2). For future improvements we hope to rather in-
vestigate the effectiveness of Gaussian mixture models.

Example output of the described procedure is shown in
Fig. 2. The input image depicts two actors in front of a green
screen. In this case simple thresholding of the colour channels
may yield a fairly good segmentation, but note in particular the
ability of Bayesian segmentation to estimate the opacities of the
hair strands in the closeup shown.

The probabilistic reconstruction technique described in this
paper requires α-values for every pixel in every image, which
will be interpreted as the probability of that pixel being part
of the foreground (i.e. the object). After the application of
Bayesian segmentation on every image in the sequence, let
Ai(r, c) denote the calculated α-value associated with the pixel
at row r and column c in image i. Also, to simplify matters
onwards, we assume that Ai(r, c) = 0 for any (r, c) that falls
outside the boundaries of image i.
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input image trimap output

Figure 2: Result of a Bayesian segmentation. Blue in the trimap
indicates the unknown region, and the α-values (corresponding
to pixel opacities) from the output are here depicted as greyscale
intensities.

3. Silhouette-based reconstruction
Shape-from-silhouette (SFS) is a well-known technique for vol-
umetric reconstruction [1]. It takes a sequence of images of an
object from different viewpoints, extracts the silhouette of the
object from each and constructs a 3D model using also knowl-
edge of the relative positions and orientations of the cameras.

The conversion from a colour image to a silhouette image
removes a large amount of information and SFS can reconstruct
(at best) the so-called visual hull of the object. It is essentially
the maximal volume capable of reproducing all silhouettes of
the object [9]. Certain concavities, such as the inside of a bowl,
cannot manifest in any silhouette and therefore will not appear
in the reconstructed visual hull. However, because the problem
is well defined and generally easy to implement, SFS remains a
popular choice even just as a starting point for more advanced
reconstruction techniques that, for example, would construct a
visual hull and then return to the information in the original
images in an effort to chisel detail from it [2].

3.1. Basic shape-from-silhouette

There are chiefly two approaches to SFS for the generation of
a 3D model from a sequence of silhouette images. In the first
approach a portion of the 3D space, typically one visible by
all cameras, is quantized into voxels (that is, volume elements).
The center of every voxel is projected onto the image plane of
every camera, and removed if it projects outside the silhouette
in any of the images; see for example [10]. The second ap-
proach, which is slightly more accurate and does not introduce
quantization and aliasing artefacts, involves the construction of
a polyhedral surface from the intersection of conic solids, with
polygonal bases defined by the silhouettes, that extend from the
principal points of the corresponding cameras [3, 4].

In this paper we opt for the first approach, that of voxel
quantization or space carving as it is often called, as it naturally
lends itself to the incorporation of soft segmentations. Before
discussing this extension we provide first some detail of the ba-
sic procedure.

LetPi denote the 3×4 projection matrix associated with the
image taken by camera i, in some reference frame constant for
all cameras. The matrix should therefore contain extrinsic pa-
rameters that relate the position and orientation of camera iwith

all the others. Projection matrices are usually determined dur-
ing some off-line calibration procedure where objects of known
measurements are captured. Here we shall assume that the ma-
trices Pi are already known.

A subspace bounding the region visible to all cameras is
specified and divided into voxels, the size of which depending
upon the desired output resolution. A possible way to obtain
such a bounding region is to determine the intersection of the
viewing frusta of all the cameras (obtainable from the projection
matrices) by an efficient method such as [11].

The basic idea underlying voxel-based SFS is to project ev-
ery voxel onto every image plane using the projection matrices.
A voxel is believed to form part of the object if and only if it
projects onto a silhouette region in every image.

Put more formally, suppose the center of a voxel j is de-
noted by the column vector vj = [xj yj zj ]

T . Its projection
onto the image plane of camera i, in homogeneous coordinates,
is determined as

p
(i)
j = Pi

[
vj

1

]
, (10)

from which pixel coordinates (r
(i)
j , c

(i)
j ) can be obtained. The

reconstructed visual hull is then the collection of all voxels j
such that

n∑
i=1

Si(r
(i)
j , c

(i)
j ) = n, (11)

with n the number of images and Si(r, c) the value of a pixel
in silhouette image i, either 0 (background) or 1 (object). Here
it is also assumed that Si(r, c) = 0 if (r, c) falls outside the
boundaries of image i.

Note that, because a voxel has to project to a silhouette re-
gion in every single image, we can immediately flag a voxel as
soon as it falls outside such a region in one particular image, ex-
clude it from that moment onwards and thus save a substantial
amount of computation.

Once a set of object voxels has been identified, a polygonal
surface representation is obtained easily by, for example, the
marching cubes algorithm [12].

An example to illustrate the shape-from-silhouette tech-
nique is given in Fig. 3. The input data set, obtained from [13],
consists of 24 images of a Homo Heidelbergensis skull replica
on a ceramic ring. Accurate silhouettes and camera projection
matrices are also provided. We specified a 300×240×300 grid
(or voxelation) in 3D space that yielded over 21 million vox-
els, about 14 million of which satisfy (11) and are therefore in-
cluded in the reconstruction. A surface representation was also
determined, consisting of about 700,000 polygons. Because the
basic SFS procedure is so straightforward when silhouettes and
camera matrices are available, the entire procedure could be im-
plemented in a few lines of MATLAB-code and executed in less
than a minute on a standard PC.

3.2. Incorporating soft segmentations

The procedure described above uses silhouette images that pro-
vide a definite yes-or-no answer to the question of whether a
pixel belongs to the object, and ultimately if a voxel should be
included in the 3D model. However, if probabilities are intro-
duced in the segmentation, a “softer” decision can be incorpo-
rated. Moreover, obtaining accurate silhouette images may very
well be a non-trivial exercise and it would be sensible to accom-
modate for some degree of uncertainty in that respect.

Recall that the process of Bayesian segmentation returns,
for every image i, pixel opacities Ai(r, c) ranging between 0
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4 of the 24 input images and their corresponding silhouette images

3D reconstruction, shaded (left) and texture-mapped (right)

Figure 3: A shape-from-silhouette reconstruction. Available
(ground-truth) silhouettes were used in the construction of the
visual hull. Certain concavities, notably the eye sockets, are
filled because they do not manifest in any of the silhouettes.

for pure background and 1 for pure foreground (which in this
case is the object). For the sake of brevity we shall henceforth
make use of the notation

α
(i)
j = Ai(r

(i)
j , c

(i)
j ) (12)

to denote the α-value associated with the point where voxel j
projects onto image i.

Our aim now is to amalgamate the α(i)
j ’s associated with a

particular voxel j, in order to define a probability of that voxel
belonging to the object. Consider the following:

p(j) =

(
n∏
i=1

α
(i)
j

)1
n

, (13)

i.e. let the probability that voxel j is part of the 3D model be
defined as the geometric mean of those α-values to which the
voxel projects (a comparable approach was taken by De Bonet
and Viola [14]). We chose the geometric mean, over say an
arithmetic mean, because it provides a slightly more natural ex-
tension to the “and”-operator used in the basic SFS: a voxel
must project to a silhouette region in all the images, and if any
of these projections falls outside a silhouette region the voxel
is discarded. The probability of voxel j belonging to the object
should behave analogously. Note that p(j) as defined in (13) is
1 if all the α-values are 1, and 0 if any of the α-values is ex-
actly 0. Furthermore if all the α-values are close to 1 then p(j)
is close to 1, while if any of the α-values is close to 0 then p(j)
is penalized accordingly.

The calculation in (13) is performed for every voxel in the
discretized subspace. Values thus obtained, ranging between
0 and 1, can now be thresholded in order to create a decisive
3D model. Alternatively, the unthresholded voxel probabilities
can be carried over to a next phase in some larger system for
further analysis. Examples of such larger systems, that could

require volumetric reconstruction of objects, include 3D object
recognition and robotic grasping systems.

4. Experiments
Experiments were carried out on three publicly available data
sets: alien, temple and kunli. Example images from these sets
are shown in Fig. 4 (cropped for display purposes). The ta-
ble below shows for each the source, number of images, image
size, and whether or not projection matrices and ground-truth
segmentations are provided with the data. The alien set con-
tains images from three cameras and each captured 8 images of
sizes 1900×1600, 1600×1400 and 1400×1400 respectively.

data set # images image size P -mats gr. truth
alien [13] 24 see text yes yes
temple [5] 16 480×640 yes no
kunli [15] 20 1024×768 yes no

The procedure described in this paper, that of applying soft
segmentations in volumetric reconstruction, involves mainly
three steps: generating a trimap for each image, performing
Bayesian segmentation and creating a probabilistic 3D model.

4.1. Generating trimaps

The Bayesian segmentation method discussed in section 2 re-
quires a trimap. Prior probabilities are estimated from specified
foreground and background regions, allowing maximum likeli-
hood estimates to be calculated for the pixels in the remaining
(“unknown”) regions. Clearly the success of Bayesian segmen-
tation hinges on the accuracy of the specified foreground and
background (i.e. the “known”) regions of the trimap. Unfor-
tunately an all-purpose segmentation method that requires no
prior knowledge of expected objects and/or background, yet
successfully copes with the immense diversity in images, eludes
researchers in the field to this day. For this very reason we are
content with generating trimaps for every data set on a case-by-
case basis.

There is, however, a technique for generating trimaps that
works quite well in many situations. A deliberately strict seg-
mentation is performed that favours background, say by appro-
priately thresholding the different colour channels. Many pixels
are thus miss-classified as background but those that are clas-
sified as foreground should at least be correct. The unknown
region is then determined by dilating the foreground region a
suitable number of times, hopefully engulfing all miss-classified
background pixels in the process. Trimaps created in this way
for the example images in Fig. 4 are depicted in Fig. 5. Back-
ground regions are represented in black, foreground in white
and unknown regions in blue.

Figure 4: Example images from the three data sets: alien, tem-
ple and kunli. The images were cropped for display purposes.
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trimap segmentation trimap segmentation trimap segmentation

Figure 5: Trimaps generated for the example images, and results from Bayesian segmentation. Object boundaries are well delineated.
However note the segmentation uncertainty in shadow regions of the temple image and in detail on kunli’s T-shirt.

voxel probabilities thresholded (t = 0.85) voxel probabilities thresholded (t = 0.8) voxel prob. thresh. (t = 0.8)

Figure 6: Voxel probabilities for each data set, and decisive 3D models obtained by thresholding with the indicated t-values. Voxels
were rendered with opacities proportional to their probabilities so that regions of high probability are observable.

4.2. Bayesian segmentation

Bayesian segmentation is performed on every image in a data
set. A parameter that needs to be decided upon is the size of
the neighbourhood around an unknown pixel from which prior
probabilities are estimated. In our implementation we allow this
parameter to vary, depending on the amount of known informa-
tion contained in the neighbourhood. Example output is shown
in Fig. 5. It seems that object boundaries are found rather accu-
rately. Note however that shadows in the temple image and the
green design on kunli’s shirt cause some confusion.

In an attempt to quantify the accuracy of segmentations we
compare output α-values with ground-truth hard segmentations
(which are available for the alien set; for the temple and kunli
sets we took up the meticulous task of manual segmentation).
The ground-truth assigns either 0 or 1 to every pixel and the
calculated α-values range between 0 and 1.

A possible indication of accuracy is the absolute difference
between the ground-truth and the α-values averaged over all
unknown pixels, i.e. over the pixels on which the segmentation
was applied. It produces an average accuracy of about 92% for
the alien set, about 81% for the temple set, and just under 80%
for kunli. Keep in mind that the accuracy is measured over only
the unknown regions which are likely to be “difficult” parts of
an image. The higher accuracy for the alien set may be ascribed
to the fact that those images contain a more-or-less uniformly
dark object against a light background. The greater level of de-
tail in temple and kunli results in less accurate segmentation.

4.3. Building a probabilistic 3D model

Voxel probabilities are determined by combining all associ-
ated α-values by means of equation (13). Visualizations of

these probabilities are given in Fig. 6, using the standard “jet”
colourmap (red indicates high probability, blue indicates low
probability). In order to observe regions of high probability
each voxel was rendered with an opacity proportional to its
probability. We see that there is higher confidence in the recon-
struction of alien, again due to the undemanding separability of
the object and the background in those images.

The figure also shows some examples of decisive 3D mod-
els obtained by thresholding the voxel probabilities as indicated.
We evaluated the quality of reconstructions resulting from dif-
ferent thresholds t by measuring accuracy and completeness as
defined by Seitz et al. [5]. Results are displayed below.

alien temple kunli
t acc comp acc comp acc comp

0.00 3.58 45.2% 3.46 25.8% 2.26 63.7%
0.50 2.31 81.0% 2.31 69.2% 1.61 90.8%
0.75 1.64 90.1% 1.71 94.7% 1.16 96.8%
0.80 1.60 92.3% 2.86 97.2% 1.05 97.9%
0.85 1.38 95.3% 5.94 97.3% 0.90 98.9%
0.90 1.33 97.5% 8.71 93.7% 1.99 99.1%
0.95 1.98 86.6% 10.12 83.8% 5.05 96.3%
0.99 5.12 60.8% 10.38 63.9% 4.78 86.0%

The accuracy (acc) is the distance d such that 90% of the
reconstruction is within d of the ground-truth mesh (GTM, ob-
tained from the ground-truth segmentations), shown in mm for
the first two and in cm for the third data set (the object in the
kunli set is about 10 times larger than those in alien and tem-
ple). The completeness (comp) is the percentage of points on
the GTM that are within a specified distance of the reconstruc-
tion, 1.5mm for alien and temple, and 1.5cm for kunli.
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t = 0.00 t = 0.50 t = 0.75

t = 0.85 t = 0.95 t = 0.99

Figure 7: Some thresholds applied to the probabilistic recon-
struction of kunli. Smaller thresholds may produce unwanted
volume, while larger thresholds may deny true positives.

Based on these results there appears to be a threshold
for each set that yields more-or-less optimal accuracy and
completeness simultaneously. In general a smaller threshold
would produce an excessively voluminous model, while a larger
threshold may deny many voxels that should in actual fact be
part of the model. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 7 where
the probabilistic reconstruction of the kunli set is thresholded by
a number of values. It seems that, in accordance with the table
above, a threshold of about 0.85 might give the best model for
this data set.

5. Conclusions
We showed how soft probabilistic segmentations can be in-
corporated into a shape-from-silhouette procedure for volumet-
ric reconstruction. The Bayesian approach was taken to seg-
ment objects from background and a geometric mean of back-
projected probabilities yielded a probabilistic reconstruction.
Thresholding this reconstruction, to arrive at a decisive 3D
model, can produce high quality models in terms of accuracy
and completeness if the threshold is chosen carefully.

A possible direction for further work may involve the inclu-
sion of calibration uncertainty. In this paper we assumed accu-
rate calibration but situations can occur where such an assump-
tion holds little validity. Another interesting venture would be
to apply the proposed method to a set of images depicting an
object with “fuzzy” boundaries like hair or wafts of smoke. We
hope that in doing so the true value of Bayesian segmentation
will shine through.
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Abstract 

For fast-tracking the development of resources for resource-

scarce languages, one could transfer existing technologies 

from one language to another well-sourced, closely-related 

language. In this contribution, we describe the development 

and performance of a rule-based Dutch-to-Afrikaans 

convertor, with the aim to transform Dutch text so that it 

looks more like an Afrikaans text (even though it might not 

even be a good Dutch translation). The rules we used is based 

on systematic orthographic, morphosyntactic and lexical 

differences between the two languages. We report on an 

accuracy of 71% on word-level, after minor optimisation with 

regard to iteration of rules. In a small-scale evaluation on 

running text, we obtain a BLEU score of 0.2519. We 

conclude that such a rule-based approach to conversion of 

closely-related languages holds much promise, with potential 

application in technology transfer (or even machine 

translation) between such languages. 

1. Introduction 

One method to fast-track the development of resources for 

resource-scarce languages is to port/transfer/re-engineer 

existing technologies from one language L1 to another 

closely-related language L2. The basic hypothesis is that “[if] 

the languages L1 and L2 are similar enough, then it should be 

easier [and quicker] to recycle software applicable to L1 than 

to rewrite it from scratch for L2”, thereby taking care of “most 

of the drudgery before any human has to become involved” 

[1]. [2] argues that resource-scarce languages could benefit 

from such an approach, especially where L1 is a global, well-

resourced language.  

To illustrate the above hypothesis in real terms, let us 

assume that Dutch (L1) and Afrikaans (L2) are similar enough 

for purposes of technology transfer. The hypothesis then is 

that it would be easier and quicker to use and adapt, for 

example, an existing Dutch chunker to annotate Afrikaans 

sentences, than to develop an Afrikaans chunker from scratch. 

One could therefore use the Dutch chunker to annotate an 

Afrikaans corpus, then correcting systematic errors manually 

or semi-automatically, before training an Afrikaans chunker 

using the annotated data.  

One could also add an extra layer of processing to this 

basic algorithm: instead of annotating original Afrikaans text 

directly with technologies for Dutch, one could firstly 

“transform”/convert the Afrikaans text through rule-based 

translation so that it looks more like Dutch (even though it 

might not even be a good Dutch translation). The idea is that 

one could improve the success of technology transfer between 

Dutch (L1) and Afrikaans (L2) if the text to be annotated by 

the Dutch technologies appears to be more Dutch-like. After 

the text has been annotated, one could then reverse the process 

to render an Afrikaans text with annotations, which could then 

be used for training Afrikaans technologies.  

Our current research focuses on the development of an 

automatic, rule-based Dutch-to-Afrikaans convertor (D2AC). 

Our aim here is to develop a proof-of-concept for rule-based 

machine translation (MT) between Afrikaans and Dutch. 

Therefore, the rationale for the directionality (i.e. Dutch-to-

Afrikaans instead of Afrikaans-to-Dutch, as one would expect 

from the hypothesis above) is based on the assumption that it 

would be easier to convert Dutch to Afrikaans, because Dutch 

is generally considered to be morphologically more complex 

than Afrikaans. While it gives us the opportunity to focus on 

matters related to the basic concept (such as system 

architecture), rather than to get stuck on issues of linguistic 

complexity, we also get the opportunity to discover linguistic 

issues that will be of importance for an Afrikaans-to-Dutch 

convertor (A2DC).  

For purposes of the research we report on here, our 

concern is the development and evaluation of a unidirectional 

D2AC. Our focus here is not yet on technology transfer, but 

rather on the quality of the conversion algorithm as a proof-of-

concept. In as such, our efforts are aimed at processing on the 

grapheme and word-level and not on the syntactic level (i.e. a 

convertor that is not concerned with issues related to word 

ordering, anaphoric relations, idioms, negation, etc.).  

In Section 2 we discuss related work, specifically 

regarding rule-based MT between closely-related languages. 

Section 3 presents a concise overview of some of the most 

prototypical linguistic differences between Afrikaans and 

Dutch. In section 4 we present an overview of D2AC‟s 

architecture, as well as details of some of its 

components/modules. Thereafter in Section 5 we evaluate the 

performance of D2AC on word-level as well as on running 

text. Section 6 concludes with a view on future work.  

2. Related work 

Several approaches have been used to develop MT systems, 

viz. rule-based, corpus-based and hybrid approaches. When 

using a rule-based approach, the source language (SL) is 

parsed yielding some form of intermediary representation, 

which is then used to generate the target language (TL). Rule-

based approaches usually necessitate extensive lexicons with 

morphological, syntactic and semantic information and large 

sets of rules, which usually have to be handcrafted by 

language experts of the SL and the TL.  

These resources are expensive and laborious to develop, 

since every difference between the two languages needs to be 

handled by means of hand-written rules. Therefore, developers 
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of MT systems usually favour a corpus-based or hybrid 

approach [3], especially when developing an MT system for 

two very different languages such as English and Arabic. 

However, when two languages display a high level of 

similarity on various grammatical levels, it should be less 

arduous to write transfer rules to do a translation of the one 

language into the other, similar language. 

Languages that display such similarities are generally 

referred to as closely-related languages, but it is difficult to 

define what exactly constitutes “closely-relatedness” and to 

ascertain when it is possible to say of two languages that they 

are closely-related. Hence, it is necessary to determine if two 

languages display a sufficient level of similarity to use a rule-

based approach in the development of an MT system for them. 

In an attempt to give a more concise definition, [4] distinguish 

between language variants (considered to be one language, e.g. 

Serbian and Croatian; also Dutch and Flemish), very close 

languages (similarity in morphology, syntax and lexis, e.g. 

Czech and Slovak; also Dutch and Afrikaans), closely-related 

languages (similarity in morphology and lexis, e.g. Czech and 

Polish; also Dutch and German), and related languages (shared 

origin and influences, without necessarily sharing linguistic 

similarities, e.g. Czech and Latvian; also Dutch and Swedish). 

They then demonstrate that the assumption that it is easier to 

develop MT systems for closely-related languages holds only 

for very close languages [4].  

Several systems that translate between closely-related 

languages have been developed. Many of these systems make 

use of transfer-rules to handle some aspects of translation (see 

for example [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]). Different strategies 

are employed to minimise or simplify the transfer rules, 

thereby expediting the development of the MT system.  

For purposes of this research, we assume that the 

similarities between Afrikaans and Dutch are adequate for the 

languages to be categorised somewhere between closely-

related and very close languages. (We use “closely-related” to 

define the relationship in this article, in order to avoid the 

more lengthy, though probably more correct “very 

close/closely-related”). Subsequently we assume that a simple, 

rule-based strategy can be used in the development of a Dutch-

Afrikaans MT system.  The relationship between Afrikaans 

and Dutch will need to be investigated more thoroughly by 

means of comparative studies with other language pairs in 

order to do a more accurate categorisation of the closeness of 

the language pair. 

3. Afrikaans and Dutch as closely-related 

languages 

The language choice for this project is based on the fact that 

Afrikaans is a resource-scarce language, while its closely-

related parent language, Dutch, is a global, well-sourced 

language. These two languages therefore make an ideal choice 

to test the hypothesis explained in Section 1. The purpose of 

this section is to provide a concise overview of some of the 

most prototypical differences between Afrikaans and Dutch 

on orthographic, morphosyntactic and lexical levels; for 

comprehensive comparisons see [10], [11], [12] and [13].  

3.1. Orthographic level 

Due to various natural phonological processes, and since the 

spelling systems of both Dutch and Afrikaans are based on 

pronunciation, the orthographic realisations of these two 

languages differ rather systematically. For example, due to 

devoicing the Dutch [z] in the onset position is realised as [s] 

in Afrikaans (e.g. Du. zomer and Afr. somer „summer‟). Other 

examples of consonant changes include [sx] to [sk] (e.g. Du. 

school and Afr. skool „school‟), [tsi] to [si] (e.g. Du. vakantie 

and Afr. vakansie „holiday‟), [f] to [v] (e.g. Du. halve to Afr. 

halwe „half‟), etc. Many differences also occur due to elision, 

such as procope (e.g. the historical Du. dispens vs. 

contemporary Afrikaans spens „pantry‟), syncope (e.g. loss of 

the intervocalic [x] in Du. hagel vs. Afr. hael „hail‟; the 

intervocalic [d] in Du. zadel vs. Afr. saal „saddle‟; the 

intervocalic [v] in Du. oven vs. Afr. oond „oven‟), and 

apocope (e.g. loss of the final [t] after [t; x; k; p; s] in Du. 

markt vs. Afr. mark „market‟). Similarly, some differences 

could be ascribed to processes of addition, such as prothesis 

(e.g. Du. des avonds > ’s avonds vs. Afr. saans „in the 

evening‟), epenthesis (e.g. Du. eigenlijk vs. Afr. eintlik 

„actually‟), and epithesis (e.g. Du. oven vs. Afr. oond „oven‟) 

(see [14]).  Due to divergence in spelling conventions a few 

systematic differences also occur, for example c vs. k (e.g. 

Du. controle and Afr. kontrole „control‟), ch vs. g (e.g. Du. 

echter and Afr. egter „however‟), or c vs. s (e.g. Du. 

producent and Afr. produsent „producer‟). 

Similar systematic differences could be observed with 

regard to vowels. Consider for example changes due to vowel 

reduction in cases like [ʌu] vs. [əu] (e.g. Du. blauw and Afr. 

blou „blue‟), or [ε] vs. [ə] (e.g. Du. stengel and Afr. stingel 

„stem‟). Other examples of vowel changes include [ɔ] vs. [œ] 

(e.g. Du. vork and Afr. vurk „fork‟), [ʏ] vs. [ɔ] (e.g. Du. 

nummer vs. Afr. nommer „number‟), [o:] vs. [ø] (e.g. Du. 

door vs. Afr deur „through‟), [ε] vs. [ɑ] (e.g. Du. vers and 

Afr. vars „fresh‟), [a:] vs. [æ/ε] (e.g. Du. paard and Afr. perd 

„horse‟), etc.  Similar to consonants, some differences can be 

ascribed to divergence in spelling conventions, such as y vs. i 

(e.g. Du. systeem and Afr. sisteem „system‟), au vs. ou (e.g. 

Du. auteur and Afr. outeur „author‟), or most notably ĳ (often 

handwritten as ÿ) vs. y (e.g. Du. bĳna and Afr. byna „almost‟).  

3.2. Morphosyntactic level 

With regard to grammar, Afrikaans and Dutch differ most on 

the morphological/morphosyntactic level. Some of the most 

prominent aspects relate to loss/simplification of the more 

complex inflection system in Dutch, such as simplification of 

verbal conjugation (imperfective and pluperfect tenses, the 

infinitive, verb congruence for number and person, the 

distinction between strong and weak verbs, etc.), the gender 

system (most noticeable in inflection on pre-nominal 

adjectives), the genitive and the pronominal system. For 

example, in Dutch the simple present tense conjugates for 

person, whereas no conjugation is seen in Afrikaans. Similar 

other systematic differences related to loss of inflection are 

discussed at length by, amongst others, [10] and [13].  

Whereas large differences related to inflection could be 

observed, many similarities with regard to word-formation 

exist between Afrikaans and Dutch (with a few exceptions, 

such as reduplication as a productive word-formation process 

in Afrikaans). [15] convincingly argues that the influence of 

Dutch on Afrikaans could be observed very distinctly in the 

“copying” of the word-formation system in Afrikaans. A 

number of systematic differences, mainly due to phonological 

processes discussed above, could also be observed; compare 
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for instance -atie vs. -asie (e.g. Du. organisatie and Afr. 

organisasie „organisation‟), -air vs. -êr (e.g. Du. primair and 

Afr. primêr „primary‟), or -ist vs. -is (e.g. Du. propagandist 

and Afr. propagandis „propagandist‟).  

3.3. Lexical level 

 With regard to the lexicon of Afrikaans, it can be assumed 

with some certainty that 90-95% of all lexical items are of 

Dutch origin [16]; see also [10]. Because of the spelling, 

phonological and morphological changes discussed above, 

many of these lexical items (and their associated word-forms) 

are not graphologically identical anymore (although some 

are), while semantic changes can be observed in another part 

of the lexicon. For purposes of this research, we distinguish 

between identical cognates (i.e. etymologically related words 

from two different languages), non-identical cognates, false 

friends, and non-cognates.  

Identical cognates are word-forms that are graphologically 

identical in Dutch and Afrikaans, and could by and large be 

ascribed to linguistic inheritance. Compare for example words 

like kelder „cellar‟, olie „oil‟, and straat „street‟. In some 

cases inflected forms are identical (e.g. the plural kelders 

„cellars‟), and in other cases there might be shared inflected 

forms (e.g. the plural of olie in Dutch is either oliën or olies, 

while only the latter form is used in Afrikaans). However, in 

the majority of cases the inflected forms are not identical (e.g. 

Du. straten vs. Afr. strate „streets‟; compare also the 

diminutive forms of all the above-mentioned examples).  

Non-identical cognates are lexical items that are 

etymologically related in Afrikaans and Dutch, but that differ 

graphologically in a systematic way. Inflected word-forms 

(i.e. paradigms) make up the majority under this category; 

compare for example Afr. bestuur „drive‟ with five cognates 

(all inflected forms of the verb) in Du. besturen, bestuurt, 

bestuurd, bestuurde, bestuurden. 

False friends are words with the same form, but with 

different meanings in the two languages due to semantic 

broadening, semantic narrowing or referent changes. Compare 

for example Du. amper „almost not‟ (as in Hij heeft de trein 

amper gehaald „He almost did not get onto the train‟) vs. Afr. 

amper „almost‟ (as in Hy het die trein amper gehaal „He 

almost got onto the train‟). According to the Dutch speaker, 

the referent was lucky to catch his train, while according to 

the Afrikaans speaker, the referent was a few seconds too late. 

(On 2009/10/03, the Dutch-Afrikaans Google Translate 

(translate.google.com) incorrectly translated the Du. amper to 

Afr. amper, while correctly translating Afr. amper to Du. 

bijna in the above example.) 

Non-cognates are defined, for purposes of this research, 

as graphologically unrelated word-forms referring to the same 

referent. Compare for example many words related to 

ethnobiological nomenclature, such as Du. gnoe vs. Afr. 

blouwildebees „gnu‟, Du. baobab vs. Afr. kremetart „baobab‟, 

or Du. eucalypthus vs. Afr. bloekom „eucalyptus‟.  

4. A Dutch-to-Afrikaans convertor 

In the design of D2AC, we specifically opt for a highly 

modular design in order to facilitate easy adaptations and 

changes during experimentation – specifically for 

linguists/language students, who might not have a good 

command of Perl. For example, all regular expressions are 

entered in separate text files in the format: 

 <SearchString><tab><SubstitutionString> 

The linguist therefore only needs to edit these files, without 

worrying about syntax (except basic regular expression meta-

characters, quantifiers and back-referencing variables), flow 

control, data managing, etc. D2AC consists of a series of Perl 

scripts, with various input and data files. See the flowchart in 

Figure 1 for a basic overview of D2AC (sample text provided 

between brackets).  

D2AC takes as input a list (List.D2AC.Ndl.txt) of 

Dutch tokens to be translated, each on a separate line (i.e. 

tokenised text). For the current implementation we assume no 

erroneous input text (e.g. spelling errors), as well as no proper 

names, acronyms or abbreviations. As output, a list 

(List.D2AC.Afr.txt) is printed with each token on a 

separate line, together with a tag to indicate the nature of the 

output.  Four tags are being used: 

 <<D2ALex>>: If a word was translated as a false friend 

or non-cognate (in some cases also as a non-identical 

cognate; see discussion of D2ALex.txt below); 

 <<AfrLex>>: If a word was translated as an identical 

cognate (see discussion of AfrLex.txt below); 

 <<Translated>>: If a word was translated by means of 

the grapheme or morpheme rules; and 

 <<Untranslated>>: If the input text could not be 

converted at all. 

D2AC relies on two lexicons, viz. D2ALex.txt and 

AfrLex.txt. The former is a bilingual list, with Dutch 

tokens (each on a separate line) and potential Afrikaans 

translation equivalents (tab separated), aimed mainly at 

covering false friends and non-cognates (but also some cases 

of non-identical cognates). Where translation alternatives 

exist, these are separated by two forward-slashes (e.g. 

<boerderij> <boerdery//plaas>). Note that, for 

purposes of our current research, disambiguation is done 

manually; in future this could be improved by various other 

automatic means, such as context-dependent frequencies. For 

our current implementation this list was compiled manually 

from available lists on the internet, as well as from language 

learning books (specifically [11], [12] and [18]).  The list 

currently consists of 2 696 Dutch entries.  

The other lexicon, AfrLex.txt, is used for look-up 

purposes only in order to identify identical cognates. Our 

assumption is that false friends will be covered sufficiently by 

D2ALex.txt; hence, look-up in this list follows only after 

translation from D2ALex.txt. For purposes of this research 

we used the full lexicon of Afrikaanse Speltoetser 3.0 [19], 

consisting of 350 943 Afrikaans entries. The lexicon includes 

proper names, but excludes abbreviations and other symbols.  

Conversion rules in the system are executed by two 

conversion modules, viz. MorphModule.pm and 

G2GModule.pm. For both modules, a linguist can define 

customised variables in the file Variables.txt, such as 

diphthongs, consonants, vowels, fricatives, etc.  

The module MorphModule.pm is used to handle 

systematic differences between Afrikaans and Dutch, which 

can be observed on the morphosyntactic level. Regular 

expressions in this module are based on the rules defined by a 

linguist in MorphRules.txt, and typically include rules like 

<lijk> <lik>, or <atie> <asie>. In principle, only 

morphs and allomorphs are included in MorphRules.txt. 
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Figure 1: Basic flow-diagram of D2AC 

 

Similarly, the module G2GModule.pm converts Dutch 

graphemes to Afrikaans graphemes in a systematic way, based 

on the rules included in G2GRules.txt. In principle, 

G2GRules.txt should only contain rules that apply on a sub-

morphemic level, such as clusters of vowels or consonants 

(e.g. <auw> <ou>, or <sch> <sk>).  

Although these two modules are in practice very similar, 

the distinction between the two was linguistically motivated: 

for purposes of linguistic research, we wanted to keep 

differences on the orthographic and morphosyntactic levels 

separate. It was assumed that this would enable us a better 

grip on: (1) the number of times certain rules could be 

executed. For example, MorphModule.pm is executed only 

once, while G2GModule.pm could iterate up to five times. 

This decision was based on the assumption that a Dutch word 

would only have one morpheme (or combination of 

morphemes) to convert, while, on the other hand, a single 

word could contain multiple graphemes for conversion (e.g. 

Du. schrijf vs. Afr. skryf „write‟); and (2) rule-ordering, which 

is one of the most difficult aspects of rule-based systems. The 

rules in the transfer component are currently (mostly) ordered 

according to their level of specificity: more specific rules are 

applied before more general rules. 

5. Results 

5.1. Experiment 1 

For the first evaluation experiment, 500 words were randomly 

extracted from the 5 000 most frequent words in the Spoken 

Dutch Corpus [20]. Capitalised words (e.g. proper names and 

acronyms), abbreviations, and interjections were removed and 

replaced with other randomly selected words from the CGN 

frequency list. The resulting wordlist was manually translated, 

taking care to ensure that all possible translation alternatives 

were added. D2AC was then used to translate the 500 Dutch 

words and the output was compared with the manual 

translations. A breakdown of the results is given in Table 1. 

 

 # tags 

assigned 

# correct 

tags 
<D2ALex> 58 58 
<AfrLex> 138 138 
<Translated> 162 146 
<Untranslated> 142 0 

TOTAL 500 342 

Table 1: Word-level evaluation 

The evaluation shows that 68.4% of the words in the list (i.e. 

342 words) were translated correctly into at least one of the 

given translation alternatives. The conversion modules of 

D2AC (MorphModule.pm and G2GModule.pm) translated 

162 words (tagged as <translated>) of which 16 resulted 

in incorrect translations (e.g. Du. trokken „pulled‟ translated 

to Afr. trokke „trucks‟; Du. viel „fell‟ translated to Afr. wiel 

„wheel‟). The relatively high precision (90.1%) of the 

conversion modules is due to the look-up in AfrLex.txt, 

since rules are applied iteratively until the resulting string is 

found in AfrLex.txt. 

In order to determine how best to improve D2AC, we 

analysed the 142 words that D2AC left untranslated (see 

Table 2). A total of 96.5% of untranslated words could be 

ascribed to three causes: Firstly, more than 27% of 

untranslated words are due to the order of the rules in the 

transfer component. These words contain orthographic 

differences, which should have been handled by the rules that 

are currently included in G2GRules.txt. For example, Du. 

dochters should have been translated as Afr. dogters 

„daughters‟ by the same rule that translates Du. achtien to Afr. 

agtien „eighteen‟. However, dochters is left untranslated, 

while achtien is translated correctly.  

 

Cause # of 

untranslated 

words 

% of 

untranslated 

words 

Flemish word 1 0.7% 

Not in MorphRules 4 2.8% 

Rule-ordering 39 27.5% 

Not in D2ALex 43 30.3% 

Ambiguity of -en 55 38.7% 

TOTAL 142 100% 

Table 2: Error analysis of word-level evaluation 
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Secondly, almost a third of the untranslated words (30.3%) 

are non-cognates or false friends, which should have been 

included in D2ALex.txt. The fact that so many frequently 

used Dutch words in this category are left untranslated shows 

that D2ALex.txt is not comprehensive enough. The list will 

need to be expanded, and (freely available) resources, other 

than the internet or language learning books, will need to be 

explored for this purpose. 

Thirdly, the majority of untranslated words (38.7%) end 

in the ambiguous string -en, which can be converted in one of 

four ways: (1) it can be retained (e.g. Du. rijkswapen vs. Afr. 

rykswapen, „state weapon‟); (2) the -n can be deleted (e.g. Du. 

vluchtelingen vs. Afr. vlugtelinge „refugee‟); (3) the -en can 

be deleted (e.g. Du. verschijnen vs. Afr. verskyn „appear‟); or 

(4) the -en can be replaced with -s (e.g. Du. kinderen vs. Afr. 

kinders „children‟). In addition to solving the ambiguity of -

en, morphonological changes also need to be kept in mind 

when removing -en from Dutch words (e.g. Du. herstellen 

should be changed to Afr. herstel „repair‟, and Du. stimuleren 

should be changed to Afr. stimuleer „stimulate‟). 

Since -en is a highly productive Dutch morpheme (used, 

amongst others, to indicate plural and the infinitive form of 

the verb), it is handled in the MorphModule.pm, which is 

executed only once. In practice, this means that 

MorphModule.pm will change Du. uitgekomen „came out‟ to 

*uitgekoom, since the rule handling the morphonological 

change is more specific and therefore occurs before the rule 

that simply removes -en. The resulting string will then be sent 

to G2GModule.pm (which will not be able to apply any rules 

to *uitgekoom) before it is looked-up, but not found, in the 

Afrikaans lexicon; the untranslated Du. uitgekomen is 

therefore printed to the output. However, if the input string 

had been sent back to MorphModule.pm, the next rule would 

have removed the -en, resulting in the correct Afrikaans word 

uitgekom. We therefore hypothesised that the large number of 

untranslated words ending in -en is a result of the architecture 

of the system, and not of the quality or comprehensiveness of 

the rules. 

To test this hypothesis, we moved the entries in 

MorphRules.txt to G2GRules.txt (thereby ensuring that 

all the rules in the system are applied iteratively), and 

evaluated the resulting system (D2ACcomb) on the same test 

set. The results (see Table 3) show a marked improvement: 

D2ACcomb was able to translate 71% of the words into at least 

one correct translation equivalent, resulting in an error 

reduction of 8.2% (i.e. 71% accuracy, compared to D2AC‟s 

accuracy of 68.4%). The precision of the conversion modules 

(i.e. G2GModule.pm only) also improved ever so slightly 

from 90.1% in D2AC to 90.8% in D2ACcomb.  

 

 # tags 

assigned 

# correct 

tags 
<D2ALex> 58 58 
<AfrLex> 138 138 
<Translated> 175 159 
<Untranslated> 129 0 

TOTAL 500 355 

Table 3: Word-level evaluation with D2ACcomb 

In spite of these improvements, D2ACcomb is still not able to 

translate words ending in -en, since these cases still amount to 

52 instances (i.e. 3 less than with D2AC). Another 

improvement by D2ACcomb over D2AC could be observed 

with regard to rule ordering, with 10 fewer words left 

untranslated; nonetheless, it would still be necessary to re-

examine the order in which the rules are executed to ensure 

optimal accuracy of the system.  

5.2. Experiment 2 

Despite the fact that our current research is not aimed at 

providing a fully-fledged Dutch-to-Afrikaans machine 

translation system, we did a rudimentary, informal experiment 

to get an impression of how D2AC compares to another 

available solution, the Dutch-Afrikaans Google Translate 

(GT), when translating sentences. To do this comparative 

evaluation, we selected 26 random sentences (totalling 251 

words) from the development test set that was used to 

evaluate the Dutch-English machine translation system in the 

METIS II project [21]. Four different translators prepared 

reference translations, which were used to calculate BLEU 

scores [22] for the translations produced by D2AC and GT. 

The results of the evaluation are shown in Table 4. 

 

 D2AC GT 

% of 1-gram matches 54.7 63.0 

% of 2-gram matches 29.1 35.7 

% of 3-gram matches 19.6 25.3 

% of 4-gram matches 12.9 17.5 

BLEU 0.2519 0.3162 

Table 4: Results of sentence-level evaluation 

It is not surprising that GT achieves a higher BLEU score 

than D2AC in the automatic evaluation, since D2AC was only 

developed to do lexical transfer and not fully-fledged machine 

translation. However, given the fact that D2AC currently 

contains no rules to handle syntactic differences, it was 

anticipated that GT would have a much higher percentage of 

3- and 4-gram matches than D2AC. The considerable 

difference between the percentages of 1- and 4-gram matches 

(of both D2AC and GT) might indicate that phenomena 

related to word-order could be an important aspect when 

doing machine translation from Dutch to Afrikaans (contrary 

to what we have expected initially). 

A human assessment of the translation output confirms 

that D2AC is not able to handle syntactic differences (such as 

word-order changes and the double negation), in addition to 

leaving a large number of Dutch words untranslated. The fact 

that D2AC is limited in producing all possible translation 

alternatives also has a negative effect on the system‟s 

translation quality. Nonetheless, the same problems are 

observed in the GT translations. In addition, GT seems to 

translate Dutch compounds ineffectively, since compounds 

are consistently split into constituents before being translated 

(e.g. Du. vervoersituaties is incorrectly translated to *vervoer 

situasies instead of the correct Afr. vervoersituasies „transport 

situations‟). 

While acknowledging that this was a very small-scale 

evaluation, and based on the fact that the translation quality of 

D2AC compares well with that of GT, we come to the 

conclusion that the conversion of Dutch to Afrikaans using 

rule-based techniques is worthy of further investigation and 

development, most probably also for purposes of fully-

fledged machine translation. 
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6. Future work  

Through our experiments on converting Dutch to Afrikaans, 

we confirmed that handling of especially verb conjugations, 

false friends and non-cognates require close attention. Most 

of these issues could be addressed by refining and/or 

extending the bilingual translation list (D2ALex.txt) 

automatically – for instance by using the CELEX database to 

complete verb paradigms and plural forms of nouns, and by 

using the approach of [17] to extend the list of false friends. 

In addition, attention should also be paid to rule-ordering, 

addition of a few extra rules, as well as iteration of rules and 

the effect thereof on the greediness of D2AC.  

Work in the near future will include not only optimisation 

of D2AC, but also reversal of the process to develop an 

Afrikaans-to-Dutch convertor (A2DC) in order to experiment 

with technology transfer between these two languages. 

Although this will not be a trivial process, we have now 

learned enough lessons through our current research to 

motivate further effort and investigation. In the end, we 

believe that this will give us insight in the nature of closely-

relatedness between languages, so that the approach could be 

extended to other (resource-scares/South African) languages. 
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Abstract
Image processing is applied to the task of characterizing the
response of a miniature helicopter’s main rotor to collective con-
trol inputs under static conditions. The objective is to measure
the pitch of the main rotor blade in relation to collective control
inputs and deduce a transfer function model from the data. The
algorithm developed here makes use of thresholding to perform
image segmentation. Image moments are used to locate stickers
placed on the edge of the rotor blade as markers. A high-speed
camera was used to capture the motion of the rotor blade in
digital video. This paper introduces the algorithm applied and
explains the experimental setup.

1. Introduction
A miniature helicopter is controlled through its main and tail
rotors by setting the pitch angles of these rotor blades. These
control surfaces are, in turn, controlled by hobby servo motors,
which in turn correspond to the standard controls found on all
helicopters. These are the collective, the cyclic and the pedal
controls. The speed with which these servo motors respond to
control inputs determines the response of the control surfaces
and hence, how quickly the control signal is able to affect the
helicopter’s flight. This transfer of the control signal from the
servo motors’ inputs to the helicopter’s control surfaces is mo-
delled by means of a transfer function. Knowledge of this model
is required for control system design and testing. This paper will
focus on the collective control to main rotor blade pitch angle
transfer function only.

Traditionally, the characterization of the servo motors con-
nected to the main rotor blade was done by means of some form
of sensor attached to the main rotor blade to measure its pitch.
For example, a potentiometer and analogue to digital converter
can be used [1]. This type of experiment is normally performed
under static conditions [2]. The load that the servo motors would
experience in flight may be simulated by attaching a load [1],
but work has been done where the main rotor blades were not
loaded [2]. Alternatively, the potentiometer may be attached
directly to the servo motor arm [3]. The linkages from the servo
arm to the main rotor blades must be modelled to determine the
resulting rotor blade pitch angle.

However, these methods [1] [2] have the disadvantage that
physical contact with the rotor blade is required, or that the
complex geometry of the mechanical linkages and swash plate
must be determined [3]. An alternative approach followed at the
University of Johannesburg makes use of a high-speed camera to
record the motion of the rotor blade during ground experiments.
In contrast to [3], the mechanical linkages are not modelled

separately. This is beneficial as non-ideal properties such as
friction in the mechanical linkages can be accounted for easily.

The experimental work was done under static conditions
without any form of loading on the rotor blades. An image pro-
cessing algorithm was developed to determine the orientation of
the rotor blades from the recorded footage. This paper focusses
on the image processing algorithm and the application of System
Identification techniques to the characterization of main rotor
blade pitch as a function of the collective control input.

The only motion considered in these experiments is the
change in pitch angle as a function of the collective control input.
Other motions, such as flapping, feathering or rotational motion
caused by the helicopter’s motor are not considered here or in
the literature [1] [2] [3].

The lack of physical contact with the rotor blade is bene-
ficial as it allows the experiment to be extended in the future to
consider dynamic conditions where the helicopter’s engine is
turning the rotor blades. In comparison, techniques that require
physical contact [1] [2] will be difficult to use under such condi-
tions, as the measurement apparatus will have to move with the
rotor blade.

Previously, 1st, 2nd and 3rd order transfer functions have been
used to model the response of the main rotor blade pitch angle
to servo command signals [3] [2] [1]. In all cases, frequency
content is observed at up to 17Hz when subjecting the servos
to small-amplitude frequency sweeps. The frequency domain
response and bandwidth of the rotor blades and servo motors is
important for the design and verification of any future autopilots
as this will limit their capabilities.

The experimental procedure required that a sinusoidal con-
trol input be supplied to the collective control. It was assumed
here that this system is linear time invariant (LTI) and therefore
we expect the main rotor blade pitch angle to change sinusoidally
at the same frequency as the input sinusoidal signal. This as-
sumption is tested in Section 6. This motion was recorded using
a high-speed Sony video camera. The frequency of the sinusoidal
input signal was increased repeatedly to obtain measurements
over a number of frequencies. The amplitude of each mea-
surement allows the gain from the collective to the main rotor
blade pitch angle to be tabulated for each frequency considered,
producing its amplitude plot. The final step in this system identi-
fication procedure was to fit a transfer function to the measured
amplitude plot.

The image processing theory used is introduced in Section 2
and is applied in Section 3 where the image processing algorithm
is explained. Results showing each stage of the algorithm are
also given. Section 4 describes the system identification process
employed. Practical issues regarding the experimental setup
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are given in Section 5. The results of the system identification
process are discussed in Section 6.

2. Image Processing Theory
The algorithm described in Section 3 performs image segmen-
tation by thresholding. Image moments are used to calculate
the orientation of the rotor blades by extracting the location of
coloured stickers placed on the blade.

Image segmentation involves decomposing an image into
regions, such as a foreground object and the background it ap-
pears against [4]. Thresholding is one simple technique that is
widely used in image segmentation [5]. The resulting output
image is known as a binary image when only two regions are
detected. Segmentation through thresholding has been applied
in the extraction of details from sequences of X-ray images [6],
as well as the identification of buildings within images [7].

The location of an object can be determined in a number
of ways, one of which is by finding the object’s centre of mass,
also known as its centroid [4]. The location of the centroid is
found by calculating the area of the object of interest in pixels
as well as the image’s first moments along the x and y axes. The
general two-dimensional Cartesian moment of order (p+ q) is
mpq and is defined as [8]:

mpq =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

xpyqI (x, y) dxdy (1)

The function I (x, y) assigns a weight to each (x, y) coor-
dinate in the image and is analogous to a density function used
in physics. The distance in pixels from the left-hand side of the
image is x, while the distance in pixels from the top of the image
is y. The order of the x-component of the calculation is given by
p, while q is the order of the y-component.

After discretization, and setting the area represented by each
discrete point in the image equal to 1, the 1st order moments are
defined as [8]

m10 =
∑
x

∑
y

xI (x, y)

m01 =
∑
x

∑
y

yI (x, y)
(2)

The moment of order zero, or area of the image in pixels, is
defined as

m00 =
∑
x

∑
y

I (x, y) (3)

The coordinate of the centroid is defined relative to the
image’s coordinate system as

(x, y) =

(
m10

m00
,
m01

m00

)
(4)

The centroid was chosen due to the relative ease with which
it may be found. It is less robust to poor segmentation, where
only a part of the sticker is detected. However, as a large degree
of control can be exercised over the environment and the dis-
turbances in that environment, the image processing algorithm
does not need to employ special techniques such as the circle
Hough transform to determine the coordinates of the stickers.

Image moments have been used in various forms with appli-
cations in pattern recognition applications such as visual servo-
ing in robotics [9].

A recent trend in image processing is to make use of the
massively parallel architecture of Graphics Processing Units

Figure 1: The camera’s view of the main rotor showing the two
stickers that must be detected and a status LED. The LED is
deactivated when a signal is applied to the collective control.
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Figure 2: Image processing algorithm stages.

(GPU) to accelerate the processing of an image [10]. The reason
for this shift is that most image processing involves performing
the same operation on each pixel in an input image. The GPU
of a computer is able to process multiple pixels in parallel, pro-
ducing a substantial performance increase when compared to the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a computer, making it attrac-
tive for use in this processing intensive field [10]. Applications
that execute on GPUs are known as Shaders when used within
a graphics system such as the XNA Framework that was used
here.

3. Image Processing Algorithm
An algorithm was developed to determine the orientation of the
rotor blade in question. Two coloured stickers were placed on
the edge of the rotor blade as shown in Figure 1 to allow the
leading and trailing edges of the rotor blade to be identified. This
algorithm extracts each sticker and finds their centroids, after
which the orientation of the line joining the centroids is found.

A four-step process is followed as shown in Figure 2. Seg-
mentation is performed twice, once for each sticker, producing
two segmented images containing the separate stickers. Each
sticker has a different colour, allowing them to be detected in-
dividually. The centroid of each sticker is calculated using (4).
The final step is to calculate the angle of the line joining the
centroids of the two stickers.

Camera lens distortion was modelled using a 6th order model
which accounts for radial and tangential distortion [11]. Tangen-
tial distortion is introduced when the principle point, or centre, of
the camera’s lens is not directly above the centre of the camera’s
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Figure 3: The result of applying segmentation to the input image.
The chosen threshold colour was that of the left hand sticker.

sensor. This problem is more apparent when working with a
zoom lens.

During segmentation, each pixel that matches the sticker
colours, is replaced with its location, as well as a flag to indicate
that the pixel matched the sticker colour. As the implementation
runs on a GPU as a Shader, the flag and position are stored in the
colour components of the output pixels. The result of applying
segmentation to remove the background from Figure 1 is shown
in Figure 3.

Step 3 calculates the above moments for 2x2 blocks of pixels
in the segmented images and encodes the results as pixels in a
new image. The resulting image is half the width and height of
the input image. The function I (x, y) used in calculating the
moments, is the flag value generated in step 2 for each pixel.
This parallel reduction operation was implemented as a Shader
on the GPU. This process is repeated until the resulting image no
longer has dimensions which are even numbers. If the number of
repetitions is N then each pixel in the resulting image represents
the average value of 4N pixels from the original segmented
image. At this point, the algorithm returns to the CPU where
the final resultant image’s pixels are averaged. The result of this
process is the average colour of the segmented image.

This average colour contains the area of the sticker in pixels,
as well as the 1st moments in the x and y directions. However,
since each sub-block of pixels was averaged, the resulting mo-
ments are all scaled by the number of pixels averaged at each
stage on the GPU, i.e. 4N .

The line joining the centroids can now be found and is
assumed to be from the second sticker to the first. The final
result of applying this process to Figure 1 is shown in Figure 4.
The location of the main rotor blade pitch angle is indicated
for clarity. The centroids of both stickers have been correctly
detected and are shown by the white squares in the binarized
images of each sticker. The line joining the stickers has been
indicated, as well as a horizontal reference line.

4. System Identification Theory
The objective of system identification is to determine a model of
an unknown system using experimental methods [12]. Various
approaches exist, depending on how much is known about the
system. In the case of an LTI model of a single-input single-
output (SISO) system, the transfer function is described by

G(s) =
bnbs

nb + . . .+ b1s+ b0
anas

na + . . .+ a1s+ 1
(5)

where G (s) is the continuous time transfer function of
the system in the Laplace domain. The numerator and de-
nominator are polynomials of order nb and na respectively.

Figure 4: The result of applying the image processing algorithm
to an input image. The centres of each sticker, as determined by
the algorithm, are shown.

Their coefficients are bi and aj , where i = 0, 1, . . . , nb and
j = 1, 2, . . . , na.

The system identification procedure entails determining the
coefficients in the numerator and denominator from frequency
domain measurements. From theory, it is known that an LTI
system will produce a sinusoidal response to a sinusoidal input
and that the response will have the same frequency as the input
signal, but a different amplitude and phase [13].

This gives rise to the technique of frequency response analy-
sis by means of sine wave testing [12]. Small amplitude input
signals are used to ensure operation within the system’s linear
region. They must, however, be large enough to be meaning-
ful in future applications. The system identification procedure
proceeds as follows:

1. Apply a sinusoidal input with known frequency and am-
plitude to the collective control.

2. Measure the amplitude of the sinusoidal output (the main
rotor blade pitch angle) using the image processing algo-
rithm from Section 3.

3. Calculate the gain of the system at the test frequency.
This gain is the ratio of the amplitude of the output signal
to the amplitude of the input signal.

4. Repeat this process at a number of test frequencies to
obtain an amplitude plot over the range of frequencies of
interest.

The amplitude plot that is constructed forms a nonparame-
tric model of the system [14], from which a parametric model,
(5), must be derived. A nonlinear regression problem may be
formulated by fitting the magnitude, |G (s)| of the transfer func-
tion to the measured amplitude spectrum. Nonlinear regression
is used as the magnitude function contains squares of the real
and complex components of the transfer function and therefore,
cannot be represented as a linear least squares regression prob-
lem. The MATLAB function nlinfit was used to solve this
problem [15].

The order of the transfer function must be estimated graphi-
cally from the amplitude plot before performing the nonlinear
regression analysis. A procedure that may be applied to ana-
lyse the asymptotic log-magnitude plot is given by Nagrath and
Gopal [16].

The approach used here does not rely on the phase difference
between the input and output signals as this difference cannot be
measured accurately with the camera used in this experiment as
the frame rate of the camera is insufficient. The camera cannot
be synchronized to the control input signal either. An expensive
solution is to use a camera which supports the Camera Link R©

interface standard [17]. These cameras include a trigger input,
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Figure 5: The measurement setup, showing the high-speed Sony
camera and helicopter.

which controls the time at which frames are captured and allows
the capture of frames to be synchronized with the control input
signal.

The approach used here is justified as a pole or zero has the
same effect on the amplitude plot of a system, irrespective of the
sign of its real component [18]. Therefore, only the sign of the
real component cannot be determined from the amplitude plot.
Since the system being characterized is known to be stable, the
assumption can be made that all real components of the poles
and zeros are negative, as this is a requirement for a stable linear
system [13]. If it were not so, the main rotor would violently
tear itself loose at the slightest control input.

5. Experimental Setup
A high-speed camera is placed such that it faces the edge of
one of the main rotor blades. Two stickers, of different colours,
are affixed to the rotor blades, as seen in Figure 1. The camera
should be placed as close as possible to the rotor blade, or a
powerful zoom lens must be used, to allow maximum utilization
of the available image space. A Sony HD video camera, HVR-
Z7E, was used as it supports high-speed video at 100 frames per
second. The arrangement used is shown in Figure 5.

A yellow LED was attached to the edge of the rotor blade for
use as a signal to indicate when the collective control input was
applied. This allows the time delay between applying a control
action and detecting a response, to be estimated. This time delay
is known as the system’s dead time [19] and must be taken into
account when designing future control systems.

This experiment was performed under static conditions. The
engine was not active and hence the rotor blades were not ro-
tating at the time. No additional weights were attached to the
rotor blades to simulate the load that the servo motors would
encounter during flight.

An error analysis was performed to quantify what image
resolution was needed to obtain a certain upper limit on the
quantization noise introduced by the image processing method.
The assumption made in this analysis was that the quantization
error in the measurement of the centre of the stickers would be
at most 1 pixel in error in either the x or y, or both directions. As
the implementation makes use of 32-bit floating-point numbers
throughout the calculations, which are accurate to approximately
7 digits, the position of the sticker’s centroids can be calculated
with subpixel accuracy. Therefore, the assumption of a 1 pixel
quantization error is overly pessimistic. This analysis does not
consider the error introduced by partial detection of a sticker
since that is not influenced by camera resolution.

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6. As the
Sony camera provides a resolution of 720x576 pixels, it is likely
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Figure 6: Maximum theoretical error for measurement of angles
in the range 0◦ to 20◦ as a function of the distance between
sticker centroids.
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Figure 7: The measured main rotor blade pitch angle and fitted
cosine function as a function of time for a single frequency.

that the stickers will be approximately 600 pixels apart if the
rotor blade fills the camera’s view. Therefore, the quantization
error will be at most 0.1◦ or 0.0017 rad.

Additional errors are introduced if the two stickers are not
placed exactly on the chord of the rotor blade. The measurements
of the orientation will contain a constant error as the line joining
the stickers will probably not be parallel to the blade’s chord.
This does not present a problem for the system identification as
the amplitude of the sinusoidal oscillation is used, instead of the
peak values.

6. Results and Analysis
The system identification process described in Section 4 was ap-
plied. An example of the measured main rotor blade pitch angle
as a function of time for one of the test frequencies is shown in
Figure 7. The amplitude and frequency of these sinusoids were
determined by fitting a cosine function to the measurements,
as indicated in Figure 7. This allowed all of the frames that
were captured to be taken into account, reducing the error in the
measurement due to sampling and other unknown noise sources.
This approach also allows the quality of the sinusoidal outputs
to be measured and is known as sinusoidal fidelity [20]. This
technique can expose nonlinear systems.

From Figure 7, it is apparent that the fitted sinusoid is an
accurate estimate of the measured data. This is further confirmed
by the plot of the error between the fitted sinusoid and the actual
measurements given in Figure 8, which shows that the peak
error is significantly smaller than the amplitude of the sinusoid.
Figure 8 shows that the error is periodic and that the maximum
error occurs at the peaks and troughs of the fitted sinusoid. This
was observed at all frequencies. At these points, the system
demonstrates nonlinear behaviour as the measured values flatten
out, rather than continuing to follow a sinusoid. This may be due
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Figure 9: Amplitude plot of the measured transfer function and
the fitted transfer function.

to quantization of the input signal to the servo motors. Saturation
in the system is not the cause as the step response shown later
indicates that the system is capable of producing a much larger
angle than tested during the frequency sweep.

Throughout the characterization experiment, an offset of
approximately 0.05 rad or 2.8◦ was observed. This appears to
be due to incorrect placement of the stickers.

Figure 9 shows the amplitude data which was measured du-
ring the experiment. It is apparent that the −3 dB bandwidth of
the system is approximately 40 rad s−1 or 6Hz. Using graphical
means, the slope of the log-magnitude plot at high frequencies
was found to be approximately −40 dB per decade, suggesting
that the system is a 2nd order system. After performing an initial
system identification, a second-order transfer function was found
to fit the measured data. This function is shown in Figure 9. This
transfer function was

G (s) = 0.23

(
372
)

s2 + 2 (0.65) (37) s+ 372
(6)

The gain of this system is approximately 0.23 rad, or 13◦,
while it’s natural frequency ωn and damping ratio ζ were found
to be 37 rad s−1 and 0.65 respectively. Mettler identified a si-
milar natural frequency of 39.18 rad s−1, but found the damping
ratio to be 1.22, corresponding to an overdamped system [2].
This may be attributed to the use of different servo motors as
they may provide a greater internal damping force. The gain
cannot be compared as Mettler measures swashplate deflection
rather than blade pitch. The 2nd order approximation used by
Gavrilets used ωn = 44 rad s−1 and ζ = 0.6 [1], while the gain
was reported as 0.183 rad, which demonstrates that the results
obtained here are reasonable.

The results of this system identification were tested by mea-
suring the step response and comparing that to the predicted step
response of the identified transfer function as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The estimated and measured step responses.
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Figure 11: The improved step response estimation after setting
ζ = 0.8.

The predicted step response demonstrates overshoot of approx-
imately 0.02 rad or 9% as expected from the damping ratio.
However, this overshoot was not observed in the measurements.
The system’s gain and the settling time of approximately 0.2 s
have been captured accurately. The oscillation that is present in
the measurements after approximately 0.2 s appears to be related
to the natural frequency of the rotor blade structure, as vertical
vibrations, or flapping, were observed while characterizing the
system at frequencies between approximately 8Hz and 10Hz,
indicating resonance at these frequencies. The oscillation disap-
pears after approximately 5 s. The measured 10% to 90% rise
time of approximately 70ms is comparable to Pettersen [3].

A second iteration showed that a damping ratio of 0.8 pro-
duced a more accurate approximation as shown in Figure 11. The
new estimated transfer function is shown in Figure 12, where it
is apparent that the frequency response is not correctly estimated.
Repetition of the characterization yielded the same transfer func-
tion as (6). Research suggests that the digital control system
present in the servo motors may be the cause of this nonlinear
behaviour. The original estimate of ζ = 0.65 was retained to
ensure acceptable accuracy over the frequency range that was
tested.

The time delay present in the system was measured by ob-
serving how many frames were captured between switching off
the LED mentioned earlier, and the rotor blade beginning to
move. This delay was found to be approximately 85ms± 5ms.
This is reasonable as a delay of 20ms is introduced, as a servo
motor’s input signal is a 50Hz pulse width modulated signal.
As anticipated, the servo controller software and the RS232 con-
nection to the controlling computer introduced additional delays
exceeding 20ms.

7. Conclusion
A method has been demonstrated for the identification of a
transfer function for a linear time invariant single-input single-
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Figure 12: The amplitude plot of the transfer function model
with ζ = 0.8.

output system using a high-speed camera and performing image
processing. The system in question was the servo motors and
mechanical connections linking the collective control input of a
model helicopter to the main rotor blades. An image processing
algorithm that measures the orientation of a rotor blade using
segmentation and image moments, was explained. This algo-
rithm detects two coloured stickers placed on the rotor blades.
This algorithm is generic enough to be applied to other systems
where the measured output is the orientation of an object. Poten-
tial sources of errors were discussed and methods of eliminating
or reducing them were covered.

The main rotor blade pitch angle was measured while dri-
ving the collective control input with a sinusoidal signal. The
frequency of this sinusoid was varied to obtain an amplitude plot
of the system’s transfer function. Nonlinear regression was used
to fit this amplitude plot to a 2nd order transfer function. The
bandwidth of this system, from the collective control input to
the main rotor blade pitch angle, was found to be approximately
6Hz, while system dead time was measured as 85ms. Therefore,
this result is significant for future control system development as
it is likely that such a control system will be sampled at a higher
frequency than this bandwidth.

Comparison of the estimated and actual step responses in
this experiment showed some differences, which appear to be as
a result of nonlinear elements within the system. The original
transfer function estimate was accepted as it appears to provide
good overall accuracy over the range of frequencies tested. This
transfer function has ωn = 37 rad s−1 and ζ = 0.65, while
its gain is 0.23 rad. These results are similar to the literature
[1] [2] [3]. Based on these results, the author believes that the
assumption of linear time invariance is acceptable.

As this work was conducted under static conditions, it cannot
be considered to be an accurate measurement of the response
encountered during actual flight conditions. This experiment has
demonstrated that this image processing based technique can be
applied successfully, opening the way for possible future work
in which dynamic conditions are considered.
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Abstract
Phoneme-to-phoneme (P2P) learning provides a mechanism for
predicting the pronunciation of a word based on its pronuncia-
tion in a different accent, dialect or language. We evaluatethe
effectiveness of manually-developed as well as automatically-
derived P2P rules for British to South African English pro-
nunciation conversion. Using the freely-available OxfordAd-
vanced Learners Dictionary of Contemporary English (OALD)
as source, the two approaches to P2P conversion are compared
with a manually-developed South African English pronuncia-
tion dictionary. We show that, when the British English pro-
nunciation is known, a small manually-derived rule set is able
to approximate the South African pronunciation surprisingly
well. Furthermore we demonstrate that the best performanceis
achieved by data-driven P2P learning, which proves to be a bet-
ter mechanism for pronunciation prediction than both manually-
derived P2P rules as well as data-driven grapheme-to-phoneme
(G2P) conversion.

1. Introduction
The pronunciation dictionary is a key component in speech
technology systems, such as systems for automatic speech
recognition (ASR) or text-to-speech conversion (TTS). Since
the pronunciation dictionary lies at the interface betweentext
and speech (or letter and sound), it is a crucial determinantof
the performance of such systems. Significant effort has there-
fore been expended in the creation of pronunciation dictionaries
for the world’s dominant languages [1].

In many instances, such as for Spanish, German and most
Southern Bantu languages, the mapping between letter and
sound is highly regular. In these cases machine-learning algo-
rithms can readily create extensive high-quality pronunciation
dictionaries from training sets as small as a few thousand words
[2]. However, when the relationship between orthography and
pronunciation is less regular, a substantial effort is required to
develop reliable dictionaries. English is an extreme case in this
regard. For example, words such asenough, though, through,
plough, cough, hiccoughdemonstrate that it is often extremely
difficult to predict the pronunciation of an English word from its
spelling. Consequently, many person-years of work have gone
into the creation of large pronunciation dictionaries in the major
English accents.

The differences between different English accents are suffi-
ciently large to prevent the respective pronunciation dictionaries
from being shared [3]. In developing a dictionary for a specific
English accent, one is therefore faced with a choice: eitherbe-
gin dictionary development for the required accent anew, orin
some way convert the pronunciations in an existing dictionary
to the desired accent. Given the substantial effort required for
the development of a large, high-quality pronunciation dictio-
nary, the latter option is preferable if it can achieve sufficient

accuracy in the target accent.
In this paper, we focus on two approaches to the transfor-

mation of pronunciations from an existing and freely-available
British English dictionary to standard South African English.
In the first, pronunciation conversion rules are created manu-
ally, based on phonological knowledge of the source and target
accents. In the second approach, a certain number of South
African pronunciations are created manually, and subsequently
phoneme-to-phoneme (P2P) conversion rules are derived auto-
matically. Both rule sets can be used to transform further pro-
nunciations between the two accents.

2. Standard South African English
Standard South African English (SSAE) refers the pronuncia-
tion perceived to be used by the majority first language speaker
level [4]. SSAE therefore refers to the received pronunciation,
or the perceived ‘proper’ pronunciation for words. This accent
is influenced by four main South African English (SAE) vari-
ants, namely, White SAE, Black SAE, Indian SAE and Cape
Flats English. These variants include strongly accented English
variants that are not included in SSAE, and not addressed in this
paper.

Various British to South African English adaptations are
known, although the context in which these adaptations occur
are typically not codified. Examples of adaptations includede-
voicing of /z/ and /dh/ (using ARPABET notation), vowel
reduction, and the KIT split. The KIT split is one of the most
striking features of SSAE. It refers to the behaviour of the/ih/
vowel in British received pronunciation, which is realisedas
two distinct allophones in SSAE: one as/ih/ and the other a
variant that merges with/ax/. For example “kit” and “thin”
are realised as the same phoneme in British English, but as two
distinct phonemes (/ih/ and/ax/) in SSAE.

3. Dictionaries
3.1. British English

A number of popular English pronunciation dictionaries are
publicly available. If we restrict our attention to standard British
English, the most widely-used dictionaries include:

• BEEP, theBritish English Example Pronunciation Dic-
tionary, containing over 250 000 words [5]. This dictio-
nary was developed for the purposes of large-vocabulary
speech recognition, by combining a number of public re-
sources and creating additional pronunciations for words
occurring in the Wall Street Journal corpus.

• OALD, the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary of
Contemporary English, a dictionary aimed at general
users, with approximately 63 000 words [6].
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Although these dictionaries differ somewhat in the conven-
tions employed (e.g. the use of syllabic consonants and the
phonemic symbols chosen), they are generally similar in qual-
ity. We have chosen to work with OALD in order to facilitate
comparisons with other research.

3.2. South African English

SAE pronunciations were obtained from SAEDICT, a pronunci-
ation dictionary under development at Stellenbosch University
[7]. All pronunciations in SAEDICT were transcribed by the
same linguistic specialist, to ensure its consistency. Transcrip-
tions were chosen to reflect commonly accepted SSAE pronun-
ciations. SAEDICT is considerably smaller than most other
publicly available English pronunciations, and currentlycon-
tains 36 956 entries.

3.3. Phoneset

ARPABET was chosen as the common phoneset in which to
analyse the dictionaries. Both BEEP and OALD use the same
phoneset, which can be mapped directly to ARPABET. SAE-
DICT was transcribed in a phoneset, based on IPA, developed
to describe the languages of Southern Africa [8]. This was
converted to ARPABET by means of a mapping based on the
closest IPA symbol. The phoneset used by SAEDICT was re-
duced by four phonemes: three diphthongs –/ea/,/ua/ and
/ia/ – were split into their constituent phonemes, and the/oh/
phoneme was not used.

3.4. Wordlist

In order to compare pronunciations present in both the OALD-
derived dictionary and SAEDICT, the set of words common
both dictionaries was determined. In addition, all words with
pronunciation variants in either dictionary were excludedfrom
our analysis. The final set of common words contained 16 996
entries.

4. Accent mapping by manually-developed
rules

As suggested in Section 1, the manual development of an en-
tire dictionary is typically a time- and effort-intensive process.
In addition, depending on the skills of the dictionary develop-
ers and the amount of verification implemented (which again
increases the cost of the dictionary), the manual development
process may itself include errors.

This raises the question: how closely can a manually de-
veloped SAE dictionary be approximated through a set of fairly
simple adaptation rules applied to an existing British English
dictionary? An initial analysis specifically relating to the KIT
vowel was performed in [9]. Here, a small set of rules was de-
veloped and evaluated based on a set of 400 manually annotated
words. Building on these results and informed by the perfor-
mance of a newly developed SAE TTS system [10], a small set
of manual rules was developed for the conversion of OALD to
SAE pronunciations.

The rules developed fall into four categories, relating to (1)
the KIT split, (2) syllabic consonants, (3) /z/ devoicing, and (4)
/iy/ reduction. In the remainder of this section, these rules are
described in more detail.

4.1. The KIT split

Dealing with the KIT split requires the most complex set of
rules. It is also clear that morphological analysis (MA) is in
fact required in order to predict the correct KIT pronunciations
accurately. In the absence of a full MA implementation, direct
graphemic analysis is utilised. While this approach compen-
sates to an extent for the lack of MA, results obtained are less
accurate than would have been possible if MA was utilised.

An interesting phenomenon identified in [9] relates to the
concept of vowel harmony, where the pronunciation of one
vowel is adapted in a specific context, in order to better ap-
proximate another. Vowel harmony occurs in many languages,
but is not known to occur in English. However, a set of vowel
harmony rules (see below) were found to be quite effective in
predicting the KIT split accurately.

Our KIT rules systematically replace the phoneme/ih/ in
OALD based on its graphemic origin and phonemic context.
Pseudo-code implementing this transformation is includedin
the Appendix; it can be summarized with the following rules:

• A word-initial /ih/ is transformed to/eh/ if the orthog-
raphy starts with eb-, em-, en- or ex-.

• /ih/ is retained in any of the following situations:

1. It is the first or last phoneme of a word.

2. It occurs within a closed syllable followed by
phonemes such as/sh/, /zh/, /ch/, /n sh/, etc.

3. The corresponding letter that produced/ih/ is “i”
or “y”, and /ih/ is preceded or followed by velar
phonemes such as/k/, /g/ or /ng/.

4. The vowel harmony rules (as detailed in the Ap-
pendix) indicate the presence of/ih/.

• Otherwise,/ih/ is replaced with/ax/.

4.2. Syllabic consonants

In OALD, the symbols/m/, /n/ and/l/ represent both iso-
lated phonemes and syllabic consonants. We prefer to insertex-
plicit schwa symbols for the latter cases. The way this is done
depends on the specific grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) alignment
algorithm used, and its accuracy. We identified a number of
grapheme / phoneme combinations (shown in the Appendix)
that reliably predict the presence of a syllabic consonant for the
algorithms that we employ (as described in [11]).

4.3. /z/ devoicing

Devoicing of/z/ is a known phenomenon in SAE. While this
occurs in a number of situations, whether or not it is required
is often not well understood. Two fairly reliable rules werede-
fined, and are listed in the Appendix.

4.4. /iy/ reduction

The simplest of all the rule sets, this states that/iy/ at the end
of a multisyllabic word is reduced to/ih/.

4.5. Application of manual rules

In order to apply the manual rules described above, two tech-
nologies are required: a G2P alignment component and a syl-
labification component. The G2P alignment component is im-
plemented using a version of the Viterbi algorithm which in-
serts both phoneme and grapheme nulls [11]. The syllabifica-
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tion component implements the syllabication rules defined in
[12].

5. Accent mapping using decision trees
It has recently been found that the decision-tree techniques that
are usually applied to G2P conversion can also be applied to
P2P conversion, leading to improved pronunciation accuracies
[7]. The application of decision-trees to G2P conversion isre-
viewed in the following section, after which the extension to
P2P is described.

5.1. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion

Decision trees have established themselves as a successful
framework within which to perform G2P conversion [13]. Here
the aim is to learn the mapping between the orthography and
the pronunciation of a word based on a set of known examples.
The mapping obtained in this way can then be used to derive
pronunciations for new words.

For G2P, the graphemes and their context form the input
and the phonemes of the pronunciation the output of the con-
version process. Decision trees are therefore based on a one-
to-one correspondence between graphemes (including context)
and phonemes. Pronunciations are generated by sequentially
passing the graphemes through the tree, and then concatenating
the output phonemes. Discrepancies in length and alignment
between the graphemes and phonemes are dealt with by insert-
ing nulls into the phoneme string (for letters not correspond-
ing to a phoneme), and by combining pairs of phonemes into
pseudo phonemes for the few cases where one grapheme corre-
sponds to two phonemes [14].

Each node of the decision tree is associated with a true/false
question regarding the input. The tree is traversed from theroot
by recursively using the answer of each node’s question. Each
leaf node is associated with an output phoneme, which consti-
tutes the tree’s output [15].

Decision trees are trained recursively. For each new node,
the available training data is split according to all possible ques-
tions. The question which results in the greatest information
gain is then chosen. Information gain is the difference between
a node’s information entropy and the weighted entropy of its
children [16], where information entropy is given by:

H(X) = −

n
X

i=1

pi log pi (1)

For a nodet with entropy i(t), children tL and tR with
respective entropiesi(tL) and i(tR), and proportionspL and
pR of t’s data associated with each child, the entropy gain is
given by [15]:

∆i = i(t) − pLi(tL) − pRi(tR) (2)

When choosing the question with the largest∆i, i(t) can be
omitted with no loss of generality as it remains constant forall
questions at a given node. Furthermorepk can be approximated
by Ntk

/Nt for a child nodetk and 1/Nt is constant for all
questions. Finding the maximum of Equation 3 therefore allows
the optimal question to be found [17].

∆i =
X

∀children k

X

∀phonemes p

Ntk,p log

„

Ntk,p

Ntk

«

(3)

For G2P conversion, decision trees using a context of 2
graphemes to the left, 3 to the right, and the 3 most recently gen-
erated phonemes were trained. These parameters were found

to give optimal performance in preliminary experiments. G2P
conversion took place from right to left. Clusters, used to find
questions relating to groups of phonemes or graphemes, were
automatically determined using the algorithm described in[17].
Trees were grown to their maximum size, and then pruned using
a held-out dataset to improve generalisation [15].

5.2. Phoneme-to-phoneme conversion

G2P algorithms are extremely useful in situations where a cer-
tain number of pronunciations are available in the desired ac-
cent, and the requirement is to determine the pronunciations of
a set of new words.

However when pronunciations are available not only in the
desired (target) accent, but also in a different (source) accent,
decision trees can be used to learn the mapping between the pro-
nunciations directly. These rules can be used to map the pronun-
ciations of all words in the source dictionary not already inthe
target dictionary. This is particularly useful when the number of
pronunciations available in the source accent is larger than the
number available in the target accent. It has been shown that
additional pronunciations derived in this way are more accurate
than pronunciations derived by G2P [7].

Since this process is highly analogous to G2P conversion,
it is referred to as phoneme-to-phoneme (P2P) conversion. The
phonemes of the source accent play the role of the graphemes
in G2P, and the phones of the target accent the role of the
phonemes. While there are relatively few cases in G2P of a
single grapheme corresponding to multiple phonemes, thereare
considerably more cases where a single source phoneme corre-
sponds to multiple target phonemes. This was dealt with by
allowing the decision tree to use a larger number of pseudo
phonemes (double phonemes treated as a single symbol).

6. Comparative analysis
In this section we begin by comparing the SAE pronunciations
derived from British English using the manually-created rules
described in section 4, with the pronunciations determinedby a
human expert in SAEDICT. Subsequently, we will compare the
accuracies of pronunciations derived using G2P and P2P algo-
rithms with those obtained using the manually-derived rules.

6.1. Direct comparison

Table 1 compares the pronunciations present in the OALD dic-
tionary directly with those present in SAEDICT. The results
were obtained using 10-fold cross validation and the bootstrap
confidence interval method [18]. This has been done to ensure
consistency with the later G2P and P2P experiments, where the
same approach will be applied. Phoneme accuracies are ob-
tained by aligning corresponding phoneme strings, and apply-
ing Equation 4, whereNc, Ni andNt are the numbers of cor-
rect, inserted and total phones respectively.

Acc =
Nc − Ni

Nt

(4)

Table 1 shows that 92.53% of the phonemes in the OALD
and SAEDICT pronunciations correspond, and that 62.43% of
the words in OALD and SAEDICT have the same pronunci-
ation. Table 1 also compares the pronunciations obtained by
applying the rules described in Section 4 to OALD, with the
pronunciations in SAEDICT.

The results in Table 1 also indicate that the application of
the hand-crafted rules leads to an improvement in the correspon-
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Phoneme Word

OALD vs. SAEDICT 92.53± 0.39% 62.43%
OALD-R vs. SAEDICT 93.99± 0.38% 68.45%

Table 1: Comparison of the OALD and OALD-derived
(OALD-R) pronunciations with the corresponding pronuncia-
tions in SAEDICT.

dence with SAEDICT, with an additional 6% of words corre-
sponding exactly in terms of pronunciation.

A more detailed view of the above analysis can be ob-
tained by reviewing the confusion statistics between OALD-R
and SAEDICT. Of the 16 996 words, 10 426 agree with regard
to pronunciation. Of the remaining 6 572 words, another 1 061
agree if the phoneme set conventions described in section 3.3
are applied (splitting diphthongs and mapping/oh/ to /aa/).
Of the 5 511 remaining discrepancies, 4 183 are due to a single
phoneme pair that differs per word.

Table 2 lists the main categories of such single-phoneme
confusions. A possible reason for these differences is provided
for the main categories, determined through manual inspection
and random sampling. Here ‘low’ indicates that the reason is
applicable in less than 10%, ‘medium’ in 10-40%, and high in
more than 40% of cases. While most discrepancies relate to two
pronunciations of a word that are both valid, the analysis also
reveals errors in both OALD-R and SAEDICT.

Phoneme Number Both OALD-R SAEDICT
pair occur. acceptable error error

ih:ax 1 406 medium low high
0:r 886 high – –

ax:ih 547 high medium –
s:z 366 high low low
z:s 229 high low low

iy:ih 224 high medium medium
aa:ax 75 high medium –
ae:ax 52 medium high –
aa:ao 36 high – –
eh:ax 27 high – –
0:p 24 high – low

ih:eh 22 high medium –
TOTAL 3894 - - -

Table 2: Examples of the categories of discrepancies between
OALD-R and SAEDICT.

Table 2 shows that the number of occurrences per category
decrease rapidly, with the last 30 categories containing only
1 occurrence each. While systematic errors can be found by
analysing the main categories, smaller discrepancies and hu-
man error become more clearly visible when the tail is anal-
ysed. For example, when the last 40 categories are analysed,
16% and 27% of the words identfied contain errors in OALD-R
and SAEDICT, respectively.

From an analysis of the confusion statistics obtained when
comparing SAEDICT with both OALD and OALD-R, the fol-
lowing are observed:

• There is a considerable improvement in the correspon-
dence of/ih/ and /iy/ vowels from OALD to OALD-
R. Of all /ih/ vowels, 87% in OALD-R match those in
SAEDICT, whereas this figure is only 73% for OALD.

Similarly, 93% of OALD-R/iy/ vowels align with/iy/ in
SAEDICT, compared to only 42% for OALD.

• It appears that/z/’s which have been devoiced do not cor-
respond reliably in OALD-R and SAEDICT. Almost as
many/s/ phones in SAEDICT align to/z/ in OALD-R as
in OALD (7% and 8% of/s/ phones respectively). The
additional /s/ phones in OALD-R (i.e. those that have
been devoiced by the rules) usually align with/z/ phones
in SAEDICT. Examples of devoicing present in SAE-
DICT (relative to OALD) but not corrected in OALD-R
include holdsand levels, while examples of words de-
voiced in OALD-R that are voiced in SAEDICT include
lunchesandacknowledges.

• The majority of schwas inserted into OALD by the rules
(for syllabic consonants) map to schwas in SAEDICT.
The only other significant vowel to which these inserted
schwas align is/ih/.

• Both OALD-R and SAEDICT contain a number of errors
that can be identified by analysing discrepancies between
the two dictionaries.

• SAEDICT currently does not contain the/oh/ phone.
This that means words like ‘part’ and ‘pot’ are both
mapped to/p aa t/, ‘cart’ and ‘cot’ both mapped to
/c aa t/, etc. If necessary, it should be possible to re-
construct the/oh/ phoneme based on OALD-R.

6.2. Comparison with G2P and P2P

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the G2P and P2P
approaches in deriving SAE pronunciations, these algorithms
were applied to OALD, OALD-R and SAEDICT using 10-fold
cross validation and the same data splits used to calculate the
results in section 6.1. For each of the 90:10 train/test segmenta-
tions:

• G2P decision trees were trained on the 90% of SAE-
DICT pronunciations reserved for training, and the accu-
racy determined on the remaining 10% test words. The
same process was repeated for OALD and OALD-R.

• P2P decision trees were trained on the 90% of OALD
and corresponding SAEDICT pronunciations. These de-
cision trees were used to map the OALD pronunciations
of the remaining 10% test words, and the result was com-
pared with the corresponding 10% SAEDICT pronuncia-
tions to determine accuracy (OALD→ SAEDICT). Note
that in the P2P experiments, SAEDICT was viewed as
the ‘correct’ pronunciation. This process was repeated
for OALD-R (OALD-R → SAEDICT).

The results of the above processes are presented in Tables
3 and 4. Table 3 indicates that OALD and OLAD-R appear
to have a greater internal consistency, resulting in higherG2P
scores.

Phoneme Word
SAEDICT 89.09± 0.57% 55.82%
OALD 89.75± 0.58% 59.43%
OALD-R 90.48± 0.57% 61.80%

Table 3: G2P accuracies for SAEDICT, OALD and OALD-R.

By comparing Tables 1 and 4 it is clear that the hand-crafted
rules result in higher accuracy than the application of G2P.Fi-
nally, it is also clear that automatic P2P rules provide the best
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performance, regardless of which dictionary is used as a source.
However, Table 4 shows that there is no significant difference
between OALD or OALD-R as source dictionary.)

Phoneme Word

G2P: SAEDICT 89.09± 0.57% 55.82%
P2P: OALD→ SAEDICT 96.12± 0.33% 79.65%
P2P: OALD-R→ SAEDICT 95.81± 0.33% 77.93%

Table 4: Accuracies for automatic rule-based derivations.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, manual and data-driven approaches to pronunci-
ation dictionary development were evaluated. Firstly, theap-
plication of a small set of manually developed rules to convert
a British English pronunciation dictionary to Standard South
African English was contrasted with full manual development
of a dictionary in the latter accent. Secondly, P2P rules ex-
tracted from various dictionary pairs were compared with re-
gard to accuracy. Three main conclusions were reached:

1. When the British English pronunciation of the word in
question is known, P2P learning provides a significantly
more accurate mechanism for pronunciation prediction
than G2P learning1.

2. The set of manually developed rules applied to OALD
approximated the manually developed dictionary supris-
ingly well, with a large number of discrepancies due to
convention and acceptable pronunciation variations.

3. While OALD-R contains more errors than SAEDICT,
both dictionaries can be improved through a detailed dis-
crepancy analysis, as demonstrated in Table 2.

Further work related to this topic includes verifying SAE-
DICT based on the results obtained in this paper, and experi-
menting with additional G2P and P2P learning techniques. Spe-
cific techniques currently being considered include the useof a
more flexible set of decision tree questions, and the possible ap-
plication of the Default&Refine algorithm, previously shown to
be effective when applied to similar tasks [19].
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9. Appendix: Manual adaptation rules
This appendix contains pseudo code describing the manually
developed adaptation rules.

9.1. The KIT split

Assume the values of all current /ih/s
are unknown. Set to /?/.

IF word starts with eb-, em-, en- or ex-:
THEN change initial /?/ to /eh/

FOR all remaining /?/s in word:
IF any of the following hold:

# velar lifting
/?/ following after an /h/

and generated by an i or y
/?/ before or after a /k/,/ng/ or /g/

and generated by an i or y
#palato-alveolar lifting

/?/ preceding a /sh/, /zh/, /ch/, /jh/
/?/ preceding a /n sh/, /n zh/, /n ch/

or /n jh/
and within a syllable

#word position lifting
/?/ at end of word
/?/ at beginning of word
/?/ generated by word ending with

-ies, -ied, -eys
THEN change /?/ to /ih/

#vowel harmony rules
FOR all remaining /?/s in word,

starting at end of word,
and working backwards:
IF open syllable:
IF any of the following hold:

next vowel after /?/ is /ax/,
and not adjacent

next vowel after /?/ is /ey/
and not adjacent
and not first syllable in word:

next vowel after /?/ is /ay/
and not adjacent
and not first syllable in word:

THEN change /?/ to /ax/
ELSE:

change /?/ to /ih/

#default rule
FOR all remaining /?/s in word:

Change /?/ to /ax/

9.2. Syllabic consonants

Note that the rules related to syllabic consonants are nfluenced
by the specific g-to-p alignment algorithm used (and the accu-
racy of alignments obtained).

syllabic consonants = "m",l" and "n"

IF word contains a phonemic null
before or after syllabic consonant
and null aligned to a vowel
and any of the following patterns occur:
z 0+ m
[d t k f v s z sh th zh] 0+ n
[b d p t k g f v s z sh jh th m n] 0+ l
[b d g s z t k p f]) l 0

and pattern at end of word
or followed by consonants only

THEN
insert a schwa
before the syllabic consonant

9.3. /z/ devoicing

IF [s sh jh ch] ax z
at end of word
and orthography does not end
on "rs" or "res"

THEN
change z to s

IF [aa uw iy] dh z
at end of word

THEN
change dh z to th s
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Abstract
In this paper we consider the correspondence problem for
stereo-vision systems, where the aim is to reconstruct a scene in
3D from information captured by two spatially related cameras.
Our main focus is to obtain dense reconstructions in real-time.
We take a hierarchical approach to dynamic programming be-
cause of the good balance between accuracy and speed. We also
apply a fast one-dimensional LULU filter at the various levels
in the hierarchy for noise removal and scanline consistency. A
sub-pixel refinement technique is also presented. Several ex-
periments are reported on to illustrate the exceptional success
of our approach at producing high quality results in near real-
time.

1. Introduction
“Making computers see” — a problem that has been around for
as long as the term robot has existed. One aspect of this prob-
lem is to estimate depth from the input provided by a number
of cameras. Approaching it with the use of two cameras to gen-
erate a dense 3D reconstruction, which is termed stereo-vision,
is akin to the way humans perceive the world. If we generate
these reconstruction at near real-time rates it allows for some
interesting applications, including:

• mobile robotics for obstacle avoidance, SLAM, naviga-
tion, etc.;

• body and pose tracking for human-computer-interaction;

• augmented reality where virtual objects are inserted in
real world scenes;

• background subtraction/substitution.

The general problem in reconstructing a dense 3D model
using stereo cameras can be summed up as follows: for each
pixel in one image find a corresponding pixel in the other im-
age. A combination of these correspondences and information
of how the two cameras are related spatially facilitates the gen-
eration of 3D coordinates for each pixel, by triangulation.

When we say we aim to solve this problem in near real-time
we define successful completion of this quest as being able to
process each frame and produce results as fast as possible, but at
least before the next set of input images become available. The
frame rate at which the cameras operate restricts the amount of
time available for calculations and, in return, the amount of time
required determines the achievable frame rate.

The intricate part of a stereo-vision system, that of finding
corresponding pixels between the two images, can be simpli-
fied by rectifying both images to remove radial distortion and
transforming one image in such a way that each scanline (row
of pixel intensities) in one image follows the same epipolar line

left image right image disparity map

3D reconstruction of the scene

Figure 1: An example of a dense 3D reconstruction from a
stereo pair of images.

as its corresponding scanline in the other image. This reduces
the search for a corresponding pixel to one line.

The distance between the coordinate of the reference pixel
and that of the corresponding pixel in the other image is called
its disparity. A map of disparities for every pixel in the refer-
ence image is the desired output of a stereo algorithm, and can
easily be used to reconstruct a 3D model of the captured scene
(assuming that the spatial relationship between the cameras is
known).

Many different algorithms for calculating disparity maps
have been attempted, each with its own advantages and disad-
vantages. Scharstein and Szeliski [1] provide a description and
detailed evaluation of many techniques. Examples include:

• sum of squared differences (SSD);

• dynamic programming (DP);

• graph-cut optimization (GC).

The SSD algorithm is fast and highly parallelizable but finds
correspondences very much on a local scale and is extremely
prone to errors. The GC technique, on the other hand, solves
a massive optimization problem and yields spectacular results
but is computationally incredibly demanding, requiring typi-
cally minutes to process a single pair of images.

Since speed is of great importance in a real-time system
we have chosen to adopt a hierarchical version of the DP al-
gorithm [2]. We further compensate for the so-called scanline
inconsistency problem (resulting from a lack of intra-scanline
smoothness) by the implementation of a LULU filter.
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2. Stereo-vision
Stereo-vision refers to the calculation of 3D points from the in-
formation in two spatially related cameras. This section pro-
vides an overview of the basic principles behind stereo-vision.
We first provide a short description of epipolar geometry and
how 3D coordinates can be calculated from a pair of corre-
sponding points. We then explain image rectification and how
it simplifies the search for corresponding points. Lastly we
define and discuss the terms occlusion and disparity. A de-
tailed description of stereo camera calibration, i.e. determining,
among other quantities, the relative position and orientation of
one camera to the other, is considered beyond the scope of this
paper and the reader is referred to [3].

2.1. Epipolar geometry

Figure 2 depicts a diagram of a stereo. C1 and C2 are the cam-
era centers in world coordinates, L and R are the image-planes
of the left and right cameras, x1 and x2 are the corresponding
points of the same feature in their respective image-planes and
X is the 3D position of that feature. If we assume camera ma-
trices of the form

P1 = K1R1

[
I − C̃1

]
and P2 = K2R2

[
I − C̃2

]
, (1)

where K1 and K2 contain the intrinsic parameters of the two
cameras, and R1 and R2 describe the rotation of each camera,
then

x1 = P1X and x2 = P2X. (2)
Since our aim is to reconstruct a 3D model from the images
we need to work in the opposite direction from x1 and x2 in
order to triangulate X . This triangulation is straightforward.
The difficulty of stereo-vision is finding for a given point x1 its
corresponding point x2.

For a dense reconstruction we need to find corresponding
points for every pixel in one image. If L is the reference image
and x1 and x2 are measured in pixel coordinates, then for every
pixel x1 in L we need to search through every possible pixel
in R to find a “best” match, which of course implies a horren-
dous amount of computation. Luckily the search space can be
reduced drastically by the use of epipolar geometry.

We specifically use the fact that, according to epipolar ge-
ometry, the plane defined by the ray from C1 through x1 (and
eventually through X) and the line from C1 to C2 cuts through
R in a single line, called an epipolar line. Finding x2 is thus
limited to a search along the epipolar line. To make the search
even simpler we can make use of image rectification which is
discussed next.

Figure 2: The epipolar geometry of two cameras.

2.2. Rectification

Image rectification builds upon the search constraints pre-
scribed by epipolar geometry by attempting to projectively
transform the images in such a way that the epipolar lines are
perfectly parallel and horizontal. This would narrow the search
for a correspondence down to a single scanline. Transforming
such that the epipolar lines are parallel will require that the two
image planes are coplanar. In an attempt to limit the distortion
that a projective transformation causes, one should try to setup
the cameras so that they are both more or less, and as closely as
possible, facing the same direction perpendicular to the baseline
(the line between C1 and C2).

Note that we need to rectify only one image, by mapping
that image to the plane containing the other one. If the original
camera matrices are P1 and P2 as defined before, and we wish
to map the image produced by P2, we define a transformation
T as

T =M1M
−1
2 , (3)

where Mi denotes the KiRi component of Pi for each camera.
Any point x2 is now mapped according to

x′2 = Tx2, (4)

such that x′2 is the point on the rectified image. Figure 3 illus-
trates.

Figure 3: An illustration of the image rectification process.

The next issue to consider is possibility that there might not
be a true match for every pixel in the reference image. A certain
feature in the reference image could be obscured, or occluded,
from the view of one of the cameras. This topic is covered in
the next section.

3. Hierarchical DP for stereo
In this section we present some detail of the algorithm chosen
for finding corresponding points in a pair of stereo images. First
we provide some basic definitions of occlusions and disparities,
and also give a few possibilities for dissimilarity measures. The
normal dynamic programming (DP) algorithm for stereo-vision
is then explained, after which we discuss how hierarchical DP
is performed.

3.1. Definitions

The definitions discussed here are widely used in stereo-vision,
and worth taking note of no matter what algorithm is used.
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3.1.1. Occlusions and disparity

The phenomenon that occurs when some object or feature is
visible in one image but not in the other is called an occlusion.
Figure 4 gives an example of a view through a slit or gap. Oc-
cluded areas are marked in gray. Left-occlusion areas, i.e. areas
not visible in the left camera view, are denoted by Locc and
right-occlusion areas, i.e. areas not visible in the right camera
view, are denoted by Rocc.

Figure 4 also illustrates what is meant by disparity. The
pixel x∗2 has the same coordinates as x2, but in the second im-
age. If x′2 represents the same feature then the distance from x∗2
to x′2 is the disparity associated with x2. Therefore the disparity
of a pixel represents the distance that the pixel has moved from
one image to the other. Intuitively, the larger the disparity the
closer that feature is to the cameras.

Figure 4: Examples of left- and right-occlusion areas, depicted
in gray. The disparity associated with pixel x2 is also marked
as the distance from x∗2 to x′2.

3.1.2. Dissimilarity

For every pixel in a scanline of one image we should attempt
to find a match in the same scanline of the other (rectified) im-
age. In order to accomplish this some way of measuring the
dissimilarity between two pixels is needed. The smaller such a
dissimilarity, the more likely it is that the two pixels are a good
match. There are various approaches of measuring dissimilarity
ranging from simple but unreliable to reliable but computation-
ally expensive.

A simple method would be to calculate the absolute differ-
ence between two pixels, as

D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)) =
∣∣Lyx −Ry(x−d)

∣∣ , (5)

where Lyx is the xth pixel in scanline y of the reference image
L and Ry(x−d) is the pixel in the other image it is being com-
pared with (i.e. d is the current candidate disparity offset). This
method is extremely cheap but not robust.

The second possible method seeks to improve upon the pre-
vious one by summing over a small window around the pixels
in L and R, and then using the difference between the sums.
Hence

D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)) =
1

n

x+a∑
i=x−a

y+b∑
j=y−b

∣∣Lji −Rj(i−d)

∣∣ , (6)

where n = (2a + 1)(2b + 1) is the number of pixels in the
window. If we allow the center of the window to shift we can
also compensate for edges in the image.

The method for measuring dissimilarity we prefer is one
proposed by Birchfield and Tomasi [4]. It is insensitive to sam-
pling because it considers the linearly interpolated intensities
around pixels, as Figure 5 illustrates. Values IR− and IR+ are
first determined as the linearly interpolating values halfway be-
tween Ry(x− d) and its two immediate neighbours. The min-
imum and maximum values of the set {IR−, IR+, Rx−d} are
then obtained, which we denote by Imin and Imax. The func-
tion

D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)) = max {0, Imin−Lyx, Lyx−Imax} (7)

determines the dissimilarity. Observe that if Lx lies be-
tween Imin and Imax then D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)) is 0, otherwise
D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)) equals the minimum distance between Lx

and the nearest boundary of the interval [Imin, Imax].

Figure 5: The dissimilarity measure we use, proposed by Birch-
field and Tomasi [4]. See text for details.

3.1.3. Disparity space image

The disparity space image (DSI) is a matrix containing the dis-
similarity values of two scanlines for every disparity in some
range. Figure 6 shows two synthetic scanlines for illustration
purposes. For the sake of simplicity in this example the abso-
lute difference method given in (5) was used. For each disparity
value d the scanline R is moved to the right by one pixel and
then subtracted from L. The resulting DSI already gives us a
hint as to where the matches should be. Correct matches are
marked in gray. The diagonal arrows indicate right-occlusions
and the vertical arrows indicate left-occlusions.

We have now covered all the necessary basic definitions,
and can move onto the algorithm that finds optimal matches
through the DSI.

Figure 6: The disparity space image (DSI) for two synthetic
scanlines. The true matches of the two scanlines are indicated
in gray.
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3.2. Dynamic programming

Dynamic programming is a process of solving a problem by
dividing it into smaller problems recursively, solving the small-
est problem first and using its answer to solve a slightly bigger
problem, and so on. In stereo-vision the problem of finding
the minimum cost path through the DSI can be solved in this
manner. If we are able to calculate the minimum cost path up to
a certain point in the DSI we can use that cost to calculate the
cost of adding any point the path can move to next.

The possible moves a path can make in the DSI from a given
point are shown in Figure 7. For the point (d, x) in the DSI, i.e.
at location x in the scanline on disparity level d, the path could
have originated from any white block and can go to any gray
block next. By allowing the path to move in only one of these
directions we enforce an ordering constraint. Horizontal moves
incur a matching cost, since it implies that we are at the correct
disparity and only the dissimilarity of the destination is added
to the cost of the path. Diagonal and vertical moves incur an
occlusion cost, since these moves imply that we are not at the
correct disparity. In such a case the dissimilarity value carries
little meaning. The occlusion cost is a user-specifiable value
that should be expensive enough so that the path will rather fol-
low a match. At the same time it should also be cheap enough
so that it does not become too expensive to jump a few disparity
levels through the occlusion to reach the correct matches.

We wish to calculate the minimum cost path for every pixel
in a scanline, starting from the origin and working our way
through the DSI left to right and top to bottom. After com-
pletion we can backtrack our way through the optimal path
and simply map the disparities to each point on the scanline.
At every point we compare the costs of the path coming from
(d+1, x), from (d− 1, x− 1) and from (d, x− 1). In the first
two of these we add the occlusion cost, and in the third we add
the corresponding dissimilarity value. The lowest of these three
costs is picked and saved as the cost to reach the current point.
The coordinates of the chosen point, from which the path came,
is also save for the purpose of backtracking.

The total cost of a path can now be defined as

C =

W−1∑
x=0

D(Lyx, Ry(x−d)|match)

+

W−1∑
x=0

(β|Locc) +

W−1∑
x=0

(β|Rocc), (8)

where β is the occlusion cost. The first summation accounts for
all the matches, the second for all the left-occlusions and the
third summation accounts for all the right-occlusions.

Figure 7: The possible moves that a path through the DSI can
make. White indicates possible origins and gray possible desti-
nations from the black block.

3.3. Hierarchical DP

Hierarchical DP, as proposed in [2], operates on very much the
same principles as standard DP. However, instead of working on
the originals, the images are first down-sampled several times.
Down-sampling a 2D image is achieved by subdividing the im-
age into groups of 4 pixels, and calculating the average of each.
In the hierarchical approach standard DP is performed on the
lowest sample level and those results are then used as an off-
set for the next minimum cost calculation, one sample level
higher. This procedure is continued until the highest level, in
other words the original image, is reached. The process yields
a considerable improvement on the amount of computation re-
quired. It is no longer necessary to consider all possible dispar-
ity levels, except at the very lowest level. A small illustrative
example follows.

If we consider the example scanlines from Figure 6,

L = [3, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, 8, 8, 8, 8, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3]

R = [3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 8, 8, 8, 8, 5, 5, 5, 3, 3, 3, 3]

and down-sample them to

L′ = [3, 4, 5, 6.5, 8, 6.5, 4, 3]

R′ = [3, 5, 6.5, 8, 6.5, 5, 3, 3],

we find the array of disparities for these scanlines is

D′ = [0,#, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0].

Undefined disparities, indicated by # above, are given values
by linear interpolation. We up-sample D′ by multiplying by 2
and doubling the width, obtaining

Doffset = [0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0].

These disparities can now be used as offsets in the original sam-
ple level. In order to find the new disparities we need only
search in a small interval around each offset disparity. In this
case we see that Doffset is never more than one unit away from
the correct disparities,

D = [0, 0, 0.5, 1, 1, 1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0].

Notable criticism against the DP algorithm is that, although
individual scanlines are matched well, there is no intra-scanline
consistency. This comes as a result of scanlines in the refe-
rence image being matched independently of one another. The
output typically contains severe disparity jumps in the vertical
direction of the image, giving it a “streaky” appearance. The
hierarchical approach does slightly better, due to the inherent
image smoothing resulting from down-sampling. However, as
soon as a scanline inconsistency is made on one level in the
hierarchy, that error is propagated all the way to the top level.
In the next section we discuss our addition to the algorithm that
attempts to address this problem.

4. Improvements and post-processing
In this section we discuss how we use the LULU filter, pioneer-
ed by Rohwer [5], to improve upon the results obtained by the
hierarchical DP algorithm discussed in the previous section. It
should be mentioned that the LULU filter is not being applied
only after the final disparity level has been calculated. Strictly
speaking it is therefore not being used as a post-process, but
since it is being applied after every level of disparity calculation
is a post-processing operation of sorts. After the discussion of
LULU we also discuss a possible sub-pixel refinement that can
be performed on the final disparities.
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4.1. LULU filter

Since in the DP algorithm disparities are calculated for each
scanline independently, nothing is done to insure scanline con-
sistency (or smoothness across scanlines). There might be rad-
ical differences among adjacent scanlines if, for example, the
DP algorithm chose significantly different routes through tex-
tureless regions in the image where accurate disparities are hard
to determine. In order to filter out these abrupt changes we ap-
ply the LULU filter.

The one-dimensional LULU filter applies a number of
lower (L) and upper (U ) sub-operators sequentially to a signal
xi as follows:

L(xi) = max{min{xi−1, xi},min{xi, xi+1}} (9)
U(xi) = min{max{xi−1, xi},max{xi, xi+1}}. (10)

The L-operator removes positive outliers and then the U -
operator removes negative outliers. In our case we want to use
the LULU filter to enforce scanline consistency, so it is applied
vertically across the scanlines. If a value is changed by any of
the operators we check the preceding and succeeding disparities
to ensure that the ordering constraint is not violated.

As mentioned before, an error or missed disparity in a low
sample level can propagate through to the highest sample level
and cause gross errors in the final result. For this reason we
apply the LULU filter at every sample level, before it is up-
sampled, in an attempt to catch errors before they start propa-
gating. Because this is a relatively cheap filter is has very little
impact on the overall speed, while significantly improving the
quality of the results. Some examples are given in section 5.

4.2. Sub-pixel refinement

In the discussion up to this point calculated disparities are ob-
tained up to pixel resolution. The obtained 3D model will
therefore, because of this discrete resolution, appear planarized.
To smoothen it we need to find disparities to sub-pixel accu-
racy. Speed is still of great importance, hence we need a quick
method of interpolation.

For each pixel Lyx in the reference image we determine
the dissimilarity between it and the three pixels Ry(x−1−d),
Ry(x−d) and R(y(x+1−d)) where d is the disparity produced
by the stereo algorithm. A quadratic polynomial is then fitted to
these three dissimilarity values and its minimum, which may lie
slightly to the left or right of x, is determined and taken as the
new (continuous) disparity associated with pixel Lyx. Figure
8 gives an illustration. We refer to this procedure as sub-pixel
refinement.

Figure 8: Sub-pixel refinement by determining the minimum of
an interpolating quadratic polynomial.

5. Experimental results
For our experiments we used two Point Grey FireFly MV
monochrome cameras each with a resolution of 512 × 384,
synchronized through general IO pins at 15 frames per sec-
ond. The software was executed on a standard desktop PC
(Intel Core2 Duo 2.4 Ghz). Code was written in C++ using
the Code::Blocks development environment, compiled with the
GNU GCC compiler. OpenCV (open-source computer vision
libraries) was used for calibration and rectification. The main
program was split into several threads to make use of the mul-
tiple cores. The three most important threads are: the one
that handles image acquisition, the one that calculates dispar-
ity maps (the most important) and the one that communicated
with the graphics pipeline using OpenGL for model rendering.
Test were performed indoors in an office environment where the
lights could cause flickering if the shutter speed of the cameras
were not long enough and textureless areas, such as the walls,
could present potential problem areas for any stereo algorithm.

Figure 9 shows a typical image in (a) captured by the left
camera. We used this image as the reference. The result of ap-
plying hierarchical DP without LULU filtering is shown in (b).
Notice the gross error across the top of the head and the streak-
iness towards the sides caused by scanline inconsistencies. In-
troducing the LULU filter to the process yields the significantly
improved result in (c). The image in (d) shows the lowest sam-
pling level where the error originated. This error was success-
fully removed by the LULU filter in that sampling level, as can
be seen in (e).

(a)

(b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 9: (a) Example reference image. (b) Result of hierar-
chical DP without LULU filtering. (c) Result with LULU. (d)
Lower sampling level without LULU. (e) Same level as (d) with
LULU.
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Figure 10 illustrates the impressive effect that the sub-pixel
refinement procedure has. A reference image is shown in (a)
and the disparity map without refinement in (b) and with re-
finement in (c). Without refinement the 3D model shown in (d)
suffers from large discontinuities between different disparities,
and results in a planarized appearance. As shown in (e) impor-
tant features such as the nose, mouth and chin become much
more distinct in the presence of sub-pixel refinement.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 10: Effects of sub-pixel refinement on the 3D model.

The table below lists some execution times and potential
frame rates achievable by our implementation. Initial SL refers
to the processing of the lowest sampling level (the original im-
age down-sampled three times) in the hierarchical DP (HDP),
and SPR refers to sub-pixel refinement.

description time (ms) FPS
initial SL 9.49 105
initial SL with LULU 9.50 105
HDP 39.5 25
HDP with LULU 40.5 24
HDP with LULU and SPR 62.5 16

A final attribute of the HDP worth mentioning is that its ex-
ecution time is not affected by the range of possible disparities,
unlike standard DP. The result in Figure 10 contains large jumps
in depth (between the background to the subject’s face) requir-
ing a large range of disparities to be calculated. The HDP man-
aged successfully where standard DP would need vast amounts
of processing.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we considered the correspondence problem for
stereo-vision systems, with specific focus on obtaining dense
reconstructions in real-time. We succeeded in this goal and im-
plemented a system that currently runs at 15 frames per second
and produces high quality results.

For the stereo algorithm a hierarchical approach to dynamic
programming was taken as it provides a good balance between
speed and accuracy. Further improvements were made by ap-
plying extremely fast LULU filters at every level in the hierar-
chy. A sub-pixel refinement technique was also discussed.

Experimental results are exceptionally satisfying. The
LULU filter is not only efficient but also highly adept at catch-
ing and removing errors that cause scanline inconsistency. The
sub-pixel refinement also yields pleasing results and removes
the planarization found in most stereo algorithms that calculate
disparities at pixel resolution.

Future work may include some post-processing on flagged
occlusion areas and the investigation of various other techniques
for “cleaning up” and possibly simplifying the 3D data. Some
surface fitting algorithms to be applied to the output 3D point
clouds is also a topic of interest.
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Abstract

The paper presents techniques that allow the effects of a variety
of telephone channels to be simulated, given wideband speech
recordings. By comparing corresponding utterances from the
TIMIT and NTIMIT corpora, both a channel and a noise model
were derived. These models were shown to closely mimic the
spectral effects of the NTIMIT telephone network. The appli-
cation of the techniques to the development of ASR systems in-
dicates that the noise model is the major factor leading to anin-
creased accuracy from a basic bandpass channel approximation.

1. Introduction
The development of telephone-based speech recognitions sys-
tems, such as automatic call routing and spoken dialogue sys-
tems, requires speech corpora that have been recorded over a
variety of telephone channels. Other applications, such asdic-
tation systems, are developed using speech recorded through
high quality microphones. There is therefore a tendency to
compile both narrowband telephone-quality as well as studio-
quality wideband speech corpora for the development of speech
applications. This doubles the effort involved in corpus de-
velopment, which is particularly disadvantageous when dealing
with under-resourced languages.

This paper describes the development of techniques that al-
low the effects of a variety of telephone channels to be sim-
ulated, in order to allow realistic telephone-quality speech to
be obtained from wideband recordings. The telephone chan-
nel characteristics were estimated by comparing corresponding
utterances from the well-known TIMIT and NTIMIT corpora.

The paper is structured as follows. A short description of
the TIMIT and NTIMIT databases is given first. This is fol-
lowed by a description of the chosen model of the telephone
channel. Next, the techniques used to determine filter responses
from the TIMIT/NTIMIT utterances are presented, followed by
an analysis of the noise introduced by the telephone channel.
Finally, the application of the techniques to the development of
ASR systems is evaluated.

2. The TIMIT and NTIMIT databases
A thorough description of both the TIMIT and NTIMIT
databases is given in [1]. The TIMIT database was compiled us-
ing 630 speakers of whom 438 were male and 138 female. Each
speaker spoke ten utterances giving a total of 6 300. Utterances
were transcribed both phonetically and orthographically.

The NTIMIT database was compiled by transmitting the
TIMIT utterances over a physical telephone network. Great
care was taken to ensure that the NTIMIT utterances accu-

rately reflect the general nature of telephone-based speech. An
acoustically isolated room, an artificial mouth and a telephone
test frame (a device controlling the positioning of the artificial
mouth relative to a telephone handset) was used. Speech was
processed at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz and encoded as
16 bit PCM. A 9th order elliptical anti-aliasing filter with acut-
off frequency of 6.4 kHz was used in the sampling process.

The USA is divided into Local Access and Transport Areas
(LATAs) which are geographical regions corresponding to the
subdivision of the telephone network. Within each LATA dif-
ferent central offices, which handle calls, are found. A variety of
telephone channels were used to collect the NTIMIT database
by varying the central office (and thus the geographical loca-
tion) to which each TIMIT utterance was transmitted. In total
253 central offices, and thus 253 different telephone channels,
were used in the compilation of the NTIMIT corpus.

3. Model of the telephone channel
The model used to simulate the telephone channel is shown in
Figure 1. The wideband input sequencex[n], which in our case
would correspond to TIMIT speech, is bandlimited bŷH(z),
which simulates the frequency response characteristics ofa tele-
phone channel. Zero mean white noisew[n] with varianceσ2

w is
passed through a separate filterĜ(z) to produce coloured noise
v[n], which simulates the channel noise. The coloured noise
v[n] is added to the output of̂H(z) to obtain an approximation
of telephone bandwidth speechy[n].

The task is then to design̂H(z), the channel model, and
Ĝ(z), the noise model, such that the outputy[n] exhibits the
characteristics and degradations typical of telephone speech. In
the remainder of the paper the analysis procedures followedto
accomplish the above are described. It should be noted that
in the application of speech recognition systems, the phasere-
sponse of the filters are of little importance and therefore linear-
phase filters were used for botĥH(z) andĜ(z).

Wideband
input

x[n] Channel
Ĥ(z)

+

+

Coloured noise

Colouring filter

Ĝ(z)

v[n]White noise
σ2

w

w[n]

y[n] Bandlimited
output

Figure 1: Model of the telephone channel.
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4. Channel analysis
This section describes the techniques used to model the fre-
quency responses of the telephone channels used to compile the
NTIMIT database. Several techniques were evaluated.

4.1. Parametric channel modelling

Moving average (MA), autoregressive (AR) and autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) models were considered as candi-
dates forĤ(z) [2, pp. 106–118], [3, pp. 836–841], [4]. In each
case, the application of the least-squares criterion allows a set of
linear equations to be found for determining the model coeffi-
cients. However, in the case of the AR and ARMA models, the
classical least-squares optimisation is not applied directly to the
output estimation error. This lead to consistently better perfor-
mance (in terms of the average output error) by MA models. It
was therefore decided to focus on the evaluation of MA model
topologies for the filter̂H(z).

In [3, pp. 882–883] the equations used to fit an MA model
based on known input and output sequencesx[n] andy[n] are
presented. The least-squares criterion yields a set of linear equa-
tions

ryx[j] =

q
X

k=0

bk · rxx[j − k] for j = 0, 1, . . . , q (1)

for determining the coefficientsb0, b1, . . . , bq of the MA system

Ĥ(z) =

q
X

k=0

bk · z−k (2)

In equation (1),rxx[j] is the autocorrelation ofx[n] andryx[j]
is the crosscorrelation ofy[n] with x[n]. The crosscorrelation
of y[n] with x[n] is defined as [3, p. 118]

ryx[j] =
∞

X

n=−∞

y[n] · x[n − j] (3)

By solving for the coefficientsb0, b1, . . . , bq of the MA model
using equation (1), using a TIMIT utterance as inputx[n] and
the corresponding NTIMIT utterance as outputy[n], an approx-
imation of the telephone channel characteristic can be found.

4.2. Spectral channel analysis

In addition to MA, AR and ARMA models, three different spec-
tral analysis techniques were evaluated. These techniquesap-
proximate the amplitude response of an unknown discrete-time
system based on known input and output sequencesx[n] and
y[n]. All three techniques are based on the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT).

In all three cases, bothx[n] and y[n] are divided intoL
frames ofM samples as follows:

xi[n] = x[n + i · D] for
n = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1
i = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1

(4)

In equation (4),M is the frame length andD the frame skip.
Next, the DFT of each frame is taken:

Xi[k] = DFT{xi[n] · w[n]} for i = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1 (5)

Herew[n] is a Blackman window function. Consequently, the
STFT of each sequence is determined.

For Method I, the frames of the STFT of both the input and
output are averaged to obtain average magnitude spectra:

˛

˛Xavg[k]
˛

˛ =
1

L

L−1
X

i=0

˛

˛Xi[k]
˛

˛ (6)

and
˛

˛Yavg[k]
˛

˛ =
1

L

L−1
X

i=0

˛

˛Yi[k]
˛

˛ (7)

These average magnitude spectra are used to determine an ap-
proximation of the amplitude response of the unknown channel:

˛

˛Ĥ [k]
˛

˛ =

˛

˛Yavg[k]
˛

˛

˛

˛Xavg[k]
˛

˛

(8)

In Method II, the ratio of each of the corresponding frames
from the output STFT to the input STFT is taken first:

Hi[k] =
Yi[k]

Xi[k]
(9)

and the average magnitude determined second:

˛

˛Ĥ [k]
˛

˛ =
1

L′

L−1
X

i=0

˛

˛Hi[k]
˛

˛ (10)

to once again obtain an approximate amplitude response of the
system.

The ratio in equation (9) has been found to be very sensi-
tive to estimation inaccuracies when the spectral components in
Xi[k] are small. In such situations, distortions introduced by
the windowing operation, in the form of spectral sidelobes or
introduced nulls, can have a noticeable effect on the spectral es-
timateHi[k] and by implication

˛

˛Ĥ[k]
˛

˛. In order to avoid this, a
threshold amplitude is set forXi[k], below which terms are ex-
cluded from the average. For every value ofk in equation (10),
L′ is taken as the number of valid points inHi[k] (i.e. the num-
ber of values above the threshold). Based on experimentation, a
threshold of 15 dB below the maximum amplitude ofx[n] was
chosen.

In Method III, the ratio of each of the corresponding frames
from the output STFT to the input STFT is determined as in
Method II, but instead of taking the mean in equation (10),
the median of the valid values of

˛

˛Hi[k]
˛

˛ is determined. For
Method III, as for Method II, a threshold value is used to ex-
clude values ofHi[k] from the median calculation.

4.3. Evaluation of channel modelling techniques

The MA model and the three spectral analysis techniques
described in the preceding sections were evaluated first by
using synthetic filters. Following this, evaluation using a
TIMIT/NTIMIT utterance pair was performed.

The evaluation procedure using synthetic filters is illus-
trated in Figure 2. Three synthetic IIR bandpass filters withdif-
ferent cut-off frequencies were employed and each of the four

x[n] Known filter
H(z)

+

+

Noise

y[n]

Figure 2: Evaluation of a channel model using a synthetic filter.
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Table 1: Prediction errors (×10−3) without noise.

Method Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3 Average

MA model 0.0429 0.0425 0.0350 0.0401
Method I 2.8309 2.4953 2.0037 2.4433
Method II 2.0691 1.0720 1.0216 1.3876
Method III 2.4170 1.1865 1.0908 1.5648

Table 2: Prediction errors (×10−3) with noise.

Method Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3 Average

MA model 1.6456 1.7209 1.6432 1.6699
Method I 70.737 76.796 67.842 71.792
Method II 12.421 15.687 12.100 13.402
Method III 9.2653 10.714 8.2760 9.4185

techniques was evaluated by determining the spectral error:

E =
1

M

M−1
X

k=0

˛

˛

˛

˛

˛H [k]
˛

˛ −
˛

˛Ĥ[k]
˛

˛

˛

˛

˛

(11)

The error defined in equation (11) is the absolute mean differ-
ence between the known amplitude response of the synthetic
filter

˛

˛H [k]
˛

˛ and the approximated amplitude response
˛

˛Ĥ [k]
˛

˛,
each determined atM frequencies, with

H [k] = H(ejω)
˛

˛

ω=2πk/M
for k = 0, 1, . . . , M − 1 (12)

An arbitrary TIMIT utterance, with a variance of580·10−6 ,
was used as inputx[n]. The prediction errors were determined
both using a clean inputx[n] and when introducing additive
Gaussian white noise with a variance ofσ2

w = 100 · 10−9 as
indicated in Figure 2. The results for the clean speech are shown
in Table 1 while, for the noisy speech, average prediction errors
for 100 repetitions of the experiment are shown in Table 2. The
results indicate that the MA model yields the smallest prediction
error and Method I the worst performance in both cases. When
no noise is added (Table 1), Method II is the spectral analysis
technique with the best performance. However, when noise is
added (Table 2), Method III shows the lowest prediction error
among the spectral analysis techniques.

Based on these results, the MA model and Method III were
chosen for further evaluation. A single TIMIT/NTIMIT utter-
ance pair was used to approximate the amplitude response of a
real telephone channel. The approximate amplitude responses,
according to the MA model as well as Method III, are presented
in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

Figure 3 shows significant attenuation for frequencies
higher than 3.2 kHz, which would be expected for typical tele-
phone channels [5]. However, significant attenuation would
also be expected for frequencies lower than 300 Hz, but this
is not reflected in the response shown in Figure 3. Further anal-
ysis showed this anomaly to be caused by the presence of low
frequency noise, discussed in more detail in Section 5.

Figure 4 shows significant attenuation for frequencies lower
than 150 Hz and higher than 3.2 kHz. In general it was observed
that Method III shows more resilience to the effects caused by
the low frequency noise. The amplitude threshold set forXi[k],
discussed in Section 4.2, is used to exclude terms from the me-
dian when spectral components of the input frame are small.
Because the energy of the unwanted low frequency noise is al-
ways much lower than that of the speech, it dominates only in
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Figure 3: Approximate amplitude response of the NTIMIT
channel using the MA model.
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Figure 4: Approximate amplitude response of the NTIMIT
channel using Method III.

output frames with a low signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. in silence
frames). When the signal-to-noise ratio of an output frame is
low, the spectral components of the input frame will generally
be small. Therefore, the amplitude threshold effectively elimi-
nates spectral components from such frames from the channel
estimation, thus improving robustness. This leads to the con-
clusion that Method III will be less influenced by the presence
of the low frequency noise.

By comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, it is also clear that the
latter shows more detailed response characteristics for higher
frequencies. For example, in Figure 4 the effect of the anti-
aliasing filter, with a cut-off frequency of 6.4 kHz, can clearly
be seen while these details are absent from Figure 3. Based
on these observations, Method III was selected as the technique
for the analysis of the frequency response characteristicsof a
telephone channel.

4.4. Analysis using TIMIT/NTIMIT utterances

Using Method III from the preceding section, the frequency re-
sponse characteristics of the telephone channels used to create
the NTIMIT database were analysed in an attempt to determine
the channel model̂H(z) in Figure 1. Approximate amplitude
responses were obtained for each of the 6 300 TIMIT/NTIMIT
utterance pairs and grouped according to the central office to
which each TIMIT utterance was transmitted. Subsequently
253 groupings atM = 512 frequencies were obtained.

For each group the mean amplitude response was deter-
mined. Two of these responses were unusable due to erroneous
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files in the NTIMIT database, leaving 251. Each of these re-
sponses can be seen as a legitimate possible response for thefil-
ter Ĥ(z) in Figure 1. This approach, however, limits the chan-
nel filter to only 251 possibilities.

To address the limited number of filter responses that can
be obtained in this way, further analysis was performed. At
each frequency the mean and the variance of the 251 amplitude
responses, expressed in dB, were determined. The mean ampli-
tude response of the NTIMIT channels determined in this way
and the interval given by its standard deviation are presented in
Figure 5. A histogram of the 251 values atf = 1.25 kHz and
the associated estimated Gaussian probability density function
are illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5 shows significant attenuation for frequencies lower
than 300 Hz and for frequencies higher than 3.2 kHz and a sharp
notch at about 2.5 kHz. Within the telephone network, tones are
often used for communication between telephone offices. The
frequency of these tones is specified as 2.6 kHz in [5], although
Figure 4 suggests a slightly lower frequency. The effect of the
anti-aliasing filter is also apparent.

Figure 6 suggests that a Gaussian probability density func-
tion provides an acceptable estimate of the distribution ofthe
values of the amplitude responses atf = 1.25 kHz. Values
at other frequencies exhibited similar characteristics. By mod-
elling the response of the telephone channel as being Gaussian-
distributed about the mean response shown in Figure 5, an in-
finite number of channel characteristics can be generated. This
liberates the simulation of the channel characteristic from the
251 “prototype” filter characteristics that can be extracted from
TIMIT/NTIMIT.

5. Noise analysis
In order to analyse the additive noise of the NTIMIT channels,
segments of audio where no speech is present were isolated. A
total of 100 segments from 100 arbitrarily chosen NTIMIT ut-
terances were extracted for the noise analysis. The assumption
was made that these noise segments would give an acceptable
indication of the characteristics of the noise which is added to
the speech signal by the telephone channel.

5.1. The Yule-Walker equations

Each noise segment was assumed to correspond to a coloured
noise sequencev[n] as indicated in Figure 1. The problem is
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Figure 5: Mean amplitude response of the NTIMIT channels
with the standard deviation intervals.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the amplitude responses of the NTIMIT
channels atf = 1.25 kHz and the superimposed Gaussian ap-
proximation.

then to obtain the filter̂G(z) for a givenv[n]. The Yule-Walker
equations allow for the derivation of the parameters of an AR
model which is excited by a zero mean white noise sequence
with varianceσ2

w when the output of the system is known [2,
pp. 114–118]. This agrees precisely with the noise model pre-
sented in Figure 1.

The unknown coefficients of the AR model in equa-
tion (13) are determined using the Yule-Walker equations given
in equation (14) and the variance of the white noise sequence
can be determined using equation (15) once the coefficients
a1, a2, . . . , ap are known.

Ĝ(z) =
1

1 +
P

p

k=1
ak · z−k

(13)

rvv[j] = −

p
X

k=1

ak · rvv[j − k] for j = 1, 2, . . . , p (14)

rvv[0] = −

p
X

k=1

ak · rvv[−k] + N · σ2

w (15)

The Yule-Walker equations can also be shown to agree ex-
actly with the equations used to determine the coefficients of
a linear prediction (LP) filter [2, pp. 156–158]. In the remain-
der of the paper, filters obtained using the above equations are
therefore referred to as LP filters.

5.2. Analysis of the noise segments

Using the equations given in the preceding section, LP filters
were obtained for each of the 100 noise segments. Figure 7
shows the average and the median frequency response for the
100 filters, along with the 90% intervals.

Figure 7 shows approximate harmonics of 120 Hz at
121 Hz, 234 Hz and 359 Hz. An audible hum was present in
some of the noise segments and these harmonics are possibly an
indication of the presence of a periodic component in the noise.
A frequency of 60 Hz is used for power distribution in the USA,
where NTIMIT was compiled, which could possibly account for
these components. It is also stated in [5] that prominent signal
energy in the area between 40 Hz and 60 Hz was detected during
the compilation of the NTIMIT database. This was not seen as
a typical characteristic of the telephone channel and hencethe
entire set of NTIMIT utterances was filtered to remove these un-
wanted components. It is possible that the low frequency peaks
in the average LP spectrum are in fact the remaining harmonics
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Figure 7: Mean and median LP spectra with the 90% intervals
from the median.
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Figure 8: Mean LP-spectrum and desired amplitude response
for the FIR colouring filterĜ(z).

of this filtered noise. Harmonics at 1.3 kHz, 2.6 kHz and 4 kHz
can also be distinguished (harmonics of 1.3 kHz).

Whether these harmonics are the result of the power net-
work (which would mean that the frequency would differ ac-
cording to the national power distribution frequency) or whether
they are due to an anomaly in the creation of the NTIMIT
database is not known. It was however assumed that these peri-
odic components are not part of the characteristics of a typical
telephone channel and hence they were not considered in the
design of the colouring filter̂G(z).

The amplitude response of̂G(z) was designed based on the
mean LP spectrum shown in Figure 7. A piecewise linear func-
tion was used to specify the desired amplitude response at 257
frequencies fromf = 0 Hz to f = 8 kHz, which resulted in
512 points across the spectrum. The desired amplitude response
is shown in Figure 8. Using the windowing technique, a linear-
phase FIR filter with the desired amplitude response was ob-
tained [3, pp. 664–670]. Thus a FIR colouring filter forĜ(z),
as shown in Figure 1, was determined.

6. Experimental evaluation
This section considers the application of the techniques de-
scribed in the preceding sections for the simulation of telephone
channels given clean speech. First, a single TIMIT/NTIMIT ut-
terance pair is considered. Next, the techniques are evaluated
by application to the development of ASR systems.

6.1. Obtaining the channel and noise models

As stated in Section 4.4, a library of 251 amplitude responses
representative of typical telephone channels, which each can be
used as the channel filter̂H(z), was extracted from the TIMIT
and NTIMIT databases. This gives one method of selecting the
channel filter. As an alternative, the Gaussian distributions de-
termined at the 512 frequencies can be used to generate a ran-
dom filter characteristic (described in Section 4.4). The advan-
tage of this technique is that an unlimited number of different
channel models can be obtained.

However, this second approach assumes the amplitude re-
sponse at adjacent discrete frequencies to be statistically inde-
pendent, which is untrue. A randomly generated filter thus has
a jagged amplitude response which is undesirable. This was
addressed by applying a narrow window to the filter impulse
response to achieve smoothing in the frequency domain. The
amplitude response of a filter generated in this way is shown in
Figure 9.

The design of the noise colouring filter̂G(z) was described
in Section 5.2. Techniques for determining both the channel
and noise models were thus found and consequently the model
in Figure 1 can be used for the simulation of telephone channels.

6.2. Application to single NTIMIT channel

Using the Welch method, the power density spectrum (PDS)
of a single TIMIT utterance and the PDS of the correspond-
ing NTIMIT utterance were estimated and are shown in Fig-
ure 10 [3, pp. 975–977]. The bandlimiting effect of the tele-
phone channel is apparent.

The same TIMIT utterance was used as inputx[n] in Fig-
ure 1 andĤ(z) was chosen from the channel library to corre-
spond to the channel used to record the specific NTIMIT utter-
ance. The noise colouring filter̂G(z) was designed as described
in Section 5.2 andw[n] was taken as zero mean Gaussian white
noise with a variance ofσ2

w = 26.5 · 10−9.
The estimated PDS of the approximated telephone-quality

speechy[n] is presented in Figure 11, together with the esti-
mated PDS of the NTIMIT utterance. The PDS ofy[n] is a
close approximation of the PDS of the NTIMIT utterance. To
determine the effect of the noise model, the variance of the noise
w[n] was reduced toσ2

w = 0. The estimate of the PDS of the
outputy[n] obtained in this manner is also shown in Figure 11.
The contribution of the noise model is apparent from the com-
parison between the PDS ofy[n] with noise and the PDS ofy[n]
without noise.
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Figure 9: Amplitude response of a generated filter.
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Figure 10: Estimated PDS of the TIMIT and NTIMIT utter-
ances.
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Figure 11: Estimated PDS of the NTIMIT utterance and the
approximate telephone-quality speech, with and without noise.

6.3. Evaluation in the development of ASR systems

Using HTK [6], ASR systems were developed based on a va-
riety of training sets. Monophones were trained using 3 state
left-to-right HMMs with 8 mixture diagonal covariance Gaus-
sian distributions for each state. 13 MFCCs with the first and
second derivatives were used to obtain 39 dimensional feature
vectors. The underlying filterbank analysis used 18 channels
spanning 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz as a first approximation of a tele-
phone channel. Phone recognition experiments using a phone
loop grammar were performed for performance evaluation.

Four systems were developed by applying the same training
process to four different training sets. Each system was evalu-
ated by means of the standard NTIMIT test set. The first system
was trained on the standard NTIMIT training set and serves as
a baseline with matched test/train conditions. The second sys-
tem was trained on the 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz bandpass filtered
TIMIT data and represents a crude but often-used approxima-
tion of telephone speech.

The third and fourth systems were trained on TIMIT utter-
ances that had been filtered using generated filter characteristics
for Ĥ(z) in Figure 1, as described in Section 6.1. The third
system included noise with an SNR of 30 dB using the noise
colouring filterĜ(z) described in Section 5.2, while the fourth
system included no noise. The results of the ASR experiments
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Accuracies for the experiments using ASR systems.

Training set Test Set % Accuracy

NTIMIT NTIMIT 40.65%
TIMIT narrowband NTIMIT 32.56%

Filtered TIMIT, 30 dB noise NTIMIT 36.34%
Filtered TIMIT, no noise NTIMIT 32.19%

Although the accuracy obtained using the third system is
10.6% lower than the accuracy using the NTIMIT training set,
it results in an 11.6% increase in accuracy from the basic band-
pass approach to training. However, when no noise is added,
performance is not much different from the TIMIT approach.
This leads us to conclude that, from an ASR perspective, the
noise model is by far the most important aspect of the complete
model. The reasons for this are the subject of ongoing work.

7. Summary and conclusion
The development of techniques that allow the effects of a vari-
ety of telephone channels to be simulated has been presented.
Different techniques for the approximation of frequency re-
sponses from the TIMIT/NTIMIT utterances were evaluated
and a method based on the median of frame-wise spectral esti-
mates was found to be most robust to the noise levels present
in these corpora. Two techniques for the design of a chan-
nel model were proposed: the first based on a channel library
and the second based on the generation of filters according to
estimated distributions of the amplitude responses. A noise
model was developed based on the analysis of silence segments
from the NTIMIT utterances. LP filters driven by Gaussian
white noise were found to give a good spectral approximation
to the measured noise signals. The techniques were shown to
closely mimic the spectral changes brought about by the tele-
phone channels in the NTIMIT database. The application of the
techniques in the development of ASR systems indicates that
the noise model is the major contributing factor to an increase
in accuracy relative to a bandpass channel approximation.
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Abstract
In this paper we demonstrate the efficacy of using joint proba-
bilities on the values (pixel intensities/wavelet coefficients) for
neighbouring sites (pixels/spatially neighbouring wavelet coef-
ficients), to classify images based on texture. The classification
capacity for this type of joint distribution, used as a feature,
is tested using a first nearest neighbour (NN1) method, which
counts the number of errors when comparing the labeled tex-
ture to the label calculated by assigning the texture to the class
of its nearest neighbour, using a probabilistic distance calcu-
lated using our method. We compare our classification results
to another method based on histogram comparison. Our classi-
fication methodology is simple, general, extensible and fast to
calculate.

1. Introduction and Literature Review
There has been a number of attempts at image texture classi-
fication in the past, many of which use Markov Random Field
parameter estimation to extract texture based features. In [5],
images are segmented into regions of different textures by doing
a multispectral Karhunen-Louve expansion based factorization.
Parameters on the image regions are estimated using a Gauss
Markov Random Field (MRF) model. Segmentation is done by
detecting texture boundaries, which exist when the MRF texture
parameter changes too much after which segmentation is done
on the image from within the MRF parameter space. In [7], im-
age texture patterns are specified through MRF parameter es-
timation. The MRF parameter for textures are found through
MCMC sampling. The use of these MRF parameters as texture
features is explored using a nearest linear combination (NLC)
classifier. In [12], a method is found for comparing 3D volumet-
ric MRI data using texture. The data is assumed to be modeled
by a Gaussian MRF. Distances between the texture classes us-
ing the Kullback Leibler divergence (KLD) are found elegantly
by deriving a closed form expression for the probability of data
given class labels using sparse symmetric block circulant matri-
ces, calculated using a 3D FFT.

Wavelet signal and image decomposition was introduced in
[8], and was soon used for image texture classification and im-
age retrieval. A comparison of wavelets for texture based im-
age retrieval was done in [16], where it was found that Gabor
wavelets gave slightly better classification than orthogonal and
biorthogonal wavelets, at a much greater computational cost.
Our work also resembles that of [4], in which the marginal
distributions of wavelet coefficients are modeled with a gen-
eralized Gaussian density (GGD). Textures are then compared
by measuring the KLD between Gaussian distribution param-
eter sets obtained by fitting Gaussian models to histogrammed

wavelet subband coefficients. The spatial interactions between
pixels in an image are therefore modeled implicitly through the
wavelet decomposition. More recently in [6], a texture segmen-
tation method which combines morphological operators with
wavelet decomposition is developed, with good segmentation
results.

The method we have developed, in contrast to the pre-
vious methods, models the probabilistic joint interactions be-
tween pixels and between wavelet coefficients explicitly (i.e.
not through a parameterized MRF potential energy interaction).
A joint distribution for pairwise neighbouring pixels or wavelet
subband coefficients is derived, which allows us to use the
many probabilistic distances that are available, for classifica-
tion. We prove the classification power of these joint distri-
butions used as features using a first-nearest-neighbour (NN1)
classification scheme, where an image is assigned to the class
of the image which it most closely resembles. Classification
errors are counted for each data set used. We also test the
joint pixel/coefficient probabilities for use as features using
our worst-nearest-neighbour “WNN statistic” (described later),
which is more rigorous than the NN1 statistic. Our method does
not require the usual estimation of MRF parameters (which is
known to be generally time consuming and inaccurate), and is
therefore faster and not prone to classification errors resulting
from bad MRF parameter fitting.

2. Data Sets
The data sets we use to compare our algorithm are of froth im-
ages taken from video feeds of flotation cells. There are three
data sets (samples shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3), and in each data set
the froth images have been grouped into different classes. The
froths from the first data set contains classes of very different
froths, where in some of the classes there is camera blurring.
The second data set consists of froth classes where the froths
are different, but there is no camera blurring. The third data
set consists of froth surfaces which are only slightly different.
We might expect any classification algorithm, including ours, to
perform better on the first two data sets than on the third one.

3. Histogram based probabilistic inter-class
distance

We can form an intensity histogram for each colour channel in
the image by counting the number of pixels in the image Y that
have a certain intensity level l. The equation for the red band
follows:

HR(Y, l) =
∑
i=1

I(YR(i) = l), (1)
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Figure 1: Four froth surface images from the first set of froth
classes. Each image belongs to a different class.

Figure 2: Four froth surface images from the second set of froth
classes. Each image belongs to a different class.

where I() is the indicator function which returns 1 when the
argument is true.

4. MRF model for pixels on a lattice
If Y is the image data, X is the set of random variables on the
image lattice S, and xi is the label on a particular site/node, and
if the Markov neighbourhood of site i is N (i), then the usual
MRF model for pixel labels on a lattice is expressed simply as

p(xi|X,Y) = p(xi|xs∈N (i),Yi) (2)

i.e. the probability of a site i having label xi is dependent only
on the labels of its Markov neighbours (N (i)) and its image
pixel. Since we are not using Gibbs random field style potential
energies, we do not need to specify energy terms of any kind.
We do however assume that the same joint distribution between
any neighbouring pair of pixels/sites is the same over the whole
image, i.e.

p(xi, xj) = p(xj , xi)∀i ∈ S, j ∈ N (i). (3)

Figure 3: Four froth surface images from the third set of froth
classes. Each image belongs to a different class.

The equation above implicitly assumes an isotropic pdf, i.e. the
joint probability of neighbouring vertical pixels is the same as
that of neighbouring horizontal pixels. This allows us to es-
timate the joint probability through a histogramming method.
In many MRF optimization problems ([13],[14]), it is assumed
that the joint distribution given two random variables on a lattice
applies to all pairs of random variables on the lattice (and any
pair of pixel labels in the image data is a sample from this joint
distribution). These methods all specify the MRF on a lattice
via parametric energy functions. However, in [10] it is noted
that such a joint density may be approximated explicitly using
a frequentist approach (i.e. an occurrence counting methodol-
ogy). We have adapted this approach via a histogramming step.

5. Joint probabilities of neighbouring pixels

Figure 4: Joint probability distribution of discretized site values
done on a wavelet decomposed images (left). The distribution
is blurred with a Gaussian kernel, and renormalized (right).

First we form a histogram of the neighbouring pixel inten-
sities. Since the intensity range is from 0..255, the histogram
has dimensions 256 × 256. The histogram for the red channel
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Figure 5: A froth surface image.

is formed as follows:

HR(YR, l1, l2) =

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈N (i)

I(YR(i) = l1,YR(j) = l2)

∀l1, l2 ∈ (0..255), (4)

where in the above algorithm, I(, ) is a logical AND function
which returns 1 when both its arguments are true, and returns
0 otherwise, and N is the number of sites (pixels) in the image.
Algorithmically this is done in the following way:

1. Initialize all HR(YR, l1, l2) = 0
2. For l1, l2 = 0, .., 255
3. For i = 1..N
4. For j ∈ N (i)
5. if j > i (ordering prevents double counting)
6. l1 = YR(i)
7. l2 = YR(j)
8. HR(YR, l1, l2) = HR(YR, l1, l2) + 1
9. end(5)
10. end(4)
11. end(3)
12. end(2).

After this we can construct a joint distribution by normaliz-
ing the histogram:

p(l1, l2) = k ·H(l1, l2) (5)

A visualization of such a probability distribution is shown in
Fig. 4, left. It is useful to smooth the probability distribution
before using the distance measures in Table 1, to compensate
for measurement noise in the image capturing process, and to
compensate for having too few data points to populate the his-
togram/joint probability distribution. Any blurring kernel can
be used, provided the distribution is normalized after the oper-
ation. In our experiments we used a spherical Gaussian kernel,
with a variance parameter manually adjusted for good classifi-
cation.

6. Image wavelet decomposition and
wavelet coefficient discretization

A wavelet decomposition [8] generates approximation and de-
tail coefficients: these are continuous valued and may be neg-
ative. To use our histogramming approach for estimating joint
probabilities between approximation and detail coefficients be-
tween neighbouring sites (the sites occur in subbands), it is nec-
essary to discretize (bucket) the coefficient values. Any parti-
tioning of the space in which the coefficients exist is acceptable.
We divided the space into 256 evenly spaced partitions over the
range between the minimum and maximum coefficient values
over all the images in each data set (this allows us to use the
same algorithm on 256 level grayscale images, without apply-
ing any wavelet decomposition). An example of the wavelet
decomposition of the image shown in Fig. 5 using the biorthog-
onal wavelet is shown in Fig. 6. Any set of wavelet kernels will
suffice.

Figure 6: Wavelet decomposition of froth surface image.

Bhattacharyya:
Jh

B(p1, p2) = − log{
∫

X
[p1(X)p2(X)]1/2dX}

Matusita:
Jh

M (p1, p2) = {
∫

X
[
√
p1(X)−

√
p2(X)]1/2dX}1/2

Patrick-Fisher:
Jh

PF (p1, p2) = {
∫

x
[p1(X)π1 − p2(X)π2]

2dX}1/2

Kolmogorov:
Jh

K(p1, p2) =
∫

X
|p1(X)π1 − p2(X)π2|dX

Inner product:
Jc(p1, p2) =

∫
X
|p1(X)π2(X)|dX

Table 1: A list of distances between probability density func-
tions, taken from [17], where 0 ≤ α1, α2 ≤ 1 and α1+α2 = 1.
π1 and π2 are the prior probabilities on the distributions.

7. Probabilistic distances
There are many probabilistic distances between probability
functions which may be used to compare their similarity.
These include the Chernoff [3], Bhattacharyya [2], Matusita
[9], Patrick-Fisher [11], Kolmogorov [1] distances, and the
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DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 4 4 4 4 4
NN1 1 1 1 1 1 1
WNN 2 18 18 18 18 18
NN1 2 7 10 7 9 10
WNN 3 12 16 13 15 17
NN1 3 2 6 2 6 6

Table 2: Classification results using pdfs derived by normaliz-
ing colour pixel intensity histograms (no joint distributions, no
wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the data set used.

DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 0 0 0 0 0
NN1 1 0 0 0 0 0
WNN 2 17 19 17 17 18
NN1 2 7 8 7 7 9
WNN 3 11 12 11 10 10
NN1 3 2 1 2 2 1

Table 3: Classification results using joint pdfs on neighbouring
pixel intensities (no wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the
data set used.

Kullback-Leibler and symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergences
[15]. Some of the analytical expressions are given in Table 1.
Given these expressions for probabilistic distance between two
pdfs, one can measure the distances between any two (sets of)
joint probability distributions. If froth surface #1 has a pairwise
pixel joint pdf of p1(l1, l2), and if froth surface #2 has a pair-
wise pixel joint pdf of p2(l1, l2), then the probability distances
in Table 1 can be calculated by discrete summation. For exam-
ple the Bhattacharyya distance has the summation

JB(p1, p2) = − log(
∑
l1,l2

[p1(l1, l2)p2(l1, l2)]
1/2). (6)

The classification results for orders of wavelet decompositions
from 1 to 3 are done, and we report on the results from two dif-
ferent distance measures for each order of decomposition. The
first, J1, uses only the distances calculated on the discretized
approximation coefficients. The distances J2 use the distance
calculated using only the discretized coefficients from the 2nd
subband; J3 and J4 are the distances calculated using only 3rd
and 4th subbands respectively. We then define the total proba-
bilistic distance between two wavelet decomposed images, us-
ing all 4 subbands (1 approximation and 3 detail), as

JT = J1 + J2 + J3 + J4. (7)

8. Classification Results
We tested the algorithm on three sets of real data: the first com-
prises 28 froth images taken from 7 classes, where some of the
images are blurry due to bad camera focussing or where there
are horizontal striping artifacts. The second data set consists of
24 images of very different froth types, divided into 6 classes.
The third data set consists of 11 classes with 4 images per class
of the same froth type, where the froth is in different states
(each state corresponds to a class). We may expect the third
data set to have the worst classification results since the froth

DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 0 0 0 0 0
NN1 1 0 0 0 0 0
WNN 2 17 18 17 17 18
NN1 2 7 8 7 7 7
WNN 3 11 11 11 11 10
NN1 3 2 1 2 1 1

Table 4: Classification results using joint pdfs of discretized
neighbouring site values, using approximation coefficients only
(1st order wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the data set
used.

DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 4 9 2 0 4
NN1 1 1 1 0 0 1
WNN 2 20 20 20 19 20
NN1 2 12 15 12 13 12
WNN 3 15 19 14 16 19
NN1 3 4 10 4 7 5

Table 5: Classification results using joint pdfs of discretized
neighbouring site values, using all subband coefficients (1st or-
der wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the data set used.

has similar appearance across operating states. Nearest neigh-
bour classification results when using the probability distances
using only the probability distributions derived from histogram-
ming are shown in Table 2. Classification results using each of
the probability distances operating on the joint distributions of
Eqn. 5 are shown in Tables 2 to 7. To show the relative ef-
fect of conducting a wavelet decomposition, we include results
of the probability distances calculated using the coefficients on
the wavelet decompositions. In Tables 2 to 7, the NN1 statistic
counts the number of times, for each image in each class, that
the probabilistic distance to an extra-class image is less than
all intra class distances (i.e. an erroneous classification has oc-
curred). The WNN statistic counts the number of times for each
image in each class, where the probabilistic distance to an extra
class image is less than the furthest intra class distance. The
WNN statistic is therefore the more rigorous of the two classi-
fiability indicators (NN1 and WNN), and has correspondingly
higher numbers for erroneous classification in the tables than
the NN1 statistic. A score of zero in any of the tables is good
since it represents the notion of zero classification errors.

9. Discussion
From the results in the previous section it is clear that this is
a reasonably good classification method for froth surfaces (es-
pecially given the simplicity of its implementation), and out-
performs the NN1 and NNE classification methods operating
on pixel intensity probabilities only (i.e. when no joint pdfs
are considered). The joint probability formulation implicitly
takes into account high or low frequency pixel intensity changes
across images, which will allow surfaces with many tiny bub-
bles to have different appearances to surfaces with few large
bubbles to be easily separated using this method. Interestingly,
the incorporation of wavelet decomposition coefficients appear-
ing in the detail subbands does not appear to improve the classi-
fication results. We believe that wavelet decomposition should
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DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 0 0 0 0 0
NN1 1 0 0 0 0 0
WNN 2 21 21 21 20 21
NN1 2 7 6 7 9 8
WNN 3 15 14 15 11 12
NN1 3 2 1 2 3 2

Table 6: Classification results using joint pdfs of discretized
neighbouring site values, using all subband coefficients (JT )
(2nd order wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the data set
used.

DS Jh
B Jh

PF Jh
M Jh

K inner prod
WNN 1 1 7 1 3 0
NN1 1 0 2 0 0 0
WNN 2 17 19 17 18 17
NN1 2 7 10 8 8 9
WNN 3 16 20 16 17 16
NN1 3 3 12 4 6 4

Table 7: Classification results using joint pdfs of discretized
neighbouring site values, using approximation coefficients only
(2nd order wavelet decomposition). DS indicates the data set
used.

nevertheless be incorporated into this methodology, since with
very high resolution images, the joint distribution across pixels
would be prone to super-fine scale froth surface anomalies. In
addition the approximation coefficients (when used without the
detail coefficients), improve the classification results, in our al-
gorithm. We expected the classification algorithm to perform
worst on the third data set, but in fact the results for this data set
were slightly better than for the second data set. This was prob-
ably because the classes of the third data set belonged to the
same froth in different states. The froth in each state did appear
to be rather different, and since the pairwise joint (discretized)
site state probabilities are sensitive at a fine scale to changes
of neighbouring pixel states (this is fine enough that the human
eye cannot easily discern general patterns which make signifi-
cant changes to the joint pdfs), the classification algorithm may
have made better use of this type of information than expected.

Furthermore, our algorithm operated on the simplified case
of greyscale images only, in all three data sets. If the colour
informatation in the second (and first) data set had been used,
better discrimination would have been obtained in the second
(and first) data set, but not in the third data set (the froth of the
third data set does not change colour between states).

10. Conclusion
Using probabilistic distances such as the Bhattacharyya dis-
tance to find distances between images based on the joint prob-
abilities between neighbouring pixels appears to be a good
method for classification. Decomposing the images first using
wavelets leads to better classification performance, although no
classification power is added by incorporating probabilistic dis-
tance between joint distributions on the detail subband coeffi-
cients: only the approximation coefficients have benefitted the
classification, in our setting.
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Abstract
We compare several different classifier combination methods
on a single task, namely speaker age classification. This task
is well suited to combination strategies, since significantly dif-
ferent feature classes are employed. Support vector machines
(SVMs) are trained on two different types of feature classes
to estimate posterior class probabilities. The posteriors from
these classifiers are combined using different combination rules
and functions described in the literature. A novel age classifier
is also developed by using an SVM to predict posterior class
probabilities using two different types of classifier outputs; gen-
der classification results and regression age estimates. We show
that for combining posterior probabilities, simple combination
rules such as the product rule perform surprisingly well as op-
posed to trainable combination strategies that require a signifi-
cant amount of data and training effort.

1. Introduction
There are ample evidence and examples in the literature which
show that classifier combination or fusion can improve on the
accuracy of any one of the individual constituting classifiers [1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

The reason for using different classifiers (and hence requir-
ing classifier combination strategies), has changed over the last
couple of years. In the past, classifier combination was neces-
sary, mainly to make the classification process more efficient
by using multiple stages of classification. Initial stages could
separate difficult from easier classes, with only the difficult
classes requiring more expensive feature sets or classification
algorithms. On the other hand, successive stages could be used
to gradually reduce the number of possible classes [2], in much
the same way as two class classifiers are used to enable multi-
class classification in support vector machines [8].

Today however, the motivation for multiple classifier com-
bination is mainly the quest for optimal accuracy:

• For many problems, different feature classes exist for
which one may wish to train and optimize different clas-
sifiers (with each individual classifier best suited to its
particular task). A good example of this is short term,
frame-based features as opposed to long-term, higher
level features for speaker verification [9]. It has been ob-
served that classifier combination is particularly effective
when different feature classes are employed [2]

• There are many different classification algorithms avail-
able such as Gaussian mixture models (GMMs), support
vector machines (SVMs) and neural networks (NN), as
well as different ways in which to use them, for exam-
ple K-nearest neighbor (KNN) with different numbers
of neighbors [1, 6, 2]. These algorithms tend to err in

subtly different ways, thus creating an opportunity for
improved performance from their combination.

Several different combination strategies exist; these can be
classified based on a set of criteria set out in [7]. The main dis-
tinction is whether or not a combination strategy needs training
data to estimate parameters for some combination function.

Our goal in this paper is twofold: 1) We want to compare
many of these combination strategies on a single problem and
2) we aim to gain insight on how well trainable as opposed to
non-trainable methods perform.

The particular problem that we investigate in order to com-
pare all of these combination strategies, is that of speaker age
classification. This problem is well suited to the classifier com-
bination strategy as outlined in the motivation above, as signif-
icantly different feature classes are employed. Also, it is a hard
problem (with Bayes errors around 50%, as discussed below),
and no single classifier performs very well on this task.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
2, we give an overview of the different types of strategies for
classifier combination and also of the background and aim of
age classification. The different feature classes used are dis-
cussed in section 3, while the design of the classifiers used in
this study are discussed in section 4. Different classifier com-
bination strategies and their application to the age classification
task are discussed in section 5, with the corresponding results,
discussion and conclusion following in sections 6, 7 and 8 re-
spectively.

2. Background
A general overview of classifier combination is given in section
2.1. Some background on the age classification task is given in
section 2.2, while the corpus that was used for the experiments
reported in this paper is described in section 2.3.

2.1. Classifier combination overview

Combination strategies can be grouped into different categories,
based on specific criteria [7]. One such distinction that is the
focus of the current paper, is between “combination rules” and
“combination functions”, the first indicating simple rules such
as the sum or product rule, while the second includes more com-
plicated functional combinations that require training, such as
support vector machines. Combination strategies used in this
paper will also operate on the “score level” as opposed to the
“feature level”. Furthermore, only “non-ensemble combina-
tions” as opposed to “classifier ensembles” such as bagging and
boosting, will be considered, since we are focusing on a small,
fixed set of classifiers.

Another set of criteria for distinguishing combination
strategies is based on the expected output from classifiers, and
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can be divided into3 main categories [5]:

• Single class labels. The classifier assigns a test vector
to one ofN classes and provides only the assigned class
label as output

• Ranked class labels. The classifier outputs class labels
ranked in the order of likelihood of the test vector origi-
nating from a particular class

• Real valued outputs. The classifier outputs a real value
that somehow denotes the likelihood of the vector be-
longing to a particular class. Posterior probabilities are
often used as real valued outputs.

We investigate combination strategies based on all3 of the
above mentioned categories.

2.2. Age classification overview

Age and gender classification from speech has been a topic of
interest from as early as the 1950’s [10]. More recently, work-
shops have been organized to compare existing approaches to
age and gender classification on a common database (German
SpeechDat II corpus) [11] and the age classification task was
also formalized as the classification of a speaker according to
seven age/gender groups. Approaches that have been employed
successfully include classification based on phone recognition
and direct age classification. For the latter case, two main
classes of features have been most popular: long-term (mostly
prosodic) features and short-term features based on Mel fre-
quency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Extensive work has been
done on refining and measuring the significance of the long term
features [12], as well as on ways to optimally combine the two
feature classes [13].

Regression to estimate speaker ages has recently been sug-
gested as an alternative to age-category classification [14].
Since the focus in [14] was to compare different feature types,
the relative performance of regression-based and classification-
based approaches was not investigated. We perform such a
comparison (using support vector machine regression), and also
show how regression can be combined with gender classifica-
tion to perform the standardized7-class task mentioned above.
In fact, this regression-based approach is somewhat more ac-
curate than7-class classifiers trained on either of the above-
mentioned feature classes.

2.3. Corpus and classification task

The corpus that was used for the age classification study con-
sisted of speech from approximately700 German speakers,
recorded at8000 Hz. There were18 utterances per session,
with up to6 sessions per speaker. Utterances were between1
and6 seconds in duration (the distribution of durations is shown
in figure 1), with the total corpus size amounting to47 hours.

Approximately90% of the speakers were labeled and sub-
sequently used for the experiment. This set was divided into3
sets: a training set (40%), a development set (30%) and a test
set (30%), with no speakers being in more than one set.

The age classification task is similar to one formalized at a
workshop organized by Deutsche Telekom [11]. Given a single
utterance, a system needs to classify the speaker as coming from
one of7 age/gender groups. These groups are 1) children (< 13
years), 2) young female or 3) male (13 − 19), 4) adult female
or 5) male (20 − 64) and 6) senior female or 7) male (> 64).

3. Feature classes
Two classes of features were used to perform the age classifica-
tion task: long-term (mostly prosodic) features (LTF) and short-
term, supervector features (SPV) derived from MAP adaptation
of Gaussian mixture models (GMMs).

Long-term features consisted of22 features, comprising
pitch, jitter, shimmer and intensity. These particular features
were chosen since they are known to correlate with speaker
age and gender. For example, a high average micro-variation
in voice frequency (jitter) may be due to an age-related deterio-
ration of the glottis. The specific values used included the mean,
minimum, maximum, standard deviation, and deltas of each of
the features. These were extracted using Praat[15] employing a
cross-correlation method for pitch period analysis with a step-
size of10ms. A detailed description of all features is provided
in [16].

In addition to these features, formants were also extracted
from the voiced sections of the spoken audio. Praat was used to
extract the first four formants using Burg’s algorithm. A sliding
window with a length of25ms and a stepsize of20ms was
used. The maximum formant frequency was specified to be
5500 Hz, which is a common choice for adult females. One
would typically choose a lower value for adult males and a
much higher value for young children if the gender was known
beforehand. The mean and standard deviation was then calcu-
lated for each formant, as well as its first derivative. The pitch
corresponding to the period over which the formants were ex-
tracted was also added to create a20-dimensional vector.

As short-term features, mel frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients (MFCCs) were extracted from all utterances using the
HTK toolkit with a stepsize of5ms, a window length of30ms,
and a dimension of12. A 128-mixture Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) was then trained to model the coefficients, with MAP
adaptation applied to update the means and weights for all mix-
tures, given a new utterance. The resulting adapted means were
then concatenated to form a1, 536 dimensional supervector (12
coefficients∗ 128 mixtures).

4. Classification design
In order to perform regression, the utterance vectors of both fea-
ture classes were annotated with the true ages of the speakers,
as provided by the speakers during data collection. A support
vector machine was then trained, with the objective of finding a
functionf that predicts the target ages with at mostǫ years devi-
ation, while being as flat as possible [17]. Given these models,
regression was then performed by mapping the test vectors into
a high dimensional feature space, computing dot products with
the transformed training vectors and adding the results using
precomputed weights to obtain the final age estimate. Regres-
sors were trained for both feature classes with LIBSVM, using
the radial basis kernel function (RBF) [18]. It was found that
the performance of these regressors, as well as of the classi-
fiers described below, depends strongly on the parameters em-
ployed during training. For the regressors, these parameters are
ǫ (the regression error that is allowed before a particular sam-
ple is penalized),C (which controls the trade-off between mar-
gin width and training-set error) andγ (the width of the RBF
kernel), whereas classification involvesC andγ only. Both re-
gressors and classifiers were optimized in terms ofǫ, C andγ
using10-fold cross validation and grid searches on the training
set. All folds contained data from distinct speakers and were
balanced based on the number of speakers per fold.
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Since the task of age classification in the commonly-used
format requires a distinction between for example young males
and young females, and since the regression estimate is insen-
sitive to the gender of a speaker, it was necessary to train clas-
sifiers for distinguishing children, males and females from each
other. Two gender classifiers were thus trained to estimate the
posterior probabilities of an utterance originating from children,
males or females, using the LTF and SPV feature classes respec-
tively.

A second level of classification was necessary to combine
the outputs from the gender classification and the regressors.
The posteriors from the two gender classifiers were multiplied
and together with the two regression outputs, a5-dimensional
vector was created. These vectors were then used to train a7-
class classifier.

Since the combination described above entails using the
output of classification and regression results, we had to “gen-
erate” training data. This was accomplished by dividing the
training set into10 folds (having distinct speakers) and then fol-
lowing a round-robin approach to train gender classifiers and re-
gressors on90% and repeatedly classifying the remaining10%.
All classifiers used in this round-robin approach used the same
parameters for a particular feature set. Another grid search was
then used to optimize the7-class classifier using cross valida-
tion.

In order to benchmark our regression-based classifier
against existing techniques, we trained7-class classifiers on
both feature classes. The SVMs were trained using an RBF
kernel, and grid searches combined with10-fold cross valida-
tion were again employed to search for the optimal values ofC
andγ for each of the classifiers.

5. Classifier combination strategies
Multiple classifier combination strategies were employed; the
sum, max, min, majority voting, median and product rules, as
well as using an SVM for combination, or weighting the re-
sults based on [4]. Another strategy implemented was a variant
of majority voting, the Borda Count [19]. Behavior Knowl-
edge Space (BKS), first introduced in [20], was also used, both
as an individual classifier combination strategy, as well as an
additional classifier that could provide posterior probabilities.
A description of all but the last four combination strategies,
as well as the corresponding advantages and disadvantages are
well covered in [2].

5.1. Majority voting rule & Borda Count

The majority voting rule was slightly adapted from [2] in order
to handle cases where no consensus could be reached (in this
case, a3-way tie). A simple strategy was used where “experts”
were allowed to change their vote based on a cost function.
Only one expert was allowed to change their vote at any one
time, with the expert allowed to change their vote being selected
based on the least accumulated cost to change their vote. Cost
was calculated as the difference between the currently selected
posterior probability and their next highest posterior probability.
In this fashion, an expert not sure about a particular choice will
be allowed to change their vote, while an expert that was very
confident in his decision would be much less likely to change
their vote.

The same concept was followed for the case where there
were ties when using Borda Count. The only difference was that
instead of allowing experts to change their votes, the confidence

in their initial vote was reduced by half.

5.2. Behavior Knowledge Space

The BKS method was actually designed to combine outputs on
the “single class label” level. In order to adhere to this require-
ment, every set of posterior probabilities corresponding to a sin-
gle test vector, was mapped to the class label corresponding to
the maximum posterior probability. This was done for each set
of classifier results independently. Posteriors were then gener-
ated for each combination of thek classifier outputs (x1...xk)
by considering the frequencyC of the associated combination
vector indicating the current class label,ωi [20]:

P̂ (ωi|x1, ..., xk) =
C(ωi|x1, ..., xk)

P

i
C(ωi|x1, ..., xk)

(1)

5.3. Support vector machine combination classifier

An SVM was trained to combine the posteriors of the3 7-class
classifiers. An RBF kernel was used, withC andg optimized
using grid searches and cross validation.

6. Results
The accuracies achieved by the three basic classifiers (7-class
classifiers based on the two types of features, as well as the
regression-based classifier) are indicated as a function of the
utterance duration in Figure 1. That figure also shows the accu-
racy for the “product” combination strategy. The overall results
(that is, with all durations combined) from the different combi-
nation strategies described in section 5, are displayed in order
of descending accuracy in table 1.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of the different classifiers vs utterance du-
ration, along with the distribution of utterance durations in the
corpus employed.

6.1. Majority voting rule analysis

The results from the majority voting rule are shown in table
2 and should be investigated for future classifier combination
improvements. One may want to apply different combination
strategies based on the individual classifier results.
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Table 1: Different classifier combination results. The first3
results1,2,3 show the individual classifier performance on both
the 7-class problem (columns two and three), as well as the
gender classification task (last column). The remaining results
show different classifier combination strategies for combining
all three systems on the7-class problem (column two), com-
bining systems1 and2 on the7-class task (column three) and
combining systems1 and2 on the gender task (last column).

Combination Accuracy
Strategy cl7*3 cl7*2 cl3

LTF1 45.67 45.67 86.38
SPV2 45.26 45.26 83.93

GID/regression3 48.38 48.38 -
Weighted [4] 50.75 49.42 88.06

Product 50.73 49.38 88.51
Sum/Average 50.62 48.84 88.47

BKS mult 50.54 49.53 88.66
Median 50.44 48.84 88.47

Borda count 50.39 48.37 88.19
Majority vote 50.29 - -

BKS sum 50.22 49.10 88.53
Min 49.98 49.33 88.46
SVM 49.42 49.39 87.15
Max 49.06 48.18 88.39
BKS 48.08 43.86 86.38

Table 2:Majority voting rule results, showing the number of test
vectors receiving a particular amount of votes, with the corre-
sponding accuracies of the set of vectors receiving at leastx
votes.

# of votes # of test vectors Accuracy

1+ 12735 49.05
2+ 11133 52.49
3 4275 65.92

6.2. GID posteriors & regressions estimates combination

The combining classifier trained to combine GID posteriors and
age estimates from regression was described in section 4. The
results from this classifier, as well as those of the individual
constituent classifiers, are shown in table 3. A confusion matrix
summarizing the performance of the combined GID systems is
also shown in table 4.

To further analyze this approach, we estimated the posterior
probability of each of the7 classes, given the regressor and gen-
der ID outputs. This is graphically depicted in figure 2. Looking
at figure 2 (c), one can for example see that when the gender ID
predicted that the speaker is male and the regressor estimate is
66, there is an approximately50% probability of the speaker
actually being and old male.

7. Discussion

The results from the different classifier combination strategies
on the posteriors will be discussed in section 7.1, while the re-
sults from the SVM combination of the posteriors and regres-
sion estimates will be discussed in section 7.2.

Table 3:Accuracies and parameters of all classifiers, where the
results are MSE and SCC respectively for the regressors. Sys-
tems B and D are results reported on the same feature classes
for a similar task [11]

C g eps Acc

LTF reg 31.623 0.316 10 363.3/0.226
SPV reg 5.580 0.032 8 338.6/0.251
LTF cl7 3162.278 0.003 45.67
SPV cl7 5.667 0.01 45.26
LTF cl3 3.162 0.316 86.38
SPV cl3 3.162 0.01 83.93

Reg+GID 1 10 48.38
3 class combined 88.51
7 class combined 50.73
System B (LTF) 40
System D (SPV) 42

Table 4: 3-class confusion matrix for the combined (product
rule) LTF and SPV feature classes

C F M

C 832 705 171
F 184 5244 257
M 11 135 5196

7.1. Combining similar classifier outputs

The results in table 1 show that simple combination rules per-
form surprisingly well compared to combination functions that
require parameters to be estimated in a separate training pro-
cess. In particular, the product rule performs better than any
of the simple combination rules and better than all but1 com-
bination function when combining the three7-class classifiers.
The weighted sum, with weights calculated on training data, ac-
cording to the algorithm proposed in [4], performs marginally
better than the product rule on that task. The BKS combination
strategy on the other hand, performs significantly worse than
the other combination strategies on the7-class tasks. This can
be attributed to the fact that almost all the other combination
strategies effectively utilize the additional information inherent
in the posterior probabilities available from each of the classi-
fiers, while BKS requires hard decisions to start off with. The
posteriors generated from the BKS combination strategy seem
to be very promising though. These additional posteriors were
combined with the existing classifier outputs using the sum and
product rules, with the results shown in table 1. For both the
7-class classifier combination problems, these posteriors, com-
bined with the existing classifier posteriors using the product
rule, perform better than any other approach. The fact that the
3 7-class classifier combination approach does not seem to ben-
efit, can probably be attributed to the fact that BKS requires a
significant amount of training data to reliably estimate the pos-
teriors in this particular case. This is evident from the number
of posteriorsPN that have to be estimated:

PN = KC+1 (2)

whereK is the number of classes andC is the number of clas-
sifiers being combined. From equation 2, one can see that rel-
atively few posteriors need to be estimated for the two7-class
and3-class combination problems (343 and27 posteriors re-
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spectively). For the3 7-class combination problem,2401 pos-
teriors need to be estimated.

7.2. Gender ID and regression estimate combination

The results from the svm combined gid and regression estimates
confirm that one can effectively fuse different types of classifier
results. This combined classifier performs better than any of
the two direct7-class classifiers. Figure 2 gives some insight
as to how this classifier performs and which classes are easily
confused. Looking at figure 2 (b) for example, one can clearly
see that children and young women will often be confused when
the regressor estimate is less than24 years. This is also reflected
in table 4, where it is clear that children and women are the
two most confusable classes. We also see that senior males and
females are accurately indicated for regression estimates above
about 56 years, and that middle-aged men are particularly hard
to classify.

8. Conclusion
This paper compared different classifier combination strategies
for the age classification task. This task is well suited to classi-
fier combination because of the significantly different feature
classes that were employed. The feature classes used were
long term prosodic features and short term (frame-based) su-
pervector features. Support vector machines were trained to
obtain both7-class and3-class (gender) classification results
from each feature class respectively, in the form of posterior
probabilities. SVM regressors were also trained to obtain age
estimates for each test vector from each of the feature classes.
A novel 7-class classifier was then created by combining two
different types of real valued classifier outputs; GID posterior
probabilities and age estimates from the regressors. A combi-
nation classifier (SVM) was trained for this purpose, giving real
valued decisions in the form of7-class posterior probabilities.

Several combination strategies which are well covered in
literature [5, 2] were then implemented to combine the3 7-
class classifier outputs: the product rule, the sum/average rule,
the median rule, the max rule, the min rule, the majority vot-
ing rule, a simple weighting rule [4], Borda count, BKS and the
use of a combination classifier (SVM). The results showed that
combination functions that don’t require any training, such as
the product rule, performs almost just as well, if not better than
many of the trainable combination functions. It was also inter-
esting to observe that even though SVMs perform exceedingly
well on the individual feature classes, they perform significantly
worse on the posterior combination task when compared to sim-
ple combination rules such as the sum or product rules..
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(a) Gender classifier result: child
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(b) Gender classifier result: female
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(c) Gender classifier result: male

Figure 2: Posterior probability of each class given the gender
classifier result together with the LTF regressor age estimate.
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Abstract
We consider the problem of detecting and tracking players on
a sports field in a grayscale video sequence from a fixed cam-
era. Motion detection is performed as a separate subsystem, to
locate moving objects and pass them to a tracker, and involves
background modelling by fast rectangle features and blob de-
tection. A particle filter is utilized for the tracking of objects,
by a fast hierarchical approach, based on rectangle features and
histograms of oriented gradients. Experiments suggest that the
system as a whole performs well and may also be fast enough
for real-time applications. Problems do occur from time to time
but mainly due to challenging occlusions.

1. Introduction
Accurate detection and tracking of humans in a video sequence
from a single fixed camera are of great interest to a wide range
of fields — security and sports applications being two principal
examples. In this paper we consider the problem of detecting
and tracking a number of moving people simultaneously, specif-
ically in a multi-player sports environment like soccer or field
hockey. Successful detection and tracking would allow for the
extraction of statistical data related to, for example, distances
covered by individual players and where on the field they spend
time. It might also serve as a useful input for a more sophisti-
cated statistical analysis of tactics and strategies adopted by the
different teams.

The problem of tracking sports players, as opposed to say
pedestrians on the street, poses many challenges. The move-
ment and variation in pose of a sports player is often complex,
quick and abrupt, and therefore hard to predict. Interaction
among the players in a sports environment often lead to per-
plexing occlusions from the camera’s point of view, and may
cause a substantial amount of uncertainty in the identification
of individuals.

On the other hand, a sports environment also places some
useful restrictions on the general problem of human detection
and tracking. The background is usually fairly uncluttered and
predictable and, because players are restricted to the field, the
camera can be calibrated to the scene beforehand and fixed for
the duration of a game.

If statistical analysis of a game in its entirety is the only ob-
jective it may suffice to only capture the necessary video data
during the game and then perform tracking off-line at a later
stage. A system functioning in real-time, however, facilitates
things like online analysis, critical event detection that may re-
quire immediate action, live broadcast annotations and even au-
tomatic commentary. For these reasons we regard real-time ex-
ecution as a high priority.

In this work we are also interested in tracking players
specifically in grayscale (as opposed to colour) video se-
quences. This type of input not only implies cheaper hardware
but also poses an interesting question from a research point of
view: can sports players be detected and tracked successfully
without the use of colour cues?

The task of locating objects, in this case sports players, in
a video can be divided into two parts: detection and tracking.
Here we provide a short summary of some of the main tech-
niques for each.

Much work has been conducted in the area of automatic hu-
man detection from images and video. Techniques include su-
pervised learning approaches that match object and non-object
templates [1], feature-based methods such as scale-invariant
features [2] and histograms of oriented gradients [3], and
matching of parts methods [4]. These and other techniques are
known to produce good results but are, in general, rather slow.
Applicability is also often limited to the detection of pedestri-
ans on the street and therefore allow only small variations in
appearance and pose.

We opted for a motion detection approach as it tends to be
much faster than those methods that detect by recognition. Es-
sentially, moving objects in a current video frame are isolated
by comparison with some model of the background [5, 6, 7]. A
trained classifier can then decide which of these moving objects
are in fact humans, a task that should be relatively straightfor-
ward given the constraints in a sports environment. The accu-
racy of motion detection may not always be on par with that
of object detection methods, but in a video sequence it is usu-
ally not of utmost importance that a player be detected at the
first possible moment. This last point is particularly valid when
computation speed is important.

The second part, after detection, is tracking. A good
overview of different tracking approaches developed recently
is given in [8]. A popular choice is the use of particle filters,
for their versatility, speed and robustness. Song et al. [9] com-
bine the particle filter with probabilistic detection, while Yang
et al. [10] take a hierarchical approach with edge and colour
features.

For the tracking part of this work we adopt ideas from [10]
but, since colour is not available, we rather use some rectangle
features (akin to those used by Viola and Jones [11]) and edge
orientation histograms.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
discusses our approach to motion detection and the link between
the motion detector and the tracking system. Section 3 provides
a brief overview of the particle filter and a discussion of how it
is used. Some experimental results are given in section 4 and
we conclude in section 5.
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2. Motion detection
A popular approach for performing motion detection in a video
sequence is to compare the current frame to some model of the
static background, in an attempt to isolate moving objects. This
procedure is often referred to as “background subtraction”.

The procedure outlined in this section performs motion de-
tection in three stages: (i) a difference image is first created by
means of background subtraction; (ii) regions of abundant mo-
tion are then extracted; and (iii) those regions are analyzed and,
if deemed valid, passed to the tracking subsystem.

2.1. Difference image

The first step in the motion detection process is background
subtraction. A model of the background is needed for this pur-
pose, to which the current frame can be compared. Pixel regions
that differ substantially from the background model are then in-
terpreted as motion. Although sophisticated background mod-
elling techniques are available, a notable example being one that
does it by a mixture of Gaussians [6], a main objective of ours
is speed and we therefore opt for a simpler approach that turns
out to be highly effective.

For the construction of a background model we utilize rect-
angle features [11] and average them over a number of previous
frames. We use specifically the 2-rectangle feature depicted in
Figure 1(a). Let Is(i, j) denote the grayscale intensity of the
pixel at row i and column j in frame s of the sequence. Rect-
angle features can be computed for that frame to give a feature
image Fs, where

Fs(i, j) = Is(i, j) + Is(i, j + 1)

− Is(i + 1, j)− Is(i + 1, j + 1). (1)

We experimented with different choices of rectangle features
(horizontal, vertical, diagonal, etc.), and found the vertical one
shown in Figure 1(a) to be most successful. It can of course be
explained by the fact that, if the camera is not tilted, people tend
to exhibit more vertical edges (if standing up fairly straight) and
move more in a horizontal direction across the frame.

The background model Mk associated with the current
frame k is determined as a weighted average of the feature im-
ages of the previous p frames, i.e.

Mk(i, j) =

k−1∑
s=k−p

ws Fs(i, j), (2)

where p is the memory length of the model. The value of p
should be chosen with the background situation in mind: if the
background remains static p can be increased to give a more
accurate model, while a smaller value of p would imply faster

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: A depiction of (a) the 2-rectangle feature, and (b) &
(c) some 3-rectangle features. An image is convolved with one
of these masks. Black indicates regions of negative elements
and gray regions of positive elements in the mask.

updating of the model. The symbol ws in equation (2) indicates
some weight attributed to frame s. We assume here without
loss of generality that wk−p +wk−p+1 + . . .+wk−1 = 1. The
weights may be chosen constant, in which case all frames carry
the same importance, or chosen such that wk−p < wk−p+1 <
. . . < wk−1 to facilitate a “fading memory”.

Note that the background model is constantly updated, in
fact at every frame, to accommodate variations in light inten-
sity, unforeseen camera motion, and motion due to non-player
objects such as trees in the background or spectators. The rect-
angle features are extremely quick to determine, so that this
constant updating of the background model is by no means a
computational bottleneck.

After specifying a background model Mk for the current
frame k, a difference image Dk is created simply as the absolute
difference between Fk and Mk, i.e.

Dk(i, j) = |Fk(i, j)−Mk(i, j)|. (3)

Every value in Dk is interpreted as a sort of likelihood of mo-
tion occurring at the corresponding pixel. Figure 2 shows an
example frame and its difference image (normalized for display
purposes). Observe that the shadows of the players are hardly
visible in the difference image. This is another exceptionally
useful effect of the chosen rectangle features. The background
model consists of relative pixel differences so that, for example,
grass in sunlight and grass under a cast shadow are viewed as
being equal (or at least close to being equal).

Figure 2: One frame from a grayscale video sequence and
the difference image resulting from our background subtraction
procedure. Note that shadows hardly appear in the difference
image.

2.2. Extracting regions of motion

In the next stage we search for sizable regions of high density
in the difference image that would appear as a result of objects
(hopefully players) that move against the background.

Firstly the difference image is convolved with an averaging
filter of some specified size (2a + 1)× (2b + 1). It yields what
we refer to as the motion image Nk associated with frame k,
such that

Nk(i, j) =
1

(2a + 1)(2b + 1)

i+a∑
s=i−a

j+b∑
t=j−b

Dk(s, t). (4)

This averaging process serves two purposes. Firstly the motion
values of individual pixels are summed over a neighbourhood so
that regions with high motion density stand out. Secondly re-
gions containing a small amount of motion, likely due to noise,
are flattened. Figure 3 shows on the left the motion image cor-
responding to the frame in Figure 2. Regions containing a large
amount of motion are clearly visible.
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Figure 3: A visualization of the motion image corresponding to
the frame in the previous figure (left), and objects extracted by
the detection of dense motion blobs (right).

Objects can now be extracted from the motion image by,
for example, a blob detection method. A fast and easy tech-
nique for isolating different objects, that we found to be very
successful, is to simply threshold the motion image by some
value t, and then perform a connected-components labelling.
Of course, the choice of t has some effect on the outcome. A
smaller threshold may produce many false detections whereas
a larger threshold, although less prone to false detections, may
miss some of the objects of interest. We explore the effect of t
further in section 4. Figure 3 (right) shows a result of this pro-
cedure performed on the motion image shown on the left, where
every extracted object is highlighted by the bounding box of its
corresponding component (or blob) in the motion image.

2.3. Passing objects to the tracker

The final step in the motion detector considers the extracted re-
gions, those believed to correspond to individual moving ob-
jects in the current frame, and creates a list of objects that should
be added to those that are already being tracked. Each detected
object is placed in one of the following three categories:

1. an object already being tracked;

2. an object not yet tracked but under consideration;

3. an entirely new object.

Objects are placed in the first category if they are found to
be in close proximity to objects from the previous frame that are
already being tracked. They are excluded from the list of new
objects to be passed to the tracker.

There is also a “possible object” queue that contains ob-
jects currently under consideration for tracking (those that fall
into category 2 above). An object has to appear consistently in
several frames (say 5 or so) before it is passed to the tracker.
The motivation behind this is simply to avoid passing false de-
tections to the tracker. If the position of an object in the current
frame is found to be close to an object already in the queue, it
falls into category 2 above, and the corresponding element in the
queue is updated. Because objects need to remain in the queue
for a number of frames before being passed to the tracker, those
that are not updated at the current frame are discarded. New
objects (category 3) are simply added to the queue.

Objects that remain in the queue long enough are passed to
the tracker, to be included among those that are already being
followed.

3. Tracking
The tracking of moving objects is performed by a particle filter.
We adopt a hierarchical approach [10], where objects are rep-
resented by several different descriptors. The tracker begins by

calculating fast first-stage descriptors that are coarse and may
yield many false positives. Good matches are then passed to
a second stage where slower, more robust descriptors are cal-
culated. Such a hierarchical approach allows for considerable
speed-ups in the execution of the particle filter.

3.1. The particle filter

The particle filter can be seen as a non-linear generalization of
the Kalman filter. It also allows for the noise models to be non-
Gaussian. Here we provide a brief overview of how we utilize
the particle filter. For a more in-depth discussion, including a
derivation, the reader is referred to [12].

Basically, the “particles” in the particle filter represent pos-
sible solutions to the tracking problem. In our case each particle
would represent possible (x, y)-coordinates for the object being
tracked. Particles are adjusted iteratively according to the model
equations governing the motion of the objects being tracked.
After this adjustment each particle i is compared to some ex-
pected model (or template) and assigned a distance value di,
such that di = 0 would indicate an exact match and a greater
value of di would imply lesser accuracy.

Every particle is given a weight according to its distance
value, as follows:

wi = exp(−d2
i /(2σ2)). (5)

The weights of all the particles are then normalized so that they
sum to 1. Note the manner in which the value of σ scales the
distances. A large σ means that the values of d2

i /(2σ2) are
closer together. The weights of the particles would then change
slowly because the weights of poor matches do not differ greatly
from those of good matches. Hence the filter places more em-
phasis on the model equations than on the particle matches. The
opposite holds for a small σ value.

There are two popular choices when it comes to the output
of the particle filter, which should be the “best” estimate of the
object’s current position. One is to return simply the particle
with the largest weight. The other is a weighted average of all
the particles, where the state of each particle (in our case posi-
tion coordinates) is weighed by its wi value. We use this second
option in our implementation.

An important issue worth mentioning is that of particle
degradation. After several iterations the weights of many parti-
cles may drop down to zero or values very close to zero. In such
a situation it is useful to perform particle re-sampling, allowing
for more particles to contribute towards the tracking.

3.2. Descriptors

When using the particle filter to solve a problem one needs to
decide on the nature of the particles. For the problem in this pa-
per the particles are chosen to be coordinate pairs that represent
possible locations of the object that we are tracking. Various
descriptors are then calculated in a neighbourhood around the
pixel represented by each particle.

The descriptors that are calculated for each particle are
compared to some model value that corresponds to the expected
value of the tracked object. After the final weights for all the
particles have been calculated, the output of the filter is calcu-
lated as the weighted average. Model values for the various
descriptors, that will be used in the next frame of the video se-
quence, are then calculated for this point.
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3.2.1. First-stage descriptors

For first-stage descriptors in the hierarchical particle filter we
again turn to the rectangle features of Viola and Jones [11], this
time those depicted in Figure 1(b) and (c). These features are
chosen because of the speed at which they can be computed.
Further efficiency is possible here by computing them from in-
tegral images; see [11] for details.

Two rectangle feature descriptors are calculated for every
particle. The absolute difference between those and the ex-
pected features of the model is calculated, and weights are ob-
tained using (5). Every particle now has two weights, one for
each rectangle feature. In order to determine a final first-stage
weighting, the two weights can be multiplied together as this
causes a high score for only those particles that have a high
matching score in both cases (for both features).

3.2.2. Second-stage descriptors

Only those particles that have contributable weights from the
first stage, i.e. those that have a first-stage weight greater than
some threshold, are carried through to the second stage in the
hierarchical filter. Here a histogram of oriented gradients [3]
is computed as it is a more precise descriptor than rectangle
features.

The calculation of a histogram of oriented gradients re-
quires gradient vectors for each pixel in the image. Discrete
derivative operators, such as the Sobel operators, can be used
for this purpose and yield two edge images: Gh that highlights
horizontal edges and Gv that highlights vertical edges. The
magnitude and angle of the gradient vector at each pixel is then
calculated as

m(i, j) =
√

Gh(i, j)2 + Gv(i, j)2, (6)
α(i, j) = arctan [Gv(i, j)/Gh(i, j)] . (7)

Gradients with a magnitude greater than some threshold are
then binned into a histogram according to their angles.

The histograms of all the particles need to be compared with
that of the model in order to arrive at some distance value. There
are various ways in which the distance between two histograms
can be calculated.

The “city block” and Euclidean distances (i.e. the L1 and
L2 norms) are fast to compute but do not perform adequately
on histograms where the order of the bins carry some meaning.
Consider, for example, three histograms h1 = [1 5 1 1 1 1 1],
h2 = [3 1 3 1 1 1 1] and h3 = [1 1 1 1 3 3 1]. Here h1 and
h2 should be considered as being much closer to one another
than, say, h1 and h3. However the Euclidean distance gives
d(h1, h2) = d(h1, h3) =

√
24.

Distances that measure the difference between discrete
probability density functions can also be used to compare his-
tograms. Examples include the Kullback-Leibler divergence
and the Bhattacharyya distance. These measures, however, also
fail for the same reason as the L1 and L2 norms.

There are more indicative measures of the distance between
histograms. The earth mover’s distance (EMD) [13], for ex-
ample, regards the histograms as piles of dirt and determines
the minimum cost required to turn one into the other (where
cost is defined as amount of dirt times the distance by which
it is moved). This optimization problem, although linear, is
rather computationally intensive for our purposes. Cha and
Srihari [14] proposed a measure related to the EMD but much
faster to calculate. Because gradient orientations range between

0◦ and 360◦, with the endpoints regarded as equal, we use their
modulo distance measure (as explained in full detail in [14]).

First- and second-stage weights are multiplied and the
weights of all the particles are normalized to produce the fi-
nal particle weights used for estimating the current position of
every tracked object in the frame.

4. Experiments
In this section we examine the performance of the various com-
ponents of the system by experimenting on a few video se-
quences of field hockey players. The motion detector is first
evaluated as an individual system. We then investigate how well
the motion detection stage performs in its primary role of pass-
ing objects to the tracking system. Finally the success of the
tracker is considered.

4.1. Motion detection

The motion detection subsystem was applied to two video se-
quences of 200 frames each. Two quantities were measured:
precision and recall. Precision is a measure of how accurate the
detection is and is calculated as the number of correct detec-
tions (players) divided by the total number of detections. Recall
gives an indication of how complete the detection is and gives
the number of correct detections divided by the number of ob-
jects (in this case players) that are actually present. Of course,
ideally these two values should both be as close as possible to 1.
In an effort to measure precision and recall, manual annotation
of the video frames were performed.

A crucial user-specifiable parameter affecting precision and
recall in the motion detection system is the threshold t discussed
in section 2.2. It specifies the amount of motion needed for a
blob to be classified as a moving object. Table 1 below lists the
obtained precision and recall for the two video sequences, for a
few different values of the threshold t.

The poor performance of t = 5 in both sequences comes
as a result of over-detection. Many regions that do not actu-
ally contain moving objects are falsely detected. An increase
in t leads to fewer false detections but, at some stage, starts to
exclude true objects from being detected (i.e. low recall).

Most of the missed and incorrect detections occur as a result
of one player occluding another or when two players are close
together. In the first case only the player visible to the camera
is detected correctly. In the second case it may happen that
neither of the players is detected correctly because they appear
as one large blob. Figure 4 gives an example of each of these
two problems. Missed detections can also result from players
standing still or moving very slowly for a long period of time.

Sequence 1
t = 5 t = 8 t = 10 t = 15 t = 20

Precision 0.60 0.85 0.94 0.97 0.99
Recall 0.77 0.87 0.84 0.52 0.33

Sequence 2
t = 5 t = 8 t = 10 t = 15 t = 20

Precision 0.78 0.91 0.94 0.95 0.98
Recall 0.76 0.85 0.77 0.54 0.15

Table 1: Precision and recall of the motion detection on the two
video sequences. The threshold t specifies the amount of motion
necessary in a region for it to be classified as a moving object.
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Figure 4: Typical examples of situations causing faulty detec-
tions: one player occluding another (left) and two players in
close proximity to each other (right).

4.2. Passing detection results to the tracker

The experimentally obtained precision and recall of the motion
detector, as a stand-alone system, are not bad but not excep-
tionally good either. However, as mentioned before, it is not
that important that a player be detected at the very first possible
instance.

Far more crucial is the motion detector’s success rate at
passing players to the tracker. Recall that an object needs to
be detected for n frames before eventually being passed on. For
these experiments we used n = 5. In order to investigate the
success of the motion detection stage in the larger tracking sys-
tem, we measure the following 4 quantities:

(i) average number of frames taken to pass a new object to
the tracker;

(ii) number of true objects missed entirely and never passed
to the tracker;

(iii) number of incorrect detections (non-players) that are
passed to the tracker;

(iv) number of true objects correctly passed to the tracker.

These measurements are presented in Table 2 for the two test
video sequences. Table 3 lists for each of the players visible
in the two sequences the number of frames that she is in view
before being passed on to the tracker by the motion detector.

In the first sequence there are no missed or incorrect han-
dovers. The average time taken by the motion detector to hand
over players is rather slow but, as is apparent from Table 3, this
is mainly due to the two players. The first of these (a4) entered
the scene in close proximity to another player and only once
she moved away from the other player was she picked up by the
motion detector as a separate object. The second player with a
long detection time (a5) was the goalkeeper, who stood still for
a long time, and was only detected after significant movement.

The missed detection in the second sequence resulted from
a player that entered the scene in close proximity to another
player, towards the end of the video, and never moved far
enough away from the other player for her to be detected as
a new player. The incorrect detection in the second sequence

Sequence 1 Sequence 2
(i) avr time per handover 27.3 14.8

(ii) missed players 0 1
(iii) incorrect handovers 0 1
(iv) correct handovers 6 11

Table 2: Measurements indicating the success of the motion de-
tection system at its primary role of handing over correct ob-
jects to the tracker.

Sequence 1
player a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6

detection time 5 8 19 35 88 9

Sequence 2
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9 b10 b11

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 8 15 100

Table 3: Detection times for all the players in the two video se-
quences. Each is given as the number of frames that the player
is in view before being passed to the tracker by the motion de-
tector.

came as a result of slight camera movement so that the back-
ground model was, for a short period of time, inaccurate. Player
b11 also entered the scene in close proximity to another player,
hence the longer detection time.

4.3. Tracking

Without an independent set of tracking results to measure our
tracking system against it is difficult to perform a meaningful
evaluation. As such we provide here some examples of how the
tracker functions in a number of different situations: a “normal”
sequence of frames, a sequence containing a partial occlusion,
and one that contains a full occlusion.

Figure 5 depicts the tracking results for a sequence of 100
frames of two players. The last frame in this sequence is shown,
and the small yellow dots indicate the paths followed by each of
the tracker region centers. In this sequence the tracker success-
fully follows the targets.

A partial occlusion (from the camera’s point of view) occurs
when one player covers part of another for some period of time.
If the area of occlusion is small so that most of the partially
occluded player remains visible, the tracker is able to follow
her correctly. Figure 6 shows an example before, during and
after such a partial occlusion.

In a full occlusion one players obscures another more-or-
less completely. Figure 7 shows an example. In this case the
tracker loses the occluded player and may, after the occlusion
when the two players separate, erroneously follow the occlud-
ing player. This may happen because (in our current system)
template models are updated rather quickly so that, in the event
of a full occlusion, both trackers may lock onto the front-most
player.

Figure 5: Depiction of tracking results on a sequence of 100
frames. The dots indicate estimated positions of the players for
every frame.
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Figure 6: Before, during and after a partial occlusion. The
tracker successfully follows the partially occluded player.

Figure 7: Before, during and after a full occlusion. The tracker
on the occluded player locks onto the wrong player after the
occlusion due to incorrect model updating.

4.4. Speed performance

The various components of the system were designed with
speed of execution as a high priority. We implemented a proof-
of-concept in Matlab (which is notoriously slow). The motion
detection runs at about 4 frames per second, which does not de-
pend significantly on the number of players in view. The speed
of the tracker is more dependent on the number of object being
tracked, as separate filters run on each. The table below lists
the speed, in number of frames per second (FPS), for various
numbers of tracked players.

number of players 1 2 3 4 5
FPS for tracking 6.5 3.4 2.4 1.7 1.4

Apart from executing compiled code (such as C++), further
speed increases would be possible from the parallelization of
various parts. The entire calculation of the motion image is a
prime candidate.

5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we considered the problem of locating and track-
ing sports players in a grayscale video sequence. We developed
a reliable and fundamentally fast motion detector that passes
new players entering the view to a tracker. A particle filter per-
forms the tracking, and is optimized for speed by a hierarchical
approach with fast descriptors.

Experiments show that the motion detector, despite its sim-
plicity, maintains high levels of accuracy. Missed or incorrect
detection do occur from time to time, but the detector succeeds
well in its primary role of eventually finding players and disre-
garding false detections before passing them to the tracking sys-
tem. Currently the tracker functions well when players main-
tain a reasonable distance from one another, but may deteriorate
slightly in the presence of occlusions.

Future work may include a more integrated combination of
the motion detection results with those of the tracker, for more
precise tracking. This integration may also prove useful in de-
tecting and handling occlusions, so that the filter tracking an

occluded player can be reset after the occurrence of the occlu-
sion. Some form of player recognition, based for example on
face or digit recognition, can also be implemented to boost the
tracker’s confidence in telling players apart after an occlusion.
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Abstract

With the increasing prominence and maturity of corpus-based
techniques for speech synthesis, the process of system develop-
ment has in some ways been simplified considerably. However,
the dependence on sufficient amounts of relevant speech dataof
high quality remains a central challenge in under-resourced en-
vironments. In this paper we investigate the quality implications
when building baseline synthesis systems with reduced amounts
of speech data. This is done through a perceptual evaluationof
synthesis systems based on unit-selection and statisticalpara-
metric synthesis techniques. We show that – although it is pos-
sible to build an acceptable unit-selection synthesizer with as
little as 27 minutes of carefully recorded speech data – synthesis
quality obtainable from Hidden Markov Model-based synthesis
is more consistent and requires significantly less speech data.

1. Introduction
By employing corpus-based techniques towards speech synthe-
sis, the development of basic synthesizers for new languages
has become more feasible. These techniques allow engineers
and speech technologists to rely on speech data to render more
intelligible and natural speech than before, whilst requiring
less linguistic knowledge and language- specific processing.
Although this has greatly aided in the development of sys-
tems for under-resourced languages (by reducing the numberof
language-specific technical challenges and linguistic resources
required to develop new systems), the increased reliance ondata
quality and quantity still present significant challenges.This
represents a significant obstacle when developing systems in
under-resourced languages. This is true for a number of rea-
sons including: a lack of skills (of technical nature) and basic
resources (e.g. text corpora) which results in the construction
of large corpora being either a costly or entirely infeasible en-
deavour.

Two corpus-based synthesis approaches have in the past
been successfully employed towards developing systems in
under-resourced contexts, namely unit-selection [1] and sta-
tistical parametric synthesis based on Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [2].

The advantage of using the unit-selection approach is that it
makes use of the data directly by building an acoustic inventory
and resynthesising unique utterances by selecting and concate-
nating these unit samples directly without signal modification.
This results in speech quality which resembles the originalau-
dio quality of the recordings, having a highly natural quality
due to the absence of signal distortion, if units from appropriate
linguistic contexts are available in the acoustic inventory. Al-
though this implies a high level of sensitivity on data quality

and reliance on large quantities of speech data to cover rela-
tively sparse linguistic contexts, it has been demonstrated that
acceptable synthesis systems can be constructed with relatively
small speech corpora if recording conditions are carefullycon-
trolled to limit the amount of variation in the speech corpus[3].

Alternatively, by constructing acoustic models from the
data, rather than using acoustic samples directly, a level of ro-
bustness against extreme variations in the data can be achieved
by the averaging process of maximum likelihood model esti-
mation, while context-specific models ensure that unique fea-
tures of acoustic units in different linguistic contexts are cap-
tured if enough training data exists. The main disadvantageof
this approach is that resynthesising speech from these models
(usually achieved by means of a vocoder) almost always re-
sults in speech with a slightly synthetic or unnatural quality
(e.g. “buzziness”), even when a large amount of speech data
is available to estimate models.

Considering the varying properties of these synthesis tech-
niques and the fact that the development of large amounts of
quality speech data is difficult and expensive, an interesting and
important question involves the perceived quality differences
of these synthesis techniques when speech data is limited. If
questions such as the general suitability and data dependence
of these techniques in the context and the minimum amount of
data required to build robust synthesizers can be answered,this
could have a significant impact on the design of synthesis sys-
tems for under-resourced languages.

In this paper, we thus construct a number of baseline syn-
thesis systems using these two techniques with varying amounts
of speech data and report on perceptual experiments compar-
ing synthesis examples. These experiments are based on simple
questions of preference where we attempt to establish the rela-
tive quality of the synthesis samples. We also employ the Dy-
namic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm to compare synthesis
samples with natural speech instances to determine the utility
of such a process for the purpose of measuring relative synthe-
sis quality.

The following section describes the details regarding the
experimental setup. This is followed by a section presenting
the results for each experiment, a brief discussion sectionand a
section with conclusions.

2. Experimental setup
In order to perform perceptual experiments as mentioned, we
construct complete synthesis systems in two South African lan-
guages, namely South African English and Afrikaans. In the
following two sections we describe the design and properties
of the corpora that were used and the details regarding the im-
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plementations of our synthesis system. This is followed by a
section describing the nature of perceptual experiments and the
implementation of the DTW-based quality measure.

2.1. Speech corpora

Two small corpora, designed to ensure phonetic coverage and
carefully recorded to limit excessive variation in voice condi-
tions (including intonation) were employed to develop synthesis
systems (see Table 1).

Language Gender Utterances Duration Phonemes

Afrikaans Female 522 33 mins. 22218
English Male 447 31 mins. 18564

Table 1: Complete corpora properties.

For the purpose of the perceptual experiments, we parti-
tioned the corpora into subsets of training data by removing
some test utterances (for the application of DTW), leaving 400
utterances for each language from which we defined 4 sets of
data containing 100, 200, 300 and 400 utterances respectively.
These selections were made to ensure phonetic coverage in each
case. The properties of each of these sets are summarized in Ta-
ble 2.

Subset Utterances Duration Phonemes

Afr100 100 7 mins. 4656
Afr200 200 14 mins. 9049
Afr300 300 21 mins. 13647
Afr400 400 27 mins. 17833

Eng100 100 7 mins. 4317
Eng200 200 13 mins. 8544
Eng300 300 20 mins. 12968
Eng400 400 26 mins. 16991

Table 2: Partitioned corpora properties.

2.2. System development

For both languages, text analysis and basic linguistic mod-
ules were developed (e.g. phoneme sets, grapheme-to-phoneme
rules and syllabification routines) for the Speect speech syn-
thesis framework [4], which is based on the architecture of the
Festival Speech Synthesis System [5]. Thus, the synthesis back-
ends both rely on an identical text analysis process.

Phonetic alignments were performed automatically using
an HMM-based forced-alignment process bootstrapped with
data from the TIMIT corpus [6] as described in [7].

In the following two sub-sections details regarding systems
using the different techniques are briefly described.

2.2.1. Unit-selection synthesis

The process of constructing a unit-selection voice in Speect
closely follows the method implemented in the Festvox soft-
ware package [8], extracting Linear Predictive Coefficients
(LPCs) and residuals for residual excited LPC resynthesis and
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) vectors for the
calculation of join costs. The unit-selection algorithm imple-
mentation closely follows the Multisyn implementation [1].

One enhancement implemented in addition to the standard
Multisyn approach (which is especially helpful when synthesis-
ing from small corpora) is the fact that the constructed acoustic

database consists of halfphone units instead of diphones and
employs a hierarchical selection process where halfphonesin
context (essentially diphones and larger units) are considered
first before relying on smaller units if larger units do not exist
in sufficient quantities.

2.2.2. Statistical parametric synthesis

Training of HMM models was done via the standard demonstra-
tion script provided for the HTS synthesis engine [9]. Phoneti-
cally aligned utterance files were obtained from a text-analysis
front-end, using the alignment procedure described above.

For the model tying decision tree, questions relating to sen-
tence and phrase context were based on the English demo while
further questions were generated based on phonetic categories
defined in the phone set (e.g. categories such as plosives, nasals
and vowels and voicing etc.). The only other customisation to
the training procedure involved changing the frequency ranges
for pitch extraction of the male voice.

2.3. Perceptual experiments

Three distinct experiments were defined for each of the lan-
guages:

1. A comparison of synthesis samples by unit-selection
with varying amounts of data.

2. A comparison of synthesis samples by HMM-based syn-
thesis with varying amounts of data.

3. A comparison between synthesis samples of HMM-
based and unit-selection synthesis.

The number of respondents who took part in the experi-
ments was 10 per language. The method of delivery was a web-
site which adhered to the following protocol for each experi-
ment:

• The sample comparisons were randomly ordered in pairs
which covered all the possible combinations of different
amounts of data.

• Each pair of samples, or particular combination, was
synthesised from the same sentence for 5 different sen-
tences from the test set of utterances.

• For each pair, the transcription of the sentence was dis-
played to the respondent.

• The respondent would listen to both samples in the pair.

• The respondent would then choose one of the samples
or indicate no preference, according to the open-ended
question“Which sample do you prefer?”.

The preference criteria was made non-specific intentionally
to limit the time required and complexity of the evaluation pro-
cess. This simplifies the task of the listener, making it more
manageable when listening to a large number of comparisons.
For similar reasons, the number of comparisons were reducedin
the case of the unit-selection comparison, as a number of sam-
ples from the 200- and 300-utterance unit selection databases
are identical since the system often selects units from the same
base of 200 utterances. On the other hand, the HMM-based ap-
proach averages over the number of utterances in its parameter
estimation, so differences might be perceivable, even between
the 200- and 300-utterance syntheses.
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2.4. Dynamic Time Warping

In addition to having human respondents rate the test utterances,
we also calculate a similarity metric based on the Dynamic
Time Warping algorithm (see Algorithm 1).

Data: A synthetic and natural speech example of a
matching utterance.

Result: The mean frame distance over the best path
found.

Initialise the accumulated distance matrix
D(1, 1) = d(1, 1);
Initialise the most likely pathB(1, 1) = 1;
for i← 2 to N do

for j ← 1 to M do
D(i, j) = min1≤p≤M D(i− 1, p) + d(p, j);
B(i, j) =
argmin

1≤p≤M
D(i− 1, p) + d(p, j);

end
end
Backtrack overB to find the most likely path through
the matrix;
Calculate the mean frame distance over the path found;

Algorithm 1: Dynamic Time Warping [10]

The implementation of this procedure is based on the DTW
phonetic alignment procedure implemented in the Festvox soft-
ware package, using the feature extraction parameters com-
monly used in this context, namely MFCCs with 12 coefficients
and their first order derivatives (24 coefficients) calculated from
Hamming windowed frames with length 25ms and 5ms frame
shift. The frames are compared by calculating the Euclidean
distance between frames of feature vectors extracted for both
signals.

3. Results
3.1. Perceptual experiments

We present the outcomes of the perceptual evaluations in this
section by simply counting all the votes for a particular instance
in each comparison category over all respondents. In each com-
parison category, an overall level of equivalence is also quanti-
fied, calculated as follows:

equivalence = 1−
|A−B|

A + B + E
(1)

whereA, B andE represent the number of votes for “sample
A”, “sample B” and “no preference” respectively.

For experiment 1, where we compared samples by the unit-
selection approach with different amounts of data, we obtain the
results for Afrikaans and English presented in Table 3.

These results indicate in each case a very distinct preference
for the synthesizer built with more data.

Experiment 2 is of similar nature to experiment 1; however,
in this case we compare HMM-based synthesizers (results pre-
sented in Table 4).

It is evident from these results that a much larger percentage
of votes identify these samples to be equivalent (compared to
the unit-selection samples) and that on average the difference
between votes for each comparison is less than in the case of
unit-selection.

In the final perceptual experiment, we compared the differ-
ent techniques at the lower and upper extremes of data quanti-
ties (see Table 5).

Comparison A B E Equivalence

Afr100 vs. Afr200 9 32 9 0.54
Afr100 vs. Afr400 0 50 0 0.00
Afr200 vs. Afr400 6 34 10 0.44

Eng100 vs. Eng200 10 35 5 0.50
Eng100 vs. Eng400 2 48 0 0.08
Eng200 vs. Eng400 0 32 18 0.36

100 vs. 200 19 67 14 0.52
100 vs. 400 2 98 0 0.04
200 vs. 400 6 66 28 0.40

Table 3: Experiment 1: Unit-selection data

Comparison A B E Equivalence

Afr100 vs. Afr200 6 22 22 0.68
Afr100 vs. Afr300 7 23 20 0.68
Afr100 vs. Afr400 2 32 16 0.40
Afr200 vs. Afr300 5 17 28 0.76
Afr200 vs. Afr400 6 18 26 0.76
Afr300 vs. Afr400 9 10 31 0.98

Eng100 vs. Eng200 10 16 24 0.88
Eng100 vs. Eng300 7 17 26 0.80
Eng100 vs. Eng400 4 21 25 0.66
Eng200 vs. Eng300 11 20 19 0.82
Eng200 vs. Eng400 7 21 22 0.72
Eng300 vs. Eng400 8 12 30 0.92

100 vs. 200 16 38 46 0.84
100 vs. 300 14 40 46 0.74
100 vs. 400 6 53 41 0.53
200 vs. 300 16 37 47 0.79
200 vs. 400 13 39 48 0.74
300 vs. 400 17 22 61 0.95

Table 4: Experiment 2: HMM-based data

This shows that when minimal data is used, HMM-based
voices are clearly preferable, however at 400 utterances (26-
27 minutes of speech data) the unit-selection approach starts
becoming somewhat more popular, especially for the English
voice.

3.2. Dynamic Time Warping

We also compared each of the synthesised test sentences with
natural speech instances via the DTW algorithm, determining
the average frame distances.

In Tables 6 and 7 we present the results representing the
average frame distance at each distinct data quantity levelover
all utterances per language for each technique respectively.

Comparison A B E Equivalence

HTS-Afr100 vs. US-Afr100 42 6 2 0.28
HTS-Afr400 vs. US-Afr400 26 24 0 0.96

HTS-Eng100 vs. US-Eng100 38 11 1 0.46
HTS-Eng400 vs. US-Eng400 19 30 1 0.78

HTS-100 vs. US-100 80 17 3 0.37
HTS-400 vs. US-400 45 54 1 0.91

Table 5: Experiment 3: Unit-selection (US) versus HMM-based
(HTS) synthesis
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Language 100 200 400

Afrikaans 4.11524 3.79383 3.55794
English 3.57096 3.88060 3.82922

Table 6: DTW average frame distances (US)

Language 100 200 300 400

Afrikaans 3.41558 3.24804 3.16199 3.09201
English 3.06342 3.00894 2.96880 2.94408

Table 7: DTW average frame distances (HTS)

These results show that by comparing even a few utterances
with instances of natural speech (and only one natural sentence
per utterance), one can detect an increase an improvement in
synthesis quality indicated by a reduction in the mean framedis-
tance for samples synthesised with more speech data. This pat-
tern seems quite consistent in the case of HMM-based sample
comparisons. In the case of the unit-selection samples, thetrend
was somewhat less consistent, with the English voice using 100
sentences displaying an unexpectedly low average frame dis-
tance.

4. Discussion
In this paper we investigated the perceptual consequences when
constructing corpus-based speech synthesizers with minimal
amounts of data, and evaluated the use of DTW as a measure
of relative synthesis quality. For the presentation of perceptual
test results, we found it meaningful to combine all respondents’
votes into a single pool of votes as no clear bias by any indi-
vidual respondent for samples by a specific technique was ob-
served.

In the following sections we briefly discuss the results pre-
sented in the previous sections.

4.1. Experiment 1

When comparing samples by the unit-selection approach, the
preferences noted at the various data levels follow a distinct
trend. Synthesised speech quality clearly drops when the data
is reduced, despite the fact that the speech corpora were care-
fully recorded to minimise variation to which this technique is
sensitive. The clearly distinguishable improvements withevery
increase in the number of utterances suggest that synthesisqual-
ity has not yet stabilised—more data would still be beneficial.
Thus it seems that we are at the lower threshold of data require-
ments for this technique to achieve acceptable quality synthesis.

4.2. Experiment 2

The comparison of samples by the HMM-based approach
stands in contrast. Although there is a steady improvement in
the synthesis quality of samples synthesised from more data, as
indicated by the consistent preference bias, there are alsomuch
larger percentages of instances where the samples are judged
to be of similar quality. Therefore, the HMM-based samples
are less differentiable among one another than their unit selec-
tion counterparts, even between samples with large differences
in the number of training utterances employed. This was con-
firmed by a number of the respondents who commented that
their ear grew accustomed to the HMM-based syntheses over
time, to the point where they could not distinguish the qual-

ity degradation between samples anymore. It suggests that this
degradation associated with limiting training data might be ac-
ceptable when resources are truly scarce.

4.3. Experiment 3

The comparison between the two synthesis methods shows that
HTS is clearly preferable when data is severely limited. When
more data is available, unit-selection is more competitiveand
at 400 utterances (26-27 minutes), it is slightly preferredover
the HTS samples on average. However, the observation that
even at this level HMM-based synthesis is preferred in the case
of Afrikaans, emphasizes the fact that synthesis quality ismore
variable (sensitive to recording conditions) in the case ofunit-
selection. This result also seems to agree with an earlier obser-
vation we made when building unit-selection systems, namely
that male voices are more likely to lead to acceptable quality
synthesizers when data is highly limited.

4.4. DTW

Using DTW to obtain a measure of synthesis quality by com-
paring samples with a test set of natural speech samples from
the same speaker seems to provide ratings which correlate with
perceived quality (especially in the case of the HTS samples).
However, we found a greater amount of variance in the mean
frame distance when comparing unit-selection samples. It is
possible that the reliability of this measure is adversely affected
when gross errors occur during synthesis (causing misalign-
ment of the path for comparison or resulting in large frame dis-
tances), which occurred occasionally especially in the case of
unit-selection where bad joins were present when data was lim-
ited. It is nevertheless possible that one might be able to obtain
useful ratings if a larger number of test samples are compared,
for instance, by a K-fold cross-validation procedure. Suchan
approach could also be combined with an analysis of the path
found, in order to rule out misalignments as a source of noisein
the measurements.

5. Conclusion
In the given scenario where speech data is limited, it is gener-
ally agreed that it is difficult to construct a good quality unit-
selection synthesizer. Therefore, the speech corpora usedhere
were very carefully recorded to minimise unnecessary varia-
tion, resulting in a rather monotonous speech quality. Under
these conditions unit-selection only really becomes feasible at
around 400 utterances (26-27 minutes). In contrast, we have
shown that it is possible to use corpora of this nature to con-
struct acceptable HMM-based synthesis systems with as few as
100 utterances (7 minutes) of data. Given these results, it might
even be possible to build prosodically more natural voices with
400 utterances using HTS, by relaxing the recording constraints
on variation slightly.

The advantage of using these corpus-based techniques for
synthesis compared to rule-based approaches (such as formant
synthesis) is that prosodic variation can be learned implicitly
from the speech corpus itself, reducing the need for explicit
definition. However, when data is limited, this might not be
feasible. The use of statistical parametric synthesis techniques
seems to be a prudent choice in this context, clearly outper-
forming unit-selection at the lower end of data availability. In
addition, such techniques may benefit from their modelling flex-
ibility if more sophisticated prosodic and other models become
available, thus eliminating the dependency on large amounts of
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data to cover many linguistic contexts. Finally, the statistical
techniques are also likely to be important in multilingual envi-
ronments, where the same flexibility may support (for example)
code switching by combining speech from speakers of different
languages.
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Abstract
Foreground object detection is a major activity of many com-
puter vision systems. One cue used to identify target objects in
a video sequence is motion. To identify motion that denotes a
target object, many background subtraction methods have been
proposed; each has strengths, weaknesses and applicability to
different scenarios.

As a first step toward creating a robust highway surveillance
system, five background subtraction methods that have been
proposed in the literature are described and compared: frame
differencing, temporal averaging, Σ−∆, mixture of Gaussians
and Kernel Density Estimate. These methods are applied to a
selection of representative test footage and the results are pre-
sented and discussed so that an informed decision can be made
when choosing a background subtraction method for highway
surveillance.

It was found that the more complex methods, such as mix-
ture of Gaussians and Kernel Density Estimate, achieved a high
precision and recall when applied to the test footage. The more
basic methods obtained a lower precision and recall, but at a
lower computational cost.

1. Introduction
In many applications of computer vision, it is necessary to iden-
tify foreground target objects in a scene. Accurate identification
of these objects will allow further processing, such as tracking
and scene understanding, to be carried out. Often, motion is
used as a cue to locate the pixels which belong to foreground
objects in the current frame of a video sequence. In the case of
automatic highway surveillance, moving vehicles must be seg-
mented under changing lighting and environmental conditions.

Background subtraction is a common method for identify-
ing motion, and involves creating a background model to repre-
sent the scene with no foreground objects present. Each image
in the sequence is then compared with the background model.
Pixels where the current image differs from the estimated back-
ground are classified as foreground. Regions of foreground pix-
els can then be grouped to represent the moving objects in the
scene.

A background subtraction method must address many chal-
lenges. Noise from the image sensor may result in a change in
pixel colour between the estimated background model and the
current image background, and must be accounted for. Cam-
era jitter, caused by wind moving the camera, is a challenge in
outdoor scenes and may affect the accuracy of the foreground
segmentation. The method must remain accurate over long pe-
riods of time, automatically adjusting to changing scene con-
ditions. This is important with highway surveillance footage,
which is long running and exhibits fast lighting changes caused
by varying cloud coverage, as well as changing environmental

conditions, such as rain, and varying vehicle densities, which
range from empty roads to congestion during peak traffic. Back-
ground motion, such as that caused by tree branches blowing in
the wind, must be discarded, as it does not constitute a target
foreground object. All these conditions must be satisfied in real
time with low memory and processing power requirements, as
further processing power is needed for tracking and knowledge
extraction.

Often, greyscale video footage, consisting only of lumi-
nance information, is used for background subtraction. A sur-
vey of techniques using luminance information for urban traf-
fic video is given in [7]. More accurate results can be ob-
tained, however, by making use of all the information avail-
able in colour video footage; the increase in available processor
power due to advances in computing has made this feasible. Re-
lated methods which will not be examined in this study, such as
shadow suppression, are also more effective when using colour
footage. Two shadow suppression methods for traffic scenes are
evaluated in [6].

Many methods have been proposed for background subtrac-
tion. In this study, a selection of methods was implemented
from the literature and the results, when applied to challenging
colour South African highway footage, are presented.

The different background subtraction methods are pre-
sented and compared in section 2. The test footage and results
are explained in section 3. The advantages, disadvantages and
applicability of each method to South African highway footage
is discussed in section 4 and the conclusion is given in section
5.

2. Background Subtraction Methods
Motion is usually a reliable cue for identifying foreground ob-
jects in a video sequence, and is especially applicable to vehicle
tracking applications, in which movement is tracked to find the
trajectory of each vehicle.

Intuitively, at each pixel location it is expected that the
background colour will be the colour that appears most often
at that location over time. Any colour changes at that location
caused by foreground disturbances are expected to be transient
and only present as the foreground object moves across that lo-
cation. Therefore, a deviation from the usual value of the pixel
would indicate that a foreground object has moved across that
pixel.

Foreground objects are extracted from the consecutive im-
ages of a video sequence. The pixel value at location x, y in the
image at time t is stored in It(x, y). In a colour image, pixel
values are represented by their red, green and blue component
intensities, {R,G,B}. The aim of the foreground extraction
process is to create a binary foreground mask, Mt, which holds
the locations of all foreground pixels in each image, It. To cre-
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ate this mask, a background model at each time step, Bt, which
holds an estimate of the scene background, is compared to each
image, It, and regions where they differ are stored in the mask.
The background model is updated periodically to keep it current
with changes in the true scene background.

There are many challenges associated with identifying the
foreground in a video sequence that are non-obvious to humans.
Sudden lighting changes, periodic motion, objects with a simi-
lar colour to the background and foreground objects that remain
motionless for long periods of time are all common real world
scenarios that must be taken into consideration when evaluating
the performance of a background subtraction method.

A selection of background subtraction methods is now pre-
sented in this section.

2.1. Frame Differencing

Frame differencing is the most computationally efficient fore-
ground extraction method presented in this paper. Foreground is
detected by comparing consecutive images in a video sequence
and identifying regions where they differ. This is done by sub-
tracting the current frame, It, from the previous frame, It−1, to
create an absolute value difference image, Dt.

Dt = |It−1 − It| (1)

The change required to classify a pixel as foreground is given
by the threshold T . The foreground mask is then created as

Mt(x, y) =

(
0, Dt(x, y) ≤ T
1, Dt(x, y) > T

(2)

For the frame differencing method, the background model,
Bt, can be considered to be the frame It−1. This method is a
computationally inexpensive change detection method that does
not maintain an accurate estimate of the background, and only
identifies objects that are in continuous motion.

2.2. Temporal Averaging

The temporal averaging background subtraction method [2]
maintains an estimate of the scene background, Bt, by com-
puting a recursively updated average of a history of pixel values
for all pixel locations. Each pixel is classified by comparing
the difference, Dt, between the current frame, It, and the back-
ground, Bt, with the threshold T .

Dt = |Bt − It| (3)

Mt(x, y) =

(
0, Dt(x, y) ≤ T
1, Dt(x, y) > T

(4)

The background model, Bt, is updated at each time step by
applying the adaptive mean with a learning rate α.

Bt+1 = αIt + (1− α)Bt (5)

The estimated background at each frame moves a small
amount toward the current image’s pixel values. Therefore, any
changes which remain constant over a period of time will be
learnt into the estimated background. This results in the es-
timated background being adaptive to changes in lighting and
changes in the true background of the scene.

2.3. Σ−∆ background modelling

The Σ−∆ (Sigma Delta) background modelling method is pro-
posed in [4] and uses an approximation of the median and the
Σ−∆ variance to make a background-foreground classification
decision. The name, Σ−∆, is used because the background es-
timation is interpreted in [4] as the analog to digital conversion
of a time varying signal using Σ−∆ modulation.

If a pixel value at a certain location is greater or less than
that of the estimated background by more than the per-pixel Σ−
∆ variance, it is classified as foreground. The Σ−∆ variance is
defined in [4] as a measure of the variation of the colours of each
pixel over time, and is different to the standard mathematical
definition of variance. The Σ − ∆ mean and Σ − ∆ variance
are updated at each time step by incrementing or decrementing
them by one, depending on the difference between the current
pixel value and the background.

The Σ−∆ mean, Bt, is also updated at each time step.

Dt = Bt − It (6)

Bt+1(x, y) =

8><>:
Bt(x, y)− 1, Dt(x, y) < 0

Bt, Dt(x, y) = 0

Bt(x, y) + 1, Dt(x, y) > 0

(7)

In [5], it is shown that when this background update rule
is applied, Bt becomes an approximation of the median of the
video sequence. To account for different conditions at different
regions in the scene, a per-pixel Σ − ∆ variance, Vt(x, y), is
used as a threshold for each pixel [4]. This variance is updated
by comparing the current variance, Vt(x, y), with a multiple,C,
of the difference between the current and estimated pixel value,
and incrementing or decrementing the current variance by one;
see Equation 8. C is a user set parameter that determines how
large the difference must be before the variance is updated.

Vt+1(x, y) =

8><>:
Vt(x, y)− 1, C. |Dt(x, y)| < Vt(x, y)

Vt(x, y), |Dt(x, y)| = 0

Vt(x, y) + 1, C. |Dt(x, y)| > Vt(x, y)
(8)

and the foreground mask is created as

Mt(x, y) =

(
0, |Dt(x, y)| ≤ Vt(x, y)

1, |Dt(x, y)| > Vt(x, y)
(9)

The Σ − ∆ variance represents the temporal variation of
colour for each pixel location in the scene. Pixels of leaves
blowing in the wind would have a high Σ−∆ variance, which
would result in those pixels not being classified as foreground
for small changes. A region of roadway that remains empty
will result in a low variance and will be more sensitive to the
changes in colour caused by foreground objects.

The use of a non-linear filter results in a constant rate of
adaption to foreground changes, and is not linearly dependant
on the difference between the current pixel value and estimated
background as it is with temporal averaging. This results in
the background adapting quickly to non-transient objects in the
scene.
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2.4. Mixture of Gaussians

With the background modelling methods previously described
in this section, it is assumed that only one colour represents the
background at each pixel location. This may not be the case for
more complex sequences with repeating backgrounds; a flicker-
ing monitor in an indoor scene or a tree branch waving back and
forth in the wind in an outdoor scene should both be classified
as background.

The mixture of Gaussians [8] method uses multiple Gaus-
sian distributions to describe each pixel in the scene, allowing
each distinct cluster of colours to be represented by a distribu-
tion with its associated mean, variance and weight.

Distributions with the highest weight and lowest variance
are assumed to describe the background colour, while distribu-
tions with a low weight, corresponding to few observations, or
a high variance are assumed to result from the movement of
foreground objects.

From [8], the probability of observing the current pixel
value x at time t at a particular pixel location is

P (x) =

KX
i=1

ωi,tη(x;µi,t,Σi,t) (10)

where K is the number of Gaussians representing each
pixel and ωi,t is the weight of the ith Gaussian at time t. η
is the Gaussian probability density function defined by Equa-
tion 11 with parameters: the current pixel, x; the mean of the
ith distribution at time t, µi,t; and the covariance of the ith dis-
tribution at time t, Σi,t. Because the covariance matrix is com-
putationally expensive to accurately calculate, it is assumed that
the red, green and blue channels of x are independent and have
the same variances.

η(x;µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)
n
2 |Σ|

1
2
e−

1
2 (x−µ)TΣ−1(x−µ) (11)

The probability of a particular value x being observed at
a pixel location is high if it is close to the mean of a highly
weighted Gaussian distribution with a low variance. There-
fore, the Gaussian distributions that best describe each pixel are
found. These matches must be within 2.5 standards deviations
of the means. Each distribution is then updated using an adap-
tive learning rate [3], depending on the strength of the match
between the current pixel value and the ith distribution, qi.

ωi,t = (1− α)ωi,t−1 + αqi (12)

The means and variances of the distributions which match
the current pixel, x, are updated as follows:

µi,t = (1− ρi)µi,t−1 + ρiXt (13)

σ2
i,t = (1− ρi)σ2

i,t−1 + ρi(Xt − µi,t)T (Xt − µi,t) (14)

The adaptive learning rate ρi is

ρi = qi(
1− α
ci

+ α) (15)

for the learning rate α, where ci is an accumulator.

ci = ci + qi (16)

If there is no match, a new Gaussian distribution is created
with a mean equal to the current pixel value, a low weight and

a high variance. This new distribution replaces the distribution
with the lowest weight and highest variance.

It is assumed that the Gaussian distributions with the high-
est weight and lowest variance represent the background. The
distributions are first sorted in order of decreasing ω/σ and the
first C distributions are chosen as background.

C = arg min
c

 
cX

k=1

ωk > T

!
(17)

For a high value of the threshold, T , it is more likely that mul-
tiple Gaussian distributions will be used to represent the back-
ground, allowing for repeating backgrounds to be described. If
the current pixel matches one of the first C Gaussian distribu-
tions it is classified as background, otherwise it is classified as
foreground.

The mixture of Gaussians can classify repeated motion as
foreground by explicitly representing multiple distinct back-
ground colours per pixel, allowing for faster recovery in the sit-
uation where a foreground object is learnt into the background
and then moves away.

2.5. Kernel Density Estimate

The Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) [1] method is a non-
parametric method which estimates the true distribution of
colours for a pixel over a given history and can describe repeat-
ing backgrounds. Each pixel is classified by calculating whether
it has a high probability of being described by this distribution.

If {X1, ..., Xt} = {It(x, y) : t − N ≤ i ≤ t} is the
pixel history for the past N images in the sequence, then the
probability that a pixel, Xt, will have a certain colour value at
time t is given by

P (Xt) =
1

N

NX
i=1

Kα(Xt −Xi) (18)

The kernel estimator function, K, with bandwidth α, is
chosen to be a Gaussian function. The colour channels are as-
sumed to be independent and have equal variances to reduce
computational complexity. The number of colour channels,
given by d, is 3 for the colour footage used in this study. From
this assumption, the density estimate [1] becomes

P (Xt) =
1

N

NX
i=1

dY
j=1

1q
2πσ2

j

e
− 1

2
(Xtj−Xij)

2

σ2
j (19)

The pixel is then classified as foreground if the probability,
P (Xt), is below a global threshold, T . The foreground mask is
defined as

Mt(x, y) =

(
0 P (It(x, y)) ≥ T
1 P (It(x, y)) < T

(20)

The kernel bandwidth must be accurately estimated and de-
termines the amount of influence that neighbouring samples
have on each other. In [1], the kernel bandwidth is calculated
using the median of the inter frame differences between pixels.
It was found that this has a high impact on computational cost
and similar results were obtained on the road traffic footage us-
ing a fixed bandwidth.

The KDE method uses only a relatively short history to
keep the the computational cost feasible, making it quickly
adaptive to changes but not representative of a long term his-
tory.
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3. Results and Discussion
Each of the previously discussed methods was implemented in
non-parallelized C++ code and applied to South African traffic
footage. Frames from each sequence were selected and manu-
ally segmented to show the perfect background-foreground sep-
aration. Results when using a range of parameters were ac-
quired for each method. These results were then compared with
the ground truth and the precision and recall was calculated to
show the performance of each method.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: Sample of footage used for testing background sub-
traction methods and corresponding ground truth classifica-
tions. Footage (a) is from an overhead camera, (b) Shows peak
traffic and (c) shows low-contrast, overcast conditions. The cor-
responding ground truth classifications are shown in (d), (e) and
(f) respectively.

The three segments of video footage that were selected for
testing the background subtraction methods are represented by
sample frames in figure 1. Shadows were included as fore-
ground in the ground truth classification, as they can only be re-
liably removed by separate shadow suppression methods which
are not examined in this study. Properties of the test footage
will now be discussed in more detail.

• Overhead footage (1a). The camera was placed above
the traffic, pointing down toward the road. There is no
moving foliage or repeating background. The scene does
not show the horizon, so vehicles are relatively large
when compared to the other footage. The traffic is not
heavy and the scene is lit well, resulting in good con-
trast.

• Peak footage (1b). The camera was placed to the side of
the roadway at a low-to-medium height above the traffic
and acquired images at a low frame rate (6 frames per
second). The scene includes both directions of the high-
way and extends to the horizon. Vehicles shrink in scale
as they move towards the horizon and become difficult
to accurately segment. The footage was captured during
peak traffic, resulting in the far lanes being foreground
continuously. The tree to the left of the road moves in
the wind, but should is not considered background. The
lighting changes due to varying cloud coverage.

• Low-contrast footage(1c). This footage was acquired by
the same camera that acquired the peak footage, but at a
different time. The road surface was wet, causing spray
when some vehicles drove past, reducing the contrast.
The overcast conditions of the video resulted in low light

levels, leading to lower contrast between the vehicles and
the road. This results in difficulties in accurately seg-
menting vehicles, even with the human eye.

Each pixel in a background subtraction method’s classification
was determined to be: true positive for a correctly classified
foreground pixel, false positive for a background pixel that was
incorrectly classified as foreground, true negative for a correctly
classified background pixel, and false negative for a foreground
pixel that was incorrectly classified as background.

After every pixel had been classified into one of those four
groups, the precision and recall were calculated. Precision is
defined in equation 21. A high precision indicates that of all the
pixels classified as foreground by the method, the majority of
them are correctly classified. Recall is defined in equation 22.
A high recall indicates that the method classified most of the
foreground pixels in the ground truth as foreground.

precision =
true positives

true positives+ false positives
(21)

recall =
true positives

true positives+ false negatives
(22)

For each set of parameters, the precision and recall was
recorded. These values are plotted against each other to show
the trade off between them. Figure 2 shows a summary of the
results obtained from each of the methods when applied to the
test footage. The ideal case would be for both precision and
recall to equal one for some value of the parameters. In the
following sections, the results for each background subtraction
method will be discussed in detail.

3.1. Frame Differencing

Frame differencing is the simplest method presented in this pa-
per. By examining figure 2, it can be seen that this method is
generally outperformed by the other methods. This background
subtraction method did, however, perform well on the overhead
footage in figure 1a, and is the most computationally efficient
method, while requiring the least memory. The performance
decreases sharply when applied to the more challenging peak
and overcast footage shown in figure 1b and c.

The main reason that frame differencing is ineffective as a
robust background subtraction method for traffic segmentation
is that no historical estimated background is stored and used in
the background-foreground decision. The only information that
can be used to detect changed regions in the current image is the
previous frame. This results in multiple problems. First, a fore-
ground object which remains stationary for even two consecu-
tive frames will be incorrectly classified as background. Sec-
ond, the interior region of an object with a homogeneous colour
will be incorrectly classified as background. Third, if the inter
frame displacement of foreground objects is large, the region
that the object occupied in both the current and previous frame
will be classified as foreground. Finally, repeating backgrounds
are not accounted for and result in false positives as the back-
ground changes.

The frame differencing approach can only be used as a
rough motion segmentation algorithm to get the approximate
area where motion is occurring and not an exact foreground ob-
ject segmentation.
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Figure 2: A summary of the results of all the methods when
applied to (a) overhead footage, (b) peak footage and (c) low-
contrast footage.

3.2. Temporal Averaging

The temporal averaging method obtained better results than
frame differencing, especially when applied to the peak and
low-contrast footage, while remaining relatively computation-
ally inexpensive.

This method stores an estimated background image, and so
does not suffer from the same weaknesses as frame differenc-
ing; it correctly handles large inter frame target displacements,
homogeneous regions and low frame rates. A drawback of this
method is that only a single, global threshold is used for ev-
ery pixel in the image. This may not be optimal for scenes in
which different regions exhibit different attributes. For exam-
ple, different lighting levels may exist in different regions of a
single scene. Repeating backgrounds are also incorrectly han-
dled, as the single mean value is not able to describe more than
one expected background colour. This results in repeating back-
grounds being constantly classified as foreground.

Overall, this method performs well in traffic scenes where
the lighting is stable and the background is static, but is outper-
formed by the more sophisticated methods in complex scenes.

3.3. Σ−∆

The Σ − ∆ method gives a non-linear response to the differ-
ence between the estimated background and current pixel value.
This allows it to learn a change in the true background quickly,
while not corrupting the estimated background when transient
changes occur. This property makes it ideal for situations where
constantly moving objects exist, such as a highway scene. One
of the disadvantages of this method is that when an object is
less transient – when it remains in the same position for a rela-
tively long time – it will be learnt into the background relatively
quickly.

The Σ − ∆ method also uses an adaptive variance mea-
sure that increases the foreground threshold as a pixel under-
goes rapid changes in colour between successive frames. The
pixels belonging to a road on which no vehicles travel for a pe-
riod of time will have a low Σ−∆ variance, and therefore, a low
per-pixel threshold. This threshold will only account for camera
noise, so the road pixels will be sensitive to the colour changes
caused by a vehicle. The pixels of a continuously waving tree,
however, will have a high Σ−∆ variance and a low sensitivity
to changes in colour, resulting in those tree pixels being marked
as background. The Σ−∆ method also does not require a large
amount of memory or computational power.

One weakness of this approach is that it may give an in-
correct background-foreground classification when applied to
scenes with heavy traffic, such as that which exists in the far
lanes of the peak footage shown in figure 1b. This continuous
colour difference between successive frames would result in a
high Σ−∆ variance at the heavy-traffic pixels and large changes
would have to occur before a pixel is classified as foreground.
This results in some vehicle pixels being erroneously classified
as background.

There is a conflict between what constitutes background
and what constitutes foreground in a scene. Both the waving
tree and heavy traffic exhibit a similar local pixel behaviour –
frequently changing colours at a single pixel location – but it is
expected that the one situation be treated as background and the
other as foreground.

It was found that, unlike traffic in the far lanes, traffic in the
near lanes was not incorrectly segmented. In a traffic surveil-
lance application it is possible that the far lanes would not be
used, as vehicles in those lanes are indistinguishable from one
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another. In this case, the Σ − ∆ method would be a viable
option.

3.4. Mixture of Gaussians

The mixture of Gaussians method achieved a high precision and
recall, although it had the slowest running time and is more
complex to implement and configure. The benefit of using mix-
ture of Gaussians is that multiple distributions are stored, mak-
ing it the first method discussed that can correctly describe re-
peating backgrounds. Unlike the other methods presented, the
expected background is not easily corrupted by slow moving or
stationary foreground objects. When a new pixel is observed
that does not match a previous Gaussian distribution, a new dis-
tribution is created. If this pixel belongs to a foreground object
which then moves away, the mean and variance of the previous
distribution, which represented the true background, would not
have been changed and will replace the new distribution. Other
methods that use a single value to represent the background can-
not recover in the same manner, as they do not retain the pre-
vious expected background value. Although this method per-
forms similarly to other methods when applied to the overhead
footage shown in figure 1a, it achieves a higher performance on
the more challenging peak and low-contrast footage shown in
figure 1b and figure 1c.

A weakness of the mixture of Gaussians method is that it
requires many parameters to be set for different video footage
to achieve an optimal result. These parameters include: number
of Gaussian distributions, learning rate, distance from the mean
of a each Gaussian, initial variance and background-foreground
threshold. The need to store, update and sort multiple Gaussian
distributions requires a relatively large amount of memory and
is computationally expensive.

If the computational resources are available, this method
is suitable for challenging traffic footage containing repeating
backgrounds and variable object motion.

3.5. Kernel Density Estimate

The Kernel Density Estimate method stores the history of the
colours of each pixel which is used to estimate a non-parametric
distribution. Outliers are then classified as foreground as they
are not similar to the bulk of the observations. When compared
with the other methods in figure 2, it can be seen that KDE
performs well.

There are multiple implications of storing a history of each
pixel. First, the true distribution of this history can be calcu-
lated. This allows repeating backgrounds to be correctly classi-
fied as more than one distinct expected colour can be described
by the distribution. Second, only a short history can be stored
for each pixel (100 frames in this study) due to the memory and
computational power required for processing the history of ev-
ery pixel. This results in the KDE method being able to quickly
adapt to new background conditions, such as those caused by
fast lighting changes. The fact that no long term information
is stored is not problematic for the test footage in this study,
as vehicles move relatively freely, not requiring a long history.
Lastly, the KDE method has fewer parameters than the mix-
ture of Gaussians method, making it easier to apply to different
scenes.

The KDE method is recommended for applications in
which sufficient computational resources are available and the
highway scenarios are similar to those presented in this study.

4. Conclusion
Multiple background subtraction methods were implemented
and tested on selected South African highway footage. From
the results shown in figure 2, it can be seen that the more so-
phisticated KDE and mixture of Gaussians methods achieved
the highest performance when applied to the footage chosen for
this study.

The choice of a suitable background subtraction method
depends on the computational power available, the expected
properties of the footage and the requirements of the consumer
of the background-foreground classification. The lower com-
putational cost of methods such as temporal averaging and
Σ−∆ make them suitable for environments in which process-
ing power is limited or needed for further analysis and tracking.
These more basic methods can also suitably classify a scene
without a repeating background in which the vehicle size in pix-
els is large. If the consumer of the background-foreground clas-
sification does not require a pixel perfect classification, use of
the more sophisticated methods would be unnecessary.

It would be beneficial to combine the results of this study
with those of a selection of post processing methods which fill
holes in the foreground classification and remove small regions
of foreground which are unlikely to be foreground objects. This
could be used to identify whether a simple method with post
processing achieves an improved performance which is nearer
to or higher than the performance of more complex background
subtraction methods that do not perform post processing.

The results and conclusions obtained from this study con-
cerning the relative effectiveness of each method when applied
to South African highway footage can now be used to select an
effective background subtraction method for use in a full traffic
surveillance system.
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Abstract
During the last three decades, the LULU operator and its
close relative, the Discrete Pulse Transform (DPT), were
developed and applied to signal processing problems. Its
recent extension into higher dimensions paved the way
for applications on signals such as images. In this pa-
per, we present a memory-efficient implementation of the
two-dimensional Discrete Pulse Transform and use it to
explore the scale space exposed by the DPT.

1. Introduction
Research initiated by Rohwer on the so-called LULU
smoothers culminated in a well-developed theory for
nonlinear operators in signal processing [28, 26, 27, 29,
21] . The LULU smoothers are given by the operators
Ln, Un and their compositions. They act on sequences
x = {xi} ∈ `1, such that

∑
|xi| < ∞ 1. To extend

these operators into higher dimensions, Serra’s concept
of morphological connections [30] is applied. This ex-
tension was first developed in [1] and [2].

Definition 1. Let B be an arbitrary non-empty set. A
family C of subsets of B is called a connected class or a
connection on B if

(i) ∅ ∈ C,

(ii) {x} ∈ C for each x ∈ B and

(iii) for any family {Ci} ⊆ C we have⋂
i∈I

Ci 6= ∅ =⇒
⋃
i∈I

Ci ∈ C.

If a set C belongs to a connection C, then C is called
connected.

Given a point x ∈ Z2 and n ∈ N we denote byNn(x)
the set of all connected sets of size n + 1 that contain

1This condition is necessary to ensure that the total variation of the
sequence, and that of the DPT, is defined [26].

point x, that is,

Nn(x) = {V ∈ C : x ∈ V, card(V ) = n+ 1}

where card(V ) is the number of elements in the set
V . In image analysis, the connectivity is defined on
a graph via a neighbour relation, e.g., 4-connectivity
or 8-connectivity. In the rest of this paper, we use 4-
connectivity only. We define the operators Ln and Un
on A(Z2), the vector lattice (admitting a supremum and
infimum) of all real functions defined on Z2 with respect
to the usual point-wise defined addition, scalar multipli-
cation and partial order. Thus, an image f(x) is defined
on the domain Z2 with values in A(Z2).

Definition 2. Let f ∈ A(Zd) and n ∈ N. Then

Ln(f)(x) = max
V ∈Nn(x)

min
y∈V

f(y), x ∈ Zd,

Un(f)(x) = min
V ∈Nn(x)

max
y∈V

f(y), x ∈ Zd.

The properties of these operators are dealt with in [1, 2].

2. The Discrete Pulse Transform
The Discrete Pulse Transform is obtained by the succes-
sive removal of peaks (local maximum sets) and valleys
(local minimum sets) from the image by applying Ln and
Un respectively.

Definition 3. Let V ∈ C, a connected set. A point x /∈ V
is called adjacent to V if V ∪ {x} ∈ C. The set of all
points adjacent to V is denoted by adj(V ), that is,

adj(V ) = {x ∈ Z2 : x /∈ V, V ∪ {x} ∈ C}.

A connected subset V of Z2 is called a local maximum
set of f ∈ A(Z2) if

sup
y∈adj(V )

f(y) < inf
x∈V

f(x).

Similarly V is a local minimum set if

inf
y∈adj(V )

f(y) > sup
x∈V

f(x).



The LULU operators act as follows on local maximum
and minimum sets.

• The application of Ln (Un) removes local maxi-
mum (minimum) sets of size smaller or equal to n.

• Neither operator creates new local minimum or
maximum sets where none existed before. It may
happen that existing minimum or maximum sets
are enlarged when adjacent sets are joined.

• Ln(f) = f (Un(f) = f ) if and only if f does not
have local maximum (minimum) sets of size n or
less.

• (Ln ◦ Un)(f)and (Un ◦ Ln)(f) have neither local
maximum sets nor local minimum sets of size n or
less. Furthermore, (Ln◦Un)(f) = (Un◦Ln)(f) =
f if and only if f does not have local maximum sets
or local minimum sets of size less than or equal to
n.

Let N = card(supp(f)), that is, the size of the image.
We derive the DPT of f ∈ A(Z2) by applying iteratively
the operators Ln, Un with n increasing from 1 to N as
follows

DPT (f) = (D1(f), D2(f), ..., DN (f)), (1)

where the components of (1) are obtained through

D1(f) = (I − P1)(f)
Dn(f) = (I − Pn) ◦Qn−1(f), n = 2, ..., N

and Pn = Ln◦Un or Pn = Un◦Ln andQn = Pn◦...◦P1,
n ∈ N.

Definition 4. A function φ ∈ A(Z2) is called a pulse if
there exists a connected set V and a real number α such
that

φ(x) =
{

α if x ∈ V
0 if x ∈ Z2 \ V .

The set V is the support of the pulse φ, that is supp(φ) =
V .

We thus obtain the following decomposition of the im-
age f ∈ A(Z2),

f =
N∑
n=1

Dn(f) =
N∑
n=1

γ(n)∑
s=1

φns,

where each φns is a discrete pulse of size n which can be
positive or negative, and all discrete pulses of fixed size
n have disjoint supports. For n1, n2, s1, s2 ∈ N such that
n1 < n2, 1 ≤ s1 ≤ γ(n1) and 1 ≤ s2 ≤ γ(n2), we have
that

supp(φ∗n1s1) ∩ supp(φ∗n2s2) 6= ∅ ⇒
supp(φ∗n1s1) ⊂ supp(φ∗n2s2)

showing that as the decomposition progresses the sup-
ports of the pulses, which are either local maximum or
minimum sets, are either nested (i.e., they grow), or are
disjoint.

3. Implementation
The Discrete Pulse Transform decomposes a signal into
a collection of pulses. In one dimension, a pulse is char-
acterised by its start and end position, as well as by its
amplitude (see Fig. 1). In two dimensions, a pulse de-
scribes a connected region over which function values
are constant (we refer to 4-connection — in other words,
where two function values are equal in the North-South
or East-West directions). The number of pulses may vary
from approximately 30,000 for a typical 300 × 300 im-
age to over a hundred thousand for a 500 × 500 image.
Since the decomposition produces such a large number
of pulses, we need an efficient storage scheme to repre-
sent these in memory. Furthermore, we need to be able to
calculate certain attributes of the pulses (such as the area
and the boundary values) rapidly.

3.1. Storage

The storage scheme used is based on the popular
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format, [7, 8], for
representing sparse matrices. Using this scheme, the
matrix

5 0 1 2 0
0 0 0 3 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 6 0 9 0

 is written as

�

�

�

�
• values =

[
5 1 2 3 6 9

]
• columns =

[
0 2 3 3 1 3

]
• row−offset =

[
0 3 4 4 6

]
The values of the non-zero elements are stored in
values, and their column-positions given by columns.
The elements of row−offset specify where in columns
the elements of each row start. The number of elements
row j is given by row−offset[j+1]−row−offset[j].

When storing 2-dimensional pulses, we know that the
pulse

• may only occupy a small portion of the image,

• has a single amplitude value across the pulse and

• consists of regions connected horizontally and ver-
tically.

We therefore modify the storage structure, so that the
pulse
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Figure 1: Pulses in one and two dimensions to illustrate Definition 4. In the two-dimensional pulse, the amplitude is
indicated by the z-axis, whereas the position is determined by x and y.


0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0

 is written as

#

"

 

!

• value = 1

• columns =
[

0 5 1 3 4 5 1 4
]

• start−row = 1

• row−offset =
[

0 2 6 8
]

Instead of specifying column values, columns now
indicates the start and end positions of the one-
dimensional pulses that comprise the row. For example,
the third row of the two-dimensional pulse above consists
of two one-dimensional pulses: the first stretching from
1 up to (but excluding) 3, the other from 4 up to 5.
This corresponds with the values seen in columns. The
pulse may only cover a few rows of the entire image,
therefore we use start−row to indicate the occurrence,
saving us from storing every single row. The values of
row−offset, as in the previous example, specify where
in columns each new row starts.

An advantage of this storage scheme is that it can also
be used to store connected regions, and we’ll make use of
this capability to initialise the algorithm as shown later.

3.2. Queries

Given a pulse in the above format, we’d like to calculate
the following queries rapidly:

Area / number of non-zeros The area of the pulse
is the sum of the lengths of the one-dimensional pulses
comprising its rows. Each such length is given as the
corresponding difference between the pulse start-end po-
sitions in columns. In the example above, the area would
be (5−0)+(3−1)+(5−4)+(4−1) = 5+2+1+3 = 11.

Adjacent Set / Boundary positions Each pulse has
four or more boundary positions – connected to the pulse
in a 4-connected sense (see Fig. 2) – that form the ad-
jacent set. To find the boundary positions, we follow a
scanline approach, with three scanlines moving from the
top of the pulse to the bottom (see Fig. 3). Here, we de-
scribe the operation once the scanlines have entered the
pulse (in other words, neglecting top and bottom bound-
aries, which need to be handled separately):

1. The scanlines are centred around row j and are
formed by constructing the pulse at rows j − 1, j
and j + 1.

2. For each element of the central scanline that does
not belong to the pulse, determine whether any of
its neighbours (above, below, left or right) belong
to the pulse. If they do, then that element lies on
the boundary.

3. Move the scanlines one row down and repeat (it is
only necessary to recalculate the bottom scanline
at each step).

3.3. Operations

Merging Two Pulses Later on, when performing the
Discrete Pulse Transform, we shall be required to merge



Pulse Boundary

Figure 2: Boundary positions of a pulse.

Figure 3: Scanlines used to find boundary positions.

two pulses that touch. This is done on a row-by-row ba-
sis. In the trivial case where a row is contained in only
one of the two pulses, we simply include that row in
the output. Otherwise, we need to sort and join the one-
dimensional pulses that comprise the row carefully. Note,
however, that these one-dimensional pulses cannot over-
lap in our problem description. We therefore:

1. Extract the stop-start intervals that form the one-
dimensional pulses in row j.

2. Sort the intervals according to their starting posi-
tion.

3. Step over the intervals and link (join) them if they
touch.

4. Save the linked intervals as the representation of
row j.

5. Repeat for row j + 1.

3.4. Algorithm Overview

Each step of the Discrete Pulse Transform is now de-
scribed in more detail. We’ll use the following terms:

Input image The input image or data – anM×N matrix
of integer values between 0 and 255.

Label image An M ×N array of integer values that in-
dicate the connectivity of pixels in an image. If
neighbouring pixels have the same value (i.e. are
4-connected), then they are assigned the same la-
bel value.



Figure 4: Two trees with labeled nodes.

Intermediate reconstruction An M ×N image can be
decomposed into pulses with areas ranging from 1
through MN . When summed, these pulses recon-
struct the input image. It is also possible to only
sum pulses with area > k. We call this an interme-
diate reconstruction, as it approximates the image
up to a certain level only.

Finding Connection Regions First, we identify all 4-
connected regions in the image (these are the initial
pulses that are processed to yield the Discrete Pulse
Transform). This is done using the Union-Find connected
component algorithm of Fiorio and Gustedt [9], with the
connectivity tree stored in an array as suggested by Wu et
al. in [35]. It is shown in [35] that this algorithm executes
inO(N), and we give a brief overview of its functioning:

Representing a tree using an array One or more trees
consisting of N nodes can be stored in an array of length
N . Examine the trees shown in Figure 4 with nodes la-
beled n = 0, . . . , 8. These trees can be represented as the
array

x =
[

0 0 2 1 0 4 4 2 2
]

where xn gives the parent of node n. For example, x3 =
1, which tells us that the parent of node three is node one.
Similarly, x2 = 2 implies that node two has no parent—it
is the root of a tree.

Labelling connected regions as trees The goal of the
connected components algorithm is to assign unique la-
bels to each connected region in an M ×N image I . An
array, L, of length MN is used to store trees as indicated
in the paragraph above.

The image is traversed in raster scan order (i.e. along
rows). A region counter, k, is initialised to zero. At each
pixel position (r, c):

1. Calculate the offset into the tree array as t = rN +
c.

2. If the pixel is not connected to (does not have the
same value as) the pixel above it or to the left, as-
sign Lt = t, effectively creating a new tree.

3. If the pixel is connected to the pixel above, assign
Lt = Lt−M , joining node t to its parent in the
previous row.

4. If, in addition, the pixel is connected to the left,
assign Lt−1 = Lt−M .

5. If the pixel is only connected to the left, assign
Lt = Lt−1.

Appropriate care needs to be taken in the first row and
column to prevent indexing errors on the image boundary.

The label vector, L, can also be seen as the flattened
version of a label image so that Lr,c = LrN+c. From this
image, all connected regions are extracted as pulses and
stored in the format discussed in Sectios 3.1.

We then proceed to perform the Discrete Pulse Trans-
form as discussed next.

Identifying Pulses to Merge The Discrete Pulse Trans-
form is performed by alternately executing theLk (lower)
and Uk (upper) operators that extract pulses of area k.
If you think of the image as a height-map, then the U1-
operator removes all valleys of area one. Here, a valley
is defined as a connected area that is surrounded only by
higher values. Similarly, the L1-operator removes peaks
of area one, where peaks are connected areas surrounded
only by lower values.

After applying the L1- and U1-operators and storing
the removed peaks and valleys (those form the first level
of the DPT), we need to merge pulses that were joined
in the process. Note that, at each decomposition level,
we have the intermediate reconstruction available. It is
obtained by setting the image values corresponding to the
removed positive (negative) pulses equal to the maximum
(minimum) value on the adjacent set.

For each pulse, we calculate its boundary positions us-
ing the method described in Section 3.2. We then exam-
ine the boundary values on the intermediate reconstruc-
tion, and if any of those values are equal to the pulse
value, a merge is required. After examining all bound-
ary positions, a list is drawn up of all coordinates that fall
on merge boundaries. At each of those positions, a merge
is performed as described in Section 3.3, after which the
label image is updated.

TheLk+1 andUk+1 operators are now applied, repeat-
ing the merging process for higher values of k until the
image has been entirely decomposed (in other words, un-
til the final MN -sized pulse has been removed). All the
removed pulses together from the Discrete Pulse Trans-
form or decomposition.

3.5. Algorithm Optimisations

Pulses by Area For an M × N image, the discrete-
pulse decomposition has pulses with areas ranging from
L = 0, . . . , MN . In practice, however, many values of



L have no corresponding pulses. When applying the L
and U operators, time is saved by skipping these cases
entirely. A list of pulses, sorted by area, is kept up to date
whenever two regions are merged (due to pulses being
constructed from small to large, when merging regions of
size k we only need to update the list for areas ≥ k).

3.6. Reproducibility and Code

The code used in these experiments is made available un-
der the GNU General Public License and can be down-
loaded from http://dip.sun.ac.za/~stefan/
dpt.

4. Application: Target Detection via
Scale-Spaces

An image is made up of structures of varying sizes, or
scales. The structures can be present at more than one
scale with each representing information of differing im-
portance. The number of pixels included in a connected
region [30] defines its scale. Making use of scale-spaces
or multi-resolution methods to analyze an image for fea-
ture detection allows the use of more information than
the pixel luminosity only. See [22, 10, 20, 12, 24, 19,
14, 15, 16, 34, 32, 33] for a detailed history of scale-
spaces. In the absence of prior knowledge on the feature
characteristics and size we can still make use of scale-
spaces for feature detection by keeping every scale. Re-
flecting on how a human eye picks out features in an im-
age, the Human Vision System (HVS) Model [18] pro-
vides some insight. It consists of a first stage, the Pre-
Attentive Stage, in which the features are detected and
then a second stage, the Attentive Stage, in which match-
ing takes place between the detected features of the first
stage and the remaining image. It is clear that the HVS
possesses a degree of saliency, to detect the ‘pop-out’
features. We will shortly show how the LULU opera-
tors can be used to detect theses ‘pop-out’ features. The
most referenced and applied scale space is the Gaussian
scale-space, but a drawback of the this scale-space is its
linearity. It removes small scale features (noise) very
well, but results in spatial distortions as scale increases,
i.e. reduced sharpness of edges and shapes [22, 10]. To
prevent this, a nonlinear smoothing step is introduced
[23, 25, 17, 11, 5, 31] and we show that the LULU scale-
space does the same.

The LULU scale-space satisfies the axioms of the
Gaussian scale-space [1] but has the benefit of nonlin-
earity. This results in excellent shape and preserva-
tion properties, namely consistent separation, and to-
tal variation and shape preservation [1]. The Discrete
Pulse Transform, f =

∑N
n=1Dn(f), forms a scale-

space where the scaled image is Pn(f) for discrete scales
n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N . A second advantage of this LULU
scale-space is therefore clear - it is already discrete and

no approximations or sampling needs to be done, unlike
with the Gaussian scale-space [3, 24, 19].

Following the HVS Model, the features are those ar-
eas in the image which are stable, that is, the areas which
survive over a wide range of scales, [22]. This is simple
to apply to the LULU scale-space. Indeed, each pixel
belongs to a number of pulses, φns, for n ∈ N0 ⊆
{1, 2, 3, ..., N}. Here n represents the particular scale.
For each pixel, we then have what we call a Discrete
Pulse Vector (DPV),

px,y =
[
`1 `2 `3 . . . `k

]T
where for each scale ni inN0, we have the corresponding
relative luminosity `i of the pulse φnis, that is, the height
or depth of the local maximum or minimum set. We then
use these DPV’s for feature detection by keeping only
those pixels which belong to DPV’s that contain a large
number of scales, i.e. is spread across many values of
k. This value is referred to as the scale-space lifetime at
the pixel [24]. Figure 5 illustrates this method of feature
detection. We apply ICM image segmentation [6] to the
original image and to the lifetime image — that is, to
the lifetime at each pixel. We note that the segmentation
on the lifetime image better detects the trucks, given that
the original image contains a lot of background scattering
that hampers analysis. The scale space exposed by the
DPT provides an ideal pre-processing step for efficient
segmentation and object detection.

5. Conclusion
We have presented the implementation of the now well-
developed theory for the LULU operators in higher di-
mensions. The extensive storage and processing required
to obtain the DPT demands a carefully thought out algo-
rithm, which we have provided. Owing to space restric-
tions, an extensive comparison to similar implementation
techniques has not been discussed, and will be addressed
in a future publication, as will performance evaluations.

A simple example of one application of the DPT is
presented in Section 4, illustrating the strengthened seg-
mentation achieved by making use of the DPT of the im-
age. With the implementation of the DPT now in place,
further applications can be developed.
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Abstract 

This paper describes a visual interface that infers the 

intention of a person to travel in a desired direction from head 

movements. A rotation of the head indicates the intent to 

change direction. The context for which this solution is 

intended is that of wheelchair bound individuals. This paper 

describes work in progress that provides a proof of concept 

tested on static images where head pose changes can be 

detected in a sequence of frames and where the pose of an 

individual is remarkably detected for 30o, 60o and 90o angles. 

Results show that the symmetry property of the head can be 

used to detect a change in its position and can therefore serve 

as a visual intent indicator. The solution described in this 

paper, focusing on the specific task of head pose estimation, 

intends to provide a contribution to the task of intention 

detection applied to assistive living for the support of the 

elderly and people with disabilities. 

1 Introduction 

One of the challenges facing the task of realizing an enabled 

environment where people with disabilities and the aged are 

independent and can therefore be active by contributing in 

society is to develop solutions that can assist them in 

performing the tasks they wish to carry out without other 

people’s assistance. Good performance in a team 

environment is heavily conditioned by the awareness of 

people’s intention within the team [2] and therefore a human-

machine team where the machine has a support role, requires 

that the intention of the user is well understood by the 

machine. The need for this intention awareness capability 

requires that much attention is given to this problem.  

In addition to contributing to the task of robust face 

recognition for multiview analysis which is still a difficult 

task under pose variation [3], head pose estimation can be 

considered as a sub problem of the general area of intention 

detection because it is useful for the inference of nonverbal 

signals related to attention and intention. Estimating the head 

pose is crucial since it usually coincides with the gaze 

direction. Furthermore, head pose estimation is also essential 

for analyzing complex meaningful gestures [4]. 

Existing head pose estimation methods can be categorized 

as appearance-based and model-based methods. Appearance-

based techniques use the whole sub image containing the face 

while model-based approaches use a geometric model [4]. 

Another set of approaches includes the application of 

eigenspace techniques to directly recognize the pose of a 

specific user [5]. According to [6] the principal advantage of 

global (appearance-based) approaches is that only the face 

needs to be located and that no facial landmarks or face 

models are required, making them appropriate for very low 

resolution images of the face. This is useful for video 

surveillance, intelligent environments and human interaction 

modelling. Template matching is a popular method to 

estimate head pose where the best template can be found via 

a nearest-neighbour algorithm and where the pose associated 

with this template is selected as the best pose. Advanced 

template matching can be performed using Gabor Wavelets 

and Principle Components Analysis (PCA) or Support Vector 

Machines, but these approaches tend to be sensitive to 

alignment and are dependent on the identity of the person [6].  

This paper provides an alternative head pose estimation 

solution for intention detection. Work in progress is 

described, that provides a proof of concept tested on static 

images where head pose changes can be detected over time 

and where the pose of an individual can be remarkably 

detected for angles 30o, 60o and 90o. The context for which 

this solution is intended is that of wheelchair bound 

individuals whose intention of interest is the direction they 

wish the wheelchair to follow. The motivation behind this 

choice is the availability and flexibility of the head for a wide 

range of disabilities. The proposed head pose estimation 

scheme can be classified as belonging to the appearance-

based category [4] making use of the symmetry property of 

the head as a whole and therefore has the advantages of 

accommodating low resolution images and not being 

dependent on the identity of the person. The aim of this study 

is to make a contribution to the general problem of intention 

detection applied to assistive living for the support of the 

elderly and people with disabilities. 

2 Methods 

The type of data used is visual: A sequence of images is 

captured from a CCD camera and a ‘25 frames per second’ 

frame grabber. No visual markers are added to the images. 

This work assumes that the head is already detected and does 

not deal with the pre-processing step of detecting and 

tracking the head.  

The approach in this paper extracts high level information 

(referred to in this work as the intention curve) from the 

acquired images, resulting in direction intent recognition. 

Specific angles of the head pose are also estimated for one 

individual. 

A symmetry-based approach [1] is used to extract 

symmetry curves associated with frontal views of the head. 

Note that in this paper, the use of the symmetry-based 

approach differs from that of [1] in that the latter uses the 

method for face detection while the same method is used in 

this work for head pose estimation. The assumption is that 

different positions of the head give different symmetry 

curves. The classification of the position of the head uses the 

pattern displayed by the centres of gravity (COG) of the 

symmetry curves and is implemented using two different 

methods namely the ‘difference of means’ approach and the 
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‘mean and standard deviation in a Gaussian distribution’ 

approach. Intention detection in the context of this work 

entails the classification of these COG sequences 

representing intention curves, using the two classification 

methods mentioned above.  

2.1 Symmetry-based approach 

The underlying assumption is that human heads viewed from 

the front are symmetric; and when moved from their initial 

position (centred position) the symmetry they display breaks 

down, giving the indication of a motion from the initial 

centred position to a new position (Left or Right). The 

indication of a new direction to the right or to the left is given 

by the head moving to the right or the left respectively. The 

symmetry curve, based on the work of [1], is given by 
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The symmetry-value C(x) of each pixel-column in the image 

is evaluated by taking the sum of the differences of two 

pixels at a variable distance ω = {1 ,.., k} from it on both 

sides making the pixel-column the centre of symmetry. This 

process is done for each row and the resulting symmetry-

value is the summation of these differences. The symmetry 

curve is made of all the symmetry values calculated for all 

the columns in interval [k+1 X-k]. X and Y designate the 

width and the length of the image respectively, x and y 

represent a given column and row of the image respectively, 

and the value of the constant k as been set to 7 as a result of 

an empirical study. As shown in Figure 1, a centred position 

of the head yields a symmetry curve made of two peaks and 

one valley showing high level of symmetry while a right or 

left position of the head flatten those peaks showing a lower 

level of symmetry and indicate the direction of the head by 

the way in which the values of the curves continuously 

increase. Figures 1 and 2 show the symmetry curves for 

different (at angles 30o, 60o and 90o) positions of the head 

when rotated to the left and right respectively. 

 

2.2 Classification for individual image frames  

2.2.1 Centre of gravity of the Symmetry curve 

The centre of gravity is calculated as a point in the symmetry 

curve at which all the values of the curve can be considered 

centred. The symmetry curves shown in Figures 1 and 2 have 

different looks and therefore give different centres of gravity. 

This measure can be used to classify the curves 

corresponding to different positions of the head. The centre 

of gravity of the symmetry curve is calculated as follow: 
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Where the symmetry curve is defined by the function: 

)(: xCxC →  where C(x) is given by the expression in 

Equation 1 and I is a 120x140 greyscale image frame. The 

position of the symmetry curve’s centre of gravity gives an 

indication on the position of the head. Figures 1 and 2 show 

the position of the centre of gravity on the symmetry curve 

for different positions of the head when rotated to the left and 

to the right respectively, at angles 30o, 60o, and 90o. 
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Figure 1: Symmetry curves corresponding to four 

different positions of the head in rotation to the left and 

position of the centre of gravity indicated by the vertical 

line on the symmetry curves. 
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Figure 2: Symmetry curves corresponding to four 

different positions of the head in rotation to the right and 

position of the centre of gravity indicated by the vertical 
line on the symmetry curves. 

Two approaches are used to classify these different positions 

into three classes (centre, right and left) and into the positions 
associated to the specific angles 30o, 60o and 90o: 

2.2.2 Difference of means  

The mean of the centres of gravity is calculated for the 

training set of each category. The difference between the 

centre of gravity of a curve to be classified and the mean of 

each class is calculated, and the class corresponding to the 

mean where the difference is the smallest is chosen: 

Table 1: Difference of means approach 

Let leftrightcentre µµµ ,, be the means of three classes.   

Let COG be the centre of gravity of the symmetry curve 

and therefore a given image frame to be classified: 

 

]),,min([
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If d == d1                class 1 

else if  d == d2        class 2 

else                          class 3 
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2.2.3 Statistics in a Gaussian distribution  

The mean and the standard deviation of centres of gravity of 

the symmetry curves are calculated for the training sets of the 

three different categories. They are associated to a Gaussian 

distribution along with the given centre of gravity of the 

symmetry curve to be classified. The resulting highest 

probability among the three cases corresponds to the class the 

given centre of gravity belongs to. 

Table 2: Statistics (mean and standard deviation) in a 

Gaussian distribution approach 

Calculate  

P1 = N ( Centerµ , Centerσ ) , P2 = N ( Rightµ , Rightσ ),   

P3 = N ( Leftµ , Leftσ ), 

 Where Pi     =   N ( classµ , classσ ) 
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Class = {Centre, Right, Left}, Classµ  and Classσ are the 

statistics (means and standard deviations) of the centres of 

gravity in a training set for each class and COG is the new 

centre of gravity of the curve to be classified.  
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2.2.4 Classification of different angles 

The methods described above are also used for classification 

of head pose at the specific angles 30
o
, 60

o
 and 90

o
. It has 

been tested on a single individual. A two layer classifier 

implemented by the above mentioned methods is used first to 

classify between Left, right and centre positions of the head 

and the second to classify between the angles as illustrated in 

Table 3: 

Table 3: classification of individual head positions for 

angles 30o, 60o and 90o 

Input: Acquire a new image frame 

Layer 1: Classify between Left Right and Centre 

               If centre 

   Go to Input 

               Else if Left 

Layer 21:    Classify between 30o left, 60o left and  

                     90o left 

    Go to Input 

               Else if Right 

Layer 22:    Classify between 30o right, 60o right and  

                     90o right 

    Go to Input 

2.3 Intention detection 

The task of intention detection in the context of this work 

involves the recognition of the direction the subject intends to 

take, indicated by the motion of the head. The problem of 

monitoring the time sequence of individual head poses is 

addressed using the sequence of the symmetry curves’ 

centres of gravity for successive image frames. The 

assumption underlying the use of these indications is that the 

value variations in the symmetry curves’ centres of gravity 

are different in the three following scenarios: Head in rotation 

to the left, head in rotation to the right, head centred. 

2.3.1 Sequence of centre of gravity 

Let E be a set equal to {Ii : Ii is the ith frame in a sequence of 

N frames} where N = 15. For each image frame in E the 

symmetry curve and the centre of gravity of the symmetry 

curve is obtained using equations 1 and 2 respectively. Figure 

3 shows the plots (referred to in this work as intention 

curves) of the given centres of gravity in a time sequence for 

the three different types of motion. It shows that these three 

types of motion (head rotation to the left, head rotation to the 

right and centred head) exhibit each a different pattern. 
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Figure 3: Time sequence of the symmetry curves’ centres 

of gravity for heads in rotation. 

2.3.2 Head motion classification  

Given the level of clarity on the higher level information 

given by the intention curve extracted in Figure 3, a simple 

decision rule is implemented for classification. Table 4 

describes a pre-processing step resulting in an indication of 

the increase or decrease of the intention curve (and therefore 

of the COGs values) through time. This information is then 

used in the decision rule described in Table 5. 

Table 4: A and B are the counters keeping track of the 

increase or decrease in values of the intention curves 

through time 

Let Cu be the given intention curve, A = 0; B = 0; 

(Initialize counter A notifying a decrease and counter B 

notifying an increase)  

}1)(1:{ −≤≥∈∀ Culengthxandxxi ,  

D = Cu (i) – Cu (i+1) 

If D > 0       A = A + |Cu (i) – Cu (i+1)| (notifying  

   a decrease in value of C, by  

   adding the extend to which there is  

   a decrease to the value of A) 

If D < 0     B = B + |Cu (i) – Cu (i+1)| (notifying  

  a decrease in value of Cu, by  

  adding the extend to which there is  

 a decrease to the value of B) 

Else  Do nothing 
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From Figures 3 and given the algorithm in Table 4, it can be 

visually established that in case of a centred face, A and B 

should be approximately the same in case of a “going left” 

scenario, B should be much higher than A, and in the case of 

a “going right” scenario, A should be much higher than B. 

The following decision rule can be used for classification: 

Table 5: Decision rule for classification of the high level 

information for intention detection: A and B are obtained 

using the algorithm in Table 4 

Calculate: 

 P1 = N ( Centerµ , Centerσ ),  

P2 = N ( Rightµ , Rightσ ),  

P3 = N ( Leftµ , Leftσ ), 

 

Where  Pi     =   N ( classµ , classσ ) 
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Classµ , Classσ  are the mean and standard deviation of the 

difference between A and B in a training set for each class 

and I = {1, 2, 3}, and class = {Centre, Right, Left},   

 

P = max ([P1 P2 P3]) 

 

If (A > B and P = P1) or (A < B and P = P1) 

                     Intention = Going Straight  

If A > B and P = P2    Intention = Going Right  

If A < B and P = P3    Intention = Going Left 

Otherwise                  Inconclusive 

2.3.3 Summary 

In summary, images with a frontal view of the head as 

objects of interest are used as input to the proposed solution. 

A symmetry-based approach is used to evaluate the 

symmetry of the face measured by a symmetry curve, and for 

individual head pose classification, the curve’s centre of 

gravity is extracted for further pattern recognition tasks 

namely the difference of means of the Symmetry curve’s 

COG, the mean and standard deviation of the Symmetry 

curve’s COG in a Gaussian distribution.  

 

The intention detection task uses the same methods on 

intention curves made of sequences of centres of gravity from 

15 consecutive frames. Three sets of results have been given 

below namely, the classification rate of individual positions 

of the heads, the classification rate of individual positions of 

the head at angles 

3 Results 

Three sets of results have been given below namely, the 

classification rate of individual positions of the heads, the 

classification rate of individual positions of the head at angles 

30o, 60o, 90o and the classification rate of a particular head 

motion giving us an indication of the intention. The 

experimental results for the first and third scenarios have 

been obtained by collecting video sequences of five different 

subjects with three sequences each with the frontal face as the 

object of interest. The results for the classification at specific 

angles have been obtained with a single subject. For 

classification of individual positions, 100 frames are used for 

training and 325 testing frames are used to acquire the 

performance rate. For classification between the different 

angles, 100 examples are used for training and 100 for 

validation for each class. For classification of head motions, 

the training sets are made of 150 examples of intention 

curves each obtained using 15 frames and 350 intention 

curves are used for performance testing. This means that 

theoretically, for a 25 frames per second frame grabber, the 

proposed solution can perform recognition in 0.6 second. 

An observation worth mentioning is the performance 

disproportion exhibited in the difference of means approach 

(84% and 97.1429% in Table 8) between ‘right’ and ‘left’ 

for intention curve classification. The disproportion is 

inexistent when using the mean and standard deviation of the 

Gaussian distribution approach (98.2857% and 97.1429%). 

This can be explained by the added information provided in 

the second method by the standard deviation of the Centres 

of Gravity. In some cases this added information is 

redundant (refer to Tables 6 and 7) when the standard 

deviations associated to the classes are close to each other. 

But in this particular case it adds relevant information for 

classification because the difference between the standard 

deviations associated with each class is significant. 

 

 

 

 

Table 6: Results on position classification on individual frames 

Classification Method  Class Training set Testing set Correct 

classification 

Classification rate 

Difference of means 

using Centre of 

gravity of Symmetry 

curve 

Centre: 

Right: 

Left: 

100 

100 

100 

325 

325 

325 

320 

286 

325 

98.4615% 

88% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 95.4872% 

Means and standard 

deviations  of Centre 

of gravity of 

Symmetry curve  in 

Gaussian distribution  

Centre: 

Right: 

Left: 

100 

100 

100 

325 

325 

325 

320 

290 

290 

98.4615% 

90.7692% 

90.7692% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 93.3333% 
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Table 7: Results on position classification between centre, left and right position for angles 30o, 60o and 90o 

 Classification 

Method  

Class Training set Testing set Correct 

classification 

Classification rate 

Layer 1: 

Classification 

between Left 

Right and 

Centre 

Difference of means 

using Centre of 

gravity of 

Symmetry curve 

Centre: 

Left: 

Right: 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

186 

200 

100% 

93% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 97.6667% 

 Means and standard 

deviations  of 

Centre of gravity of 

Symmetry curve  in 

Gaussian 

distribution  

Centre: 

Left: 

Right: 

 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

200 

198 

200 

200 

99% 

100% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 99.6667% 

Layer 21: 

Classification 

between left 

positions of the 

head at angles 

30o,60o and 90o        

Difference of means 

using Centre of 

gravity of 

Symmetry curve 

30o : 

60o : 

90o : 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100% 

100% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 100% 

 Means and standard 

deviations  of 

Centre of gravity of 

Symmetry curve  in 

Gaussian 

distribution  

30o : 

60o : 

90o : 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100% 

100% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 100% 

Layer 22: 

Classification 

between right 

positions of the 

head at angles 

30o,60o and                

90o 

Difference of means 

using Centre of 

gravity of 

Symmetry curve 

30o : 

60o : 

90o : 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

90 

89 

100 

90% 

89% 

100% 

 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 93% 

 Means and standard 

deviations  of 

Centre of gravity of 

Symmetry curve  in 

Gaussian 

distribution  

30o : 

60o : 

90o : 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

88 

91 

100 

88% 

91% 

100% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 93% 

Table 8: Head motion recognition with a motion made of 15 consecutive image frames 

Classification method Class Training set Testing set Correct classification Classification rate 

Difference of means using 

Centre of gravity of 

Intention curve  

Centred Head 

motion: 

Head motion 

to the Right: 

Head motion 

to the Left: 

 

150 

 

150 

 

150 

 

350 

 

350 

 

350 

 

350 

 

294 

 

340 

 

100% 

 

84% 

 

97.1429% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 93.7143% 

Means and standard 

deviations  of Centre of 

gravity of Intention curve  

in Gaussian distribution 

Centred Head 

motion: 

Head motion 

to the Right: 

Head motion 

to the Left: 

 

150 

 

150 

 

150 

 

350 

 

350 

 

350 

 

345 

 

344 

 

340 

 

 

98.5714% 

 

98.2857% 

 

97.1429% 

 

Total classification 

Rate: 98% 
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4 Conclusion 

This paper describes a visual interface that infers the 

intention of a person to travel in a desired direction from head 

movements. A symmetry-based head-pose estimation 

solution has been developed for that purpose. The context for 

which this solution is intended is that of wheelchair bound 

individuals whose intention of interest is the direction of the 

motion they wish the wheelchair to follow. The instruments 

used for data collection are a CCD camera, and a 25 frames/s 

frame grabber.   

The main contribution this work consists in the use of a 

symmetry-based approach that is combined with different 

classification schemes for head pose estimation, indicative of 

the intent of a person in terms of direction.  

This work has shown that the symmetry property of a 

person’s face can be used to detect any change in its position 

and can therefore be a visual motion indicator. This work has 

established a proof of concept that uses this symmetry 

property yielding very good results. Given the quality of 

these results, this solution shows promise in making a 

contribution to the general problem of intention detection 

applied to assistive leaving (for support of the elderly and 

people with disabilities).  

The results for the classification of specific angles are 

obtained for a single individual making the classification 

very optimistic. This solution is however intended to be 

independent of the identity of the person, and given the 

above description of symmetry measure (refer to Eq. 1), not 

every face displays the same level of symmetry. This will 

result in more realistic results.  

The next step is to implement the method proposed in 

this paper in real time and where angles can be continuously 

detected along with the direction of the motion, and where 

the safety of this solution will also be assessed. Note that this 

solution is only interested in the direction the person intend 

the wheelchair to follow. Further work is ongoing to address 

the task of speed variation as well as stopping. The images 

were taken within an office environment without accounting 

for any change in illumination. More tests are ongoing to 

obtain results in more controlled lighting conditions.   
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Abstract

This paper presents an accurate interactive image segmentation
tool using graph cuts and image properties. Graph cuts is a
fast algorithm for performing binary segmentation, used to find
the global optimum of a cost function based on the region and
boundary properties of the image. The user marks certain pixels
as background and foreground, and Gaussian mixture models
(GMMs) for these classes are built using the colour and texture
features of corresponding pixels. A likelihood ratio is used to
calculate the relative probability of each pixel being foreground
or background, based on the GMMs. Many features and their
combinations are analyzed on images from the Berkeley Seg-
mentation Dataset. Results of different segmentations are com-
pared using precision-recall curves, F-score and accuracy. The
average accuracy of the algorithm was 92% over a set of 20
images and the best accuracy was 99.5%.

1. Introduction
There are many methods used to segment images, from simple
ones like edge detection and thresholding to complex ones like
active shape models, active contour models, clustering, and
graph-based segmentation. The simple methods do not need
prior knowledge but have limitations, whereas more effective
methods are complex and need training data.

Image segmentation based on image properties is an ex-
tensively researched problem. Interactive image segmentation
is more popular than automatic segmentation because it is an
easier problem. Methods based on Gaussian mixture models,
Markov random fields, texture and colour-based classifica-
tion [7, 12], and clustering algorithms like mean shift [5] (or a
combination of these) are used to segment images.

The methods developed in this paper are based on work
by Boykov and Jolly [3]. Image colour and texture properties
are used to build probabilistic models of foreground and
background, and a graph cut is used to globally optimize a cost
function based on them. Precision-recall curves are used to
compare results of segmentation from different methods.

Section 2 gives a brief summary of the previous work
done using graph cuts, and other segmentation methods. A
detailed description of the process used in this paper is given in
Section 3. Experiments and results are explained in Section 4.
Section 5 provides suggestions for future work and conclusions.

Images from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [9] are
used. The images displayed in this paper are named ‘eagle’,
‘plane’, ‘flower’, ‘birds’, and ‘grass’.

2. Related Work
This work is based on the interactive graph cuts method
described in Boykov and Jolly [3]. The user marks certain
pixels as “background” and “object”. The image is segmented
by finding the global optimum of a cost function. This cost
function is based on the region and boundary properties of the
image.

Let P be the pixels in an image and N be a set of
all unordered pairs of neighbouring pixels. Also, let
A = (A1, . . . , Ap . . . , A|P|) be a binary vector where compo-
nent Ap denotes background or foreground assignment to pixel
p in P . Thus A defines one possible segmentation out of a set
of many segmentations. The cost function E(A) is

E(A) = λR(A) +B(A) (1)

where
R(A) =

∑
pεP

Rp(Ap) (2)

B(A) =
∑
{p,q}εN

Bpq(Ap, Aq) (3)

and

Bpq(Ap, Aq) =

{
1 if Ap 6= Aq,
0 otherwise.

In (1), λ is a coefficient that shows the weight given to
region properties R(A) with respect to the boundary properties
B(A). The region term R(A) consists of Rp, the penalty
of assigning each pixel to background or object. The B(A)
term describes the boundary properties of the image: Bpq
can be interpreted as the evidence of a boundary between two
neighbouring pixels p and q. Boykov and Jolly also describe
a way to define R(A) and B(A) using variables in their
algorithm. The same algorithm is used in this paper, but with
R(A) and B(A) calculated differently. Section 3.2 describes
and justifies the assignments of R(A) and B(A).

Graphs cuts have been used for 2-D and 3-D segmenta-
tion. In 3-D, volumetric graph cuts are used for reconstruction
and segmentation of surfaces. In [8] an algorithm is presented
to perform segmentation and to estimate the pose of a human
body using multiple views. Although this paper covers work
done in 2-D, graph cuts can be applied to 3-D.

The graph cuts algorithm is fast and effective. Instead of
improving its performance, much work has been done in
modifying and setting up the variables differently.

A comparison of the performance of Magic Wand, Intel-
ligent Scissors (Live Wire), Bayes matting, Knockout 2, graph
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cut, and level sets is done in [13]. GrabCut, an iterative and
interactive image segmentation tool, is introduced in [13]. The
main aim of GrabCut is to reduce user interaction by using
mechanisms called “iterative estimation” and “incomplete
labelling”. GrabCut starts with the user drawing a rectangle
around the desired object. Foreground is estimated using the
pixel data in the rectangle. A segmentation using graph cuts is
done and the user is allowed to add background, foreground
or matting information to improve the segmentation. Matting
information is border information that is used to recover
foreground colour information, free of colour bleeding from the
background. “Incomplete labelling” enables the user to only
mark background pixels. There is no need to mark foreground
pixels explicitly because of the rectangle marked by the user.
“Iterative estimation” assigns provisional labels to some pixels
(in the foreground) that can be retracted subsequently. Border
matting is used to overcome the problem of blur and mixed
pixels in the segmentation.

In [5], mean shift is used to cluster and segment images.
The advantage of mean shift clustering is that the user doesn’t
have to specify the number of clusters. Graph cuts and mean
shift are used in [14]. The image is mean shifted and then a
graph cut is used to do the segmentation. This approach was
implemented but was considered to be ineffective because
graph cuts should be given as much information about the
image as possible, rather than clustering and masking the
information from the image.

An adaptive Gaussian mixture Markov random field (GMMRF)
model is used to segment images in [2]. A “pseudo-likelihood”
algorithm is formed after estimating the colour properties of
the image. This “pseudo-likelihood” algorithm is based on [1].
A Graph cut is used to segment images using the output of
this “pseudo-likelihood” algorithm. The pseudo-likelihood
function has limitations as it lacks the complexity for useful
models [2].

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) based on colour and
texture features are used in [12] to classify and segment
images. In [11] GMMs are used for image retrieval from
databases. Although [12, 11] do not use graph cuts, the work
done using GMMs based on colour and texture is important
for this paper. They use GMMs based on different colour
spaces, like RGB and LAB, and texture feature filters like the
discrete cosine transform and wavelets. They also compare the
performance of GMMs to other statistical models like the 2-D
hidden Markov model (HMM), 2-D multi-resolution hidden
Markov model (MHMM) and classification and regression
trees. It was seen that the average classification error rates were
the lowest for GMMs. The decision of using GMMs for this
work was based on these results from [12, 11].

Image segmentation is done using texture measures in [7].
These texture measures include maximum response filters,
ring/wedge filters, Gabor filters and Berkeley filters.

3. Implementation
Our algorithm works as follows. The user marks certain pix-
els as foreground and background. GMMs for foreground and
background are estimated using these marked pixels. The re-
gion properties are set using probability of each pixel being
background and foreground from the GMM. The boundary

properties are set using the gradient of the image. The region
and boundary terms are fed into the graph cut formation for a
pixel grid where each pixel is a node in the graph. The details
of each step are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Region and Boundary Properties

The algorithm described in [4] was used to implement the seg-
mentation technique. The pixel grid is used to set up the graph.
Each pixel is a node in the graph and the region and boundary
properties are derived accordingly. Because the boundary prop-
erties are the evidence of an edge in the image, the log of the
gradient of the image and the distance transform of the Canny
edge detection are used. Experiments show that both methods
work equally well. Region properties are derived from the log
likelihood ratio in equations (4) and (7). A 8-pixel neighbour-
hood is used.

3.2. GMMs of Colour and Texture Features

Using the pixels marked by the user, GMMs are set up for fore-
ground and background. Features like colour and texture can be
added to the GMM. A Gaussian distribution has the form

p(x) =
1√

2πσ
· e−

1
2 (x−µ)2 , (4)

where µ is the mean and σ is the standard deviation. A GMM,
with the feature vectors Xi = {xt, 1 6 t 6 Ti} for data
points, uses M Gaussians to model the data as follows:

P (Xi|θiGMM ) =

T i∏
t=1

M∑
j=1

P (zj) Pzj (xt|µj ,Σj) (5)

where θiGMM includes the model parameters mean, covari-
ance and mixture weights i.e.{P (zj), µj ,Σj , 1 ≤ j ≤ J}.
Pzj (xt|µj ,Σj) is the Gaussian distribution for the j-th class,
with a mean vector µj and a covariance matrix Σj as:

Pzj (xt|µj ,Σj) =
1

(2π)D/2 | Σj |1/2
e−

1
2 (xt−µj)T Σ−1

j (xt−µj)

(6)
where D is the dimension of the feature vector xt. Usually
the covariance matrix Σj is set to be a diagonal matrix with
the covariances of the features as its elements. This is done to
reduce the size of the parameter space. The probability of each
pixel being in either of the classes is calculated using GMMs.

The logarithmic likelihood ratio, derived from these probabil-
ities, is used to set the region property terms in the graph cut
formation:

Log Likelihood Ratio (llrp) = log(K · pf/pb) (7)

where llrp is the log likelihood ratio of a pixel p, and pf and pb
are the probabilities of a pixel belonging to the foreground and
background respectively. The sensitivity of the segmentation
depends on K, the weight given to foreground relative to
background. The probability of a pixel being foreground
increases with the value of K and vice versa. Section 4 gives a
detailed analysis of the effect of K on the final segmentation.

For grayscale images, the raw intensity of the pixels, Ga-
bor and MR8 filters were used in the GMMs. For colour
images, RGB values, Luv values, gabor filters and MR8 filters
were used. The Netlab toolbox [10] is used to set up the GMM
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(a) Original image. (b) Log likelihood ratio image.

Figure 1: Original image and the log likelihood ratio of each
pixel in the image based on GMM.

Table 1: Assignment of edge weights

edge weight (cost) condition
{p, q} Bpq {p, q} ∈ N

{p,S}
LLRp p ∈ P, p /∈ O ∪ B

min(LLRp) p ∈ O
max(LLRp) p ∈ B

{p, T }
LLRp p ∈ P, p /∈ O ∪ B

max(LLRp) p ∈ O
min(LLRp) p ∈ B

and calculate the probabilities. Because GMMs are used in
this paper, the weights of the edges are set in a different way
to that of [3]. The edge weights are set as follows: where LLR
is the log likelihood ratio matrix, and p and q are unordered
neighbourhood pixels. O is “object”, B is “background”, S is
the source terminal and T is the sink terminal of the graph. The
boundary property term Bpq is calculated using the log of the
gradient or the distance transform of the Canny edge detection
filter.

4. Results
This section gives a detailed analysis of the effect of different
GMM components on the final segmentation. Results of seg-
mentations using various values of λ andK are compared using
precision-recall curves, F-score and accuracy.

4.1. Defining a performance measure

Many papers written on the topic, indicate the performance
of their algorithms in the form of the segmented images, as
putting a numerical value to the error function is difficult. The
obvious performance measure can be the number or percentage
of misclassified pixels based on a ground truth image. This
may not be an accurate measure as it fails to convey the
information of true and false positives and negatives. Thus a
more comprehensive measure of performance has to be defined.

Precision and recall measures and F-score are used in
this paper to define error. They are also used in [9, 6]. The
error measures used are defined as follows:

Precision =
tp

tp+ fp
, (8)

Recall =
tp

tp+ fn
, (9)

Accuracy =
tp+ tn

tp+ tn+ fp+ fn
, (10)

Fscore = 2 · Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

, (11)

where tp is the number of true positives, tn is the number of
true negatives, fp is the number of false positives and fn is the
number of false negatives.

The output of the segmentation is a binary vector with
the same size as the image. A true positive is when output of
the segmentation is 1 when ground truth is 1, a true negative is
when the output of the segmentation is 0 while the ground truth
is 0, a false positive is when the output of the segmentation is 1
when ground truth is 0, and a false negative is when the output
of the segmentation is 0 while the ground truth is 1.

Accuracy is the ratio of misclassified pixels to the total number
of pixels. Precision is low when there is significant over-
segmentation. Low recall is a result of under-segmentation,
and indicates failure to retrieve relevant image information.
For a perfect segmentation, precision and recall will equal 1.
F-score is a combination of precision and recall to provide a
single measure for the system, which will be 1 for a perfect
segmentation.

4.2. Parameters K and λ

In Equation (7), K is a parameter that weighs the foreground
and background probabilities. It can be used to adjust the
sensitivity of the segmentation. Figure 2 shows the effect of
K on the final segmentation. As K increases, more pixels are
classified as foreground.

(a) K = 0.01. (b) K = 1.

Figure 2: The effect of K on the final segmentation (λ = 0.02).

The λ in Equation (1) is a coefficient that shows the
weight given to the region properties with respect to the
boundary properties. When λ is 0, the cost function in Equation
(1) consists of boundary properties only. Region and boundary
properties will have equal weights when λ is 1. As λ increases,
the weight assigned to region properties will increase. The
coefficient λ is an important parameter in the graph cut: the
value that gives the best segmentation will be different for
different images.

Figure 3 shows a family of precision-recall curves for
different values of λ and K. The different curves are for
different values of λ as K varies. For the ideal segmentation,
precision and recall will be 1. As K increases, it is seen that
the precision and recall values vary. For a low λ value (λ =
0.01) the recall is low resulting in under-segmentation. Low
precision and over-segmentation is observed when λ increases.

The sensitivity of the segmentation depends on K. When
K is 0, all pixels are classified as background. As K increases
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Figure 3: A family of precision-recall curves as K and λ vary.

the precision starts decreasing and the recall starts increasing.
Figure 3 shows that the best segmentation is achieved when
K is 1 and the background and foreground probabilities are
equally weighted. Over-segmentation is observed as K goes
above 1. This means that some background pixels are classified
as foreground because of an increase in K. This means that all
the foreground pixels are in the segmentation i.e. high recall,
but some background pixels are also in the segmentation i.e.
low precision.
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Figure 4: Accuracy versus K. A good value for K is between
0.1 and 10. (K is plotted on a log axis.)

Accuracy is the ratio of misclassified pixels to the total
number of pixels and F-score is a combination of precision and
recall. Figures 4 and 5 show the effect of K on accuracy and
F-score. Low and high K values result in under-segmentation
and over-segmentation respectively. So accuracy and F-score
will be low for very low or very high values of K. As seen
in Figures 4 and 5, accuracy and F-score are highest when
K is close to 1 and λ varies. High accuracy and F-score are
indications of a good segmentation.

In Section 4.1, F-score is considered a better performance
measure than accuracy. This is because accuracy is the percent
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Figure 5: F-score versus K. A good value for K is between 0.1
and 10. (K is plotted on a log axis.)

of misclassified pixels where as F-score has information
about precision and recall. Figures 4 and 5 demonstrates this
characteristic by showing that F-score is more sensitive than
accuracy. For a good and bad segmentation, the change in
F-score is more than that in accuracy.

Although the actual values of λ that give the best seg-
mentation may differ for different images, the precision-recall
curve (in Figure 3) and the F-score and accuracy curves (in
Figure 4 and 5) will have the same characteristic. Experiments
show that λ values between 1 and 10, and K values between
0.1 and 10 work well for most segmentations. Both these
parameter can be varied according to the sensitivity needed for
a particular segmentation.

4.3. Results and Interpretation

Experiments were done on grayscale and colour images.
Colour and texture measure were used to set up GMMs. The
results of the segmentations using different methods were
compared using the measures mentioned above. A and F stand
for accuracy and F-score respectively. The performance of
MR8 filters was better than Gabor filters, so Gabor filters have
been excluded from this report. Experiments were done with
the following features of images being selected for the GMMs:

1. Grayscale images :

• Intenstiy values,

• Intensity values & MR8 filters.

2. Colour images :

• R, G, B values,

• G, (G-R), (G-B) values,

• L, u, v values,

• R, G, B, L, u, v values & MR8 filters,

• G, (G-R), (G-B), L, u, v values & MR8 filters,

• L, u, v values & MR8 filters, and

• G, (G-R), (G-B), L, u, v values.
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4.3.1. Grayscale images

As shown in Figure 6, the best segmentation was acquired with
intensity values. MR8 filters result in over-segmentation which
means that the segmentation has the object and some unwanted
regions (Figure 6(c)). In the case of the ‘birds’ image, intensity
values give the best segmentation, whereas in an image with
texture content MR8 filters will be most useful.

(a) Original ‘birds’ image. (b) (A = 0.995, F = 0.953).

(c) (A = 0.976, F = 0.803).

Figure 6: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) inten-
sity values and (c) intensity values and MR8 filters.

(a) Original ‘plane’ image. (b) (A = 0.994, F = 0.946).

Figure 7: (a) Original image and (b) segmentation using inten-
sity values.

4.3.2. Colour Images

The algorithm works better on colour images as they have more
information than grayscale images. Many different features
were selected in the GMM and different features gave good
results for different images.

MR8 filters lead to over-segmentation but were useful in
some cases like Figure 12(d).

Luv values worked better than RGB values in images
that had brightness differences. For example, the corners of
Figure 10(a) are as dark as the eagle so they are classified as
foreground in RGB segmentation (Figure 10(b)), but the Luv
segmentation in 10(c) gives a better result.

The yellow region in Figure 8(a), which should be in the
background, is classified as the object in RGB segmentation
because the centers of the flowers are yellow and those values
are in the GMM for “object”. Combining colour spaces or MR8
filtering solves the problem and gives a better segmentation.
Otherwise, any selection of features works equally well.

(a) Original ‘flowers’ image. (b) (A = 0.967, F = 0.962).

(c) (A = 0.973, F = 0.969). (d) (A = 0.976, F = 0.972).

Figure 8: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) RGB
values, (c) Luv, G,(G-R),(G-B) values and (d) RGB, Luv and
MR8 filters.

(a) Original ‘plane’ image. (b) (A = 0.977, F = 0.822).

(c) (A = 0.995, F = 0.952). (d) (A = 0.994, F = 0.946).

Figure 9: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) Luv
and MR8 filters, (c) Luv values and (d) RGB values.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
It can be concluded that a good segmentation can be derived
for any image based on colour and texture parameters, using
GMMs and graph cuts. The average accuracy of the algorithm
was 92% over a set of 20 images and the best accuracy was
99.5%. As shown in figures 6 to 10 the segmentations are
logical, as if they were made by a human subject, and they
achieve the goal of interactive segmentation within 1 iteration
of the algorithm.

Features are selected carefully in this paper, but a formal
study in feature selection can be done in future. Automatic
feature selection that depends on the image will be effective.
This will enable the algorithm to tell which features to select to
give the best possible segmentation for any given image.

The boundary information can be extracted from the im-
age in a different way. An explicit ‘edge’ model can be formed
from the user-marked pixels and each pixel or regions of pixels
can be tested for evidence of boundary using this model.

A different grid, or grouping of regions in the image, can
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(a) Original ‘eagle’ image. (b) (A = 0.966, F = 0.916).

(c) (A = 0.974, F = 0.934). (d) (A = 0.967, F = 0.921).

Figure 10: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) RGB
values, (c) Luv values and (d) Luv and MR8 filters.

(a) Original ‘grass’ image. (b) (A = 0.985, F = 0.954).

(c) (A = 0.986, F = 0.956). (d) (A = 0.995, F = 0.984).

Figure 11: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) RGB
values, (c) Luv and MR8 filters and (d) G,(G-R),(G-B), Luv and
MR8 filters.

(a) Original ‘birds’ image. (b) (A = 0.991, F = 0.918).

(c) (A = 0.994, F = 0.945). (d) (A = 0.995, F = 0.951).

Figure 12: (a) Original image and segmentation using (b) Luv
values, (c) RGB filters and (d) G,(G-R),(G-B), Luv filters.

be chosen instead of a pixel grid, and groups of pixels can be
classified. This grid or grouping can be derived from clustering
algorithms like mean shift, k-means, or nearest neighbour.
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Abstract
We investigate seven popular variations on the traditionalMu-
tual Information (MI) similarity function and asses them for use
in rigid CT-MRI volume registration. A visual assessment of
registration accuracy, similarity function shape and the number
of function evaluations required by the optimisation routine are
used to quantify performance. Pre-processing of the MRI and
CT volumes includes noise removal and the generation of an
anatomy mask.

1. Introduction
In collaboration with iThemba Labs we are developing a
system for automatic registration of Computer Tomography
Imaging (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) vol-
umes. This system is to be used in patient treatment planning
for radiotherapy procedures. The purpose of this work is to
evaluate Mutual Information (MI) based similarity functions
for use in an automaticrigid registration system that calculates
the initial alignment of the volumes for the final registration
process.

The pre-processing of the CT and MRI volumes includes
noise removal and the generation of an anatomy mask. The
mask volume is used to calculate the initial alignment of the
CT and MRI volumes for registration and during registration
to quickly isolate the anatomy in a volume. An auto-cropping
procedure ensures the anatomy in the source (MRI) volume is
present in the anatomy captured in the destination (CT) volume.

Powell’s method [8] is used to optimise the transforma-
tion parameters that register the volumes. Currently the
accuracy of the registration is determined by visual assessment;
we are in the process of manufacturing a phantom for quality
assurance purposes.

We implemented seven variations on the traditional mu-
tual information similarity function to investigate their
application suitability for multi-modal volume registration.
We asses the performace of the MI based similarity functions
with regards to the number of function evaluations required
by the optimisation algorithm, similarity function shape and
registration accuracy.

In section 3 we discuss pre-processing of the volumes.
The mutual information similarity function and the variations
we implemented are discussed in section 3. Implementation
details and experiment setup will be covered in section 4 with

results displayed in section 5. Our conclusions from these
results are presented in section 6.

2. Volume pre-processing
In this section we will briefly discuss the volume pre-processing
step in our system. The pre-processing involves noise removal
and the generation of an anatomy mask and is performed to
improve registration speed and accuracy. We discuss the noise
removal procedure in section 2.1 and the generation of the
anatomy mask in section 2.2.

2.1. Noise removal

We use a method similar to Atkins and Mackiewich [3] to au-
tomatically determine an optimal threshold value for low inten-
sity noise removal in MRI and CT volumes. Our method differs
from [3] in that we fit a Gaussian curve instead of a Rayleigh
curve to low intensities of the volume histograms to determine
an automatic threshold for noise removal. We chose a Gaus-
sian curve as it allows our system to be more general and work
with CT and various MRI modalities as opposed to the Rayleigh
curve that works optimally for PD-weighted MRI images [6].
Figure 1 shows a CT and MRI volume histogram before and
after noise removal.

2.2. Head mask generation

Once we have thresholded the volume we use singular value
decomposition to estimate a bounding ellipse for the anatomy
in each slice of the volume, giving us a cylindrical mask. This
mask will isolate the anatomy in the volume and remove any
high intensity noise or artifacts around the anatomy that were
not removed during thresholding. We refine the mask in the
final stage of this process by using the calculated thresholdto
remove low intensity voxels. An example of a MRI volume
before and after noise removal and mask generation can be seen
in Figure 2.

3. Mutual information
The use of mutual information (MI) for multi-modal volume
registration was introduced by Viola and Wells [10] in 1995
and has its origins in information theory. Since 1995 the useof
MI for multi-modal volume registration has proved to be very
effective and it has become the default method for registration
in many clinical applications [5].
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Figure 1: Noise removal

(a) Raw volume

(b) Mask volume

Figure 2: MRI mask volume

Before we move forward in our discussion on MI we
need to introduce and define marginal and joint entropy. For
simplicity we will assume we are working with volumes of
equal size and with voxels of equal dimensions.

Entropy has its roots in information theory and is an at-
tempt to measure information content, or more accurately,
the uncertainty (dispersion) of a random variable [4]. The
joint entropy similarly measures the amount of information
contained in a system of two random variables. The marginal

and joint entropy of random variablesX andY are defined as

H(X) = −

n
X

i=0

P (xi) log(P (xi)), (1)

H(X, Y ) = −

n
X

i=0

m
X

j=0

P (xi, yj) log(P (xi, yj)), (2)

whereH(X) is the marginal entropy andH(X,Y ) the joint
entropy.

For the purposes of image registration the distributions
we sum over in equations 1 and 2 are the normalised volume
histograms, with the indices of the sum being the range of
voxel intensities. It is useful for us to rewrite this summation
to be over voxels as it allows us to develop point similarity
measures for future work in non-rigid volume registration.
The calculation of entropy in our system is implemented as a
summation over voxels. Using ideas from Rogelj et al. [7] we
rewrite the equation for the marginal entropy as

H(X) = −
1

N

N
X

v=0

log(P (i(v))). (3)

WhereN is the total number of voxels andi(v) the intensity of
voxel v. For the joint entropy the summation over voxel pairs
becomes

H(X, Y ) = −
1

N

N
X

v=0

log(P (i(vx), i(vy))), (4)

whereN is now the total number of corresponding voxels and
i(vx) andi(vy) the intensities of voxelv in volumesX andY .

The MI of two random variables can be defined using
entropy as

MI(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X,Y ) (5)

or equivalently

MI(X,Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) (6)

whereH(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy [4].

From equation 5 we see that maximising MI is equiva-
lent to minimising the joint entropy of variableX and Y .
From (2) we know the joint entropy is related to the joint
distribution, which in our case is the joint histogram of the
images. As the images move out of alignment the dispersion of
their joint histogram will increase [5] and therefore therewill
be an increase in the joint entropy, reducing the MI. Figure 3
illustrates the dispersion in the joint histogram of correctly
registered and misregistered volumes.

It is also useful to consider equation 6 when talking about MI
as it gives an intuitive view into what MI tells us about the
relationship between two random variables. Equation 6 defines
MI as the reduction in uncertainty of random variableX when
we know random variableY , put another way MI gives us
a measure of how much one random variable tells us about
another.

We need to make one assumption when using MI for
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Figure 3: Dispersion in joint histograms of registered and mis-
registered volumes

volume registration, the assumption being that there is a
relationship between the intensity distributions of the volumes
we are registering. This assumption put simply requires that
areas of similar intensity in one volume correspond to areasin
the second volume that also have similar intensities [5].

To register volumes using an MI similarity function we
search the space of allowable transformations for one which
maximises the MI. The search for the transformation that max-
imises the MI is usually the responsibility of some optimisation
routine, we make use of Powell’s method [8]. In our current
implementation the transformationT is rigid and isometric
but in generalT can be any allowable transformation rigid or
non-rigid.

The process for registration using MI is defined by

Treg = argmaxT(MI(T (A),B)), (7)

whereA is the source volume,B the destination volume,T the
transformation applied toA to bring it into alignment withB
andMI() the MI similarity function.

It is rare for both volumes to have the same voxel di-
mensions and it is therefore necessary for an interpolation
routine to be used when calculating the corresponding voxel
intensities during registration.

3.1. Mutual Information variants

In this subsection we will introduce several of the popular vari-
ants on MI based similarity functions. We will follow the same
convention as in equations 5 and 6 and define all the MI variants
in terms of entropy and MI.

3.1.1. Distance metric

We implemented two metric variations used by Kraskoc et al.
[2] in their work on clustering. The first distance metric is a
modification to MI that allows it to obey the triangle inequality,
non-negativity and symmetry,

D(X, Y ) = H(X, Y ) − MI(X, Y ). (8)

The second is a universal metric,

U(X, Y ) = D(X, Y )/H(X,Y ), (9)

with U(X, Y ) ≤ 1.

Both distance metrics will give small values whenX and
Y are close and larger values whenX and Y move out of
registration.

3.1.2. Normalised variants

We look at two normalised variants in this article. We take the
first variant from the work of Yao et al. [12] where we have the
MI normalised using the joint entropy,

N1(X, Y ) =
MI(X,Y )

H(X,Y )
. (10)

The second normalised variant we implemented is taken from a
survey by Pluim et al. [5] on MI based registration. The variant
is a rearrangement of the traditional MI formulation where the
joint entropy is used to normalise the marginal entropies,

N2(X, Y ) =
H(X) + H(Y )

H(X,Y )
. (11)

Both normalised variants will obtain a maximum when the joint
entropy is minimised and are therefore expected to have similar
performance to that of traditional MI.

3.1.3. Uncertainty and constraint coefficients

The uncertainty [9] and constraint [1] coefficients can be con-
sidered normalised variants of MI with the normalisation factors
respectively being the marginal entropy of random variableX
or Y . The uncertainty coefficient is defined as

Cxy(X, Y ) =
MI(X,Y )

H(Y )
(12)

and the constraint coefficient as

Cyx(X, Y ) =
MI(X, Y )

H(X)
. (13)

The uncertainty and constraint coefficients lie between 0 and
1, with the value 0 indicating thatX and Y are completely
independent and the value 1 indicating that knowledge ofX
completely predictsY .
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3.1.4. Symmetric uncertainty

The symmetric uncertainty [11] of two random variables is de-
fined as

S(X, Y ) =
2MI(X, Y )

H(X) + H(Y )
(14)

and can be seen as a weighted average of the uncertainty and
constraint coefficients. The symmetric uncertainty will be0 if
X andY are completely independent and will be unity ifX and
Y are completely dependant [9].

4. Implementation and experiment setup
The registration system was implemented in Python using the
following libraries :

• Numpy

• Ndimage from Scipy

• PyCuda

• Mayavi

We use a linear interpolation routine to reduce computation
time, future work includes the implementation of an interpola-
tion procedure on the GPU.

PyCuda is a python interface to CUDA that allows full
access to the CUDA API from within Python. We use PyCuda
to perform calculation on the GPU. Mayavi is an open source
3D visualisation package.

4.1. Calculating volume overlap

During volume pre-processing we generate a mask for the
anatomy in each volume. These masks are used during
registration to isolate the anatomy in the source and destination
volumes. We calculate a corresponding voxel in the destination
volume for each voxel in the source anatomy mask and use
these corresponding voxels in the calculation of the similarity
measure. This method works best if the entire source anatomy
mask corresponds to an area in the destination anatomy mask.

During testing of the system we found that we obtained
more consistent and accurate results if we used the MRI
volumes as the source volumes and CT volumes as destination
volumes. The reason for this is that the MRI volumes in our
data set are smaller and in general correspond to a subsection
of the matching CT volumes. By using the MRI volumes as the
source volume we reduce the number of voxels we are required
to interpolate for the calculation of the similarity measure as
well as increase the chances of matching the entire source
anatomy mask to an area inside the destination anatomy mask.

4.2. Initial alignment and auto-cropping

We use the anatomy masks generated during the volume
pre-processing to estimate a rough initial alignment. In this
process we assume the imaged anatomy has a uniform density
and therefore use the average of the voxel coordinates of the
mask volume as the volume centroid. We assume the volumes
have similar orientations and set the rotation parameters of the
initial alignment to0. The initial transformT that brings the
volumes into alignment is then simply the difference in the
translation parameters of the estimated volume centroids.

The auto-cropping procedure is simple and designed to

work with specific cases in our current data set. Our data set
contains matching MRI and CT head volumes that have a
similar orientation. The auto-cropping procedure tries toensure
that the source anatomy mask corresponds to an area inside the
destination anatomy mask. In our specific case this amounts to
comparing the length and width of the head in the CT and MRI
mask volumes and then cropping the MRI mask volume so that
width and length of the head in its upper most slice is greater
then that of the upper most slice of the CT head mask.

4.3. Data sets

Our data set consists of 10 matching anonymous MRI and CT
volumes.The MRI data set contains various T1 and T2 weighted
scans, the majority captured using a Siemens Symphony imag-
ing device and one from a GE Medical Systems Genisis Signa.
The CT data set is made up of 9 non-contrast CT volumes cap-
tured using a Phillips Brilliance Big Bore imaging device. Both
MRI and CT data sets have varying voxel dimensions.

4.4. Experiment setup and evaluation criteria

We will register each of the matching volumes in our data set
with each of the MI variants defined in section 3.1 and the
traditional MI similarity function defined in equation 5. Wewill
evaluate the results with regards to similarity function shape,
the number function evaluations required by the optimisation
algorithm and a visual assessment of the registration accuracy.

5. Results
We present the results obtained from our experiments in tables
1 and 2.

Table 1 shows the success of registration for each vol-
ume pair in our data set registered with each MI similarity
function. The success of registration is determined by visual
assessment of the registered volumes. Figure 4 shows an
example of the generated images used for visual assessment,
we generate the images by overlaying registered slices from
the source and destination volumes in a checkerboard pattern.
We consider volumes to be registered if on inspection of the
generated images we cannot identify any large miss-alignments
of the anatomy. We do not expect to see a perfect alignment of
the anatomy as there is distortion present in the volumes that
we have not taken into account.

Volume MI D U N1 N2 Cxy Cyx S
1 y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) n y(c) y(c) y(c)
2 y y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) n y(c)
3 y(c) y(c) y(c) n n y(c) y(c) n
4 y y(c) y(c) y(c) y y y y(c)
5 n n n y n n n n
6 n y y(c) y(c) y(c) n n n
7 y(c) y y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c)
8 y(c) y y y y y y(c) y
9 y(c) y(c) y(c) y y(c) y(c) y y(c)
10 n y y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c) y(c)

Table 1: Registration success - ’y’ indicates a successful regis-
tration , ’n’ a problematic registration and ’c’ a registration in
which we have confidence.

We indicate if we have confidence in the registration resultsin
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Table 1 with a ’c’. To determine if we have confidence in the
registration results we inspected the similarity functionaround
the estimated transformation for each of the transformation
parameters. For us to have confidence in the registration result
we expect the similarity function to be smooth and for there to
be a peak in the similarity function at the transformation that
registers the volumes. Figure 5 shows examples of a confident
and a problematic similarity function.
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(b) Misregistered

Figure 4: Example of registered and misregistered volumes

It needs to be emphasised that our current interpolation routine
is very basic and causes interpolation artifacts to occur inthe
similarity functions. The Z components of translation and
rotation are most affected by this and it is particularly evident
when we register volumes with very large voxel dimensions.

Volume pair 5 had the least success in registration of all
our volume pairs. The MRI volume in this pair is small, has
the lowest resolution of our data set and was the only volume
captured using the GE Medical Systems Genisis Signa. We
do not suspect the imaging device to be the cause of the poor
results, it is more likely that the small volume size and low
resolution combined with our simple interpolation routinewas
the culprit.

Table 2 lists the number of function evaluations required
by the optimisation process for convergence. We show the
results for each volume pair registered with all the implemented

similarity functions.

Volume MI D U N1 N2 Cxy Cyx S
1 177 138 118 222 139 362 286 382
2 305 133 91 384 91 322 292 377
3 749 104 99 63 62 1133 525 64
4 441 70 98 397 44 239 270 368
5 59 189 143 278 79 387 121 341
6 280 122 135 502 135 272 277 138
7 287 164 43 394 43 361 410 447
8 306 101 41 136 41 229 391 128
9 257 89 118 239 118 396 335 356
10 166 95 86 320 86 292 237 151

average 303 121 97 294 84 399 314 272

Table 2: Function evaluations required

(a) Confident similarity function

(b) Problematic similarity function

Figure 5: Similarity function shape

6. Conclusion
The purpose of this work was to evaluate MI based similarity
functions for use in an automaticrigid CT-MRI registration
system. We started the article with a brief discussion covering
the volume preprocessing in our system and moved on to our
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investigation of variations on the traditional MI similarity
function. During our discussion on MI we showed how one can
rewrite the MI function in terms of a summation overvoxels
which is important when developing point similarity functions
for non-rigid volume registration. We tested the variations of
the traditional MI similarity function with our data set of 10
CT-MRI volume pairs.

We determined the success of registration from a visual
assessment of the generated images described in Section 5.
Together with the success of registration we also indicatedif
we had confidence in the registration result. Confidence was
determined by inspecting the similarity function shape and
smoothness around the estimated transformation.

From Table 1 we see that all the implemented variations
had some success in registering the CT and MRI volumes with
two cases standing out in particular, these being the universal
metricU and normalised variantN1. Both the universal metric
and the normalise variant had a90% success rate in registration
and performed better then the traditional MI similarity function.
On inspecting the confidence measure in Table 1 we again see
that the universal metricU stands out by having confidence in
8 of the 9 successfull registrations.

Table 2 shows the number of function evaluations re-
quired by the optimisation process to estimate the registration
transformation. We see that the variation that required the
least amount of function evaluations on average was the
second normalised variantN2, this is misleading as this
variant did not perform well in registration. The universal
metric again performs well and is a close second in Table 2 re-
quiring on average only97 function evaluations for registration.

Overall our results show that the universal metric is the
best performing of the implemented MI variations with regards
to registration success and function evaluations required. It
was also shown that all the variations had some success in
registration and are suitable as similarity functions for CT-MRI
volume registration. We can expect the performance with
regards to registration accuracy and confidence to improve
with the use of a higher order interpolation routine and higher
resolution volumes.

Future work in our registration system includes the im-
plementation of a higher order interpolation routine on the
GPU to increase speed and allow for the use of higher res-
olution volumes during registration. We will then move our
attention towards using point similarity measures together with
graphical models for the non-rigid registration process.
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Abstract

Within the context of video surveillance, object and incident de-

tection by an operator is minimized in over- and under-exposed

pixels. Multiple different exposures of the same scene can

be fused to create a well-balanced and detailed image that is

meaningful to a human operator or surveillance system. We

present an implementation for real-time video enhancement us-

ing videos of varying exposures. The algorithm increases the

details in over- or under-exposed areas that are present in a sin-

gle frame of fixed exposure. The processing power of a mo-

bile computer and its graphics processing unit (GPU) are able

to fuse three greyscale videos of resolution 1600×1200 at 20

frames-per-second.

1. Introduction

Surveillance systems make extensive use of video cameras for

the monitoring of people, objects and high risk areas. Environ-

ments monitored by the military and navy are generally com-

posed of harsh lighting conditions that introduce a large num-

ber of shadows and highlights into a captured frame. These

great variations in scene radiance tend to over-expose or under-

expose certain areas in a captured image. This is due to the

camera sensor’s dynamic range being much lower than that of

the scene. Advanced digital image processing will not reveal

any hidden details since the camera’s sensor system would have

clipped the pixel digital values in the over- and under-exposed

regions. The sequential capture of multiple images of the same

scene using different exposures is able to sufficiently capture

the required information in these scenarios. An image captured

using a short exposure time will not saturate bright image re-

gions while an image captured with a long exposure time will

show more detail in the dark regions.

The pixel depth provided by most camera sensors range

from 8-bit to 14-bit i.e. 256 to 16384 digital values, while the

range of radiance values in a natural scene, from a digital per-

spective, are several orders larger than that. Details present in

high dynamic range scenes can be captured through the use of

the following two techniques:

• High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging: HDR imag-

ing methods allow a larger dynamic range of luminance

values that traditional imaging techniques do not offer

[1, 2]. These techniques aim to closely model the in-

tensities in the real world, such as strong direct light

sources. An HDR image will contain the full range of

luminances found in a scene. Tone mapping techniques

are used to render the HDR data to low dynamic range

hardware such as screens or common data files such as

JPEG images. HDR images are created using low dy-

namic range data.

• Exposure fusion: Exposure fusion selects the best re-

gions from each frame in a sequence of different expo-

sures of the same scene and seamlessly blends the re-

gions together to created a fused image [3, 4]. Regions

are selected based on user defined criteria such as maxi-

mum entropy, high contrast and saturation. Unlike HDR

imaging, tone mapping for the final rendered image is

not required since the output is the same bit depth as the

input. Exposure fusion also produces more natural look-

ing images and can create a large depth of field by fusing

together frames with different degrees of sharpness.

In this paper, we discuss real-time exposure fusion for creat-

ing detailed video output that can assist with surveillance. The

proposed implementation is a new contribution to the field of

real-time image enhancement. In addition, the hardware and

software platform is a mobile computer that can be deployed

quite easily into the field for testing. We begin by discussing the

background material and thereafter describe the algorithm and

implementation in detail. This is followed by the experimental

results and discussion. Concluding remarks are then presented.

2. Background

Goshtasby proposes an algorithm for exposure fusion that in-

creases the final image entropy [3]. The method proceeds by

splitting the image up into blocks and, for each block, the expo-

sure that has the highest entropy is selected. The selected blocks

of varying exposures are thereafter blended together to create

the final scene. It is an iterative algorithm that computes the en-

tropy of a fused image for different block sizes. The fused im-

age with the highest entropy is the final result. Goshtasby uses

rational Gaussian surfaces for image blending. Experimental

results are presented for still images.

Mertens et al. fuse multiple exposures of a scene through

pyramid blending [4]. In contrast to Goshtasby’s method, they

perform exposure selection at a pixel level (rather than block

level). Three measures are proposed for pixel selection: i) con-

trast, ii) saturation and iii) well-exposedness. These measures

are used to generate a scalar weight map that guides the fusion

process. A Gaussian pyramid of the weight map and a Lapla-

cian pyramid for each exposure are then used to perform the fi-

nal image blending. Similar to Goshtasby’s experimental setup,

results are presented for still images.

Real-time video enhancement can be achieved using dif-

ferent types of hardware [5]. A Field Programmable Gate Ar-

ray (FPGA) is a device with a large number of logic gates.
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It is widely used in digital signal processing (DSP) for real-

time applications. FPGAs can be reconfigured in real-time to

form different circuits. This provides them with the ability to

have a wide range of applications with precise outputs. Custom

circuit and memory configurations can be used to exploit the

data layout and the algorithm for high performance. Special-

ized DSP chips also exist that process data captured by cameras

and video recorders. They have dedicated low level accelerators

and higher level general purpose processors for more complex

tasks. Common tasks include LCD display, auto white balance

and auto focus on cameras.

Desktop computers are used by most scientists and re-

searchers due to their low cost and the large number of pro-

gramming languages and software available for DSP. The cen-

tral processing unit (CPU) of desktop computers currently have

multiple cores for high performance computing. Recent ad-

vances include 64-bit platforms, up to 8 megabytes of level 2

cache memory and Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD)

operations in the instruction sets. A disadvantage of the desk-

top processor is its large power consumption.

The graphics processing unit (GPU) is a common hardware

component in desktop and laptop computers. It is used primar-

ily for rendering graphics in modern computer games. In recent

years, the rendering pipeline of the GPU has been made ac-

cessible to programmers through the introduction of GPU pro-

gramming languages, making it capable of doing general pur-

pose computing for a wide range of scientific applications [6].

It employs the SIMD technique to achieve data and computing

parallelism. This technique provides huge performance gains in

certain parallel computing problems.

In the next section, we present a detailed description of the

fusion algorithm that uses the GPU and CPU on a laptop com-

puter to achieve real-time processing. This is a low cost solution

for real-time processing that evades the substantial development

time required by specialized solutions such as FPGAs. In addi-

tion, a variety of applications can be executed on a laptop mak-

ing it a highly flexible analysis tool.

3. Algorithm Details

A variation of Goshtasby’s algorithm is used for exposure fu-

sion. Our algorithm selects the image block with the highest

entropy and performs blending between blocks using bilinear

interpolation [7]. The block size is the only input parameter re-

quired and is user defined. The processing frame rate achieved

implies that the block size can be adjusted by the operator dur-

ing operation without any impact on performance. The expo-

sure fusion algorithm can be described as follows:

1. A block size w × w is specified for the computation of

entropy measures. The Shannon entropy measure for in-

formation can be found in the literature [8].

2. Given a sequence of n frames captured with different

exposures ek where k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, each frame fk,

starting at the top left hand corner, is tiled into blocks of

size w × w. Blocks at the left and bottom edges may be

smaller in size than w × w. We will denote a block as

bkij
where ij, the center of a block, is a particular block

location in the frame. Figure 1 shows blocks at locations

ij in an image.

3. For each frame fk, corresponding to an exposure ek,

each block bkij
is selected and its entropy is computed.

4. For each block location ij, we now have n entropy mea-

sures. The block bkij
with the highest entropy is selected
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Figure 1: Bilinear interpolation for pixel blending.

for fusion into the final image at location ij.

5. All the blocks selected for each block location ij (in the

above step) are blended together, using bilinear interpo-

lation, for the final image.

Image blending at an interior pixel location (l, m) - a pixel

location surrounded by four blocks - is achieved by using the

pixel values at location (l, m) in the frames having the expo-

sures of the surrounding blocks. In Figure 1, these four blocks

correspond to the ones with their centers labelled A, B, C and

D. Let A, B, C and D denote a particular exposure index(k)

for a block. Then the mapping for an interior pixel is:

p(l, m) =
s
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„

y

x + y
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«
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where fk(l, m), k ∈ {A, B, C, D}, is a pixel value at location

(l, m) in an acquired frame having exposure k. Figure 1 shows

how the parameters r, s, x and y are computed. The weighting

is derived from the horizontal or vertical distance to the block

centers in the image. Edge pixels with only two blocks in their

proximity are mapped using a linear combination of the two

image functions. Pixels at the corner of the image have only a

single mapping function i.e. the image function of the closest

block. In the next section, the real-time implementation of the

algorithm is presented.

4. Implementation for the CPU and GPU

The implementation of the exposure fusion algorithm utilizes

the processing power of the CPU and GPU. Computing hard-

ware are designed to have particular types of operation. For

example, CPUs are good for sequential operations while paral-

lel operations are suitable for the GPUs. Although GPUs have

a fixed functionality shader programs can be executed in certain

stages of the pipeline. We utilize the fragment shader pipeline

to process image pixels. More information regarding GPU pro-

gramming can be found in the literature [9].

Certain image processing algorithms cannot be ported to

the GPU without reducing overall performance or drastically

increasing complexity of the program. This constraint arises

from the fact that pixels are processed in a random order and
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Figure 2: Flow of execution for the exposure fusion algorithm.

independently of each other on the GPU. The output at a partic-

ular pixel location cannot utilize outputs at other pixel locations.

Hence, it will be more costly to system performance if certain

algorithms executed only the GPU. Algorithms must be struc-

tured such that the full power of the GPU and CPU are utilized.

We structure the flow of execution as follows (shown in Figure

2):

1. n input frames representing the different exposures for

a scene are first transferred to the CPU for sequential

processing. At this stage, the entropies for each block in

the n frames are computed. The entropy data, together

with block information such as center locations, is stored

in a floating point texture.

2. Once the CPU processing has been completed, the n in-

put frames and the texture storing the entropy data is

transferred to the GPU. The GPU then executes a shader

program that performs operations on pixels in parallel -

neigbouring block locations are computed and the blend-

ing is performed. The data required for each pixel is ex-

tracted from the textures storing the entropy information

and the input data. The new pixel values are then stored

in an output frame and rendered to screen.

When using the GPU for general purpose computing, copy-

ing of image data between the CPU and GPU consumes a large

number of clock cycles when using texture fetches. This prob-

lem can be averted by using the pixel buffer object (PBO) pro-

vided by the OpenGL driver [10]. OpenGL is a low level graph-

ics rendering library that provides an interface to the GPU. The

PBO provides regions of GPU memory that are directly acces-

sible through identifiers. It achieves fast data transfer across the

CPU/GPU bus by using direct memory access (DMA). Our ini-

tial tests showed an increase in processing frame rate by a factor

of 6.

The texture that is used to store the entropy data is one with

format RGBA (4 channels i.e. Red Green Blue Alpha) and data

type 32-bit single precision floating point. It has a constant size

and this ensures that the DMA data transfer will have a fixed

execution time. The amount of data stored in the texture is de-

pendent on the block size for processing; smaller blocks pro-

duce more data than larger ones. In our implementation, a min-

imum block size of 32×32 is possible for video frame sizes of

1600×1200 or less. Each row in the data texture corresponds to

a particular image block and contains 3 columns; each column

is used to store data for a particular exposure. The 4 channels

provided by the RGBA format ensure sufficient memory for im-

age block data. The pixel format (RGBA) was not changed to 1

or 2 channels for lower memory bandwidth consumption since

it was felt that future work on the algorithm would require ad-

ditional image information.

The CPU and GPU code was optimized by reducing the

number of arithmetic and boolean operations. For example,

replacing certain division operations by multiplications (which

execute much faster than division operations). Other operations

were reduced by pre-computing frequently used variables and

by using built-in hardware functions. The most computation-

ally intensive portion of the algorithm is executed by the GPU

i.e. the pixel blending. The FPGA implementation of bilinear

blending is able to exploit particular properties of the algorithm

and the data layout [11]. Hence, the number of clock cycles

required by the processor are significantly lower than a GPU.

This is not possible on the GPU due to the random order of

pixel processing. As a result, a large number of if-then state-

ments are present in the GPU shader code. This is essential

for processing particular image blocks e.g., interior or corner

blocks. Future optimizations will consider creating different

shaders (pipelines) for particular image blocks and pixel loca-

tions. In this case, the execution speedup will be significant.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion

The exposure fusion algorithm was tested on a Dell Latitude

D830 Laptop. The hardware and software specifications of the

laptop were:

• Intel Core2 Duo 2.2 GHz processor.

• 4GB memory.

• Nvidia Quadro 140M NVS graphics card.

• Linux operating system (Gentoo).

• OpenSceneGraph for GPU processing using C++ and

OpenGL Shading Language.

The Nvidia Quadro 140M provides entry level computing per-

formance on a mobile platform. It has 16 shaders (pipelines),

a core speed of 400 MHz, memory speed of 700MHz and op-

erates with 10W power consumption. The memory capacity is

256MB with a bus width of 64-bits. We fuse together three

videos recorded using a Prosilica GE1660 video camera with

resolution 1600×1200 and 8-bit pixel depth. 10 scenes were

captured for testing the fusion algorithm. An example of an

HDR scene with multiple exposures and the final fusion are

shown in Figure 3(a) - 3(d). The 10 test scenes are shown in

Figure 4.

In Figure 3, a camouflaged dummy that is placed next to

the tree is not clearly visible using the auto exposure func-

tion provided by the camera. The auto exposure also creates

strong blown-out highlights in the foreground (the grass patch).

The short shutter time (Exposure 1) correctly exposes the grass

while the long shutter time (Exposure 3) is able to correctly

expose the camouflaged dummy next to the tree. All of these

details are successively fused into the final image (Figure 3(d)).
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(a) Exposure 1. (b) Exposure 2 (auto ex-

posure).

(c) Exposure 3. (d) Fused frame.

Figure 3: A typical scene with a high dynamic range.

The normalized entropy of the input scenes and the fused

scenes are presented in Table 1. The entropy for the input scene

is computed using the second of the three exposures, which is

generally the auto-exposure provided by the camera. Block

sizes were selected based on human visual inspection of the

output provided by the algorithm. In most of the test scenes,

the global image entropy is increased by the algorithm. How-

ever, fused scenes with a slight decrease in entropy do show an

increase in image detail on closer inspection. Some fused re-

sults are shown in Figure 5. The performance of the algorithm,

in frames-per-second (fps), is shown in Table 2. The captured

video scenes were scaled for the non-native video resolutions.

Videos of resolution 1360×1024 refer to the frame size pro-

vided by older Prosilica cameras. The processing frame rate

tends to increase monotonically as block size increases. Across

all mentioned video resolutions, a minimum frame rate of 20 is

achievable when using a minimum block size of 64×64. The

algorithm execution time is independent of the scene content.

This means that the processing times for different scenes of the

same resolution are almost the same.

Table 1: Entropy of original image and fused image.

Image Block Original Fused Image

Size Entropy Entropy

BIKE 196 0.64 0.67

CARPARK 128 0.51 0.66

SHADOW 128 0.56 0.66

INTERIOR 196 0.65 0.67

MIDDAY 128 0.65 0.64

HIDDEN 128 0.51 0.64

INDOOR1 128 0.60 0.66

INDOOR2 128 0.65 0.67

VAN 128 0.50 0.64

TREE 128 0.64 0.66

Table 2: Exposure fusion performance (in frames-per-second).

Video Size
Block Size

32 64 128 256

256×256 195.37 196.56 198.23 na

512×512 101.75 103.55 103.83 104.61

1024×1024 28.14 34.09 35.84 35.95

1360×1024 19.75 26.59 27.87 27.65

1600×1200 19.92 20.21 20.25 20.31

The algorithm presented will maintain real-time execution

when the cumalative exposure times are less than the capture

time required for a particular frame rate. Day time scenes with

sufficient lighting easily satisfy these requirements. However,

there are limitations when lighting is extremely poor. In these

cases, low light, thermal or infrared sensors will provide more

information than sensors for the visible spectrum. Another im-

portant consideration is the selection of the different exposure

times. The exposures must be selected so that all or most of the

important scene details are captured. Currently, we use 3 expo-

sures which may be insufficient. Inclusion of more exposures

will introduce a bottleneck to the fusion process but will also

provide better pixel details.

A practical problem associated with the described algo-

rithm is the acquisition process for multiple exposures. This

can be achieved by using multiple video cameras that have been

calibrated. The calibration information can be used to associate

acquired pixel values with points in space and a cropped frame

of interest can be generated [12]. In this way, each pixel loca-

tion will now have multiple digital values corresponding to the

different exposures used. Alternatively, there are digital video

cameras available that allow a user to set a different exposure

for every frame acquisition in real-time. Emerging technolo-

gies also show that new sensors being developed can provide

separate readouts (multiple exposures) for each pixel for a sin-

gle acquisition [2].

The quality of the fused image is dependent on a number of

factors and there is a trade-off between performance and qual-

ity. Blending artifacts can be seen in Figure 5(f). Small block

sizes, for entropy computation, can produce finer details in the

fused image. However, sharp grey scale transitions between

edge blocks are not blended smoothly and this presents a low

quality fused image. Large block sizes enable the best blend-

ing but local details are sometimes lost. These problems can

be addressed by using a multiscale feature extraction and image

fusion/blending process or adaptive window size. A learning

process may also be incorporated every few frames to provide

information for an automatic block size selection process. How-

ever, the methods mentioned above may not satisfy the require-

ments for real-time execution.

Future work will consider looking at optimization tech-

niques on multi-core CPUs and improved shader code. More

complex image partitioning, automatic block size selection and

multiscale blending of image regions will also be considered.

New measures for exposure selection will also be examined.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a real-time algorithm for expo-

sure fusion. Only a single input parameter is required, namely

the block size for entropy computation and blending. The test

results show that the algorithm increases the overall entropy in
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Figure 4: The 10 scenes used in the experiments.

the final fused image and restores lost image details in over-

and under-exposed regions. The high processing frame rate

achieved for large video resolutions, using a laptop computer,

introduces new possibilities in terms of mobility and testing in

the real-world.
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(a) HIDDEN. (b) INDOOR1. (c) TREE.

(d) HIDDEN fused. (e) INDOOR1 fused. (f) TREE fused.

Figure 5: Fusion results.
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Abstract

Since iris recognition is proving to be one of the most reliable
biometric authentication systems, there is need to optimize
its computational and storage complexities by creating a
reliable specimen iris template per user rather than maintaining
multiple templates. In this paper, we have validated our new
algorithm that detects the largest non-occluded rectangular
part of the iris as region of interest (ROI) by implementing a
novel technique for iris template creation. An algorithm based
on cumulative-sums grey change analysis is applied to the
detected ROI to extract texture features for the template cre-
ation. Thereafter, a majority vote strategy is used to calculate
the prototype code as the representative iris template. The ex-
perimental results carried on a CASIA iris database, show that
the approach is effective and efficient, with a success of 99.84%.

Key Words: Iris Recognition, Region of Interest, Feature
Extraction, Cumulative-Sums, Template Creation, Majority
Vote.

1. Introduction
The recent advances of information technology and the increas-
ing requirement for security have led to a rapid development of
intelligent personal identification systems based on biometrics.
Biometrics employs physiological or behavioral characteristics
to accurately identify an individual [8], [16]. Biometric systems
have been developed based on various features, such as finger-
print, facial image, voice, hand geometry, handwriting, iris and
retina. Among them, iris has proved to be one of the most sta-
ble, reliable and accurate biometric traits because it is formed
during gestation and the structures of its patterns are invariant.
Its texture is very distinctive and does not correlate with genetic
determination. Iris is well protected by aqueous humor, and it is
almost impossible to modify it surgically without risk [2], [3],
[16], [17].

Most of the biometric authentication systems store multiple
templates per user to account for variations in biometric data.
Therefore, these systems suffer from storage space and compu-
tational overheads. In order to address these issues, a majority
vote-based strategy is used to calculate a string prototype iris
feature code as the reliable specimen template.

1.1. Related Work

The idea of iris identification trace back to the Paris prison in
eighteenth century, where police discriminated criminal by in-
specting their irises color [3]. The fundamental algorithm for
iris recognition systems was developed by Daugman [1], [4],

the 2-D Gabor wavelet approach which extracts discriminating
information.

Other recent approaches to iris pattern recognition include:
the Laplacian parameter approach by Wildes [6]; the zero-
crossing of the 1-D wavelet transform at various resolution lev-
els by Boles et al [11]; the independent component analysis
(ICA) approach by Huang [3]; the texture analysis using multi-
channel Gabor filtering and wavelet transform by Zhu et al [14];
the circular symmetric filter approach by Ma et al [8]; the self-
organizing neural network approach by Liam et al [7]; and the
use of a partial iris for recognition using one-dimensional ap-
proach by Du [13]. These methods calculate the enrollment iris
template by averaging various iris signatures for each iris pat-
tern.

In this paper, a new iris recognition approach is proposed,
which adopts the largest area axis-parallel rectangle to extract
part of the iris without occlusions from (the eye-lashes, skin,
pupil and scaler), and which calculates the iris specimen tem-
plate for enrollment by using a majority vote strategy.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows:Section 2de-
scribes an overall iris recognition system, including the detec-
tion of the ROI, features extraction, template creation and iris
matching;Section 3presents experimental results; andSection
4 draws the conclusions and future work.

2. Iris Recognition System
The basic modules for an iris recognition system:iris localiza-
tion, normalization, feature extraction, template creation, and
matchingare presented in the following subsections.

2.1. Iris Localization

We localize the iris using the following method [8].

1. Project the image in the vertical and horizontal direc-
tion to approximately estimate the center coordinates
(xp, yp) of the pupil. Since the pupil is generally darker
than its surroundings, the coordinates corresponding to
the minima of the two projection profiles are considered
as the center coordinates of the pupil.

2. Binarize a region centered at the point(xp, yp) by adap-
tively selecting a reasonable threshold using the gray-
level histogram of this region. The centroid of the re-
sulting binary region is considered as a more accurate
estimate of the pupil coordinates.

3. Calculate the exact(xp0, yp0) centre andrp radius of the
pupil, and the exact(xi0, yi0) centre andri radius of the
iris using Canny edge detection and Hough transform.
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Figure 1: Detected Regions of Interest.(Largest area axis-
parallel rectangular ROI without occlusions.)

2.2. Iris Normalization

Daugman solved this problem by projecting the original iris in a
Cartesian coordinate system into a doubly dimensionless pseu-
dopolar coordinate system [1]. The iris in the new coordinate
system can be represented in a fixed parameter interval. This
method normalizes irises of different sizes to the same size by
unwrapping anticlockwise the iris ring to a rectangular block
with a fixed size. The dimensionless polar system assigns anr
andθ value to each coordinate in the iris that will remain invari-
ant to the possible stretching and skewing of the image.

For the transformation, ther value ranges in[0, 1] and the
angular valueθ spans the interval[0, 2π]. The remapping of
the iris image,I(x, y) from raw Cartesian coordinates(x, y)
to dimensionless non-concentric polar coordinate system(ρ, θ)
can be represented as [15]:

I(x(ρ, θ), y(ρ, θ)) → I(ρ, θ) (1)

which is implemented according to the following formulae:

{
x(ρ, θ) = (1− ρ)xρ(θ) + ρxi(θ)

y(ρ, θ) = (1− ρ)yρ(θ) + ρyi(θ)
(2)

where {
xρ(θ) = xρ0(θ) + rρcos(θ)

yρ(θ) = yρ0(θ) + rρsin(θ)
(3)

and {
xi(θ) = xi0(θ) + ricos(θ)

yi(θ) = yi0(θ) + risin(θ)
(4)

The center of the pupil is denoted by(xρ0, yρ0) and(xi0, yi0) is
the center of the iris;rρ is the radius of the pupil andri is the ra-
dius of the iris; and(xρ, yρ) and(xi, yi) are the coordinates of
points bordering the pupil’s radius and iris’ radius respectively.

2.3. Feature Extraction

2.3.1. Region of Interest (ROI)

The algorithm of extracting the biggest possible region of inter-
est with minimum noise scans the binarized normalized-image
horizontally and vertically to determine the length and width

respectively [12] of the largest possible axis-parallel rectangu-
lar region of iris without occlusions from the eye-lashes, skin,
pupil, scaler, etc. The algorithm is sequenced as follows:

1. The normalized image,Imn with m rows andn columns
is binarized as defined in equation (5):

Bmn = {Bij : 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1} (5)

whereBij is defined as follows:

Bij =

{
255 if xij > τ ,
0 otherwise.

(6)

whereτ , is the threshold calculated as follows:

τ = k1σ + k2µ (7)

whereσ andµ denote the standard deviation and mean of
the original noramlized image,Imn, respectively,k1 and
k2 are real numbers chosen between 0 and 2, depending
on the resolution quality [15].

2. The components on the foreground and the background
of the binarized image,Bmn are viewed as a set
of classes of connected and similar pixels. The 4-
connectivity algorithm is applied to find the connected
components ofBmn as classes of related pixels result-
ing in the imageCmn which is defined in equation (8).

Cmn =

k−1⋃
i=0

ci (8)

wherec0, c1, ..., ck−1, arek connected components. All
small components with total pixels less than a suitable
threshold,τ are regarded as irrelevant components, and
their labels are set to the pixel of the foreground com-
ponent, thereby removing any tiny dots from the fore-
ground.

3. The foreground component of the image,Bmn is
scanned horizontally from right to left resulting in matrix
HOR, filled with the distance of each pixel contained in
a foreground component to the right border of that fore-
ground component.

4. V ER, compares the values in the columns ofHOR, i.e.
V ER[i, j] is the length of the vertical segment ofHOR
in columnj and within the successive neighborhood ofi
that has all its value greater or equal toHOR[i, j].

5. HOR[i, j], V ER[i, j], is the pair of elements which
represent the segments of an axis-parallel rectangleRij ,
which is defined as:

Rij = HOR[i, j]× V ER[i, j] (9)

whereHOR[i, j] andV ER[i, j] denote the length and
width of Rij respectively. The rectangle,Rij with the
maximum area is the largest area axis-parallel rectangle,
LRij , which is defined in equation (10):

LRij = max(HOR[i, j]× V ER[i, j]) (10)

6. LRi,j , denotes the largest area axis-parallel rectangle
with top left coordinates(i-c , j) , and bottom right coor-
dinates(i + V ER[i, j]-(c+1) , j + HOR[i, j]-1), where
c is total number of neighbouring rows to rowi in col-
umn j whereHOR[i, j] ≤ HOR[k, j], whenk = [i-1,
i-2,...,0].
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Figure 2: True Positive Rate of 25 people with a specimen template with 1 instance, 3 instances, and 5 instances each iris, (CASIA).

2.3.2. Feature Coding

A cumulative-sum-based [9] analysis method is used to extract
features from the extracted rectangular region of interest. The
different sized ROIs shown in Figure 1 are resized by averaging
pixel values to25(row) × 100(col) pixels size. According to
experimental results, better performance is achieved when the
resized ROI is divided into basic cell regions of3(row)×7(col)
pixels size. An average or median grey value is used as a repre-
sentative value of a basic cell region.

The basic cell regions are grouped horizontally and verti-
cally as described in [9], the cumulative sum is then calculated
over each group. Two iris feature codes are generated for each
iris image by analyzing the cumulative sums which describe the
variations in the grey values of iris patterns horizontally and
vertically. An upward slope of cumulative sums means that the
iris pattern changes from darkness to brightness, and a down-
ward slope means that it changes from brightness to darkness.
This cumulative-sum-based feature extraction method is more
efficient than other feature extraction methods in terms of com-
putational complexity, since the cumulative sums are basically
calculated by addition.

2.4. Template Creation

After extracting string features from various instances of the
same iris taken in different contexts such as light intensity,
distance, etc, a prototype code or a representative iris feature
code is calculated using the majority vote strategy. The mean
could not be used as centroid feature since the iris features
extracted are in the string format.

Let S = {0, 1, 2}, represents the gradient direction of the
grey level. Each iris instance is represented by a string feature
codes = s1s2...sl, wheresi ∈ S and i = 1, ..., l, which
describes the variations in the grey values of that iris instance
extracted using cumulative-sums as explained in [9]. Fromr
samples of irises of the same eye, we calculate the prototype
code for the class of the given iris using the majority vote strat-
egy. Letsi represents theith instance of a particular iris such
thatsi = si

1s
i
2...s

i
l , wheresi

j represents thejth character of the
ith instance of an iris.Pk, defined in equation (11), is a func-

tion which is the projection on thekth character of each string
feature code ofr samples.

Pk : Sl × Sl × ...× Sl

︸ ︷︷ ︸
r

−→ S × S × ...× S︸ ︷︷ ︸
r

(11)

Such that for allα = (s1, s2, ..., sr) ∈ Sl × Sl × ...× Sl

Pk(α) = (s1
k, s2

k, ..., sr
k) (12)

Let ω = (a1, a2, ..., ar) be the element ofS × S ×
... × S. We definefa(ω) as the frequency ofa in the tuple
(a1, a2, ..., ar). We can define a function,ϕ, as follows:

ϕ(ω) =





argmax
a∈{0,1,2}

fa(ω) if ∀ b ∈ S
b6=a

, fa(ω) > fb(ω),

0 otherwise.
(13)

Then,ψ, defined in equation (14), calculates the prototype code
of the iris.

ψ : Sl × Sl × ...× Sl

︸ ︷︷ ︸
r

−→ Sl (14)

Such that for allβ ∈ Sl × Sl × ...× Sl

︸ ︷︷ ︸
r

ψ(β) = q (15)

whereq = q1...qk...ql, (1 ≤ k ≤ l), with qk = ϕ(Pk(β)).
Thenq represents the prototype code of the given iris.

2.5. Iris Matching

To verify the similarity of two iris codes, Hamming Distance
(HD) based on the matching algorithm [1], [9] is used. The
smaller the HD, the higher the similarity of the compared iris
codes.

HD =
1

2N
[(

N∑
i=1

Ah(i)⊕Bh(i))+(

N∑
i=1

Av(i)⊕Bv(i))] (16)

only whenAh(i) 6= 0 ∧Bh(i) 6= 0, Av(i) 6= 0 ∧Bv(i) 6= 0,
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where Ah(i) and Av(i) denote the enrolled iris code
over horizontal and vertical directions respectively,Bh(i) and
Bv(i) denote the new input iris code over the horizontal and
vertical directions respectively.N is the total number of cells,
and⊕ is the XOR operator.

Table 1:Comparative Table of Recognition Rates.

Method Recognition Rate (%)
J.G. Daugman [1] 99.37
J-G. Ko [9] 98.21
Y. Wang [10] 97.25
L. Ma [8] 94.33
WW. Boles [11] 92.61
S. Viriri [16] 98.37
Our Approach 99.84

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

The experiments were carried out using eye images obtained
from the CASIA iris database [5], which has data from 108 peo-
ple, with seven iris instances per person. The algorithm man-
aged to extract the largest possible axis-parallel rectangular iris
region from all the images tested as shown in Figure 1. The ROI
with a size less than 25(row) x 100(col) pixels size is rejected
since more than 80% of the valid iris patterns are hidden mainly
by eyelids and eyelashes.

The iris recognition system based on the cumulative-sum
[9] and the prototype template created, showed a higher recog-
nition performance rate of 99.84% as compared to other ap-
proaches as shown in Table 1. As a result, the algorithm of de-
tecting only non-occluded iris patterns improves the iris identifi-
cation computational efficiency. Furthermore, the experimental
results show that the cumulative-sum-based change analysis ap-
proach is an efficiently effective method in iris recognition, es-
pecially when performed on a region of interest with less noise.
Figure 2 shows that a prototype feature code calculated from
five instances of the same iris of an individual has an optimum
true positive rate of 99.84%.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, an efficient approach of detecting the region of
interest on a normalized iris image was presented. The pro-
posed algorithm extracts the largest axis-parallel rectangular re-
gion of the normalized iris image without occlusions from the
eyelashes, pupil, scaler, skin, etc. The iris features codes are ex-
tracted from the detected region of interest using a cumulative-
sum-based change analysis method. Then a novel technique
based on majority vote was implemented to create a specimen
iris template. Experimental results show that the proposed ap-
proach has a good success rate of 99.84%. Further investigation
of the effect of the proposed approach with other different iris
databases is underway.
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Abstract
An imitation system that promises applicability to a wide

range of problems and platforms is presented. The system’s
structure is inspired by the Robot Programming by Demonstra-
tion (RPD) paradigm. It statistically characterizes demonstra-
tion trajectories in the task or joint space. Two sets of infor-
mation are captured. The first, relational interest points, which
are milestone locations taken relative to scene objects, are used
to capture important behavioural requirements. The second set
of information comes from between these interest points, where
the reasons behind a behaviour are less clear, a Gaussian mix-
ture model is used to statistically model the subtrajectories.

In behaviour reproduction nonlinear optimization is used
to produce a path of highest likelihood. This approach allows
other influences such as collision avoidance to be incorporated
into the planner. The statistical model can also be used in be-
haviour recognition. A simple drawing experiment is used to
demonstrate the proposed system and its performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose a designer needs to implement behaviour in a robotic
platform. He or she may do this through hard coding or attempt
to use machine learning techniques. These two options are ex-
tremes on either end of a spectrum. Hard coded, deterministic
methods are typically not adaptive and can be time consum-
ing to implement. Code maintenance may also be prohibitively
costly. Pure machine learning techniques such as reinforcement
learning are adaptive and do not require extensive user inter-
vention, but suffer from requiring many trial iterations and of-
ten obtain poor convergence. Imitation based behaviour sits in
the middle of this spectrum. This field of research, also called
Robot Programming by Demonstration (RPD), is receiving in-
creasing attention [1]. Of the well documented advantages this
approach has to offer, the author considers the most important
being that an ideal imitation system will do exactly what the
user (or teacher) “expects”. This is especially true in industrial
applications where emergent behaviour could disrupt a process.

In the past, many complete imitation systems have been
proposed. A number require a user to specify behavioural
primitives in hard code and the systems use these to segment
demonstration traces [2] [3]. For specific applications this ap-
proach does have an important advantage in the ability to op-
timize portions of the behaviour for better accuracy or higher
speed. It may, however, filter away important nuances in train-
ing data and generally requires a fair amount of user inter-
vention. For more general imitation capability statistical ap-
proaches have been applied. Amongst these are Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) [4] and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [5]

[6] based approaches. The former tends to suffer from pro-
ducing discontinuities during reproduction from the statistical
model. It is, nonetheless, finding application in the imitation
of human motion captured from a monocular camera. The
GMM approach has been used with Gaussian Mixture Regres-
sion (GMR) to produce smooth reproductions of a number of
fairly complex behaviours including food preparation and play-
ing pong with a joystick.

This paper proposes an imitation system which character-
izes a particular behaviour into a statistical model, reproduces
the behaviour smoothly and can recognize recurrence of that be-
haviour. It relies on a similar GMM approach to the above cited
work [5], but differs in how reproduction is conducted and in
how relational milestones are specified. The system is designed
to require as little user intervention as possible with the excep-
tion of a few demonstrations of a particular behaviour. The
system makes use of a relational interest point (RIP) detector
to identify what locations in the task/joint space are important.
The idea of identifying relational milestones in a demonstration
so that reproduction can be faithful to a user’s intention is an old
one [7]. In the proposed system these milestones are defined
with a fair amount of generality to capture a broad range of in-
tentions. They are treated as hypotheses that can be rejected as
newer trajectories are added to the dataset.

Traces or subtrajectories between RIPs are then character-
ized statistically using Gaussian Mixture Models. A powerful
variant of the Expectation Maximization algorithm is used to
determine the model parameters. Unlike [5], which also uses
GMMs, the proposed system does not use GMR to reproduce
subtrajectories between RIPs. GMR will typically provide some
form of mean path, however a mean path may not be highly
probable in the density. Instead, nonlinear optimization is used
to produce a path of high likelihood. A variant of Nelder-Mead
is applied where the cost function is set up so that unlikely
points are expensive. There are a number of advantages to this
approach. Firstly, the algorithm can be modified to perform col-
lision avoidance much like elastic path planning algorithms [8].
Collision avoidance, in the form of something like a potential
field, would be another cost term. Secondly, other characteris-
tics of paths may be tailored such as minimum radius of curva-
ture.

The paper presents the entire system and thus will not fo-
cus too heavily on any one component. Its structure is as fol-
lows. Firstly, the idea of relational interest points is discussed in
the next subsection. Section 2 elaborates on the imitation sys-
tem architecture by looking at its two major components sepa-
rately: characterization and reproduction. Experimental results
are used to illustrate explanations in Section 2, but are also dis-
cussed in detail in Section 3. Section 4 presents the conclusions
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and future work.

1.1. Relational Interest Points

To copy a task, one must identify locations relative to surround-
ing objects that are consistently reached or acted from. An ex-
ample could be lifting a hot coffee cup. A person will tend to
lift the cup by the handle. He or she will do this consistently.
A learner who is trying to decifer what is important in such a
demonstration, with task reproduction in mind, should note this
strategic lifting point.

These characterizations would also need to be defined as
random variables because if they are used to describe a set of
task demonstrations then they must make allowances for low
precision. The term given to these location descriptions in their
statistical sense is Relational Interest Point (RIP).

It is assumed that there are many possible types of RIPs that
may influence the demonstrator’s behaviours. A more complex
example shown in Fig. 1 could be characterized with

x̄justbehind = (x̄ref1 − x̄ref2)(1 +K) + x̄ref2 (1)

where the bar denotes a vector quantity, x̄ref1 is the position of
the green circle, x̄ref2 the blue.

Figure 1: A relative RIP

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture can be divided into two major compo-
nents: the behaviour characterization component and the repro-
duction component. The first produces a statistical model of a
behaviour given a number of demonstrations. The model’s sta-
tistical nature allows it to be used in recognition of a behaviour.
Reproduction relies on this model and additional environmental
observations to reproduce the behaviour. This section discusses
each of these two components separately.

2.1. Behaviour Characterization

The explanation of the characterization process will be by
means of an example. The experimental setup used is the fol-
lowing. A 6 DOF (Degree of Freedom) Phantom Premium hap-
tics input device was used as both the recording device and as
the reproduction platform. During reproduction the Phantom
was controlled with a PD (Proportional-Derivative) set point
controller that was fed points provided by imitation architec-
ture. A paint brush was attached to the mid limb to enable
the setup to draw. A photo of the setup is shown in Fig. 4.
For simplicity only the cartesian location of the paint brush nib

was recorded. The algorithms provided in the paper can handle
more degrees of freedom. Each measurement was stored with a
timestamp.

The example is a line drawing exercise. In the demonstrated
behaviour, the paint brush is moved into a ink cup, then toward
a sheet of paper and finally used to draw a line. Fig. 2 shows
the three recorded trajectories.

Figure 2: Three sample trajectories with each in a different
colour. The black circles indicate the start of a recording. In
the demonstration the nib was taken to an ink cup and then a
line was draw on the paper.

The input requirements of the characterization process are
the recorded trajectories as well as the coordinates of all relevant
objects. By “relevant”, “necessary for proper reproduction” is
meant. The name used to refer to these coordinates is “fiducial”
(a term often used in NC machine literature). In the example
case, these would be: the ‘ink cup’, the ‘paper’ and the start
position. The characterization process proceeds as follows.

2.1.1. RIP extraction

In the system, RIPs are considered characteristics of a be-
haviour that must be reproduced faithfully. The statistical mod-
els (density functions) used to characterize subtrajectories be-
tween RIPs are rough approximations of what has been seen
before so that even in the event of misunderstanding some use-
ful behaviour may be obtained.

The simplest RIP used is relative displacement

x̄rip = x̄0 + x̄a. (2)

The x̄a is a random variable vector. To determine if it exists in
a set of demonstrations the following algorithm is used:

(1) For every fiducial j do the following:

(1.1) Subtract the fiducial position from the manipulator’s
position in each of the demonstration trajectories.
The resulting quantities are

x̄rel,j(t) = x̄m(t)− x̄fid,j(t) (3)

where x̄m(t) is the manipulator’s position with time
and x̄fid,j is the j’th fiducial’s location.

(1.2) For every possible permutation (T1, T2, ..., TN ),
where Ti represents a sample time of trajectory i, do
the following:
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Table 1: An Example Raw Set of Relational Interest Points

RIP No. Time in traj. 1. Time in traj. 2. Time in traj. 3.
1 223 221 158
2 248 186 123
3 315 98 109
4 319 90 103
5 457 401 252

(1.2.1) Suppose that there are N demonstration tra-
jectories. The N points’ variance and mean
are calculated empirically:

µ̄ =
1

N

N∑
k=1

x̄rel,j(Tk) (4)

σ2 =
1

N

N∑
k=1

||x̄rel,j(Tk)− µ̄||2 (5)

(1.2.2) If the variance is below a threshold, which
is scaled according to the entire demonstra-
tion workspace size, then the permutation
(T1, T2, ..., TN ) is taken as a relation inter-
est point which obeys (2).

This RIP is one of many that may be used as a search tem-
plate. Each type of RIP is really a hypothesis of what the user
is trying to demonstrate in some point of the demonstration. He
may not know himself what he is showing.

The more RIPs that are provided the more behaviours the
system can capture. There is, however, a trade-off. Step 1.2.1
and 1.2.2 of the search algorithm above will execute IN times
where I is the number of points sampled in each trajectory. This
scale of algorithmic complexity is very costly and may grow
substantially when searching for a complex RIP. Heuristics may
be used to narrow the proposed algorithm’s search.

2.1.2. Culling of RIPs

Once a set of RIPs is extracted from the demonstration the next
step is enforcement of temporal consistency. We assume that
each demonstration consists of subtasks performed in the same
order. Consider an example list of RIPs in Table 1.

RIP 1 occurs at time 223 in demonstration trajectory 1 and
221 in trajectory 2. RIP 2, however, occurs at time 248 in
trajectory 1 and 186 in trajectory 2. We have assumed that
each demonstration’s component milestones were reached in
the same order, thus these two RIPs contradict. To resolve these
contradictions the approach taken is to select RIPs according to
a metric and eliminate weaker RIPs that contradict.

The metric used took the following form. The number of
times a particular RIP occurs in each trajectory is divided by
the total corresponding demonstration time. This normalizes
the time so that each may be compared to see whether they oc-
curred at more or less the same point in each demonstration.
The metric was calculated by determining a mean of all these
normalized values and then calculating the empirical variance.
The smaller the variance the greater chance they occurred at
more or less the same relative time in each demonstration and
thus the more likely the RIP.

An example result of the 2 stages of characterization dis-
cussed may be seen in Fig. 3. The RIP locations are plotted on
one of the recorded trajectories in Fig. 2.

Figure 3: The result of culling RIPs with temporal inconsis-
tency. Red circles indicate RIP locations with the path in blue.

2.1.3. Segmentation and normalization of demonstration tra-
jectories

The previous step provides a set of RIPs that are used to seg-
ment each of the demonstration trajectories. The set of seg-
ments between a pair of RIPs will have different starting and
end points depending on the location of the fiducials in each
element’s demonstration. They may also have different orien-
tations. It is thus necessary to normalize the set. The scheme
used procedes as follows. Every sample subtrajectory is shifted
so that the starting point is at the origin. The subtrajectory is
then rotated so that the end point is along the x-axis. Finally,
the x-coordinate of each sample point is scaled so that the end
points sit at 1 on the x-axis.

2.1.4. Gaussian mixture modelling of subtrajectories

In the next step of the architecture, the sets of corresponding
normalized subtrajectories (between the same RIPs), such as
from the start to the first RIP in each demonstration, are com-
bined and converted into a probability density function. Spa-
tial coordinates as well as time are modelled. The model used
is the Gaussian mixture model and the algorithm applied to fit
the model is a specialized expectation maximization (EM) algo-
rithm. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) of a density function
takes the following form

G(x̄) =

M∑
i=0

πiN(x̄|µi,Σi) (6)

whereN is a Gaussian probability density function of M dimen-
sions. For the model to be a valid density function the scaling
factors, πi, must sum to 1. Symbols µi and Σi represent the
mean vector and covariance matrix of mixture component i.

The standard EM algorithm is not well-suited to the task
of fitting the subtrajectories to a GMM for a number of rea-
sons. Firstly, the standard algorithm assumes a fixed number of
density components. This value can be determined empirically
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[10] or through trial-and-error with some best fit metric. Such
approaches, however, offer few guarantees. Secondly, densities
may fit data poorly inspite of convergence. This arises from
the fact that the EM algorithm guarantees convergence to only
a local likelihood maxima. Fortunately, there are a number of
powerful EM variants arising from the fields of pattern recog-
nition and neural networks. The algorithms SMEM (Split and
Merge Expectation Maximization) [9] and CEM (Competitive
Expectation Maximization) [10] inspired the version used. It
operates as follows:

(1) Initialization. A GMM with 1 mixture component is ini-
tialized randomly.

(2) Standard EM algorithm. The standard EM algorithm is ap-
plied until the likelihood of the data using the current GMM
converges:

(2.1) Expectation step:

pt+1
k,j =

πt
kN(ε̄j |µt

k,Σ
t
k)∑M

i=1 π
t
iN(ε̄j |µt

i,Σ
t
i)

(7)

Et+1
k =

K∑
j=1

pt+1
k,j (8)

(2.2) Maximization step:

πt+1
k =

Et+1
k

K
(9)

µ̄t+1
k =

∑K
j=1 p

t+1
j,k ε̄j

Et+1
k

(10)

Σt+1
k =

∑K
j=1 p

t+1
j,k (ε̄j − µ̄t+1

k )(ε̄j − µ̄t+1
k )T

Et+1
k

(11)

(3) Keep covariance matrices positive definite. The eigenval-
ues of each component’s covariance matrix is kept above
some minimum. This ensures that the covariance matrices
are invertible.

(4) Elimination. Suppose K is the number of parameters re-
quired to fully specify a mixture component and S is the
number of samples. If a scaling factor, πi, of any mixture
component drops below K/S then that component is de-
stroyed. The idea was inspired by [10].

(5) Merge. Any density components with similar covariance
matrices and very near means are fused.

(6) Split. To determine which density component is best to split
the Kullback-Lieber divergence is calculated for each using

J(k) =

∫
fk(x̄) log

fk(x̄)

pk(x̄)
dx̄. (12)

In the equation fk(x̄) is a histogram discrete density func-
tion and pk(x̄) is the sampled Gaussian density at the his-
togram bucket centers. Only points within two standard de-
viations of a density component are used in the calculation.
The component with the maximum divergence is split and
each new component is randomly initialized in the vicin-
ity of the parent. This step is not executed if it is the last
iteration of the algorithm.
The purpose of this step is to encourage densities to cover
data that is likely to be generated from a Gaussian density.

(7) Iteration limit check. The iteration count is checked to see if
the limit is exceeded and, if so, the algorithm is terminated.

(8) Loop. If a specified number of algorithm iterations has not
been reached go to step 2.

A result from the algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. Each blob
represents a mixture component. The ellipsoids illustrate each
components standard deviation.

In summary, the characterization process yields a set of
RIPs and Gaussian mixture models that characterize subtrajec-
tories between these RIPs.

2.2. Reproduction

The reproduction process proceeds as follows:

2.2.1. Determination of Start and End Points of Subtrajectories

To produce a complete behaviour trajectory the first require-
ment is for the user to specify the locations of all relevant ob-
jects. Using the object locations the most likely positions of all
the behaviour model RIPs are calculated.

2.2.2. Generation of Subtrajectories

A likely subtrajectory needs to be generated between every pair
of RIPs using the appropriate GMM. To do this, the following
algorithm is used:

(1) T = 0, where T is the relative time-of-arrival from the
starting RIP of the current point.

(2) Optimize p(x̄, T ), where x̄ is the point’s location. Use
Nelder-Mead to calculate the most likely location of this
point given the GMM and that its time is fixed at T. The
cost function also optimizes for likelihood of some mid-
points between the last and current point. The last point is
not changed. This ensures that the optimizer follows a sub-
trajectory mode and that sequential points do not straddle a
region of low likelihood.

(3) Accept x̄ if p(x̄, T ) > L, where L is a threshold which pre-
vents very unlikely points from adding to the generated sub-
trajectory. In situations where the GMM components have
means away from the current T and small enough tempo-
ral variances, p(x̄, T ) can be negligible everywhere. These
time locations must be skipped.

(4) Increment T if T < Tend and go to step 2, where Tend is
the last points temporal location. Otherwise, terminate and
return the set of accepted points.

The optimization problem cannot be tackled with Newton’s
method and related nonlinear optimizers such as Levenberg-
Marqualdt because it does not satisfy their convergence criteria.

A low pass filter is used to smooth the resulting path and
then a spline fit provides the ultimate subtrajectory.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The example problem was characterized with the following pa-
rameters. The complete SMEM-variant algorithm was run for
45 iterations to characterize each subtrajectory. The maximum
number of standard EM iterations was 500.

During reproduction, 100 points where optimized to create
a path. Any point with a likelihood less than 10−16 was dis-
carded.
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Figure 4: The experimental setup: A cup containing ink, paper
and a brush attached to the Sensable Phantom.

3.1. Characterization

Fig. 5 shows three recorded trajectories in the upper plot be-
tween two sequential RIPs. A GMM was fitted using the dis-
cussed EM algorithm and is also shown in the plot. The yellows
blobs are the GMM’s components’ ellipses of constant standard
deviation (1 standard deviation).

The figure illustrates the result of characterizing three sub-
trajectories with density functions. Although not shown in the
plots, each component has a time mean and variance as outputs
from the EM algorithm. Components with ‘early’ means and
smaller time variances capture behaviour early in the subtrajec-
tory. This plays an important role in the reproduction phase.

A problem with the scheme is illustrated in the results.
Gaussian densities cannot precisely model a density over tra-
jectories. They can only provide an approximation. A precise
stopping condition for the proposed EM algorithm is hard to nail
down unless one assumes a single modal model and falls back
on to the simpler Bayesian Information Criterion or resorts to
Bayesians methods in general. This is left for future work.

3.2. Reproduction

In the lower plot of Fig. 5 is the Nelder-Mead generated path
alongside the density function. The black dots illustrate inter-
vals of time evenly spaced through the subtrajectory. They are
also the points optimized. A cubic spline (red) is fitted through
the result of the path planning algorithm to produce the result in
the figure. This smooth spline is used to move the manipulator.

An important characteristic of the path is that it follows a
particular ridge of high probability and does not skip across ar-
eas of low probability. Fig. 6 shows a complete reproduction
of a behaviour. Each fiducial (black circle) has been labelled.
While demonstrating, the author avoided the lip of the cup and
this motion was imitated by this system. It also captured a “dip-
ping motion” in the ink.

The reproduced curves have a ‘squared’ appearance. This
is an artifact of the reproduction method and GMMs. Paths tend
to run along the central axis of dominant mixture components.
A strategy to correct this could be the use of another type of
mixture model with components that can adopt curves.

Figure 5: Top) The three recorded subtrajectories in blue, black
and cyan with the generated GMM density components high-
lighted, bottom) A generated path in red with blacks dots de-
noting intervals of equal time

Figure 6: A complete reproduction of the “line drawing” be-
haviour. The large black circles indicate fiducials and the red
star indicates the end of a demonstration.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An imitation system was proposed that uses relational inter-
est points and Gaussian mixture models to characterize a be-
haviour. The model extracted can also be used to identify a be-
haviour. Reproduction is done through nonlinear optimization
using a variant of the Nelder-Mead algorithm which produces
a highly probable path given the behaviour model. The sys-
tem was successfully demonstrated on a line drawing task. Al-
though simple, it illustrates that the imitation system will gener-
alize when accuracy in a task is not required and satisfy precise
requirements when identified. A great many behaviours would
require similar abilities as the example task.

Given that reproduction merely requires the parameters of
each GMM and the RIPs with their parameters, it is clear that
the imitation system is effectively a behaviour compression sys-
tem. With the first example the storage space amounts to around
100 floating point double precision variables. This allows a de-
signer to store many taught behaviours in a single system.

For future work the Phantom haptics input device will func-
tion as a master to a slave manipulator (such as a Barrett Whole
Arm Manipulator). A vision system will be added to capture
fiducial locations.

As mentioned earlier, the scheme’s major weaknesses are
the imprecise stopping condition of the EM algorithm and the
fact that RIPs are not continuous. A continuous spatial con-
straint which captures regions of trajectories would produce
smoother reproduction results. These problems are currently
being investigated.
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Abstract
Call routing is an important application of Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) technology. In this paper we discuss the
main issues affecting the performance of a call routing sys-
tem and describe the ASR component of the “AutoSecretary”
system: an experimental call routing system performing auto-
mated secretarial functions. Specific attention is paid to the
ASR pronunciation dictionary, and the impact of different dic-
tionary configurations on recognition accuracy is investigated.
While ASR accuracy, when evaluated off-line, is found to be
high, accuracies recorded during on-line usage are much lower.
Reasons for the lower than expected call completion rates are
investigated through a detailed analysis of session log files, and
improvements to the current system are proposed.

Keywords: Call routing, proper name recognition, auto-
matic speech recognition, spoken dialogue system.

1. Introduction
Call routing systems are an important application of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) technology. Internationally, millions
of calls are handled by these systems on an hourly basis, with
calls being routed to the appropriate destination based on a care-
fully designed spoken dialogue. As human labour costs can be
reduced drastically by using call routing systems on a 24–hour
basis [1], research that results in more effective call routing sys-
tems can support improved service delivery at a reduced cost.

An experimental call routing system for the South African
context was developed at the Meraka Institute. The system per-
forms automated secretarial functions and is known as the Au-
toSecretary system. This paper describes the ASR component
of the AutoSecretary system: its design, implementation and
evaluation.

The next section provides some background on issues that
affect recognition accuracy in call routing systems, and intro-
duces the AutoSecretary system. In section 3, the design and
development of the ASR component are described. An off-line
performance evaluation is first conducted and reported on in
section 4, before the usage logs are analysed in section 5. These
results are compared and evaluated in section 6.

2. Background
2.1. Call routing

In a typical call routing system, a voice-based application is pro-
vided with a spoken name in order to make a call to a requested
individual. Using a spoken name is the most natural way of
interacting with or accessing services, without a user requiring
training on how to use a system. Issues that affect the develop-

ment of call routing systems include proper name recognition,
confidence scoring, spoken dialogue design and directory size.

Proper names are difficult to pronounce due to their diverse
sociolinguistic origins [2]. Proper name recognition systems
often employ explicit pronunciation dictionaries developed by
manually creating pronunciations of all possible names to be
recognized. These dictionaries can become very large, and are
costly to develop and maintain. Techniques that are used to in-
crease proper name recognition in large vocabulary name recog-
nition systems include: speaker clustering, massive adaptation,
pronunciation modelling [3] and syllable-based recognition [4].

Confidence scoring techniques can be used to determine
how close a recorded utterance is to the ASR hypothesis gen-
erated. Acoustic and contextual (language model-based) infor-
mation can be useful in this regard. The spoken dialogue can be
crafted to respond differently to low and high confidence scores.
Typically, when the confidence score is high, a call is routed di-
rectly to the desired individual, otherwise the caller may have
to confirm his or her request by providing further spoken ut-
terances (or DTMF input) to reduce the ambiguity of the ASR
hypothesis. In order for call routing systems to be more ro-
bust, confidence scoring considers uncertainties from different
system components by applying a statistical search [5]. Fur-
thermore, confidence scoring can also assist in predicting the
accuracy of proper names in call routing systems [6].

The effectiveness of a call routing system is heavily influ-
enced by the quality of the spoken dialogue design. Consid-
erations such as speaker guidance (guiding a user in providing
information in the correct format, at the correct time) and er-
ror correction strategies are of particular importance. As the
accurate retrieval of proper names is particularly error-prone,
a well-designed SDS can compensate for repeated ASR errors.
For example, in [7], it has been observed that requiring a combi-
nation of spoken and spelled names in the spoken dialogue can
increase proper name recognition accuracy.

As can be expected, the recognition accuracy of proper
name recognizers decreases as the directory size increases [8].
This is due to the fact that, as the database increases in size,
there are more variations in the dictionary which increases the
complexity of the search space. Typical call routing systems are
able to handle thousands of names.

2.2. The AutoSecretary system

The AutoSecretary system which was developed at the Meraka
Institute has two main functions:

1. Call routing: a caller can be transferred to either a land
line or mobile phone by mentioning the name of the staff
member they would like to speak to.
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2. List details: a caller can obtain staff details such as an
office number, building number, group name, and email
address from the system.

In the past, these functions were mainly the responsibility
of administrative officers. In order to relieve staff of such tasks,
the AutoSecretary system was developed with the aim of pro-
viding these functions automatically. The service is provided
via a dedicated number, which is open for anyone to use.

3. ASR in the AutoSecretary system
This section provides an overview of the AutoSecretary system,
focusing specifically on the ASR component.

3.1. Call-flow design

Figure 1 shows the flow of the call routing system. The tele-
phone interface is associated with the caller’s speech input. The
recognizer decodes the speech input using an acoustic model,
and an acoustic score is generated to determine how close the
speech input is to this model. If the score is not high, the caller
is requested to confirm (or signal a failed recognition attempt)
by pressing either 1 or 2 on the phone. A call is only transferred
when the caller has confirmed the correctness of the recognition
result.

Figure 1: ASR component of the AutoSecretary system

3.2. ASR system design

The ASR component was implemented using Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) modelling individual context-dependent tri-
phones and a 3-state left-to-right topology. Within the HMMs,
Gaussian mixtures are used as density estimators.

As features, 13-dimensional Mel Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MFCCs) are extracted every 10 ms for a 25 ms frame.
In addition, 13 delta vectors and 13 acceleration features are
also calculated per frame. Energy features are not normalized
since the recognizer is trained for live audio. Cepstral Mean
Normalisation (CMN) is applied, with a global mean (calcu-
lated based on the training data) used to initiliase CMN during
on-line recognition.

The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) version 3.4 [9]
is used to implement the ASR component.

3.3. ASR training data

A small speech corpus (referred to as the AutoSecretary data
set) was collected over a telephone line to be used as training
data. The AutoSecretary data set consists of 31 speakers, each
producing 31 utterances. These utterances consist of specific
names of individuals in the target user group and are identical
in format to the utterances that the AutoSecretary system is re-
quired to recognize. The data set is of limited size, consisting
of only 961 utterances. There are 61 unique entries made up
of first and last names of the individuals in the group. While
this data set is very small, it was intended for the development
of seed models for initial data collection only. As the system is
used, this data set can be increased with operational data col-
lected.

3.4. ASR pronunciation dictionary

Three different ASR pronunciation dictionaries are created: (1)
a baseline dictionary, (2) a multiple pronunciation dictionary
and (3) a reordered dictionary.

The baseline dictionary consists of a single pronunciation
per name. It was created by ordering all the names alphabeti-
cally and manually generating each name’s pronunciation using
English phonemes.

In order to model the pronunciation of proper names ac-
curately, speech recognizers need all possible pronunciations
of proper names [10]. In an effort to improve the recognition
accuracy we therefore extended the pronunciation dictionary
by including multiple possible pronunciations for every name.
These possible pronunciations were obtained by asking individ-
uals how they would pronounce a particular name. Figure 2
shows an example of typical entries in the multiple pronuncia-
tion dictionary. Interestingly, this exercise revealed that people
had different strategies to come up with a pronunciation for a
name with which they are unfamiliar.

aby ei b i
aditi a d i t i
aditi a d @ t i
alta a l t a
alta A: l t @
badenhorst b A: d @ n h o s t
badenhorst b A: d @ n h o r s t
barnard b a r n a r t
barnard b a r n a t
barnard b A: n A: d
boitumelo b Oi t u m e l u
boitumelo b Oi t u m e l O:
brian b r ai @ n

Figure 2: Typical entries in the multiple pronunciation dictio-
nary

In a third experiment, the pronunciation dictionary was re-
ordered by identifying which variants were preferred by the rec-
ognizer according to the speech input. The variants were re-
ordered according to the most frequent pronunciation from the
recognizer. For each name, the most frequent variant appeared
first, followed by the less frequent variants up to the least fre-
quent one.
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Dictionary % Accuracy
Baseline dictionary (without variants) 83.6
Multiple pronunciation dictionary 95.6
Reordered dictionary 95.5

Table 1: Effect of different pronunciation dictionaries on recog-
nition accuracy

3.5. Logging

Every time a call is made to the AutoSecretary system the de-
tails of the session are captured in a log file. The information
captured in the log files includes caller identification (phone
number), number of attempts made by the system to recognize
the name, ASR responses, caller’s responses and a summary of
the number of ASR failures and successes. In addition, the raw
audio is also captured and stored with the log file, for further
analysis.

4. Results: Off-line analysis
We first evaluated the effectiveness of the ASR component in
isolation, by training and testing it on partitions of the AutoSec-
retary training data. We evaluated each of the three dictionaries
described in Section 3.4.

4.1. Pronunciation dictionary analysis

The effect of the three different configurations of the pronunci-
ation dictionary was analysed by performing three experiments:
obtaining a baseline result; investigating the effect of multiple
pronunciations; and investigating the effect of variant reorder-
ing. For the baseline result, 21 speakers were included in the
training set and the remaing 10 were used as a test set. For
the other two experiments, 10-fold cross-validation was imple-
mented. (The set of 31 speakers was divided into 10 folds. We
then trained the system with 9 folds and tested on the remaining
fold. This was repeated 10 times.) The results of these three
experiments are presented in Table 1.

As Table 1 indicates, adding multiple pronunciation vari-
ants to the baseline dictionary improves the recognition accu-
racy. Reordering the variants has no effect. (This may be in-
fluenced by the limited amount of training data, as well as the
very small directory size, currently limiting the number of con-
fusable names.)

5. Results: Usage logs
Once a sufficiently high off-line accuracy had been obtained,
the on-line system could be implemented and actual usage logs
could be recorded. The analysis presented here is based on the
analysis of 239 log files recorded over a period of approximately
6 weeks.

5.1. Overview of usage statistics

Table 2 shows the number of user attempts per call in relation to
the ASR success rate, with the highest number of user attempts
being 8 at present. Of 230 calls made, 86 calls were successful
and 144 calls were unsuccessful (failures). Of those 86 suc-
cessful calls, 46 calls were successful on the first attempt, and
25 calls were successful on the second attempt. Furthermore, 21
of the unsuccessful calls did not reach the ASR input as shown
in Table 2. The remaining 123 unsuccesful calls did reach the

Nature of error No. of Attempts % of Attempts
No audio 158 48.2
Cut names 88 26.8
(barge-in errors)
Good quality audio 34 10.4
(incorrectly recognized)
First or last name only 13 4.0
Background noise 8 2.4
OOV words 27 8.2
Total 328 100.0

Table 3: Possible reasons for ASR recognition errors

ASR but failed to recognize the required person. The overall
call completion rate of the AutoSecretary system was 37%, and
the overall ASR recognition rate (of all audio, whether recog-
nizable or not) was 22%.

5.2. Categorisation of errors

Clearly, on-line performance is much poorer than off-line
recognition accuracy. In order to determine the reason for this,
a detailed log analysis was performed. Table 3 shows differ-
ent categories of errors encountered during the recognition of
proper names. Almost half of all errors (48.2%) were due to au-
dio that did not contain any speech content whatsoever. Some
logs did not contain any audio while others contained sounds
such as the phone line being dropped or music playing.

The second largest category of errors (26.8%) was caused
by ”cut names” where the whole name was not presented to
the ASR system, but the start or end of the audio was lost dur-
ing pre-processing. This is probably due to buffering errors in
the larger application. Additional errors were caused by out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) utterances (words spoken that do not form
part of the recognition grammar), background noise and the use
of first or last names only.

Clearly audible audio, incorrectly recognised, contributed
to only 10.4% of the errors. When ASR accuracy is calculated
as a percentage of all recognizable audio (including first or last
names only and audio containing background noise) an accu-
racy of 70.3% is achieved. When only those utterances contain-
ing fairly clear audio and full names (both name and surname)
are evaluated, the accuracy increases to 85.7%.

6. Evaluation of results
The off-line accuracy of the ASR component is high while the
actual performance of the system is very low (see Tables 1 and
2). This is due to a number of reasons as shown in Table 3. Four
categories of errors were identified:

1. Errors relating to the larger speech processing system
and/or its usage. These include cases where no sound is
recorded or names are cut i.e. not stated completely. This
is probably a consequence of the fact that, in the current
version of the AutoSecretary system, there is neither a
beep sound to advise the caller when to start speaking,
nor is barge-in implemented.

2. Difficult ASR environments. Some calls are made in
very noisy environments, causing the recognizer to fail.
Call routing systems typically have difficulty dealing
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user attempts # successful # unsuccessful # successful # failed Total # % Accuracy
per call calls calls ASR attempts ASR attempts ASR attempts

1 46 46 0 46 100
2 25 25 25 50 50
3 7 7 14 21 33
4 5 5 15 20 25
5 2 2 8 10 20
6 1 1 5 6 17
0 21 0 0 –
1 55 55 55 –
2 22 1 43 44 –
3 30 90 90 –
4 8 2 30 32 –
5 6 1 29 30 –
6 1 6 6 –
7 0 0 0 –
8 1 8 8 –

Total 86 144 90 328 418 22

Table 2: Number of ASR attempts per call before a name is recognized

with calls from noisy environments and/or speaker noise.
These errors require an improved ASR system.

3. Dialogue-related errors. When only part of a name
(such as first or last name) is supplied, the recognizer
makes additional errors as confusability amongst tokens
increases significantly. The dialogue can require that
only full names be specified, but this restricts the flex-
ibility of the system. Therefore a better solution to this
problem may also be improved ASR.

4. Standard ASR errors. The models used in the current
system were developed with minimal training data and
much improvement is possible. Where sufficiently clear
audio data is not recognized, channel mismatch may also
be the cause of some of the failed ASR attempts. (Chan-
nel mismatch has not been investigated and no channel
adapation is performed apart from CMN.)

7. Conclusion
In this paper, the ASR component of an experimental call rout-
ing system was evaluated. While off-line testing of the system
indicates high ASR accuracies, the overall performance of the
system itself is poor. This is due to a number of reasons relating
to (1) the larger speech processing system; (2) difficult ASR en-
vironments; (3) dialogue-related errors; and (4) standard ASR
errors.

In order to improve the call routing system, system-level
improvement strategies such as barge-in detection and a care-
ful evaluation of the speech processing pipeline are required.
In addition, future work will include improving the ASR mod-
els through the use of additional training data as it becomes
available from the recorded logs, possibly supplemented by data
from the newly-released Lwazi corpus. Improved channel nor-
malisation, speaker adaptation and more accurate noise mod-
elling will also form part of our future work.
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Abstract 

We propose a hyper-ellipsoid clustering algorithm that grows 

clusters from local structures in a dataset and estimates the 

underlying geometrical structure of data with a set of hyper-

ellipsoids. The clusters are used to estimate a Gaussian 

Mixture Model (GMM) density function of the data and the 

log-likelihood scores are compared to the scores of a GMM 

trained with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm on 

5 real-world classification datasets (from the UCI collection). 

We show that our approach gives better generalization 

performance on unseen test sets for 4 of the 5 datasets 

considered. 

1. Introduction 

Statistical pattern recognition and data analysis are 

powerful tools that have gained significant importance in the 

digital information era. With the dawn of the internet and 

increase in computing power numerous databases are 

constructed with increasing size and dimensionality. In order 

to analyse and extract information from these large high-

dimensional databases a better understanding of the intrinsic 

properties of data is required. The task of data analysis is 

further complicated by the increasingly wide range of 

applications to which data analysis is applied; these 

applications range from technical applications such as 

automatic speech recognition, computer vision and 

bioinformatics to general applications such as marketing, 

politics and even sport. 

Intensive research in supervised and unsupervised 

learning have led to the development of a wide range of 

techniques for analysing and modelling data; these techniques 

include methods for tasks such as density estimation, 

dimensionality reduction, clustering, bi-clustering, 

topological modelling, Bayesian networks and various others. 

The wide range of applications to which these techniques are 

applied requires the analysis of datasets with highly variable 

data properties which requires a significant amount of expert 

knowledge in both the problem domain and in data analysis 

and modelling. More general data analysis and modelling 

techniques are thus required that are not dependant on the 

problem domain and that do not require a significant amount 

of expertise of all available methods in data analysis. 

In this paper we propose a general purpose density 

estimation technique based on hyper-ellipsoid clustering that 

can be used to model arbitrary datasets. Our density 

estimation technique is based on general properties of data in 

high-dimensional spaces; we discuss some of these properties 

in Section 2 and show how we derived a hyper-ellipsoid 

clustering algorithm based on these insights in Section 3.  

We design and perform a set of experiments in Section 4 

to compare the density estimation performance of our 

clustering approach to the expectation-maximization (EM) 

algorithm and we conclude on our findings in Section 5. 

2. Background 

Some insight into the properties of data as dimensionality 

increases is given in [1], Landgrebe demonstrates that (1) as 

the dimensionality of a feature space increases, the majority of 

the volume of the hyper-cube containing the feature space 

moves to the edges and corners and (2) the majority of the 

volume of a hyper-sphere moves to the outer shell with 

increasing dimensionality. The most of the volume of high-

dimensional spaces thus tends to move to regions of the 

feature space far removed from the centroid; nevertheless, 

data tends to lie in manifolds (which make up small parts of 

the feature space) with high densities while the remaining part 

of the feature space is relatively empty. This phenomenon 

thus suggests that data, specifically in higher dimensional 

feature spaces, are generated from underlying manifolds with 

high density. 

Another argument along the same lines is given in [2]. If 

we consider an example of a body suit with N sensors 

capturing motion in 3 dimensions, we have a feature space of 

dimensionality 3N. The exact position of a body can actually 

be specified by k angles between the joints of the body. The 

intrinsic dimensionality of the problem (k) is significantly 

smaller than the dimensionality of the feature space (3N). 

Similarly, Mumford [3] illustrated that high-dimensional 

natural images can, to a good approximation, be reduced to 

points on a 7-sphere. These examples suggest that high-

dimensional data can be described by underlying manifolds 

with intrinsic dimensionalities (k) much lower than the 

dimensionality of the feature space (d). 

These properties of data imply that data points are not 

uniformly distributed throughout the feature space and that 

data points are concentrated in small parts of the feature space 

that contribute to most of the density of the data. These sub-

feature spaces with concentrated density can be described as 

underlying manifolds from which data points originate and in 

order to characterise data, we need to learn and describe the 

geometrical structures and intrinsic dimensionality of these 

underlying manifolds [3]. 

In the next section we propose a density estimation 

technique based on a hyper-ellipsoidal clustering that 

approximates the geometrical structure of data points in 

feature space by starting from local structures (dense regions) 

in the data and then expanding from these structures to more 
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general structures (hyper-ellipsoids). This method groups data 

points into hyper-ellipsoidal sub-feature spaces, such that the 

properties of the data points in each hyper-ellipsoid are 

similar.  

3. Hyper-ellipsoid clustering 

3.1. Preliminary experiments 

We first report on a set of investigative experiments on an 

artificial dataset with known properties, used in the 

development of our hyper-ellipsoid clustering algorithm . We 

generate an artificial dataset by sampling data points from 5 

bi-variate Gaussian densities; this dataset is illustrated in 

Figure 1; 50 points are sampled from each Gaussian density. 

We effectively simulate a dataset sampled from two 

underlying manifolds, groups 1-3 are part of a manifold and 

groups 4 -5 are part of another manifold. Note that groups 4 

and 5 have identical covariance matrices, and have means 

relatively close to each other which will make them difficult 

to distinguish for most clustering algorithms. 

 

Figure 1: Data sampled from 2-dimensional Gaussian 

distributions. 

We initialise our clustering algorithm by finding the 

densest region in features space; the motivation for this is that 

(as explained earlier) the most of the density of datasets tend 

to lie in small regions of the feature space. We thus try to 

predict where the clusters in the feature space are by starting 

clusters from these densest regions (this is a significant 

difference from the EM algorithm which is usually initialised 

with a k-means algorithm that is dependant on random 

initialisation). We calculate the density of each point in the 

feature space by calculating bivariate histograms between all 

feature pairs. The density of any point in the dataset is 

calculated as the sum of the counts of all the bins to which the 

feature vector belongs. 

A hyper-spherical cluster is then grown from the densest 

region by calculating the Euclidean distances between the 

densest point and all other points in the dataset. Data points 

are then added to the cluster by ordering the data point 

according to Euclidean distance and adding the nearest points. 

We make use of a geometrical motivation to decide when to 

stop adding nearest neighbours to the initial group. In Figure 

2 we show an elliptical region E1, with three circles centred 

on the middle point of E1. If we select any radius smaller than 

R, for example r1, the area of the circle created by this radius 

will always be equal to the intersecting area between the E1 

and the circle (the circle lies completely within E1). If any 

radius larger than R is selected, for example r2, then the area 

of the circle created by this radius will always be more than 

the interesting area between E1 and this new circle.  

 

 

Figure 2: Geometrical motivation for determining 

Euclidean cut-off point 

If data points are uniformly distributed on the ellipse E1 

and if the nearest points to the middle point of E1 are added 

in terms of Euclidean distance, then the area of the minimum 

enclosing ellipse of all the points added up to the kth nearest 

neighbour will be approximately equal to the area of the circle 

with radius from the middle point to the kth nearest neighbour 

when the kth nearest neighbour is closer than R. The area of 

the circle will become larger than the minimum-enclosing 

ellipse of the kth nearest points once the kth nearest neighbour 

lies further than R from the middle point. The ratio (Vr) 

between the area of the minimum-enclosing ellipse of the k-

nearest-neighbours and the enclosing circle of the kth nearest 

neighbour will thus drastically decrease if the kth nearest 

neighbour is further than R. We can measure this ratio for 

every nearest neighbour added to the group and plot a graph 

that will show a significant decline once the data points in the 

group are no longer distributed spherically.. The point where 

the Vr drastically deceases indicates when we should start 

considering correlation between features, by employing 

elliptical data structures. 

We calculate the volume of a hyper-sphere by first 

calculating the volume of a unit hyper-sphere as follows: 
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where Γ  is the gamma function and d is the dimensionality 

of the unit hyper-sphere. The volume of a hyper-sphere with 

radius r is then calculated with 
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The minimum volume enclosing ellipse (MVEE) of a d x 

N dimensional set of points X can be obtained by solving the 

following optimization problem: 

 

             minimize       det(E
-1
) 

subject to     (xi - c)
T
E(xi-c) ≤ 1, (3) 

where  ix  is the ith data point in set X.  

The Khachinayan algorithm can be used to solve E 

iteratively (a Matlab implementation is available from [5]), 

given a set of data points X. The volume of the MVEE )(ε  

can be obtained by using the following equation: 
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To illustrate how the volume ratio (Vr) changes as points 

are added to a group, we generated two types of data. First, 

we sampled data points from a Gaussian distribution with a 

spherical covariance matrix. We calculated the densest point 

in the dataset by making use of a combination of bivariate 

histograms and then calculated the Euclidean distances 

between all other points in the group and the densest point. 

We grew a cluster by adding the nearest point to the densest 

point, one point at a time, and calculated the volume of the 

sphere and volume of the minimum-enclosing ellipse for 

every point added. The change in volume ratio as points are 

added to the spherical group is shown in Figure 3. We also 

generated a group of samples from a Gaussian distribution 

with correlated features and followed the same procedure as 

in the case of the spherical Gaussian and the volume ratios for 

the points in this group are shown in Figure 4. (Note that we 

used a moving average method to smooth the Vr values in 

Figures 3 and 4.) 

 

Figure 3: Vr for uncorrelated  spherical Gaussian data 

We note that the spherical Gaussian group obtains a 

maximum Vr value at around 25 points and maintains a 

relatively high Vr value as the remaining data points are 

added. From 40 points onwards, this value decreases since 

these points will typically be outliers and will not suit the 

spherical shape of the data very well. We see in Figure 4 that 

the decline in Vr values happens significantly earlier (around 

25 points) for the correlated Gaussian groups. This point 

indicates where the data points start deviating from the 

spherical structure and where correlation should start to be 

considered. 

 

Figure 4: Vr for correlated Gaussian data 

To test the effect that other groups would have on the Vr 

values of a group, we calculated the Vr values for group 5 of 

the artificial data set in Figure 1 and obtained the results 

shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Vr for group 5 in Figure 1 

We see that Vr increases up to 40 points and then starts to 

decrease slightly from 40 to 50 points as outliers of the 

original group are added, a significant decrease in Vr ratio 

then takes place from 50-100 points as samples from group 4 

are added (note that the decline is gradual since groups 4 and 

5 have identical covariance matrices). A drastic increase in Vr 

takes place between 100 and 110 points. This is when points 

from group 3 are added – the drastic change in Vr can be 

attributed to the fact that the covariance matrix and mean of 

group 3 are very different from those of groups 4 and 5. The 

increase in Vr is due to the fact that the size of the MVEE 

increases significantly as data points from the top manifold 

(groups 1-3) are added to data points from the bottom 

manifold (groups 4-5). The new structure of the point cloud 

stabilizes at 110 points and Vr decreases gradually until all 

points are added to the group. Note that the Vr generally 

becomes less sensitive as the size of the group increases and 

that there are no more drastic changes since all the remaining 
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points (from 110-250) are from the top manifold and do thus 

not cause any major changes in Vr.  

When trying to estimate the cut-off point where 

Mahalanobis distance will be used instead of Euclidean 

distance one should be cautious not to use the Mahalanobis 

distance prematurely. Theoretically the Mahalanobis distance 

can be used after d (where d is the dimensionality of the 

feature space) points have been selected with the Euclidean 

distance. If the Mahalanobis distance is, however, used too 

early the distance measure will force the group to grow in the 

direction of the initial covariance estimate. If the covariance 

estimate of the d points is not representative of the covariance 

of the entire group, the Mahalanobis distance will continue to 

grow in the direction of the original d points (thus imposing 

an artificial structure on the group covariance matrix). We 

must thus ensure that we have obtained enough data points 

that represent the covariance of the entire group sufficiently 

before using the Mahalanobis distance measure. 

In order to obtain this cut-off point where enough samples 

have been selected to represent the covariance matrix of the 

group sufficiently we take the maximum Vr value (Vmax) – in 

the case of Figure 5, the cut-off point will be at around 35 

samples. At this point the covariance matrix (obtained from 

the nearest 35 data points) will be representative of the 

covariance matrix of the entire group (50 data points). 

After the Vmax cut-off point has been reached, the 

Mahalanobis distances between the initial group of points and 

all the remaining points are calculated. Points are then 

ordered according to Mahalanobis distance and the nearest 

points are added. We measure the change in covariance of the 

growing group of data points as samples are added one at a 

time in order to detect when to stop growing the cluster. If a 

cluster contains all the points of a certain group and starts 

adding points of another group, the covariance matrix will 

change significantly. We make use of the Bhattacharyya 

distance measure to measures the change in covariance and 

mean every time a new point is added to the group. The 

Bhattacharyya distance between two multivariate normal 

distributions can be expressed as: 
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where iµ  are the means and iΣ  the covariances of the 

Gaussian distributions and  
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The Bhattacharyya distance thus takes the distances between 

the means and covariance matrices of the two density 

functions into account. 

 

Figure 6 shows the change in covariance matrix 

(measured as the difference in Bhattacharyya distance) as the 

nearest samples are added to the existing group with the 

Mahalanobis distance.  

We see that the Bhattacharyya distance is relatively stable 

up to 50 points, as points of another group are added the 

change increases and at around 65 points groups 5 and 4 have 

merged and the structure converges, at 75 points outliers of 

these groups are added which gives an increase in change up 

to 100 points where a drastic increase in Bhattacharyya 

distance occurs due to data points of group 3 that are being 

added. After the data points of group 3 have been added, the 

distance stabilises as the cluster includes all the remaining 

points in groups 1-3. 

 

Figure 6: Change in group covariance  

In order to find the cut-off point where a drastic change in 

Bhattacharyya distance takes place, we take the derivative of 

the change in Bhattacharyya graph. This graph is illustrated in 

Figure 7.  

 

Figure 7: Derivative of change in group covariance  

We see that significant changes occur around 70 points 

(as was seen in Figure 6), with even more significant changes 

at 100 points. This is where groups 4 and 5 have merged and 

started to include points from group 3. We also calculate the 

second derivative of the change in Bhattacharyya distance to 

amplify the drastic changes even more; the second derivative 

graph is shown in Figure 8. 

We obtain the cut-off point where a cluster should stop 

growing by calculating the relative change in standard 

deviation of every point in the second derivative. Thus, for 

every new point the mean and standard deviation of the 

previous second derivative values are calculated and the 

deviation of the new point in standard deviations is 

calculated. After the entire graph is completed, the point with 

the highest deviation relative to the previous points is taken as 
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the cut-off point. The cut-off point in this case is indicated by 

the red circle in Figure 8. Note that the cut-off point should 

have been at around 50 points, but since groups 4 and 5 are so 

similar and close to each other the clusters were merged and 

the cut-off was found at around 100 points. 

 

Figure 8: Second derivative of change in group 

covariance  

3.2. Hyper-ellipsoid clustering algorithm 

From the insights obtained in Section 3.1, we propose the 

following hyper-ellipsoid clustering algorithm that finds hard 

and soft clusters as explained in the previous section: 

 

1. Find the densest point in the dataset by using a sum 

of bivariate histogram bin counts. 

2. Use Euclidean distance measure to add nearest 

samples until Euclidean cut-off point is reached. 

3. Use Mahalanobis distance measure to add the nearest 

points to existing group until the Mahalanobis cut-

off point is reached. 

4. Recalculate the densities of the remaining points (not 

assigned to a group), and start growing a new cluster 

from the densest point; any point may be assigned to 

a new group even though that point might have been 

assigned to a previous group. 

5. Continue finding new groups (repeat steps 1-3) until 

the number of points not assigned to a group yet are 

less than d. 

6. Assign the remaining points (<d points) to their 

nearest group in terms of Mahalanobis distance. 

7. Find the overlapping points (points belonging to 

more than one group) between all the groups and 

assign each overlapping point to its nearest group in 

terms of Mahalanobis distance. 

8. Perform an iterative k-means procedure with 

Mahalanobis distance for 10 iterations. 

 

This algorithm contains one free parameter (α) that is used 

to control the Mahalanobis cut-off point in step 3. The final 

cut-off point for a group is calculated as follows: 

  

( )EMEG NNNN −+= α ,    (7) 

 

where Ng is the number of points in the final group, NE is the 

number of points selected with the Euclidean distance 

measure and NM is the number of points (including NE) 

included until the Mahalanobis cut-off point was reached. If 

α=0, all the groups will have NE samples (thus no points 

added with the Mahalanobis distance). 

The algorithm described above can be used both for hard 

and soft clustering - the final two steps are additional steps 

that are required to convert soft clusters to hard clusters. 

In order to obtain a density function of the training set, 

the maximum likelihood (ML) mean and covariance of each 

group can be calculated and the resulting Gaussian density 

functions can be summed to give a GMM density estimate of 

the data. 

In the next section we perform a range of experiments to 

benchmark the accuracy of our GMM density estimation 

against the EM algorithm. 

4. Experiments 

4.1. Experimental design 

We compare the log-likelihoods of the density estimates 

obtained with the clustering approach to the log-likelihood 

scores obtained with the EM approach on 5 real-world UCI 

classification datasets [6]. These datasets are: Iris, Diabetes, 

German, Heart, Australian and Balance-Scale. 

Each data set is divided into 10 equal folds; the training 

set is constructed from 8 folds whereas the test and validation 

sets each consist of a single fold. In order to obtain the 

optimal number of mixtures for density estimation with the 

EM algorithm, we train GMM models with mixtures ranging 

from 1-20 on the training set and calculate their log-

likelihood scores on the validation set. The optimal GMM 

model is then selected (according to the highest log-likelihood 

of the 20 different models) and the log-likelihood of the 

unseen test set is then calculated. Each class is treated 

independently – a separate GMM density function is thus 

estimated for each class and the final log-likelihoods of the 

classes are combined (proportional to the number of samples 

in each class).  

In order to find the optimal model for our clustering 

approach we perform clustering and determine the density 

estimate of the clusters on the training set for α values ranging 

from 0 to 1 with increments of 0.1, the log-likelihood scores 

of the validation set is then calculated for each of these 

models and the model is selected with the highest log-

likelihood. Finally, the log-likelihood of the unseen test set is 

calculated on the optimal model selected with the validation 

set. 

4.2. Experimental results 

Table 1 shows the log-likelihoods obtained with EM 

density estimation, hyper-ellipsoid hard-clustering (hard) and 

hyper-ellipsoid soft-clustering (soft) on the unseen test set for 

each UCI dataset (the total number of groups created per 

dataset are indicated in brackets). 

The results in Table 1 show that both clustering 

approaches give better GMM density estimates on all the test 

sets except for balance-scale, where the test-set log-likelihood 

is approximately equal to the EM algorithm.  
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The average difference in log-likelihood scores between 

the validation set (on which parameters were optimised) and 

unseen test sets of the EM algorithm is 1.6647, whereas the 

average difference for the hard clustering method is 0.2459 

and 0.3342 for soft clustering.  

 

Dataset EM Hard Soft 

Iris 

Diabetes 

Heart 

Australian 

Balance-s 

-2.205 (27) 

-2.974 (34) 

-4.038 (27) 

-4.368 (16) 

-2.071 (8) 

-1.868 (7) 

-2.965 (10) 

-2.678 (6) 

-3.041 (7) 

-2.122 (15) 

-1.855 (7) 

-2.902 (8) 

-2.615 (6) 

-2.978 (8) 

-2.073 (19) 

Table 1: Comparison of log-likelihood scores (test set) 

This implies that the clustering approaches have better 

generalization performance, since the EM algorithm has the 

lowest log-likelihood scores on all the validation sets, but is 

outperformed on the test sets by the clustering methods. 

Overall the soft clustering approach gives the best density 

estimates on the test sets; the hard clustering approach has a 

slightly better generalization performance than the soft 

clustering and the EM seems to overtrain models on the 

validation sets and has the poorest generalization performance 

on the unseen test sets.  

We also note that in general, the number of groups found 

by the clustering methods is much smaller than the number of 

mixtures selected with the EM algorithm. This explains why 

the EM algorithm has poor generalization performance on the 

test sets, since the EM algorithm tends to overfit the GMM 

density on the validation data by selecting too many mixtures. 

The only case where the EM algorithm has fewer mixtures per 

class than the number of groups per class obtained with the 

clustering algorithms is for the Balance-scale dataset. We see 

in Table 1 that Balance-scale is the only dataset where the EM 

algorithm outperforms the clustering methods; this good 

performance on the test set might be attributed to the small 

numbers of mixtures selected which led to better 

generalization performance. 

5. Conclusions 

We have shown that our clustering approach outperforms 

the EM algorithm with GMM density estimation on 4 of the 5 

UCI datasets considered. Our clustering approach generally 

finds fewer clusters in the data than the number of mixtures 

found by the EM algorithm, which leads to better 

generalization performance on unseen test data. 

The fact that our algorithm generalizes better than the EM 

algorithm on unseen test sets suggests that our approach is 

capturing underlying structure of the data in the estimated 

density, whereas the EM algorithm obtains an artificial 

structure with a density function that optimizes the log-

likelihood of the data. The clusters obtained with our 

approach thus give us insight into the structure of the data, 

whereas the GMM obtained with the EM algorithm may 

optimize the log-likelihood of the validation set without 

mapping to a true structure in the data. 

An advantage of our clustering approach is that it is not 

dependant on a random initialization as in the case of the EM 

algorithm. Our approach is thus not susceptible to local 

minima – the density function obtained with the EM 

algorithm, in contrast, depends on the initialization of data.  

Another advantage of our approach is that the Vr values 

and change in covariance values can be plotted for each group 

in the training stage. These graphs can give an analyst insight 

into how the groups are constructed which is not possible 

with the EM algorithm. 

Our approach can also be extended to extract the topology 

of the data by calculating the pair-wise Bhattacharyya 

distances between all groups obtained, and using multi-

dimensional scaling (MDS) to visualize the relative distances 

between the hyper-elliptical groups in the data. Doing MDS 

for a GMM obtained with the EM algorithm will not be 

representative of the true topology of the data, since the 

mixtures obtained with the EM algorithm are less 

representative of the structures in the data, as argued above. 

One drawback of our approach is that the Mahalanobis 

distance measure requires at least d points in a group to 

calculate the ML covariance matrix. In order to obtain stable 

groups with our approach, there must therefore be 

significantly more data points than features in a dataset, since 

the smallest possible group with our approach has at least d 

points. This shortcoming can, however, be addressed by 

making use of a Mahalanobis distance measure with diagonal 

covariance matrix. This ignores the pair-wise correlations 

between features; however, when the data is that sparse, 

correlations are in any case not reliably estimated [7].  
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Abstract
A new algorithm for identifying and locating singular points on
a fingerprint image is presented. This algorithm is based on
properties of the fingerprint orientation image, including a fea-
ture defined as a transition line. The transition line is shown
to provide an efficient means of both tracking and classifying
singular points without having to search through the entire fin-
gerprint image. The algorithm is shown to be precise and its
performance is evaluated using three measures, namely, the de-
tection accuracy (DA), the detection time (DT ) and a Human-
versus-Algorithm (HvA) score. Using a dataset from the Fin-
gerprint Verification Competition 2002 (FVC 2002), the perfor-
mance of the algorithm is: DA = 89.6 %, DT = 0.48 s and
HvA = 0.92.

1. Introduction
A fingerprint is a pattern formed by the ridges and furrows on a
fingertip when impressed against a smooth surface. The finger
ridges are the dark lines and the furrows are the lighter lines,
as depicted in figure 1. This pattern has numerous features that
serve a useful purpose in fingerprint identification and/or verifi-
cation. These fingerprint features can be ordered into two types,
namely, the minutiae and the singular points. With reference to
figure 1, the minutiae are marked by the two clear circular struc-
tures, while the singular points are marked by the filled circular
and triangular structures.

Figure 1: Fingerprint with minutiae and singular points
marked. The minutiae are marked by clear circles and the sin-
gular points are marked by the filled triangle and circle

The minutiae occur in the form of a ridge ending and a ridge
bifurcation. A ridge ending is the point where a ridge ends (or

starts), while a ridge bifurcation is the point where a single ridge
splits into two ridges. Singular points occur in the form of a core
and a delta. A core can be defined as the turning point of the
innermost loop of a fingerprint and a delta is the point where
the fingerprint ridges tend to triangulate. The primary objec-
tive of this document is to present and evaluate the performance
of an algorithm that can be used to detect singular points in a
fingerprint image.

2. Singular Point Detection
Singular point detection can be defined as the process of identi-
fying and locating singular points.

2.1. Singular Point Detection Methods

Even though they are all based on the computation of the finger-
print orientation image, singular point detection methods can be
ordered into a set of three groups. These can be summarized as
follows [1]:

• Poincaré index methods

• Methods based on the local characteristics of the orien-
tation image

• Partition-based methods

The first group of methods classify a point as a core or delta by
computing the Poincaré index along a small closed path around
the point [2]. Angle differences are then summed along this
closed path in order to classify the singular points as either cores
or deltas. For an angle difference of 1800, the singular point is
classified as a core, while a delta is marked by an angle differ-
ence of −1800. Works that employ the poincaré index include
those of Karu and Jain [2] and Kawagoe and Tojo [3]. Bazen
and Gerez [4] present an interesting version of a poincaré index
method informed by Green’s theorem. Rämö et al [5] pointed
out that calculating the poincaré index is a time consuming ex-
ercise.

The second group of methods are based on the local charac-
teristics of the fingerprint orientation image. A fingerprint ori-
entation image is a matrix whose entries depict the local orien-
tation of the fingerprint ridges. This orientation is measured in
degrees anti-clockwise, between 00 and 1800, relative to some
horizontal axis. The local characteristics of the orientation im-
age include high irregularities [1]. The irregularity operator,
introduced by Cappelli et al [6], is used to determine the irreg-
ularity map of the fingerprint image. This map is largely white
in color, and the singular points are clearly marked by black
regions.

The third group of methods divide the computed pixel-wise
orientation image into non-overlapping blocks and assign an av-
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erage orientation to each of these blocks. The reason for this
is that, the ridge orientation cannot be represented pixel-wise
since the ridge is not represented by a single pixel but rather
by a collection of pixels. This therefore implies that a block-
wise image better represents the ridge orientation. Examples
of works that used this method include Maio and Maltoni [7],
Cappelli et al [6] and Rämö et al [5].

2.2. Applications of Singular Points

The two main applications of singular points are fingerprint
classification and fingerprint image alignment. In fingerprint
classification problems, the locations of singular points are used
as part of schemes that determine the class of a fingerprint. Fin-
gerprint classification is made possible by the sketchy nature
of singular points. Examples of works that use singular points
to classify fingerprints include Karu and Jain [2], Zhang and
Yan [8] and Msiza et al [9].

During image capturing, some participants may impress
their fingertip in such a way that the fingerprint is rotated, hence
not in line with the image frame. The performance of some
fingerprint matching algorithms may be negatively affected by
images that are rotated by over 200 out of line with the image
frame [1]. This therefore implies that image alignment can be
an important preliminary step, just before fingerprint matching.
Wegstein [10] executes fingerprint image alignment by making
use of the core-delta segment (if the delta is present) and the
average orientation of some ridges lying in the neighborhood of
the core.

3. Algorithm Description
The properties of an orientation image of a fingerprint are listed
below and may be verified on the fingerprints in figures 2 and
3:

• With the ridge orientation depicted as Q in figure 2, the
range of orientation values is [00; 1800]. An orientation
value is either an acute or an obtuse angle.

• The difference between the obtuse and acute angled ori-
entation values is referred to as ∆Q.

• A path is formed at the point where the orientation values
change from acute-to-obtuse or obtuse-to-acute. This
path is referred to as a transition line.

• The transition line is two columns wide, and the two
columns in each row that form part of this line are re-
ferred to as transition columns.

• The transition line leads to a singular point, normally sit-
ting at the end or beginning of the line, depending on the
point of reference.

• A core singular point is either facing downwards or up-
wards. Downward and upward facing cores are singular
points of the type shown in figure 2, top and bottom re-
spectively.

• A transition line that leads to a delta (delta transition line)
is different from the one that leads to a core (core transi-
tion line).

• For a core singular point, ∆Q of the transition columns
is initially large and gradually decreases to a value close
to zero.

• This applies to transition lines that lead to both the up-
ward facing and the downward facing core, with the tran-
sition lines assumed to start from a smaller to a larger and
larger to a smaller row value respectively.

• For a delta singular point, ∆Q is initially small and grad-
ually increases to a large value, assuming that the line
starts from a smaller to a larger row value.

• However, if the delta transition line is assumed to start
from a large to a small row value then its properties re-
semble those of the core transition line.

Figure 2: Orientation image of block size 15 overlaid on the
fingerprint with singular points marked and transition lines en-
closed within rectangular blocks

Figure 3: Orientation image of block size 2 overlaid on the fin-
gerprint with singular points marked and transition lines en-
closed within rectangular blocks

The location and type of singular point on a fingerprint is deter-
mined using transition lines. This is done by locating the start of
a transition line and moving along the transition line across the
orientation image until the singular point is reached. The type
of singular point on the transition line is identified using the
properties of the transition line, taking the start and end rows of
the transition line into consideration.

It is evident from figures 2 and 3 that the location of singular
points can be determined more precisely on a fine than a coarse
orientation image - fine and coarse orientation images are orien-
tation images computed with small and large block sizes values
respectively. However, the fine orientation image is larger than
the coarse orientation image and requires more processing time

A two stage tracking procedure is adopted to reduce the pro-
cessing time and to ensure that the location of singular points
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can be determined precisely. The location of the singular point
is first determined from a coarse orientation image (C) and then
a region of the fingerprint image that is covered by blocks of
the orientation image around the location of the singular point
in the coarse orientation image is extracted. After the extrac-
tion, a fine orientation image (F ) of the region is computed and
used to determine a more precise location of the singular point.
An example region that would be extracted in the coarse orien-
tation image is shown in figure 2 enclosed by a dotted line. An
implementation of the proposed algorithm is summarized in al-
gorithm 1. The inputs f and O are the pixel block size used to
compute F and the pixel wise orientation image, respectively.
The variable I is the input orientation image, n is the number
of runs and Bgn is the column where the search for the start of
a transition line begins.

Algorithm 1: Singular point detection algorithm
Input : O, C and f
Output : Singular Points - Type(s) & Location(s)
Variables: F , I , n and Bgn

initialization: n = 1;1
while n <= 2 do2

I = C;3
if n = 1 then4

Bgn = top left hand corner of C;5
else6

Bgn = bottom left hand corner of C;7
end8
while the right hand corner has not been reached do9

seek the start of the transition line;10
end11
if no transition line is found then12

go to step 38;13
end14
if I 6= C then15

go to step 20;16
end17
record the starting point of the transition line;18
determine the singular point Type;19
repeat20

motion along the transition line;21
until a termination condition is met ;22
if none of the termination conditions are met then23

go to step 36;24
end25
record, on O, the point where 20 terminated;26
if I 6= C then27

go to 35;28
end29
extract a small region of O around the point30
recorded in step 26;
compute F as specified by f ;31
I = F ;32
Bgn = top or bottom left corner of I;33
go to step 9;34
compute and record the singular point Location;35
Bgn = point recorded in step 26;36
go to step 9;37
increment n;38

end39
terminate;40

3.1. Start of the Transition Line

The transition line divides the orientation image into a region of
obtuse and acute angled orientation values except where there
is more than one transition line and there are parts where the
transition lines exist over similar rows. In that case, the region
across the rows has orientation values grouped into regions of
acute-obtuse-acute or obtuse-acute-obtuse. The start of the tran-
sition line is, therefore, located by finding the first transition
column.

Only transition columns with an acute angled orientation
value on the left are detected as valid transition points when
searching the orientation image from the top to the bottom row.
This is to ensure that the upward and downward facing cores are
identified and located using similar routines and that the transi-
tion line properties, which lead to the different singular points,
may be used to differentiate them. The opposite applies when
searching the orientation image from the bottom to the top row.
Therefore, only downward facing core and delta singular points
are identified when searching the orientation image from top
to bottom and only upward facing core singular points will be
identified when searching the orientation image from the bot-
tom to the top.

The above applies when locating the start of a transition line
in the coarse orientation image. It is more efficient to locate
the delta in the fine orientation image by searching the image
from the bottom to the top. This is because a transition column
always exists on the row at the bottom of the fine orientation
image and there will usually not be any transition columns in
the first few rows on the top of the orientation image. Thus, the
transition line for the fine orientation image of the extracted re-
gion that contains a delta singularity is assumed to start from the
bottom to the top row of the orientation image and an exception
has to be made as the transition columns will have acute angled
orientation values on the left.

When at least one transition line has been found on the
coarse orientation image, the search for subsequent transition
lines must begin from the starting point of the previous transi-
tion line. This is done in order to ensure that no part of the pre-
vious transition line is identified as the starting point of a new
transition line, as parts of a transition line may exist over similar
rows. This may be done by recording the range of columns and
rows over which the previous transition line exists and using
this in subsequent searches.

3.2. Identifying Singular Points

The type of singular point that a transition line leads to, is iden-
tified by using the ∆Q of the transition columns at the start of
the transition line. This ∆Q is smaller for a delta transition line
as compared to the core transition line. This is because a delta
transition line develops from parallel ridges. The decision is
therefore made by comparing ∆Q with a threshold value (T1).
Values greater than T1 indicate that the transition line (if not
caused by noise on the image) leads to a core, while for values
less than T1 it leads to a delta. A value of T1 = 350 is used in
the implementation of the algorithm.

3.3. Moving Through the Transition Line

Subsequent transition columns of the transition line are below
(or above) each other; this could be directly below (or above) or
shifted to either the left or right. For simplicity, only transition
columns that are shifted by one column to the left and right
are considered as being part of the transition line. Therefore,
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subsequent transition columns are found by searching amongst
the four columns in the next row; these are the two columns
directly below (or above) the current transition columns and the
ones to the left and right; see figure 4.

Figure 4: Transition columns (a and b) and the four columns
(c, d, e, and f) that are examined for transition columns when
moving along a transition line

If the subsequent column has been shifted by more than one
column to either left (or right) or a valid transition column does
not exist, then it is assumed that the transition line is caused by
noise on the fingerprint image.

3.4. Core Termination Condition

The core termination condition is when:
• The ∆Q of one of the transition columns of the transition

line is smaller than a threshold value, T2, which was set
to 250 for the implementation of the algorithm

• When the four columns discussed in section 3.3 all have
acute or obtuse angled orientation values

The latter condition is used as a termination condition because
ridges assume a similar direction after the location of the core,
unless there is another core immediately afterwards, as in fig-
ures 1 and 2. Thus, the transition columns where this condition
is satisfied is set as the location of the core singular point.

a and c or b and f in figure 4 must be comparable as ridges
are expected to have almost similar orientation values after the
core singular point. This is to ensure that the transition line is
not caused by noise as discussed in section 3.3 and is performed
by thresholding the proportion of the difference between either
a and c or b and f with respect to either a or b respectively as
shown in equation (1). A threshold, T3 = 0.6, is used and val-
ues of the proportion difference below T3 indicate that the tran-
sition columns where the condition is satisfied are the location
of the singular point.

Proportion Difference =
a− c

a
(1)

3.5. Delta Termination Condition

The delta singular point termination condition is when the ∆Q
of one of the transition columns of the transition line is greater
than threshold value, T4, which is set as 900 for the implemen-
tation of the algorithm.

3.6. Extracted Region

The region that is extracted from the fingerprint image, after
locating the singular point on the coarse orientation image, is
selected such that it includes the singular point. This is ensured
by selecting the region such that the transition columns that are
selected as the location of the singular point are in the middle
of the image. The region must not be large for performance
reasons.

4. Pre-processing and Post-processing
Pre-processing is performed by filtering the fingerprint image
to enhance the ridges and remove the noise on the image. The

filtering is performed using the technique that is proposed by
Hong et al [11]. This technique uses the coarse orientation im-
age (C) and ridge frequency matrix (R) for the filtering process.
R is the frequency of the ridges in each of the blocks used for
computing the coarse orientation image.

Post-processing is performed to remove singular points that
are detected on the region of the image without ridges such as
the circled point in figure 5. This is done by dividing the image
into a region with and without ridges. A mask matrix (M ),
which is a matrix the same size as the image and whose entries
are either one or zero; where one indicates that the pixel of the
image is part of the area with ridges and zero that the pixel is
part of the region without ridges, is computed using a procedure
proposed by Thai in [12].

Figure 5: Fingerprint image processed with the algorithm with
the location of the singular points marked

5. Performance Evaluation
The precision of the algorithm in locating singular points on
fingerprints is shown in figure 5.

The following measures are employed to asses the perfor-
mance of the algorithm:

• Detection Time (DT )

• Detection Accuracy (DA)

• Human-versus-Algorithm (HvA) Score

5.1. Detection Time (DT ) and Detection Accuracy (DA)

DT is the time it takes for the algorithm to identify and locate
singular points. It gives an indication of the speed with which
the proposed algorithm executes its intended task. It is defined
as:

DT =

» N−1X
k=0

Ik

–
÷N, (2)

where Ik is the k−th instance of data and N is the total number
of data instances in the test set.

DA is a measure of the accuracy with which the algorithm
locates singular points on a fingerprint image. The algorithm
is regarded as having accurately detected a singular point if the
detected point is within a distance of 20 pixels when compared
to the one manually identified by a human. DA is defined as:

DA =
Cnt(∀ D ≤ 20 pixels)

N
× 100%, (3)
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where D is the euclidean distance between the singular point
detected by an expert and the one detected by the proposed al-
gorithm. The function Cnt is the counting operation.

5.2. Human-versus-Algorithm (HvA) Scoring

This assessment provides the comparison of the singular points
that are detected by the algorithm and those identified by a hu-
man being. The assessment provides a detailed picture with
regard to the overall behavior of the algorithm. The information
that can be extracted from this assessment includes, the number
of singular points: accurately detected, inaccurately detected,
missed, and falsely detected by the algorithm.

HvA is mathematically modeled as:

HvA =
AI − FA− IL

HI
, (4)

where AI is the total number of singular points detected by the
algorithm, FA is the number of false singular points detected
by the algorithm, IL is the number of singular points detected at
incorrect locations and HI is the total number of singular points
detected by a human. HvAs for core and delta singular points
are denoted by C −HvA and D −HvA respectively, and the
variables in equation 4 will assume appropriate meanings. The
algorithm qualifies to be labeled as accurate if the HvA score
approaches unity.

6. Results and Interpretation
The algorithm is tested by making use of fingerprint images
from Database Db 1 a of the year 2002 version of the Finger-
print Verification Competition (FVC2002). A total of 439 fin-
gerprint images where used for each of the performance mea-
sures.

6.1. DT and DA Results

Because the proposed algorithm is dependent on C and R, it be-
comes necessary to execute a parameter study of the two pixel-
block-sizes. This implies that these pixel-block-sizes have to be
varied in order to establish their effect on the algorithm’s DT
and DA.

The process of varying these pixel-block-sizes bring into
effect a total of six scenarios, with different combinations of
these pixel-block-sizes. The results of this exercise are summa-
rized in table 1. The variable C − pbs is the pixel-block-size
of C and, similarly, the variable R − pbs is the pixel-block-
size of R. From table 1 it is apparent that the pixel-block-size

Table 1: DT and DA Results with different combinations of
the pixel block sizes

Scenario C − pbs R− pbs DT DA

A 10 36 0.48 s 88.4 %

B 10 23 0.49 s 86.8 %

C 10 10 0.49 s 86.6 %

D 08 36 0.48 s 89.6 %

E 06 36 0.46 s 83.8 %

combination that gives the most accurate detection is that of
scenario D, while scenario E gives the fastest detection. This

therefore implies that, in applications where accuracy is more
important than speed, scenario D is recommended. Similarly,
in applications that require more speed than accuracy, scenario
E is recommended.

6.2. HvA Assessment Results

The HvA assessment is executed with the assumption that ac-
curacy is more important than speed, implying that the scenario
D parameters are used. The results from the HvA assessment
are summarized in table 2, and they give details about the over-
all behavior of the proposed algorithm. There is a subtle differ-
ence between a singular point detected at an incorrect location
(misplaced) and a false singular point. A misplaced singular
point is one that is located somewhere along a transition line,
but not at the end. A false singular point is one that is located
nowhere near a transition line. An example of such a singular
point is one located somewhere in the background of the finger-
print image, that is, outside the fingerprint ridge area.

Table 2: HvA assessment results

Assessment Variable Value

Human-Identified Cores (HIC) 517

Algorithm-Identified Cores (AIC) 510

Cores Missed by the Algorithm (CMA) 16

False Cores Detected by the Algorithm (FCA) 07

Cores Detected at Incorrect Location (CIL) 02

Human-Identified Deltas (HID) 227

Algorithm-Identified Deltas (AID) 197

Deltas Missed by the Algorithm (DMA) 30

False Deltas Detected by the Algorithm (FDA) 00

Deltas Detected at Incorrect Location (DIL) 00

C −HvA Score 0.97

D −HvA Score 0.87

Overall HvA Score 0.92

The anomalies associated with detecting the core singular-
ity are: (i) 3.1 % of the cores are missed by the algorithm, (ii)
False cores are detected by the algorithm (small number) and
(iii) 0.4 % of the cores are detected at incorrect locations.

The only anomaly associated with detecting the delta singu-
larity is that 13.2 % of the deltas are missed by the algorithm.
This is the reason why the D−HvA Score is slightly less than
the C − HvA score. The overall HvA score of the proposed
tool shows that it qualifies to be labeled as accurate, and hence
it is readily usable in any other modules of a biometric imple-
mentation.

7. Usability of the Algorithm
The usability of the proposed singular point detection algorithm
is, beyond doubt, demonstrated by the fact that Msiza et al [9]
successfully used it in their fingerprint classification module.
The output of this algorithm served as input to the classifica-
tion module which, in turn, provided the class of the fingerprint
image in question. The five fingerprint classes that they consid-
ered in their study are: Central Twins (CT), Tented Arch (TA),
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Left Loop, Right Loop (RL) and Plain Arch (PA). The accu-
racy of the classification module is another way of evaluating
the performance of the singular point detection algorithm.

In order to determine the accuracy of their classification
module, Msiza et al used Database Db 1 a of the 2002 ver-
sion of the Fingerprint Verification Competition (FVC2002) as
the test data. They summarized their evaluation in the form of
a confusion matrix, which is a widely used method for deter-
mining the accuracy of any classifier. A total of 431 data in-
stances was presented to this classification module and, looking
at table 3, a total of 360 fingerprints were correctly classified,
70 were mis-classified and only 1 was classified as unknown
(UKN). The results in table 3 give a classification accuracy of
83.5%, where this accuracy is the ratio of the sum of the main
diagonal over the number of data instances in the data set, ex-
pressed as a percentage.

Table 3: Five-Class experimental results tested on FVC2002
Db1 a [9]

Actual As

CT LL PA RL TA UKN TOT

CT 83 05 00 04 00 01 93

LL 00 108 02 15 00 00 125

PA 00 00 15 01 00 00 16

RL 02 20 01 96 03 00 122

TA 01 05 04 07 58 00 75

83.5% 431

A study conducted by Yager and Amin [13] revealed that
most fingerprint classifiers that deal with a five-class fingerprint
problem, have an accuracy that is anything between 80% and
90%. This is, therefore, indicative of the fact that the usability
of the singular point detection algorithm proposed in this docu-
ment is not questionable.

8. Summary and Conclusions
An algorithm for detecting singular points on a fingerprint
image using the properties of the orientation image was pre-
sented. A special property of the orientation image that partic-
ularly played a useful role was identified as the transition line.
Both the theoretical and algorithmic description of the proposed
method clearly revealed its feasibility. A rigorous performance
evaluation was executed by making use of 439 instances of data,
revealing a high detection accuracy (89.6 %) and execution time
(0.48 s). An innovative measure, HvA (0.92), that unpacks the
overall behaviour of the algorithm is used and revealed evidence
about the robust nature of the proposed algorithm.

These performance measures show that the algorithm is
based on a solid theoretical foundation and hence it is readily
usable. The usability of this algorithm is demonstrated by the
work of other practitioners that successfully used it as a service
to their fingerprint classifier.

One possible improvement of the algorithm is the intro-
duction of some image thinning module, in order to simplify
the run down the transition line. It is also necessary to execute
a parameter study of the thresholds used as the terminating
conditions for both the core and the delta. This will serve
to determine the effect of different threshold values on the
performance of the algorithm.
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Temporal seeding in stereo image sequences 
Thulani Ndhlovu, Deon Sabatta, and Fred Nicolls 
 
In a stereo image sequence, finding feature correspondences is normally done for every frame 
without taking temporal information into account. Reusing previous computations can add 
valuable information. We present a temporal seeding technique for reusing computed disparity 
estimates on features in a stereo image sequence to constrain the disparity search range. Features 
are detected on a reference image and their disparity estimates are computed using a local 
matching algorithm. The features are then tracked to a successive reference image on the 
sequence and by using the previously calculated disparity estimates, the disparity search range is 
constrained. We evaluate the errors between the local matching and the temporal seeding 
algorithms.  Results show a decrease in computational time when temporally seeding the disparity 
estimates with no introduction of errors. 
 
 
Feature tracking for visual servo based range regulation on a mobile robot 
Michael G. Burke 
 
This paper presents a visual servo approach to straight line range and velocity regulation. The 
difference in velocity between a lead mobile robot and a follower is regulated through velocity 
control of the follower, in order to maintain a constant distance between the two agents. In order 
to relieve the burden of image processing, control is based on the regulation of relative scale 
changes between image features on the leader.  This eliminates the need to waste valuable time 
and processing power determining range or estimating target velocity and allows for the use of a 
simple single camera vision system. 
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Introducing a Logic for Real-world Agents with Degrees of Belief 
Gavin Rens and Ivan José Varzinczak 
 
We are developing a new logic (DyMoDeL) for reasoning about dynamic agents with stochastic 
action, partial observation, knowledge-of and degree-of-belief-in a state of affairs. Development 
of the syntax and semantics is almost complete, and we have made progress on how a domain can 
be formally specified with the logic. Our intention is that the logic presented here forms the 
foundation of an agent programming language that can generate control policies for decision 
theoretic agents.  
 
In cognitive robotics, one way to capture the agent's uncertain knowledge at any time-point, is to 
have it represent all the states it believes possible as its current belief. A state in this sense, is one 
way the world could be. A further step to capture uncertain knowledge is to assign a likelihood to 
each state considered possible so that degrees of belief can be captured.  
 
Now as the robot acts and observes while completing its tasks, it will change its belief 
accordingly. The robot's belief reflects its mental state; we say the agent maintains its belief state 
and it updates its belief state after every action and observation. Given its current belief state, a 
robot may want to ask w.r.t. a state of affairs σ, whether it knows σ as a matter of fact, whether σ 
is believed to be merely possible or known to be impossible, and what the robot's degree of belief 
in σ is.  
 
Observations and their interaction with actions are dealt with in a new way for logics:  
When an agent imagines a sequence of actions and observations, and wonders what its attitude 
towards a state of affairs might be after that sequence, the agent is projecting. In such an 
imagined sequence, the agent may have a clear idea about which actions/observations will be 
performed/perceived, and in which order. But some actions and observations may be unknown to 
the agent; it will then want to leave them unspecified during projection. In other words, the robot 
may also ask itself what its future attitude towards an imagined state of affairs σ will be, after a 
sequence of action-observation pairs, given some constraints on the number of actions it is 
willing to perform or given a relaxation of constraints on `legal' actions and percepts.  
 
The logic we introduce in this work is based on two rich formalisms: dynamic logic and the 
partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) model.  
 
Several logics can express some of what – we argue – is  needed to be expressed; we take from 
them what we need. However, none of them expresses all that we want to express, with the two 
formalisms we want to use, at the standards we have set for the logic. Moreover, we aim to offer a 
logical language with which to specify an agent and its interaction with its environment, modeled 
as a POMDP.  
 
Besides the analyses of decidability and computational complexity, the next task in the 
development of DyMoDeL is to design a proof theory and determine whether the proof theory is 
sound and complete. The ultimate goal for DyMoDeL is to extend it into an agent programming 
language. 
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Markerless Human Pose Tracking – a Review 
Neil Hendry and Bashan Naidoo 
 
This paper discusses various options and approaches to markerless human pose tracking as well 
as other potential uses for the modelling and motion analysis of human beings. This field of 
markerless human tracking can be split into two main categories, the model-based approach and 
the model-free approach.  Model-based approaches are the more common method used and are 
examined according to the image descriptors, body models (including kinematic features and 
body structure) as well as optimisation techniques employed. Together with the image 
descriptors, the various 2-D and 3-D options are briefly explored and their respective benefits 
presented.  More recently, research has turned to model-free approaches in which learning-based 
and example-based pose estimation classes exist. These two classes are discussed very briefly and 
their benefit in aiding model-based methods is given.  Where possible, results and examples from 
other researchers are presented to back-up and emphasise the features of some of the approaches 
discussed. 
 
 
Fully connected particle swarm optimization 
Yanxia Sun, Guoyuan Qia, Zenghui Wang, and Barend Jacobus van Wyk 
 
In this paper, a new model for particle swarm optimization is proposed. In this model, each 
particle is not only influenced by the best experience among his neighbors and its own best 
experience but also influenced by all components of the each particle. The influence among 
different components of particle is implemented by back propagation (BP) neural network 
training online. The inputs and outputs of the BP neural network are the particle position and the 
tendency to the best position, respectively. Therefore, the new model of PSO is named as fully 
connected particle swarm optimization (FCPSO). Simulation results and comparisons with the 
exiting PSOs demonstrate that the proposed FCPSO effectively enhances the searching efficiency 
and improve the searching quality. 
 
 
Attitude Determination By Means of Machine Vision Techniques for Application to 
Navigation Systems 
Branden Andrews, Yuko Roodt, and Johan Meyer 
 
This paper presents a process by which attitude determination can be achieved through the 
combination of a single camera and machine vision techniques for the application in navigation 
systems. This is achieved through the use of continuously-overlapping sequential still images 
used to determine the geometric relationship between images and hence lead to attitude 
determination. Results from attitude or pose determination is presented and discussed, producing 
pitch and yaw angles with tolerances of ±2%. 
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Volumetric Reconstruction From Multiple Views – a Review 
Naren Ramchunder and Bashan Naidoo 
 
This paper reviews various innovative methods for accurate volumetric reconstruction of object 
and scene datasets as well as identifies and discusses core problems that state-of-the-art multi-
view stereo algorithms face. One such issue is input image selection, where we examine factors 
that influence algorithm performance and especially its improvement by controlling the amount 
of redundancy in the input images. Methods for accurate camera calibration and automatic object 
segmentation are also briefly discussed. Modelling of lighting and surface reflective properties of 
non-lambertian objects is also a very current research area. We look at modifications of the 
lambertian model to account for radiance effects and surface reflective properties.  Results and 
examples from other researchers and review papers are presented to provide a framework for the 
approaches discussed. 
 
 
Using Formal Concept Analysis to Evaluate and Enhance a Rule Base of a Medical 
Decision Support System  
V. Horner, L. Hanmer, N. Mbananga, D. Kourie, S. Obiedkov, J. Mpe, and M. Ndema  
 
In this study formal concept analysis (FCA) implications were used to evaluate a rule base of a 
medical decision support system called the CDSS. The CDSS rule base consists of rules that were 
provided by medical experts based on their experience. The aim of the study was to develop a 
framework for the evaluation and enhancement of a rule base of a medical decision support 
system. 
 
 
Upper Face Facial Action Unit Recognition: Dimensionality Reduction and Network 
Optimization 
H.B. Vadapalli, H. Nyongesa, and C.W.P. Omlin 
 
We present a Facial Action Unit recognition system using recurrent neural networks. In previous 
work [1], Recurrent neural networks have been sucessfully used for the recognition of FACS 
Action Units using temporal data. In this paper, we present a recognition system for recognizing 6 
upper face FACS Action units using Gabor filters and recurrent neural networks.  The use of 
Gabor filters for feature extraction generates huge set of features, and it becomes essential to 
reduce the dimensionality of the system. We study the effect of selecting different sets of 
frequency scales on the recognition efficiency. Its observed that the set of higher 3 frequency 
scales is sufficient for the recognition of 6 upper face action units. Another dimensionality 
reduction method known as Local Gabor filters, which considers all the frequency scales, is used 
in conjunction with recurrent neural network for the recognition of 6 upper face FACS action 
units. Local Gabor filters have been successful in reducing the dimensionality and also increasing 
the recognition rate by over 1% for the 6 upper face action units. Further, we tested the use of 
Principle Component Analysis as a feature selection technique with recurrent neural network as a 
classifier.  Finally we studied the effects of network optimizition using weight decay, which 
helped in improving the generalization capability of the system. 
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Classifier combination and application principal component analysis on land cover 
mapping using hyperspectral data 
Bolanle Abe, Anthony Gidudu., and Tshilidzi Marwala 
 
Research on remote sensing data has been based on finding methods of improving classification 
accuracy.  Different algorithms have been developed to find solution to classification problems. 
Recent research has shown interest in using classifier combinations approach whereby the final 
output is determined by a number of classifiers based on consensus rule. Ensemble systems are 
based on need for diversity. A way to introduce diversity into ensemble system is through feature 
selections and feature extraction.  Ensemble feature selection approach was used for the study to 
investigate classification accuracy in land cover mapping.  The result obtained revealed 
importance of feature selection for ensemble system and ensemble size for land cover mapping. 
The paper also reviewed Principal component analysis variation as means of features extraction 
and analysis that can be applied on hyperspectral data for land cover classification. 
 
 
A Fixed Bandwidth Compression Algorithm for Video Sequences 
Thendo S. Nedzamba, Pieter A.H. Grobler and Pieter V. Reyneke 
 
This paper introduces a fixed bandwidth video compression technique. The proposed 
Compression/Decompression algorithm (CODEC) complies to requirements with respect to 
bandwidth-limitation (BW) and image quality (Q) of the output after a 
compression/decompression cycle. The BW requirement is that 19.5 Mb/s of raw video is to be 
compressed such that it is transmittable through a 250kb/s channel. This implies a compression 
ratio requirement greater than 78 times. Input video sequences either consist of natural features or 
synthetically generated test patterns with added noise. The requirement regarding Q entails that 
the CODEC should preserve sufficient quality in both natural and synthetic sequences after one 
CODEC cycle, i.e. the output image shall be clear and without significant artifacts. Metadata 
(digital symbology) will be transferred (or stored) in parallel and augmented after a 
decompression stage.  The proposed technique utilizes the classic Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) for encoding/decoding. In order to preserve sufficient quality in noisy environments a 
careful balance has been found between the number of coefficients to be sent and the number of 
bits used to represent each coefficient. Neither Perceptual nor Layered (Multi-level scale) 
approaches were considered, because the benefits that these approaches might have are 
capitalized on by the chosen DCT/LZH algorithm.  Note in the interest of simplicity the 
implemented algorithm does spatial compression exclusively and no temporal, neither inter-
frame- (frame-differencing or 3D-DCTs); nor progressive-, coding. This makes the algorithm 
more robust against multi-frame drops. Due to the high noise presence and high compression 
ratio requirement a lossless compression algorithm is not an option. The presented algorithm 
makes provision for Input video sequences consisting of 16-bit grayscale image frames, each of 
size 128 x 100 pixels, transmitted at a frame-rate of 100fps. 
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